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The 27th North
1969, at Kiamesha L
co-sponsor with the
There WAS excellent
inces, Puerto Rico,

INTRODUCTION

A- ican Conference on Labor Statis;:ics was held June 16-20,
ak New York. The New York Department of Labor served as
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.
attendance--350 delegates from 42 States, Canadian Prov-
and the Viiin Islands.

The program emphasized the theme, The Role of Labor Statistics and
Research in Public and Private Decision-Making. There was lively discussion
in the first two sessions which were directed to research needs in evaluating
new legislation in labor-management relations in public employment, and in
collective bargaining, generally. Also, in this part of the program there was
a presentation on research activities of the Canadian Task Force on Industrial
Relations. The session on the role of statistics as an aid in solving urban
problems and in the administration of assistance programs centered aroun3 the
utilization of family budget information. The Urban Studies Program session
was designed to show the role of research in the urban crisis. A full day was
given to the consideraticn of research needs for a comprehensive manpower pro-
gram; the principal emphasis was on evaluation of programs, sources of new data,

and ne_w directions in research. Statisticians have shown a marked interest in
bringing their services to bear on socio-economic problems at the local level.
The two statistical workshops stimulated considerable interest and lively dis-
pussion. In the session on Administrative Statistics a panel of experts pro-
vided leadership in discussing the individual subjects such as safety, indus-
trial relations, and statistics for labor standards; these panelists also
served as advisers to other State statisticians who had need for consultation
on special State problems. The other '-qorkshop was - L,11-1,11-n" na t-echni_al

aspects of Federal-State Manpower L. 'Ills discussion was effec-ive
in bringing experience to local and problem areas of the cooperative employment
statistics program.

The final session was a dialogue on Meeting the Inflation Problems. The
distinguished panel included Moderator Maurice Mann, Assistant Director, U.S.
Bureau of the Budget; Martin Gainsbrugh, Senior Vice President and Chief Econ-
omist, National Industrial Conference Board; James C. Cooper, Vice President
and Director of Research, Irving Trust Company; and Sol Barkin, Profsor of
Economics, University of Massachusetts. The expertise of the panelists and
the lively participation of the audience combined in a stimulating program.

The feature.of the Conference banquet was a ceremony in recognition of
the centennial anniversary of labor statistics in the United States.

The proceedings provide a ready reference for those who attended the Con-
ference and will be of interest to others working in the field of labor
statistics.

Walter G. Keim, Executive Director
North American Conference on Labor Statistics

in
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NORTH AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON LABOR STATISTICS

THE ROLE OF LABOR STATISTICS AND RESEARCH
IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DECISION-MAKING

WELCOME

Martin P. Cather,Tood, Industrial Commissioner
New York Department of Labor

It Is my pleasure, as Industrial Commissioner for the State of New York,

to have the opportunity to welcome you to the Concord Hotel, to Sullivan

County, and the Empire State. I regret that it is not possible for governor

Nelson Rockefeller to welcome you, but he is involved with a Latin American

mission for Presideot Nixon, as many of you know.

My pleasure la welcoming this group comes not only from my own personal

interest in research and statistics, but because statistics and statisticians

provide such an important resource in approaching the mutual problems of the

State and Province governments and the Federal Government in this country and

in Canada.

The figures of the statisticians and of the research people who work with

Che product cf the statisticians_provide an important least common denominator.

We do not always agree with their conclusions, but probably more than for any

other discipline in government the statisticians give us this least common de-

nominator Chat holds out a significant promise for our ability to work out the

resolution of the problems with which we ate concerned.

The keynote of your conference is The Role of Labor Statistics and Research

in Public and Private Decision-Making. We have one aspect of this theme at the

present time in the State government and consequently in the State Department

of Labor: An effort is being made to really bring statistics to bear on deci-

sionmaking. It is easy to pay tribute to this concept but hard to implement

it. To me, the planning, programming, and budgeting system which the State has

initiated, referred to as PPBS, is really an effort to bring to bear on deci-

sionmaking the product of the statisticians and of the researchers.

We still have to demonstrate in New York whether this process will become

utterly submerged in the forms and records and reports Chat have to be made

out as a part of it and which threaten to engulf the whole thing; but

we have a good start in the Labor Department because of Al Pearce's work in

operating statistics. We are now analyzing statistics to be sure Chat we get



the ones that relate to the significant features of operation. We analyze and
revise Chem so that they constitute a more effective guide to decisionmaking,
whether by the administrative agency or the Director of the Budget. We hope
that this process will strengthen our budget requests. Members of this group
are all adept at requesting funds for research and statistics. This year we
have been using the process more to make adjustments that have to be made to
reduce expenditures to coincide with an economy program.

However, bridging the gap between the statisticians and the operating
agencies takes s9me doing. Because everybody is busy with his awn specific re-
sponsibilities, it becomes too easy to have operating statistics prepared, put
on the shelf, and disregarded by the operating agencies. Unless care is taken,
they become the sole domain of the statisticians and of the public relations
people, who can point to a million dollars collected for this or 100,000 in-
spections made for that. Neither comes close to the decisionmaking process
as to how the funds in question can be best spent when such funds are limited.

The New York State Department of Labor

You may be interested in just a few words about our administrative struc-
ture and the size of the Department of Labor in New York. The Department of
Labor includes the Division oE Employment, the Employment Security Agency of
the State, which has 7,500-8,000 employees and dwarfs the remainder of the es-
tablishment. The Workmen's Compensation Board is basically autonomous but its
1,400 to 1,500 employees are considered part of the Labor Department. The
State Insurance Fund, an autonomous public carrier of Workmen's Compensation,
has about the same number of employees, and we have 1,500 employees in the
other mainstem activities of the Labor Department, including Occupational
Safety, Minimum Wages, and a multiplicity of fields with which many of you are
familiar.

Al Pearce is the Director of our Division of Research and Statistics.
Many of you know him, his reputation, and his performance, as well as his staff.
They are recognized within the New York State Government far beyond the Depart-
ment of Labor. They have been prominent over the years in this organization
and in the exchange with representatives of other States and Provinces and of
the National Governments. Al has under his jurisdiction 80 to 90 positions, in-
cluding professional and nonprofessional.

In the Division of Employment we have Karel Ficek, who has made his own
very substantial contribution and has achieved a real professional reputation;
he has a staff of about 300 professional and nonprofessional people. Histor-
ically, Karel's Office of Research and Statistics in the Division of Employment
has been weighted heavily with statistics and the preparation of reports for
what was formerly the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Employment Security.

Ten years ago, when I became Industrial Commissioner, we intended to re-
view all of the reports that were made, including those prepared in the Divi-
sion of Employment, to find out whether they were necessary and whether, under
present circumstances, they were all required. We are still involved in that
study and have not reached a final conclusion.

2 i;
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Our Research and Statistics staff and the programs in the Department of

Labor compare favorably with those of most other jurisdictions. A great degree

of development has taken place over the years and we have participated in the

Bureau of Labor Statistics at both the State level and the Federal level.

The Catskills

I would like to say just a word or two about this locale in which you are

meeting, the Concord Hotel in Sullivan County: This area in the heart of the

Catskills, 80 to 100 miles from New York City. You are now "playing the borsht

circuit," a term that refers to the proving ground in which outstanding enter-

tainment personalities have established their reputations over the years. The

facilities here are delightful. You are also near the home of Rip Van Winkle,

who supposedly slept here for 20 years. We have a few of his descendants in

the Labor Department, not very many.

A resort hotel industry developed in this area, which was close to New

York City, even when transportation did not compare with facilities available

today. A number of boarding houses are still here, but probably the major

characteristic is the resort hotel industry.

The area provides physical facilities, including swilliming pools, golf

courses, skating rinks, and horseback riding, to enumerate only a few of the

legitimate attractions. Ground will be broken this year for a huge cultural

and civic center to attract large scale convention business, that requires more

facilities than can be supplied in any one hotel.

Karel Ficek has available among his various items a report on employment

in the Sullivan County resort industry. f/ This report mentions only a few of

the highlights in Sullivan County, which is the principal but not the only re-

sort county in the Catskills. This county has thirty year-round hotels--about

double the number that existed 15 years ago; also, 150 seasonal hotels--about

half of the number that existed 15 years ago. The hotel resort industry has

responded to changing habits and the demand for something more than seasonal

facilities in this area.

Sullivan County also has about 35 motels and 40 rooming houses. The pay-

roll resort industry has more than doubled in the past 15 years. Rooming

houses, with no outstanding increase during this period, have annual payrolls

of about $100,000; motels have gone from practically nothing up to $300,000 in

annual payrolls during this 15-year period. Seasonal hotels have remained

relatively constant in their payrolls for a declining number of employees, and

this amounts to $5,000,000 a year. Year-round hotels have increased their pay-

rolls from $3,000,000 to $12,000,000 in recent years.

1/ Employment in the Sullivan County Resort Industry (Albany, New York,

New York Department of Labor, Division of Employment, 1968).
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As in many fiells of statistics, we encounter problems when we look for
information on employment. Unemployment insurance in the Division of Employ-
ment, which constitutes a valuable resource for many research purposes, does
not count students who work largely on a seasonal basis in the resort hotels in
Sullivan County. The tipping structure has enabled college students to do very
well. Many students have paid their way or a large part of their way through
college and university training through work as waiters in the resort industry
in Sullivan County.

Practically all services associated with the resort hotel industry have
substantial seasonal elements in their employment. In the seasonal hotels, the
off-season employment in November, December, January, February, and March, will
aggregate possibly 200 people, and this number will grow to 3,000 people during
July and August. Even in the year-round hotels, where much of the seasonality
has been eliminated, they will aggregate 3,000 employees in November, Decnmber,
January, February and March; and this number will almost double to 5,000 n

July and August.

From the standpoint of labor relations, the Concord and Grossinger's, two
of the large hotels in this area, are organized. Most of you understand the
problem of organizing establishments in industry when a large degree of season-
ality is involved.

The larger establishments in the hotel industry are subject to the Federal
wageg and hours act (Fair Labor Standards Act). All establishments in this
industry are subject to the State Minimum Wage Law and the State Minimum Wage
Order. The coverage of these two jurisdictions is not completely identical.
Consequently, the employers have problems. The State Act requires overtime at

1-1/2 times the minimum. The Federal Act requires 1-1/2 times the
going rate. Allowances for tipping are quite different. The employers in any
industry, such as the resort hotel industry, have a right to expect more than
has been achieved to date in bringing together and minimizing as far as possi-
ble the differences growing out of the Federal and State minimum wage jurisdic-
tions.

One of my staff members urged. me to say something about the brisk, pure
mountain air up here. I was going to comment but then I recalled some conver-
sations I had had with some of the resort hotel operators. The resort industry
is not the only industry in Sullivan County. This county has a sizable poultry
industry and the tendency is to accumulate large numbers of chickens in one
congested area. If any of you should be on the lee side of one of these poul-
try establishments, you will understand why the hotel industry does not con-
sider that they contribute to nonpollution of the atmosphere.

Again, may I simply say that we in the New York Department of Labor ate
delighted to serve as one of your hosts at your conference. We know that you
are going to have a productive session.



ORGANIZATION OF CONFERENCE

Walter G. Keim, Executive Director
North American Conference on Labor Statistics

U.S. Department of Labor

Fonored Guz.7..ts and Fellow Delega:es, I thank our hosts, Industrial Commis,

sioner CatEewoc,LL, and all you other iine folks for a cordial welcome to the

beautiful momnUIns of New York and, :11- particular, to this tremendous hotel.

To those c you who are attendinz our conference for the first time, a

little backgroLTA: As in other years all States and Provinces were invited,

and 44 are rep1_3ented. The registra:ions include offici:ls of States and Pro-

vinces' Departments of Labor, a Dominion and U.S. Federal Agencies, Bureaus of

Employment Security, Municipalities, State Education Departments, Universities,

and Labor and Industrial organizations, and business concerns.

We are gratified that these conferences, which started out as a medium of

exchange of experience in the preparation and use of data and information for

labor department personnel, are now drawing from all major areas of interest.

The participation of data users, industrial labor community groups, and uni-

versities has enhanced the value of these meetings. We are learning more about

the need for statistics and the ways we can improve the usefulness of our data,

which represents a variety of programs and activities. The conference is, in

effect, a little professional society of producers and consumers of labor star.

tistics, providing interest and stimulation to many different types of users of

labor statistics, the administrators, the educators, research economists, and

statisticians.

The steering committee each year considers the suggestions you send and the

significance of certain types of data relative to the current economic trends

and social economic conditions. In developing the program this year, the steer,

ing committee was guided by the current economic situation and demand for sta,

tistics. We decided on the theme "The Role of Labor Statistics and Research in

Public and Private Decision-Making." Throughout the program you will find

speakers referring to statistics and research as administrative tools and as

thermometers which measure the economic climate of the nation and the States

and the Provinces and the communities.

Over the 20 years I have been talking with you in these sessions, I have

stressed research programs which were of major importance at that specific

time. We have indicated directions or. trends of data research needs in Wash,

ington. We have synthesized these experiences and indicated to you the pat,

terns that were developing. As long ago as six years, I was shoutinz from the



house tops the pending needs for data from the central city. All of us missed
that boat pretty much, I believe. Similarly, at the national level, we did not
move sufficiently early tc meet such demands that developed. However, we are
generating steam now, and considerable emphasis is now being given to States and
local statistics. Hopefully, we look forward in the near future to more data
for local problems.

These programs are ng three forms: (1) The data to aid in the solu-
d.on of social economic pob (2) improved wage and other data to aid in
stabilizing labor-managem,It rations in -Lhe public secto-r; (3) statistics
needed to buttress State ri-nici: :1 administration. Ail signs point to
a surge of data for govern:Ient;. adT,nistrative purposes, as Dr. Catherwood in-
dicated.

I can see in your eyes t!lc,1 ques:Lion: Who is going t3 furnish all the
money needed for this purpos-e' Somimes we can obtain funds for statistics
based on operational needs f -e aLr_inistrative agency we are serving. If the
needs are great enough and Luiportant enough and if we have the convictions and
the ability to communicate, t. budg.a-i- will be available. Perhaps they will not

be made available in the f47, -Pear even in the second, but worthwhile sta-
tistical programs can alwal;.--, e sold and justified if they are important enough,

This leads me to the nExt point. All of us, in particular the larger
States and the Federal agencies, ought to be looking ahead on a more formal-
ik:edr organized basis, We must not only do well what we are doing now, but
also be constantly prepared for what shall be _demanded tomorrow. In this re,
spect we should be performing functions analogous to those being performed by
the so,called "R & D" activities. We should in some way be anticipating the
problems of tomorrow, and planning to furnish the factual basis for meeting new
problems when they become live issues.

From your statements and reports and from our own experiences, we know
vvernmental agencies are putting statistics to work in administrationr in
planning and measuring progress, and in evaluating programs and legislation.
We in the Bureau of Labor Statistics have a real function to perform in apply-
ing our statistics and analysis to evaluation of these data, and in assisting
the Secretary of Labor in evaluating legislative programs. In our opinion,
this function will grow.

The exhibit area, as usual, is the feature of the conference. Take some
time here to examine the publications from participating agencies. All of us
can get some new ideas from this area. The Canadian publications are espe,
cially good in design, appearance, substance.

The award for estimating the 1968 economic indicators, was won by Esther
Espenshade of Illinois--an easy winner,.with nobody even close. Esther's accu-
racy was really awesome. I emphasize that word "awesome." She came within
four-tenths of 1 percent in her eight estiirAtes. Congratulations, Esther, I

hope we can give you more c:.:mpetition in this conference..

In these meetings, we hanre concluded several times. -.that we can utilize
existing basic data more ful:17 than we do. By packaging and repackaging, the



statisticians and economists can assist State and local organizations in cre-

ating a means to meaningful decisionmaking. I have a perfect example of this:

An Essay on Method of Measurement of Employment Generated by Tourism, in Massa-

chusetts, 1958-1967 prepared by Edward O'Dorne Assistant Regional Director

of our Boston Office. 2/ A number of you will be interested in this original

work.

As representatives of labor and labor dc -7tments, we have a very impor-

tant responsibility to help workers and to supr3rt research for our own depart-

ments. We certainly have a major concern for those disadvantaged who are

victims of the socio-economic problems. Some cf you have heard me describe our

data as humanity statistics needed to create more light and less heat in indus-

trial disputes and to help to improve labor conditions in our industrial plants.

Injury statistics serve as tools for the administrator to use in saving work

time and lives. Data are needed badly to assist in defining problems and meas-

uring progress, and to aid in the war on poverty, problems of the poor, and the

minority population of the inner city.

This sensitivity is the attribute that Ray Male of New Jersey has long

been urging For statisticians. Or are we going to sleep through the thunder in

our own individual mountains as Rip Van Winkle is reputed to have doae right

here in the Catskills? There is no better way to avoid sleeping through the op,

portunities we have Zo perform in public service other than by involving our-

selves in these problems.

If you will say and meaa it, "I am my brother's keeper," then you have a

chance of making a real contribution to the malor problems facing our country

and so many disadvantaged people today. I repeat: This is our challenge and

this is your conference. I hope you will take full advantage of every session

and give us the benefit of your thoughts and opinions in each discussion.

Dr. Catherwood and Charlea Pearce, thank you for inviting us to New York.

2/ For a Special Legislative Commission on Recreation, Vacation, Travel,
and ii;Urist Industry of the Commonwealth (of Massachusetts), 1968, Document
3009.



THE ECONOMIC SETTING

Geoffrey H. Moore, Commissioner
Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Labor

I would like to add my word of welcome to all of you and my gratitude for
being able to participate in this conference. It is a great pleasure for any
new official to inherit a well-organized group and well-supporred organization
and I have certainly done that at the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

What I should like to talk about is the economic outlook. I would like
to divide my comments and talk with you primarily about short run, and then
make a few observations about the longer run, the outlook for economic policy.

There are two major points I would make about the short run outlook in
the United States: One is that there are quite clear signs of a slower rate
of growth in aggregative economic activity, but at the same time no sign of
recession; second, there is little evidence as yet of a decline in the rate of
inflation, but some signs are becoming apparent that a decline in that rate
may be soon with us.

What evidence is there of a slower rate of growth? We can see that first
of all, in what is happening to employment: Aggregate employment in nonfarm
industries has been either rising at a very, much slower rate in the first 4
months of 1969 that it did in the latter part of 1968, or if you look at the
labor force statistics on aggregate nonagricultural employment, there has been
a slight decline. On the other hand, the unemployment rate has held steady,
about 3 1/2 percent.

Another indication of a decline in the rate of economic growth appears in
the GNP, with a sharp and steady decline in the rate of increase since about a
year ago. In the last four quarters the rate of increase has steadily dimin-
ished in nominal dollars as well as in real economic activity.

A third indication supports this evidence of both employment and GNP and
perhaps hints that this diminution will stay with us for a while. This decline

in economic growth is shown by the leading indicators which have been lese
buoyant in the last 3, 4, or 5 months that they were last year. Until last
October a great deal of vigor existed in most of the leading.indicators such
as the average work week, new orders for durable goods, contracta for construc-

tion, and the formation of new business enterprises. Since last October a
good many of these have increased further, but at a very much lower rate.



The leading indicators also support the qualLfic.

of growth, namely that I see no sign uf recession. I

crease is slackening, the decline is no: widespread; a-

in the postwar period, these indicator- have showm wi-

that has not occurred, and I think a recession is not

should be alert to any such indication :hat may appear

Lon I rtade about the rate

ough :_he rate of in-
le before every recession

'pread declines. So far,

lead of us, though we

Now, about the rate of inflation and my concJasic .that so far there is no

clear evidence of a decline in that rate. Let me refei .. to till. charts. They

show first, some measures of the rate of inflation. T" have spent a good deal

of time puzzling over the way to measure the rate of iTiflation. We have done

what most statisticians do, namely, provide a variety c-f measures instead of a

single one.

The left hand column measures the rate of change a very short span of

time (one month). The columns on the right hand side, maasure the rate of

change in prices and costs over a 12-month period. T1- -liddle measures the

change over three months. Each of the rates cf increa,e adjusted to an an-

nual rate, so they are all comparable across the page. Simply, the span over

which the change is measured varies from one column tc .he next.

Referring first to the Consumer Price Index, you can see the month-to-

month changes are erratic, but nevertheless rising. The trend is made clear by

the measures of rate of price increase over 3 months and over 12 months.

Two principles are to be observed about this way of measuring rates of

change: One, a change in the trend, appears earlier in a very short spar, than

in a long span. So, to be on top of the situation, you keep your eyes on short

span developments. On the other hand, the chart shows a more erratic movement

in the short span and consequently, if you look at every wiggle, you are wrong

a good deal of the time as to what you think is happening to the general trend.

It is really essential to look at both the long and the short trends which are

provided in this chart.

Although the CPI figures showed a slightly smaller rate of increase in

April than in March, the level was high. The rates of increase over longer

spans than one month were steady as shown by both the commodities component

and the services component. But the levels of the rates of increase are much

higher on the service components than the commodities. I suppose that is one

indication of why the prices here at the Concord are what they are. This is

one of the service industries, and the prices of services have been increasing

at a very rapid rate in recent years.

For the industrial commodities or the Wholesale Price Index, ,- .4 month-

to-month basis, the latest 2 months show a markedly lower rate of increase than

previously. That also shows up on a 3-month span basis, but over the whole 12

months, the latest rate of increase is the highest to date. lathough these

wholcsale price figures indicate a slackening rate of inflation, it is still a

bit uncertain. And one reason for that uncertainty, is indicated in the panels

that refer to unit labor costs, labor compensation rates, and output per man

hour.



Chart 1.

Measures of the Rate of Inflation

Percent changes expressed at annual rates.
and plotted at terminal month of span.
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Chcirt 1. (continued)

Measures of the Rate of !nflation

percent changes expressed at annual rates.
and plotted at terminal month of span.
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One of these--and this has been quite a regular rule--is that a decline
has occurred in the rate of increase of voney supply before a decline in the
rate of price increase. The interval between a decline in monetary growth
and a decline in the rate f price increase has averaged about a year. The
variations in that lag have been as long as a year and a half, although on some
occasions they have been 3 or 4 months or even less. Typically, a decline in
the rate of increase in the money supply has occurred before a decline of the
rate of increase in price level.

A second factor which has almost always preceded a decline in the rate of
inflation has been a decline in the rate of increase of Gross National Prod-
uct. GNP has usually slackened its rate of growth before a decline in the rate
of increase of prices. That interval has averaged about 8 months which is
shorter than for the money supply but still a fairly long interval. Variations
in that lag show up in the historical data, but a rather consistent picture
emerges nevertheless.

Third, before any decline in the rate of increase in consumer prices,
there has almost always been a decline in an index of leading indicators. No
matter what kind of index you construct, and a variety have been constructed,
they all behave in much the same way. I draw from them the proposition that a
decline in those indexes usually appears before any decline in the rate of in-
crease in the consumer price level.

Finally, the fouLLh event that usually precedes this slackening in the
rate of inflation is a narrowing in the scope or price increases in various
sectors, especially those that can be considered sensitive to market forces.

One of those sectors is, of course, the stock market. If you look at the
increases in stock prices and how widespread they are among different compan,
ies or industry groups,, you find that there has been some diminution of the
scope of increases in stock prices well before any decline in the rate of in-
crease in the Consumer Price Index.

Another sensitive market is industrial commodities. Again a decline us-
ually occurs in the scope of price increases for those commodities well be,
fore any reaction in the Consumer'Price Index.

A third kind of sensitive market is industrial wholesale prices. These
also usually diminish in the scope of price increase before the CPI shows a de-
cline in its rate of increase.

What can we currently say about these 4 factors? Have we seen them hap,
pening yet or are they still ahead of us? In 2 of the 4 the situation is very
clear. They have already occurred. One of them is the decline in the rate of
increase in the money supply. There, depending a bit on how you measure the
money supply, the current rates are substantially lower than they were last
year. The Federal Reserve has undertaken a very firm policy to maintain a much_
lower rate of increase in the money supply in the last 4 or 5 months, than it was
doing last year. So that is one of these earlier events that is clearly observ-
able in the statistics.



In general, the rate of increase in labor costs per unit of output has

been fairly steady with no indication of any deceleration. The reason is that

labor compenation has increased at a much more rapid rate than output per

man hour. As long as there is a marked discrepancy in the compensation rates

compared with output per man hour, you get an increase in unit labor cost

which sooner or later gets reflected in prices. We have been living in that

kind of inflationary environment the past 3 or 4 years.

There are no figures at present for compensation rates beyond the first

quarter of this year, but recent settlements in union contracts do not show any

indication of a deceleration. Increases have been about 7 percent and even

higher in certain industries, such as construction.

That gives a good picture of what the current statistics are showing for

the rate of inflation. Let me turn to the economic dexelopments one might ex-

pect before the rate of inflation declines. What do we usually have to wait

for, judging from past experience, before we see a decline in the rate of in-

flation? And also, what is it we usually do not have to wait for?

We know from historical experience that we do not have to wait for a busi-

ness recession before a decline in the rate of inflation comes about. A re-

cession, of course, could produce a decline in the rate of inflati,n, but his-

torical expeAence shows it is not one of the necessary conditions. More often

than not in the postwar period, a decline in the rate of increase of the Con-

sumer Price Index started before a recession began, and in some cases no.re-

cession at all developed. For example, the successive peaks in the rate of

increase in the Consumer Price Index came in 1946, right after the war, in 1951,

in 1956, and in 1959. Each of those years preceded any recession either by a

year or two. Although the recession did follow, I do not think from any eco-

nomic point of view that they were at all a consequence of the decline in the

rate of increase of the CPI. One reason why I think that is so is that in 1966

there was an appreciable decline in the rate of increase in the Consumer Price

Index but nothing that we can call a recession. There was some leveling off

in activity but no major decline. This implies that we do not have to wait

for a recession before we can expect to see a decline in the rate of increase

in the price level. It also implies that we do not have to wait for unemploy-

ment rates to become high before the rate of increase in the consumer price

level declines.

Another example was in 1952-53, when the increase in the Consumer Price

Index was about 2 or 3 percent per year, very low compared with its current

rate of 5 or 5-1/2 percent. But the unemployment rate, instead of being about

3-1/2 percent, as it now is, was even lower. It was then 2-1/2 to 3 percent.

So, we can have a low rate of increase in prices and a low 'unemployment rate

at the same time. They are not incompatible.

So much about what we do not have to wait for. I do not think we have to

anticipate a recession before a decline in the rate of inflation, but some

things usually do precede a decline in the rate of inflation. I would like to

mention four of those types of developments and then indicate which of them

have already happened.



The second one is one I already mentioned, the decline in the rate of ir-
crease in the GNP. That too, has been going on for a year.

The situation for the other two mentioned is more questionable. As to
leading indicators, although --ne rate of increase has been slackening, you can-
not see a general decline. No index I have seen has actually reached its peak
and started downward.

As to sensitive prices, you are all aware of the decline in the stock mar-
ket, but the commodity market is a bit harder to see. Some commodities have
declined: lumber prices have dropped substantially. But I would hesitate to
say there has been general decline in the scope of price increases in these
sensitive markets, as yet.

Hence, although some of the usual precedents for a decline of the rate of
increase in the consumer price level have occurred, others have not, and the
situation altogether is a bit mixed.

One reason why, in this instance, the lags may be a bit longer than aver-
age, has been an unusual build-up of expectations throughout the business com-
munity and consuming public. That is, businessmen and consumers have altered
their expectations about inflation in the past 3 or 4 years. There is some
definite statistical evidence of this alteration in expectations. One is the
quarterly survey by Dun & Bradstreet of manufacturers, retailers, and whole-
salers, where they simply ask: Do you expect an increase or a decrease in your
own prices over the next year, looking forward about 6 months, compared with a
year ago? The number of people in that survey who have answered, "I expect an
increase in prices" has been rising steadily and dramatically for the past 4 or
5 years. The latest figures I have seen are about 80 percent reporting this
expectation starting from a level of about 60 percent some years ago.

Similarly, a survey of consumers' expectations regarding prices shows just
about the same thing, with a very dramatic and steady increase in the number of
people who say they expecc prices to go up over the next year or so. Those

figures are now about 90 percent--nearly universal.

There has been this shift of expectations; such expectations usually lag
behind events. People in general are not very good forecasters. Exceptions
occur, but evidence shows that most forecasts, particularly for prices, follow
rather than precede the event. People are moved by results, by evidence, and
so far the population as a whole, whether business or consumer, have not seen
any evidence of a decline in the rate of price increase, and they are not say-
ing that they expect it. A nation's expectations are not altered overnight,
unless there is some very dramatic development. For instance, a sudden and
dramatic development to end the Viet Nam war might shift expectations. Aside
from that kind of dramatic development, a rather slow shift of opinion is more
likely.

Bringing about a shift in such expectations is almost the most important
thing for economic policymakers to be concerned about. The reason is that when
people expect continued and even accelerated price increases, they make deci-
sions they woule not make otherwise on the basis of those expectations. For
example, they borrow money at high interest rates, and pay 7 percent, 8 percent,

14



9 percent for mortgage or short-term money. They pay that because they expect

the price level will increase, and they will be paying back loans at a higher

price level. Money in effect will be cheaper when they have to repay the debt,

and the higher interest rate is worth paying to get the funds now. These ex-

pectations also lead to higher wage demands. People figure that they have to

get a 5 percent wage increase nowadays just to cover the rise in the cost-of-

living.

These expectations generate all sorts of speculations regarding the dollar

and its future, both foreign and domestic. We have seen that in the gold mar-

kets. These decisions that are iniluenced by expectations then, in turn, help

to feed the inflation that really brought them about. This self-generating

process feeds inflation and, to some extent, verifies the expectations them-

selves.

Reversing these expectations is very important in economic policy. Offi-

cials in Washington are well aware of this, and are bending every effort to

bring it about.

To sum up on the short run outlook; A slower rate of growth and economic

activity is in the making, but without recession; and the fight against infla-

tion is still in a fairly early stage. As a consequence, patience and a firm

hand on the rudder of economic policy are in order.

Now, let me make a few remarks on the longer run outlook. They are not

comprehensive in any way, but you may be interested in a couple of points.

One of them is illustrated in chart 2. The expansion of service indus-

tries has tended to stabilize aggregate employment. The declines in employment

in each of the commodities industries has been quite substantial in each re-

cession; whereas, at the same time, changes in employment in the service indus-

tries have been negligible. The service industries actually have experienced

increased employment during 3 of these 4 recessicas. As a result, total non-

farm employment has undergone a smaller percentage of change than the goods

industries.

The projection made by the BLS for 1975 shows a further shift; greater

growth was in the service industries. Our current projections for 1980, as yet

unpublished, show about the same picture. The projected shift is likely to re-

f
duce further the decline in total employment, if there are recessions. Greater

'
stability in employment growth, with fluctuations in the rate of growth of the

total, becomes more likely rather than absolute declines. So that is an opti-

mistic sign for the longer run future.

There is almost bound to be a greater role in our economic policymaking

for manpower policies, along with monetary and fiscal policies. Manpower poli-

cies are likely to become more powerful, relative to monetary and fiscal poli-

cies, in maintaining full employment and sustaining a high rate of economic

growth without inflation.

The potential of manpower policies for training, for placement, and for

income maintenance is growing, but I do not believe they are really fully ap-

preciated yet. They have some of the attributes of automatic stabilizers.
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Chart 2.

The Role of Service industries in Stabilizing Employment

Service industries maintain employment during recessions.
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Unemployment compensation, for example, operates as an au:omatic stabilizer
just as the income tax does. Training, placement, amd job information activi-
ties operate to offset inflation and at the same time counteract recessions, as

well as promote economic growth.

Policies that have all those attributes will become better appreciated,
and we can look forward to their development. This implies an expanding role

for what you people are doing. Manpower policies are largely directed or
applied locally and local area statistics are needed to apply them and to eval-

uate their effects.

Finally, and partly by way of apology to our Canadian colleagues for sub-
jecting them to an analysis of the United States economic setting, let me say
that the international side of economics, will become even more importam. than

it is today. International economic relationships for trade, capital inv-i,st-
ment, financial flows, prices, interest rates, the activities of multi-national

firms and so on will receive greater attention than they are getting toda7.

One factor that suggests this is the tendency in many ways for economic Jevel-

opment in the United States to become more stable. I do not believe thi is

true on the trade balance side, particularly exports. From this quarter c-tr

economy is more subject to instabilities than it has been in the past.

Although most countries, including Canada, have experienced less serious
economic fluctuations in the postwar period than the United States, their
changes seem quite similar. Studies in Canada, Japan, Germany and other coun-

tries have suggested this. We have much to learn from one another's experi-
ence, as well as an incentive to keep track of what is going on currently

throughout the world.

MR. ALFRED SKOLNIK: (Department of Health, Education, and Welfare) When

you discuss the four factors that might have some relationship or give some
indication of what may be happening to prices, you did not mention the Federal

budget or fiscal policies. Did your previous studies not show much in that
relationship or could you not make head or tail out of the current situation?

MR. MOORE: I would say two things: One is, if you look at the budget
historically, the relation between its movement and the price level is not
close. I chose the four factors because of the regularity of their relation-

ship. Even in those a fair amount of irregularity has occurred. As to the

budget surplus or deficit, you find historically still more irregularity in
that relationship.

On the second comment, I regard what happens to the budget as very impor-

tant for those expectations and the developments mentioned. Businessmen and

the general public regard a tight budget, a well-run budget that is under con-
trol, as anti-inflationary and it affects their expectations. If the Federal

government does not have this kind of stance, they will think that things are

out of control or that we are willing to let them get out of control, and their

expectations will be affected accordingly. This is true both domestically as
well as for people in other countries who deal with us. It is therefore of

vital importance to develop this stance of a Federal budget under careful con-
trol, because of the expectational element.



MR. LEO TROY: (Rutgers University) Does the Bureau of Labor Statistics
have any program in mind for development of job vacancies, which, from your ex-
perience in the National Bureau of Economic Research, is something the govern-
ment has long needed?

MR. MOORE: We certainly do have a program under way to develop job vacancy
stat_stics. Starting early this year in a number of cities we are already
gathering statistics. Plans have not been quite firmed up yet to enlarge the
scope of these data to cover the nation as a whole, at least on a sample basis.
I hope very much to keep pursuing that development and providing and publishing
the statistics during the next year or so.

MR. GERALD STARR: (Ontario Department of Labour), What about the state of
the trade-off analysis between unemplomicnt and the rate .of increase in prices,
for the short term?

MR. MOORE: If you just: =ake the usual type of correlation study, is

clear that when unemployment d_s high, th:a rate of increase in the price level
is generally lower than whrl ulnemploymcrE: is low. You have to 1,:-.)k carefully

at the sequences in which u_:zse developments occur, and also stu±1 some of the
exceptions. One point abott ie sequences is that the rate of inzrease in
prices has usualLy declinefore the unemployment rate lias beg-_:m to rise; and
that is before a recession really develops. Secondly, there have been occa-
sions--though they are probly.more the exception that the'rule--when we have
had a relativ ly low rate oi5 -increase in prices and also a low unemployment
rate, even lower than it is today.

The objective of economic policy today is to create a climate in which
those conditions can be brought about again. The study of experience suggests
that this is possible, and we have to direct our efforts to that end and make
that possibility a reality.



W. J. Usery, Jr.
Assistant Secretary of Labor for

Labor-Management Relations
U.S. Department of Labor

This Administration has an active and serious interes-t in labor-managemEnt
relations in the private sector '1.1c1 in the public sector. This afternoon's
session concerns labor-management relations for government employees. Witlout
trying to invade the territory of the afternoon speakers, I would like 3 refer
to the broader aspects of labor-management relations in the public employee
field.

The growth of public employee union representation in recEnt year:: has
been dramatic. In 2 years--1965 through 1967--the membership of the AEerLcan
Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees increased 60,000; the
American Federation of Government Employees increased 64,000 and the Amerf.can
Federation of Teachers went up 27,000. Today, if National Education Assczia-
tion membership figures are included, 25 percent of all U.S. school teachers
are organized.

In the Federal Service alone, unions currently represent on an exclusive
basis more than 1,400,000 employees or 52 percent of the total Federal work
force (excluding FBI, CIA, NASA, and foreign nationa3 serving outside the U.S).
On January 1968, more than 800,000 Federal employces were paying dues amounting
to $23,000,000 through payroll deduction.

Executive Order 10988 has provided a coherent and effective beginning
framework for labor-management relations in the Federal Service since 1962.
Now, it has been reviewed in depth and that review has been reviewed. Both
Federal agencies and unions representing Federal employees agree that current
policies and machinery need to be updated. A new Executive order designed to
provide meaningful new collective bargaining machinery is probably the best
way to accomplish the change.

There has been some handwriting on the wall where labor-management rela-
tions in the public sector is concerned. At local levels, for example, a sharp
increase in strike activity by public service employees has intensified the de-
bate and the legislation concerning the right of such employees to strike.

In 1967, the Bureau of Labor Statistics recorded 181 strikes, involving
1:12,000 workers, against State and local governments. School boards, towns, or
counties were affected by 169 of the strikes. The principal issues of dispute
were salaries, supplementary benefits, professional standards and union recog-
nition or security.

Public employee strikes are illegal, but the effectiveness of such bans
has been dubious. Strikes and threatened strikes have increased simultafty
with the growth of laws, prohibiting strikes in the public service. Whettc:,: ruh-
lic employees:should have the right to strike--or whether they should
not the point. The point is what are labor and management in this public
tor doing .through Workable collective.bargaining relationships to meet the
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legitimate needs and rights of working mcn and women. Me bitter aarly strug-

gles between unions and management in the private sectat should ha-e cio

counterpart in the new public unionism of today. 2f public management turns

its thoughts on how to widen, rather Ithan limit, the sem a of unior-wmagement
relationships, all sorts of possibilities can bE- opened uy.

If public managers comsciously set out o develop consultation and share

personnel policymaking mIth their employees, a new form cf industrial relations

may emerge--a form or system based upon a broad cooperative bond, as opposed to

the usual atmosphere of cLmflict. A concentrated effort must be undertaken to

devalop management industrial relatiops know-huw in the public sec-.:or. This

deLlciency is serious today. The tools of management whLz;h have 'been developed

in 7he private sector must: be translated into tools the: -nanagement in the pub-

lic sector can use. Statistics and research, tqage data. contract analysis, and

tecLnical assistance must 7be developed in the public e::-ioyee field. A system

of -egulation, such as is provided to the private secto7 under the National

I.L.717 Relations Ac-:, mus7: be designed and put into eff. . . . there must be a

plz-.:e to go to resolve grievances and settle disputes.

Public management attitudes which narrow and confLLe the scope of bargain-

ing rather than broaden it, can be expected to produce rard, militant attitudes

by unions. Enlightened management should take the leizi to avoid such devel-

opments in the public service.

What we do in the Federal labor-management relations field can affect such

relationships at the State and local level. The Federal Government should dem-

onstrate leadership to which State and local governments can turn for assist-

ance. A step in this direction has already been taken by the Department of

Labor. A beginning research program to develop information and statistics for

use in public service collective bargaining is proposed for the next fiscal

year by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The results of such research should be

invaluable to Federal labor-management relations--and to state and local labor-

management relations.

For the future, unions will continue to grow in the public service. They

will continue to expand their activities into those agencies which have not ex-

perienced significant developments to date. Nothing succeeds like success. As

unions enhance their reputations for responsible and successful employee repre-

sentation, the demand for their service will grow. Also, as an indispensible

ingredient to improve labor-management relations in the public service, I fore-

see more enlightened management to meet and cooperate with responsible and re-

sponsive unions.

Throughout our society, people are expecting a constantly greater voice in

the decisions which affect their lives. Public employees are no different in

this respect. Public employees are a very high order of workers. They have

high standards and a strong sense of dedication, yet they want to be free to

exercise that dedication in their own way. They do not, in this day, expect to

be exploited. And they are not naive, easily led by their representatives, or

misled by management. They will insist on a high order of union leadership and

will expect a high order of cooperation and fairness from management. And as

we seek new techniques in labor-management relations in the public sector, so

now do we turn to some old truths in the private sector.
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Let me devote the rest of my rem,arks today to the labor-management rela-
:Ions climate under the Nixon adrainis.tration as I Eee it.

In recent years, a policy of crisis and intertion by Government devel-
oped a considerable degree of immunit7 to hard-nosed cy.pllective bargaining.
Both labor and management were gettirs "hooked" on 'LjE "government" drug. The
treatment is being turned into differL:nt channels to.iay. The patient, to be
sure, has been having some sharp witdrawal symptoms.. but I dc not believe it
is going to kill him. On the contra:-y, the renewed rrphasis on real collective
bargaining is already an invigoratin:, and healthy i=rovement.

There were clear signposts pointing to the "do-it-yourself" concept, begin-
ning with a campaign radio network sFeech by Candidate Richard Nixon last Octo-
ber. He said then: "I believe the Federal GovernmEnt ought not to intervene
with the give-and-take of collective ')argaining uLlesE there are compelling
reasons . . ." He went on to say: t: do not agrer .. with those who say that gov-
ernment should sit at every bargaining table; that iiJd destroy collective bar-
gaining and undermine free enterprise. In the next IL:ministration hard bargain-
ing will be the order of the day; the Federal Goveran.:2.nt will step in only when
the failure of that process endangers the health or safety of our nation, or
when other legislation such as the Railway Labor Act requires it."

Then, just before inauguration day, George Shultz appeared before the Sen-
ate Labor Committee for his confirmation as Secretary of Labor. In response to
a senator's question, Mr. Shultz said: [Free collective bargaining] "is a better
system for handling private disputes than a publicly imposed one. I would be
very slow about a labor court system. I lean very heavily on the free system
of collective bargaining that we have."

In the last weeks of the extended dispute in the longshore industry, Sec-
retary Shultz leaned heavily on free collective bargaining. A substantial part
of that system is the service provided when needed by the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service (FMCS). The longshore dispute was ended with the assist-
ance of the FMCS, but it was the parties, themselves, who reached agreement.

Labor and management in the American Airlines deadlock, when faced with
the "do-it-yourself" concept, found agreement after a strike of 3 weeks. Had
they really been bargaining for almost a year before that strike?

For the dispute involving the railroads and the Signalmen's Union, it was
again the parties to the dispute who reached agreement and avoided a shutdown.
With the strike deadline set for 6:01 a.m. on a Monday in April, the Secretary
called in representatives of the union and the railroads, and assigned to me
the task of helping them reach an agreement. I started helping them at 10:00
a.m. on a Saturday. At 4:30 p.m., Sunday, everyone was hanging on the ropes
and wanted to take a break. In keeping with the Secretary's policy of leaning
heavily on the collective bargaining system, I kept the parties negotiating
until they finally reached agreement at 2:30 Sunday afternoon. I would not say
that we did much for regular hours and meals, but the agreement was accomplished
and no nationwide railroad shutdown occurred on Monday morning. It is amazing
what the parties can achieve with scme honest-togooOness hard bargaining:
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Thee i;ases reflect the Department of Labor's policy on collective bar-
g_ning and labor-management in general as it has developed and continues to

develop. This policy centers around three points. The key feature is our in-

:antion to generate an improved climate for free collective bargaining through-

Jut the nation. This involves the fundamental concept of placing more trust
in--and responsibility on--collective bargaining and the bargainers themselves.
Second, in bargaining disputes we intend to keep at minimal levels anything

that can be characterized as "government intervention." Mediation is not inter-

-lention. The use of mediation and the role of the Federal Mediation and Con-
ciliatioz Service will be expanded. Third, we hope to devise special problem
Eolving approaches for special situations including non-bargaining matters--
situa'cions where the parties view government services to be advantageous in the
solution of joint problems.

I believe all this adds up to a reaffirmation of truly free collective bar-

gaining. By free we mean free of outside constraints. Among other things,

this means no guidelines designed to dictate wage settlement levels. It also

means an absence of pressures on tLe parties to do something somebody else

thinks they should do.

Another part of today's labor climate is of particular interest to me,
since my principal responsibility as assistant secretary of labor lies in the
labor-management field. If I have learned one good lesson about labor-
management relations it is the importance of mutual respect by the parties to

the negotiations. I speak of this from hundreds of collective bargaining ses-
sions to which I have been a party over a number of years in the Machinists
Union.

The extra effort that a man makes to get to know his opposite numbers

away from the bargaining table is one of the many ways in which mutual res-ect

can be accomplished. I have found that a good personal reltionship with a
man will make him a lot less likely to turn down my proposal out of hand. I

belia'..e firmly in seeking every avenue to the mutual respect which will mean
that you can hammer out agreements in an atmosphere that is not charged with
hostility. I do not think that establishing this kind of understanding means
for one minute that a man must give up any part of his commitments to his side

of the bargaining. It does mean coming to the table with an appreciation for
the other man's problems and obligations. This sort of relationship is strong

in today's labor climate. I have found it in every dealing I have had in the
Department of Labor and with other branches of this Administration.

Let me concl'ide today with the thought that our target--be it in the pub-

lic or private sector--is the fairest and most effective labor-management re-
lations we can azhieve. To hit the target, a lot of factors must operate

together. The Mark Eight torpedo of World War II might be used as an example

of how labor-management relations must function to reach its target. The Mark
Eight torpedo was propelled by a turbine engine that was propelled by steam.

The steam was generated by compressed air, alcohol and water. A small black

powder charge was fired when the torpedo was launched. The air, at 2800 pounds

per square inch, the alcohol and the water, all joined the exploding black
powder and an irresistible head of steam began blasting the blades of the tcz-

pedo's turbine engine. On its way to the target, a gyrocope guided the tor-
pedo's course and a hydrostatic valve regulated the torpedn's deptA. A smati
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propeller at the torpedo's nose moved a detonator into position so that only a
slight jolt on the torpedo's nose was needed to explode the 500 pounds of TNT
in the warhead.

Functioning together, as they should, each of the torpedo's propulsion and
steering factors sent it direct to its ta-L-get where it did its job. When any
one of the functions failed, the chances of the torpedo accomplishing its objec-
tive were drastically diminished--or even ruined. So it is with labor-management
relations--be it in the private or the pubic sector. Unless everything and
everybody does his job, the important job (.4oesn't get done.



LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
(Use of Research and Statistics in Evaluating New Legislation)

Chairman: Harry J. Waisglass, Director-General
Research and Development
Canada Department of Labour

It is a real privilege for me to be presiding over a session devoted to
such an exciting field of recent experimentation in labor-management relations.
Before I turn you over to the panel, I would like to supply a few words of
background.

History tells us that, except when they have been accorded power, prestige,
or wealth above the common herd, the servants of the State have not regarded
themselves as essentially different from the servants of other masters. The

earliest recorded public service strike occurred in ancient Egypt when the
pyramids were being built. Nevertheless, public servants in more recent times
have been among the last to get on the bandwagon of modern trade unionism, and
among the last to bargain collectively under modern labor relations legislation.

Until recently the public has not been ready to give public servants the
rights enjoyed by most citizens in labor relations. In both countries civil
services have suffered from a bad press. Partly this is a heritage of folklore

from the days of the patronage system: the civil servant was depicted as a

grafter who did not really deserve his job. During the Depression wh-..n civil

servants were one of the few groups in the labor force who enjoyed steady work,

tha suggestion that they form unions and bargain collectively must have sounded
almost indecent. And in OUT day, as in others, public servants provide invit-
ing targets for those who want special treatment or changes in regulations;
thus the bad image is kept vlive.

There are ideological supports to withholding bargaining rights from pub-
lic servants: the two most common are the sovereignty of the State, and the

nre-eminence of the public interest. These rather elastic concepts are capable
of stretching to accommodate whatever a particular jurisdiction decides is an
attribute of sovereignty or defines as in the public interest. Sometimes the

majesty of the State is compatible with anything public opinion will tolerate.

Greater tolerance is shown public service collective bargaining in recent
years for two reasons: First, employment in the public service has come to re-

semble employment in the larger industrial system. Patronage is almost a thing
of the past, and most public servants are recruited on the basis of an evalu-
ation of their training and experience. Much of the direction of governmental
activitlec is in the hands of highly trained technical specialists rather than
general-purpose clerks. Techniques of modern management increasingly are being
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brought to bear on governmental activities. Second, employment on the outside
more and more resembles public service employment: the white-collar labor
force has grown far more rapidly than the blue-collar in both countries, and a
large proportion of workers, both white-and blue collar, are now employed by
huge private bureaucracies. These organizations exhibit some of the same be-
haviour patterns as government. In this changing work environment, to suggest
that the public servant is becoming less of an alien figure is surely not com-
pletely fanciful. The tendency in the U.S. for young professionals to move
back and forth between industrial and public service employment must do some-
thing for the public service image; this particular career pattern has not yet
emerged in Canada.

Not many years ago there was talk about the trade union movement in North
America having reached a plateau. The labor force was becoming increasingly
white-collar in its composition; employment was leveling off in goods producing
industries, traditionally the stronghold of the trade union movement. White-
collar workers were difficult to organize, so, it was argued, the unions would
have to fight harder and harder to maintain their position in the economy. The

Public Administration sector may have provided a takeoff point for further
union growth and development.

Government Employment

In the decade 1956-66, total government employment in the United States
rose 3.6 million from 7.3 million to 10.9 million, or 49.3 percent. The growth,
in major part, was attributable to a 62.7 percent rise in State and local em-
ployment from 5.1 million in 1956 to 8.3 million in 1966. Federal employment
also grew but at a slower rate, from 2.2 million to 2.6 million. In Canaea we
do not have figures for exactly the same period, but between 1961 and 1968 em-
ployment in the public administration sector went from 387,000 to 474,000, a
22-1/2 percent increase. This included municipal, provincial, and Federal em-
ployment of the more strictly administrative kind - the classification omits a
number of significant areas of government employment. The growth over this pe-
riod was markedly less than that of paid workers generally, which was 33 percent
over the same period. Federal departmental employment in Canada grew from
205,000 in 1961 to 237,000 in 1968, a 16 percent increase.

Union Membership

For the 1956-66 decade in the United States, growth in union membership
among Government employees at all levels more than offset losses in the private
sector. It rose 88 percent from 0.9 million members in 1956 to 1.7 by

1966 or about 9 percent of total union membership in that year. Of these,

about 1.1 million were in Federal service, and 600,000 were State and local
employees. Since 1966, all the evidence points to further gains at all levels
of government. Among the unions at the Federal level that have particularly
participated in this growth were the American Federation of Government Employ-
ees (up 135,823) and the National Association of Letter Carriers (up 81,628);

at the State and local level; the American Federation of State, County, and
Municipal Employees rose 131,277, and the American Federation of Teachers in-
creased membership by 75,000. In Canada the picture has not changed too much
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except that staff associations previously in existence have suddenly emerged
as full-fledged unions. In 1968 union membership in public administration
stood at 206,000, 3/ or a little over 10 percent of total union membership.
Two public service unions, the Public Service Alliance of Canada, and the
Canadian Union of Public Employees, are among the largest in Canada. They had
1968 memberships respectively of 98,000 and 116,000.

Besides providing a rich vein for mining new recruits, public service col-
lective bargaining offers the opportunity for unions to gain experience in ba:-
gaining for professionals. One unique feature of some of the legislation we
are examining is that bargaining rights are provided for professionals. Whether
or not a trend develops will probably depend on the kind of satisfactions the
professionals, their bargaining agents, and their employers gain in the process.

Bargaining of one kind or another between public servants and their employ-
ers has been going on for a long time in both countries. The differences have
been in the amount of pressure governments have allowed their employees to exert.
Generally, the United States has been more conservative than Canada in these
matters. Compulsory arbitration of disputes involving municipal police and
firefighters goes back to 1947 in Ontario. The Federal Government and a numbr
of the Provinces.concede the right of their employees to strike, subject to a
variety of limitations. In the United States at the moment, mediation and
factfinding panels represent about the extent to which governments allow their
arms to be twisted.

The situation appears to be highly fluid in the United States as well as
in Canada. As soon as staff associations receive recognition and the check-off
as under Executive Order 10988, the Wisconsin Municipal Employees Relations Act,
and similar legislation on both sides of the border, you begin to get agitation
for more bilateral determination of incomes and conditions of work.

All U.S. Federal employees must sign a pledge not to strike as a condition
of employment. A number of unions have traditionally included no-strike pledges
in their constitutions. However, the right to strike has become an issue at
all levels of government. Three Federal unions and one State and lo;:al union
removed no-strike pledges from their consititions during 1968; a number of un-
ions have passed resolutions to study whether or not the strike bar should be
dropped oi have issued policy statements advocating the right to strike for
public employees.

The history of strikes in the public services of both countries provides
a eloquent testimony that making a thing illegal dces not necessarily prevent
it from happening. The common law doctrine of both ccuntries probirs strikes
by public servants, and in many jurisdictions, especially in tha tkited States,
this has been bolstered by some pretty stiff legislation. Still, public serv-
ice strikes in the United States, apparently go back to 1835, the year of the
Boston naval yard strike. In Canada, municipal work stoppages go back at least
to the turn of the century, while a strike of postal clerks and letter carriers
in 1911 in Regina is the earliest recorded strike of Canadian Federal employees.

4 The public administration category omits several important groups of gov-
ernment employees, for example, postal employees, Department of Transport's
ships' crews, government agricultural workers, hospital employees, and employ-
ees of school'boards.
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In the face of severe penalties, the number of strikes in the United States
has risen sharply in recent years: 1960 - 36; 1965 - 42; 1966 - 142; 1967
181; 1968 - 254. Most of these involved local government employees, most
often teachers. Even when a group of employees will not defy the law, police-
men all get sick at once, or teachers resign en masse as in the Province of
Quebec just recently.

An examination of recent public service strikes in Canada indicates that,
as in industry, it takes a bread-and- butter issue to bring about strike ac-
tion. However, in government services are organized professionals who have
strong non-economic interests. The recent New York City teachers' strike has
been interpreted as directed towards preserving certain political powers. I

wonder whether one day government scientists will strike over government
science policy or architects over urban renewal.

Most public service strikes have been by employees who have some chance
of bringing public pressure on their employer to settle, Teachers, hospital
employees, garbage collectors, postal service employees, and urban transport
workers constitute most of the serious public service strikes. The risk of
strikes in the public service is in direct proportion to the amount of danger
and inconvenience to the public resulting from a work stoppage in a particu-
lar area. Economists and statisticians know better than to strike: our em-
ployers might find they can get along without us. The elections made so far
.by the various negotiating units under the Public Service Staff Relations Act
which allows employees to choose between binding arbitration and the right to
strike, bears out the point just made: of 72 bargaining units certified under
the Act, 7 units opted for conciliation and the right to strike. These in-
cluded postal workers, air traffic controllers, electronics workers, and ships'
crews.

One counter-example may be of some interest. In 1966, 1600 professional
employees of the Province of Quebec struck for 2-1/2 months over the terms of
a first agreement, As employees in some of the less "essential" services form
larger bargaining units they could become more militant. They may get such
satisfactory treatment in their smaller bargaining units that striking will simr
ply never enter their minds.

The rise in strike activity has prompted a search for peaceful alternatives.
In most impasse situations, one or a combination of resolution techniques have
been employed; among them, factfinding, mediation, and advisory arbitration.
In addition, several States and localities have developed special grievance
handling and bargaining unit selection machinery. New York City has estab,
lished the Office of Collective Bargaining, a tripartite panel that provides
negotiation assistance; Philadelphia maintains an advisory board with a neutral
chairman for grievances; and Cincinnati has a board of review to assist in re-
solving impasses.

At present, public employers and unions are assessing third-party arbitTa-
tion as a tool to resolve grievances and negotiation impasses, but in the
United States the legality as well as the desirability of such a procedure is
still much in dispute,
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The legislation to be examined this afterno- is a series of attempts to

provide a framework for harmonious labor-management relations, while at the
same time preserve as much as possible of the sovereignty of the State. Most

governments we are concerned with today concede the right of association to

their employees. At the present time, 29 States have some form of collective

bargaining or union recognition. Nine States have laws which make it manda-

tory for a public agency to bargain with unions and to enter into signed agree-

ments. However, several of these State laws apply to municipalities only, and

others have exceptions of various kinds. The laws of other States permit col-

lective bargaining. In three States, public employers are authorized to meet
and confer with employee representatives, as distinguished from collective
bargaining.

On the other hand, collective bargaining and union recognition exists in
many States and localities on a de facto basis, in a number of cases for a long

time. Philadelphia is a case in point. Similar situations frequently exist
1,-,r firefighters and skilled blue-collar workers who, over time, have devel-
oped effective lobbies at both State and city levels.

Several States outlaw unions or collective bargaining for all of some
groups of public employees. Recent court decisions, however, raise doubts as

to the legality of such prohibitions.

In Canada all jurisdictions grant the right of association, The collec-

tive bargaining that goes on amounts to little more than consultation in three

provinces. In arother three, compulsory bargaining leads to signed agreements,
but no mechanism exists for breaking deadlocks. In Quebec, Saskatchewan, and

New Brunswick as well as in the Federal jurisdiction, employees have the right

to strike. Two provincial laws and the Federal law provide for binding arbitra-

tion.

This session is concerned especially with the evaluation of experience to

iate as well as to information needs for policy formation and for operational

purposes. Statistics on government employment and membership of public serv-
ants in labor organizations need improvement; certainly at the local level
these statistics leave something to be desired. We need detailed analyses of

public secvice agreements and comparisons with contracts in other sectors of
the economy to find out who leads, who follows, and under what conditions.
FLIally, we need as much information as can be obtained on the background of
public service strikes to permit the parties and the legislators to pinpoint
and remove unnecessary friction.
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Collective Bargaining in the Canadian Public Service 4/

Robert M. Adams, Director
Compensation and Conditions Division

Personnel Branch
Canada Treasury Board 5/

In the time available this afternoon, I would like to comment briefly on

our experience to date under the Public Service Staff Relations Act applying

to employees of the Canadian Federal Government. I also hope to discuss data

needs and resources in a public service collective bargaining environment.

The Public Service Staff Relations Act, which was passed by the Parliament

of Canada and given Royal Assent on February 23, 1967, granted full collective

bargaining rightt: to over 200,000 employees in Federal Public Service. Just 18

months ago, representatives of the employer, the Treasury Board, and the bar-

gaining agents of the employees started to negotiate. Con3equentiy, the expe-

rience under this Act has not been great in time. On the other hand, in

slightly over one year we have faced and resolved a number of problems. No

doubt the events of this year will form the foundation and pattern for future

labor relations in the Public Service of Canada.

Before dealing with our experience under the Act. I might describe briefly

the hIstorical background which preceded the introduction of a full-scale col-

1t.l.v:= bargaining regime in the Public Service of Canada.

Historical Perspective

Employee organization in the Canadian Public Service began in the 1880's

in the Post Office and gradually spread to other departments. By the First

World War, it was beginning to develop a discernible structure and its influ-

ence was felt in Parliamentary hearings dealing with such things as the need

for elimination of patronage in Civil Service appointments.

The relationship between the Government, as employer, and organizations of

its employees was, however, slow in developing. Until the Second World War,

the relationship was between the Crown and a group of petitioners. The em-

ployee organizations were weak and divided, while the Government, as an
employer, was richly clothed indeed in the doctrine of sovereignty. The char-

acter of the relationship remained unchanged between the Great World Wars,

although various ideas and experiments, such as Whitleyism in the British Civil

Service, led to growing demands for forms of joint consultation.

4/ For an earlier discussion of this subject, see Saul Frankel
terns for Collective Bargaining in the Public Service," Proceedings

American Conference on Labor Statistics,'JUnd-1967, U.S. Department

Bureau of Labor Statistics, pp, 36-43.

,"New Pat-
of the North
of Labor,

5/ Mr. Adams is now Assistant.Deputy Minister (Immigration), Canada De-
partment of Manpower and Immigration.



In 1944, the first important experiment in joint consultation was

launched in Car.P.da. A NatLonal Joint Council was established, providing
the -alajor employee organizations with a form of official recognition and a

regular means of disc issing conditions of employment with senior officials

of the Government. 1e Council, which has continued for 25 years, gave to
employer and employee reprsentatives a first hand experience with the prac-

tical problems in reconciling differing interests and points of view. Its rec-

ommendations led to some important changes in conditions of employment--and,
in 1953, to a decision by the Government to grant to organizations represented

on the Council the voluntary revocable check-off. Although probably not recog-

nized as such at the time, the latter decision was one of great significance,

because it gave to the Public Service organizations the financial capacity to

make huge strides in their efforts to expand their membership. As an institu-

tion, however, the National Joint Council proved to be slow-moving and quite

unable to cope with pay determination, which was pressed to the fore by the

postwar inflation.

After the Second World War, another forum for joint consultation slowly

developed concerning pay determination for "classified" employees. During this

period, the government reiterated its acceptance of the principle that the pay

of civil servants should be comparable to rates paid by "good" outside employers

for similar work.

In the late 1950's the Civil Ser\i_e Commission began to consult inform-

ally with employee organizations before formulating its pay recommendations.

These consultations were designed, in part, to allow the employees to express
their views on pay matters and to bring to ligILL any new evidence that might

influence the Commission to render a more favorable pay decision.

In 1957, an independent Pay Research Bureau was established, as an arm of

the Civil Service Commission, to survey rates of pay and conditions of employ-

ment in the Civil Service and in the private sector and to make its findings
available to representatives of the employees, to the Commission, and to the

Treasury Board. Before 1957, pay determination was basically a matter of exam-
ining general indicators of wage movements in the economy and applying these

to Civil Service pay rates. Some reliance was placed on mailed surveys of occu-

pational rates of pay carried out by the Federal Department of Labour, but these

surveys concerned only certain basic office service and maintenance classes and

had no application to other administrative and professional classes.

The Pay Research Bureau was set up to conduct field investigations in

which officers would visit a sample of outside employers to match Civil Service

jobs and similar jobs performed in the private sector and in other governmental

jurisdictions.

The work of the Pay Research Bureau, which still continues, had a very

real impact on the relationship between the Government as an employer and its

employees. Joint access to the results of pay research led to a much more

active type of joint consultation about the manner in which the data were in-

terpreted and used in determining pay. This process was finally given statu-

tory recognition in the revised Civil Service Act of 1961. The Civil Service

Commission was required to consult employee organizations before making recom-

mendations, and the Treasury Board to do so before deciding changes in rates of
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pay. Unfortunately, this procedure proved cumbersome. At the time few people
recognized that the era of joint consultation was coming to an end. By itself,
machinery designed to provide opportunities for exchanges of information and
opinion was inadequate. By the early 1960's, the Public Service had grown
greatly in size and complexity and was faced, at all organizational levels,
with unresolved problems of personnel policy and management. A rapidly in-
creasing proportion of its employees held membership in organizations no
longer satisfied with the right to be consulted. The organizations were press-
ing for a genuine system of collective bargaining. In a society in which col-
lective bargaining had become widely accepted in private employment, the Gov-
ernment had difficulty resisting these concepts in the Public Service. As the
current President of the Treasury Board said recently in a speech,

"The cloak of sovereign authority was still available, and was still
used but it was worn with a growing sense of unease. In point of fact, it
was becoming threadbare and going out of style."

The big break came in 1963, when a new Government introduced a system of
coll?.ctive bargaining and established a committee of senior officials to devel-
op the necessary legislative and administrative proposals. The committee was
called the Preparatory Committee on Collective Bargaining in the Public Service.
Mr. Arnold Heeney, a distinguished Canadian public servant and former Canadian
Ambassador to the United States, and a recognized hand at making committees
work was designated chairman.

The Preparatory Committee was asked "to make preparations for the intro-
duction'. . . of an appropriate form of collective bargaining and arbitration,
and to examine the need for reforms in the systems of classification and pay."
It was authorized a full-time staff drawn from both inside and outside the
Service and to consult freely with existing employee organizations. Its work
was destined to have an enormoua influence on future events.

To understand the reasons for this influence, some appreciation of the
climate prevailing in the Public Service in 1963 is needed. A year earlier,
the Glassco Commission, which was similar to the Hoover Commissions in the
United States, had produced a massive report calling for radical changes in
the Public Service. In personnel management, its criticisms and recommenda-
tions had received a mixed reception. It looked as if the resistance to change
for which any large-scale bureaucracy has a considerable capacity might frus-
trate the type of radical administrative reform that was needed. In 1963, the
forces of reform and reaction were balanced, and it was difficult to tell how
the scales would tip.

As it turned out, they were tipped rather decisively in the direction of
reform by the commitment to collective bargaining. Once the commitment was
firmly made, almost everyone on the management side realized that steps would
have to be taken to put the house in order. Peop3e on the labor side came to a
similar conclusion about their own affairs. The Preparatory Committee bene-
fited greatly from the resulting change in outlook and attitude. It was able
to proceed with its work in an atmosphere conducive to favorable consideration
of the type of upsetting, far-reaching, fundamental and potentially beneficial
change that the introduction of collective bargaining requires.
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I would like to emphasize the words "upsetting, far-reach!mg fundamen-

tal and potentially beneficial" because they are the Canadian experience.

Anyone contemplating the successful introduction of public service bargain-

ing without the change that these words imply is living in an unreal world. It

would not have been possible to graft a genuine system of collective bargain-

ing onto the Public Service of Canada of 1963, and leave unchanged the existing

legislative framework, the existing structure of authority and the existing

complex of policy and procedure.

In 1965, the final report of the Preparatory Committee was made public.

Its recommendations, modified further by consultation between the Government

and the major employee organizations, and a rather severe postal strike, were
incorporated in a bill presented to Parliament in the spring of 1966. In

March 1967, having been passed by Parliament, the Public Service Staff Re-

lations Act came into effect.

The Public Service Staff Relations Act

Quite briefly, the act established an independent Public Service Re-

lations Board, with many of the same functions as the National or State Labor

Relations Boards. It certified bargaining agents for predetermined bargaining

units. It is important to stress "predetermined." To 6Lart the process or-

derly, the legislation provided that, in the initial years, bargaining unics

would be constituted along occupational lines following the new classification

system that had been installed in the Public Service also as a result of the

Preparatory Committee's recommendations. This system has six broad categories

which are further subdivided into about 70 ocrupational groups. A bargaining

unit must follow occupational group lines although a group can be split iuto

supervisory and non-supervisory units. There a-re also provisions for further

splitting out of bargaining units from occupational groups in special circum-

stances and fo2 certifying a council of bargaining agents to represent a bar-

gaining unit.

The Public Service Staff Relations Board polices Staff Relations Activ-

ities through its power to prohibit unfair labor practices. The law provide
for negotiation of collective agreements governing rates of pay and most terms
and conditions of employment; for settlement of disputes by binding arbitration

or by conciliation coupled with the right to strike; and for settlement by
independent adjudication of grievances arising from interpretation or ap-
plication of agreaments or from the more extreme firms of disciplinary action.

Bargaining units have the right, before each round of negotiations, to

adopt either binding arbitration if agreement cannot be reached with the

employer, or conciliation and strike. All employees in bargaining units may

strike except those few who are designated by the Board as "essential to the
safety and security of the Public."
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The Employer Under Collective Bargaining

In coming to grips with collective bargaining in the Public Service, one

of the most difficult tasks was to identify "the employer" and to secure its

identity and provide it with the authority to f-,qiction effectively.

Under the parliamentary system of Government that prevails in Canada, the

GovernmkInt, for practical purposes the Cabinet, must at all times command the

conadence of a majority of the elected members of the House of Commons. If it

loses titat confidence, it must call an election or relinquish office. But, so

long as it retains that confidence, it controls the tools of office, including

the capacity to determine public services rates of pay and conditions of em-

ployment and the caparity to obtain authority for the necessary expenditure of

public funds. In this sense, it can acquire the normal characteristics of an

employer and the authority that an employer must have to make commitments at

the bargaining table.

The situation in 1963 was not as simple as these words would suggest, how-

ever. There may have been no constitutional barriers to identification of the

employer but there were some seemingly insurmountable statutory road-blocks in

the provisions of the Civil Service Act. Passed in 1918 tc remove the influ-

ence of political patronage in Public Service employment and modifie0 very

little in the intervening years, this Act defined in detail certain conditions

of employment, including hours of work, vacations, sick leave, and paid holi-

days. Ic gave to deputy ministers, che permanent heads of departments and

agencies, discretionary authority in a number of areas including discipline.

It vested in an independent Civil Service Commission the authority to make ap-

pointments classify positions, regulate certain conditions of employment, and

make pay recommendations.

In all or these ways, the Act severely limited the managerial authority of

the Government and its agent, the Treasury Board. Since passage of the 1918

Act, the Treasury Board, for all practical purposes a committee of Cabinet

staffed oy officers of the Department of Finance, has-had central control of

expenditures. Its approval was required to change rates of pay and certain

other monetary conditions of employment but, even here, its room for maneuver

was largely restricted by the responsibility the Civil Service Commission to

make recommendations. In 1963, the Treasury Board was simply one of several

agencies in the complex central machinery of government. It was impossible to

describe it as the employer, in the industrial relations sense of the term.

These arrangements, imbedded in law for 45 years, had been severely criti-

cized from a quite different point of view. For administrative efficiency, the

Glassco Commission had called for concentration L. the Treasury Board the cen-

tral authority required to manage the Public Service. Its recommendation had

yet to be accepted, but people were becoming accustomed to the idea that the

Board might be transformed into a central management agency possessing most of

the characteristics of a corporate headquarters. It required only a small addi-

tional leap of logic and faith to begin thinking of it as the employer. The

leap was taken by the Preparatory Committee and by the Government, which Chen

prepared the necessary statutory changes. No fewer than four pieces of legis-

lation were required.
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1. The Government Reorganization Act of 1966 cut the Treasury Board off
from its historic association with the Department of Finance and established
it, under its own Minister, as a separate entity.

2. The Public Service Employment Act of 1967, replacing the venerable
Civil Service Act, restricted the authority of the Civil Service Commission
(now called the Public Service Commission) to the power of appointment.

3. The revised Financial Administration Act of 1967 vested in the Treas-
ury Board the authority to determine all other aspects of personnel policy,
including rates of pay and conditions of employment.

4. The Public Service Staff Relations Act of 1967 (PSSRA) identified the
Treasury Board as the principal agent of the Government as employer for col-
lective bargaining.

Under the new dispensation, then, the Treasury Board has both the statu-
tory authority and administrative organization to function as the employer.
Within limits determined and modified by Ministers, its officers negotiate,
and, subject only to formal Ministerial approval, enter into binding agree-
ments.

The Treasury Board has no authority to bargain collectively about condi-
tions of employment that are governed directly by statute law. Of these, the

most important is superannuation. The Board has no authority to bargain col-
lectively about conditions of employment falling within the jurisdiction of the
Public Service Commission, including promotions, transfers and lay-offs. In

other areas, however, its authority is clear-cut.

The fir3t formal negotiating sessions commenced a little over a year ago
when we .1,oh-lnded 46 bargaining agreements out of a potential 80 collective
agreemen.:s covering 156,000 employees. The one strike in the Public Service,
that of the Postal Workers, lasted for three weeks last July. There has also
been one arbitration case thus far. Most agreements that have been concluded
have improved pay of Public Service employees 6 to 7 percent per year. In addi-

tion, improvements have been made in vacation leave, additional public holidays,
severance pay, overtime compensation, shict premium pay, and other non-wage
ccmpensat.r items.

A number of significant developments have taken place since collective
bargaining was introduced. I shall describe some of these briefly.

I referred earlier to a comprehensive reform of the classification system
in the Public Service. Classification is not negotiable under the PSSRA.
Because of the time required to develop and implement new and modem job evalu-
ation systems and pay plans, a large part of the Public Service could not be
converted to the new classification plan until well after the collective bar-

gaining legislation was in effect. Consequently, a large number of occupational
groups had to be negotiated the way in which the new classification and the pay
plans attached to them would be implemented.

Serious problems were encountered for a number of reasons:
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1. Substantial numbers of employees were over-classified. Therefore,

some means of "red-circling" these employees had to be devised and negotiated,

to ensure that they would mot receive economic increases until the rates for

their classifications equaled or exceeded their current pay rates.

2. The new classification and pay plans integrated employees who had

been paid on a national salary range with those who had been paid on a system

of locality rates. As in the United States, regional rates of pay in Canada

vary for a large number of trades, labor and service occupations, and many ba-

sic office operations. When regions varied, a system of zones would be devel-

oped to reflect the outside labor market pattern. Initially, this system has

been adopted for three groups--General Labor and Trades, General Services, and

Hospital Services. The old system involved over 200 sets of locality rates,

and would have created tremendous administrative difficulties. A more easily

administered system would consider as much as possible regional and other fac-

tors that caused the variations.

The system that has been introduced is based on economic regions that were

developed by our Depar:ment of Defense Production to permit analysis of econom-

ic developments in various parts of Canada. It consists of 68 .il'egions which

are general purpose in nature and can therefore be used to coordinate data on

many factors. Basic production and marketing aspects are analyzed, and local

economic conditions are interpreted and forecast. For practical reasons the

economic regions follow census data units. Moreoever, they allow for politi-

cal boundaries and administrative and socio-historical realities. However,

each region represents a community of economic interest.

Sixty-eight zones would be too many to administer so economic regions were

combined to make fewer pay zones. The system that has finally evolved consists

of 36 zones which are based on economic regions having identifiable labor mar-

kets. All major metropolitan areas, as defined by the Census, are split to

form separate pay zones within each region. These areas are grouped so that

urban areas that have average weekly wages and salaries at or above the pro-

vincial average form one pay zone within a province while the remaining urban

areas form another. For collective bargaining, modifications were made in

certain high-wage urban areas which had large concentrations of Public Service

employees to prevent Public Service pay rates being dragged down by rates pre-

vailing in lower-paying localities.

3. Another significant development is that, with a few minor exceptions,

bargaining rights are available to virtually every Public Service employee.

The only employees who are prevented from engaging in collective bargaining are:

a. Personnel Administrators
b. Employees who are step officers in the grievance process

c. Senior executive officers
d. Legal officers
e. La employee occupying a manageral position

f. An employee acting in a confidential capacity to any of the above

On the other hand, we are negotiating with employees in widely diversified

occupations such as Research Scientists, Accountants aLd Auditors, Doctors,
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Teachers, Engineers, Architects, Air Traffic Controllers, Clerks, Foreign Ser-
vice Officers, and a wide range of blue-collar occupations.

In an organization as large as the Public Service of Canada collective

bargaining poses large problems of communicatiml and cooraination. Cge prob-

lem has been to involve departmental management in developing and implementing

bargaining policy. In addition, departmental managers need to be trained to

apply and administer collective agreements and grievances.

4. One main benefit of collective bargaining in the Canadian Public Ser-

vice has been recognition of the need to upgrade and strengthen personnel

function in order to cope with all of the stresses and strains inherent in col-

lective bargaining. A new awareness of the managerial role in the Public Ser-

vice aad the cultivation of a real management identity has developed.

5. The Pay Research Bureau has been placed under the Public Service Staff

Relations Board. It continues to collect and analyze data on occupational
rates of pay in the outside labor market and on fringe benefits of employees

outside the Public Service, The findings of the Bureau are available to both

the employer and ce-.:Lified bargaining agents. This development is fairly

significant and novel in labor relations. Both parties to negotiation can

request the Bureau to undertake surveys with complete confidence that their

results will not be biased by improper job-matching. Of course, this does not

mean that the parties necessarily have to accept as valid the sample or the

universe from which the data are drawn. For a number of occupations two uni-

verses or samples are requested, one by the employer, the other by the bargain-

ing.agent. For other occupations, such as Engineers, Hospital Service classes,

Economists, etc., there is general acceptance by both the employer and the bar-
gaining agent of the validity of the sample.

Robert G. Howlett, Chairman
Michigan Labor Mediation Board

Although the subtitle is "Use of Research and Statistics in Evaluating New
Legislation," I would not dare to discuss statistiss before this group for I

would have little to offer. We have worked in public sector em}loyer/employee
relations for such a short period that we are just beginning to develop statis-
tics which can be useful in evaluating the legislation and the success, or
failure, of the new venture.

Collective bargaining in the public sector is nationwide. Public employees

throughout the country are demanding an opportunity to participate in the deter-
mination of their wages; hours and working conditions, as do their brethren in
the private sector. This afternoon, I will thumbnail this activity throughout

the country. Bob Helsby will cover the State of New York.

The first declaration that public employees have a right to engage in con-
certed activities was made in 1959 when the Wisconsin legislature granted this
right to Wisconsin employees. The declaration was implemented in 1961, with
administration vested in the Wisconcin Employment Relations Commission. In 1962,

the Federal Executive Order 10988 was promulgated, followed in 196E by public



employment relations acts in Michigan, Connecticut, and Massachusetts. These

statutes authorize public employees to engage in concerted activities and re-

quire that public employers bargain in good faith with representatives of the

majority of employees in an appropriate unit.

Thirty States have legislated in the public sector. Nineteen States have

mandatory statutes which require collective bargaining of public employers.

The statutes range from the Georgia statute which grants the -1:ight of collec-

tive bargaining in only one county and the Montana statute covering only nurses

to the statutes of Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Vermont

and Wisconsin, which grant the right to all public employees. 6/ Several of

these States have adopted "meet and confer" statutes which require discussion

by a public employer, but apparently stop short of collective bargaining. This

may be an exercise in semantics. The term may have been used by legislatures

because some public employers dislike collective bargaining. 7/

Nine States have authorization statutes, which vest in cities, counties,

and other local governments the power to recognize a representative of employees

and to engage in collective bargaining. These statutes legalize collective

bargaining, which had been declared illegal by court action or by attorney's

general opinions. 8/ Some statutes include supervisors below the rank of top

policymaking officials; others exclude supervisors. Some statutes grant pro-

fessionals the privilege of their own units; several States have separate

legislation for teachers; some include teachers with all other public employees.

All statutes provide some method to determine an appropriate bargaining

unit and to select a bargaining agent.

Some statutes include unfair labor practices for both employers and em-

ployees; others have only employer unfair labor practices. Some States vest

enforcement or administration of unfair labor practices in the commission or

board similar to.the practice under the National Labor Relations Act. Others

provide for enforcement by court action.

6/ Connecti2ut, Delaware (state, county, local transit); Florida (fire-
.

men); Georgia (Chatham County); Louisiana (public transportation); Maine (fire-

men); Massachusetts; Michigan (all except State); Montana (nurses); Nebraska

(State and local); New Jersey; New York; North Dakota (teachers); Oregon (nurses);

Pennsylvania (police, firemen, transit); Rhode Island (State, teachers); Vermont;

Washington (State and local); and Wisconsin.

7/ California; Maryland; Minnesota; Missouri; Oregon (teachers); Rhode

Island (local, policy and firemen); South Dakota; Washington (teachers); and

Wyoming (firemen).

-/ Alaska; Delaware (municipal); Hawaii; Nebraska (teachers); New

Hampshire; North Dakota (cities); Ohio (public utilities); Oregon (State and

local); and Washington (public utilities, port districts).
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The prime purpose of these statutes is to require uoa_lective bargaining

and, if agreement is reached, the execution of a contract by an employer and

representative of the employees. Sometimes the parties are unable to agree.
WhaL, then, is the procedure in the public sector when there is an impasse?

Strikes by public employees have traditionally been prohibited in the

United States. Thirty-five States have acted affirmatively by either statute,
court decision, or attorney general opinion. Presumably, strikes would be
prohibited in the States which have not acted. Since this address was pre-

se,ated, a trial court in California has held that public employees of the City

of San Diego have the right to strike. 9/ Only 2 States, Vermont and Montana,
have authorized public employees to strike, in both instances with limitation.

In Vermont, the statute provides, "No public employee may strike or recognize a

picket line of a labor organization while performing official duties, if the
-_,trike or recognition of a picket line will endanger the health, safety or wel-

fare of the public." 10/ Montana authorizes strikes by nurses only, provided
there is no strike in a hospital or nursing home within 150 miles from where

the strike has originated.

During the past 5 years we have learned that although public employees do
not have the right to strike, they do have the power to strike. Many academi-

cians have argued that one significant difference between public and private
sector labor relations is the prohibition against strikes by public employees.
This distinction is minimized because the power to strike exists. A school
board would find it difficult to replace all striking teachers, although in
Michigan one school board broke a strike by teachers and their union. It is

difficult, if not impossible, for a city to replace all policemen or firemen.
One Michigan city threatened to replace all striking firemen, and seemed sin-

cere in its announcement. The strike was called off after one week. PerhRps

the city's threat was a factor in settlement.

Some States require a public official to apply for immediate injunctive

relief for strikes. Other States provide affirmatively for penalties against
strikers, including loss of pay, and against the union, including revocation
of certification for a specific period and loss of checkoff. Other States vest

power to enforce the statutory prohibition against strikes in the trial courts

under the historical equity jurisdiction. In these instances, the courts may,

as the Michigan Supreme Court has done, rcognize that the injunctive process
is an extraordinary remedy; an injunction should be issued only when the public
health, safety, and welfare ere endangered; and the public employer has come

into the court with "clean hands." The "clean hands" doctrine requires the em-

ployer to bargain in good faith.

9/ 301 GERR B-1

10/ Act 198, L. 1967, Sec. 32; see also, 16 V.S.A. Ch. 15, para. 1981,

et seq.



The principal method of resolving an impasse is through mediation. No

public employment relations statute will work effectively without an effective

mediation service. If you forget every other thing I say this afte:rnoon, re-
member this one sentence. If your State adopts a public em-ployment relations

act, you must have competent mediators.

Some States use solely staff mediators. The mediators in our division

are all men of long experience who worked in the private sector before we were

ve,:ted with public sector jurisdiction. Other States use ad hoc mediators.

Arguments exist for and against both methods.

A second way to resolve impasses is through factfinding. This method is

found in most public employment relations statutes as the terminal point of

impasse resolution. Most States use ad hoc factfinders rather than staff

personnel. The concept of factfinding is that the publication of the fact-

finder's recommendations will influence the public employer and its legislative

body and the employees and their representative to adopt the very intelligent,
practical, and rational proposal made by the third party neutral.

Put what happens if factfinding does not work? Two possible means of

res :ion are strikes or arbitration. Arbitration may be voluntary or com-

pulsuLy. In voluntary arbitration, the public employer and union agree to
arbitrate the issues involved in the impasse, and to comply with the arbitrator's

decision. Compuls-ry arbitration is required by statute.

There are 2 principal arguments against compulsory arbitration. It is a

revision in our concept of representative government. It removes from the _Leg-

islative body of the governmental unit involved power to determine policy, in-

cluding how the public's money shall be spent. Sometimes this objection is

worded in terms of "sovereignty." Compulsory arbitration may damage collec-
tive bargaining although this flaw may be overstated. We have had so little
experience with compulsory arbitration that we cannot state categorically that

it will damage coller..tive bargaining. In factfinding, both employers and unions

tend to "save one for the factfinder." If we adopt compulsory arbitration, we
should embrace it with open eyes. We must recognize the change in democratic
government, a system which has worked rather well since the establishment of

the Republic.

-n 1269 we do not know enough about arbitration to judge whether it will

work or not. The method ultimately may be used to break stalemates between

public employers and public employees. If the public is sufficiently incon-
venienced by strikes, compulsory arbitration will be demanded. If this type
of impasse resolution gains enough public acceptance, arbitrators' awards may

be recognized as judgments of circuit courts are at the present time. 11/

11/ Robert G. Howlett, "Arbitration in the Public Sector," Proceedings of
the Southwestern Legal Foundation's 15th Annual Institute of Labor Law, 231,
269, Matthew Bender & Co., Inc., 1969.
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Now a word about strikes as the ultimate weapon to resolve impasses. If
a strike succeeds, the impasse is resolved; if it fails the impasse is resolved.
It is contended that there cannot be strikes in the public sector because it is
an attack against sovereignty, or a strike against the people. Presidents
Coolidge and Roosevelt both enunciated this principle in past years, but the
concept is changing. As government engages in activities which formerly were
solely the private domain, the force of this argument is diminished. I predict
that the concept of sovereignty will be replaced by a more practical test.
Strikes will be prohibited based on a test of public health, safety, and wel-
fare--and perhaps a comparison of public convenience v. inconvenience. To give
an example or two. Will the public health, safety and welfare be irreparably
damaged if employees of a public museum, public library, public recreation
department, local zoo, public golf course or a State liquor control commission
strike? Does it make sense that transit employees in the City of New York are
prohjbited from striking; whereas, transit employees in the City of Washington
may strike legally? The effect on the public is the same.

When teachers first struck in Michigan, we were deeply concerned and rushed
factfinders to the scene. We feared that the loss of a day or two of education
1)37 the children at the beginning of the school year would cause e breakdown of
the educational process--or of the children. We forgot that children in this
country do not go to school during July and August. Yet they have (or some of
them) somehow become educated. Policemen in several of our ci*-ies have been
afflicted with the "blue flu." Our firemen have "red rash." But crime has
not become more rampant and the City of Kalnmazoo, where the firemen were out
for a week, did no-, burn down. I do not condone these illegal strikes by public
emplbyees, but the concept of strike prohibition based solely on the fact that
they are public employees is not an intelligent approach.

The States of this country and the Provinces of Canada should serve as
laboratories in this new and Challenging field. I view with concern the ex-
pressions from Washington that the Federal Government should enter public em-
ployer-employees relations at the State and local level as suggested by Congress-
men, members of the sub-Cabinet, and even President Nixon when he was on the
campaign trail. The whole field is so new, and we know so little about it, that
we need the experience that the States and Provinces can bring to bear on this
subje.:,t. If the Federal Government.takes over, there will be one rule, and we
will never know whether it is the best system. Indeed, differences among the
several States is sufficient reason for the Federal government not to replace
the States in this e-iterprise.



Robert D. Helsby, Chairman
New York Public EmplLyment Relations Board

I am delighted to meet with you and share some of the experiences we have

had in one of the most important experiments that has been described today,

New York State's Taylor Law. The deeper we get involved in labor relations the

more we rely on the three elements of data: (1) The development of raw data;

(2) the evaluation of these data which, is the most important; and (3) the pre-

sentation or packaging of the data. I sometimes refer to them as neutral data,

if there is such a thing. We all have our prejudices, our biases, and neu-

trality probably is a matter of degree.

I heard a story about 2 men, one from the United States and the other from

Russia, who were in a 2-man race in which the United States runner came out

first and the Soviet runner came out second. In the United States the report

was given, without mentioning the number in the race, indicating the United

States runner came in first and the Soviet runner came in last. The Soviet re-

ported the race, again without mentioning the number in the rez:e, that the

Soviet runner came in second and the United State.; runner came in next to last.

Both are accurate, and it shows the way facts can be distorted. One of the

great problems is the presentation of data so the parties feel that the re-

porter has been truly objective and neutral.

Bef,L,e discussing the controversial Taylor Law, I would like to comment

on Bob ',1,wlett's presentation. The negotiations process is hare to stay. The

negotiations process has come because public employees demand to be involved

in determining the conditions of employment, the cc ditions which so directly

affect them.

I would like to summarize what has happened in the other States, not to

_overlap what Bob Howlett said, but to put in a different context what I think

the'verioua categories of responses have been in the different States.

Some States pretend that nothing has happened. Everything is the same,

and therefore they resist all efforts for employees to collectively negotiate

or to bargain. They drag their feet and resist every possible intrusion on

what they call management prerogatives or the sovereignty of the public :)m-

ploy..r. If we look at what happened in Charleston, and what happened in

Memphis, where Dr. King was assassinated, evidences are that some States are

trying to avoid involvement as long as possible.

Some Sates adopt the "squeaky wheel" concept. Therefore, various collec-

tive bargaining agreements have been passed which affect certain groups of em-

ployees, such as school teachers, nurses, or local governmental 'ficials or

whatever.

Some States have limited the scope of negotiations. The Federal Govern-

ment in its Executive Order 10988 has severly limited the scope of its ne-

gotiations, in that it will not negotiate on money items. Collective negotia-

tion should be pretty simple if the money items are left out at the bargaining

table. Other States have limited negotiations to particular items in which the

employer agrees there should be negotiations.
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A fourth response is the type of limited negotiation, to which Mr. Howlett
referred. Some laws have been passed which require discussion, some consulta-
tion, some consulting in good faith; others requir,_ negotiating, others bar-
gaining; some require some of these, some of them permit them, All of these
are limited negotiations of various kinds.

A last category is the kind of law which New York State has, and it covers
all public employees in one fell swoop. It includes all employees working for
State and local governments, including school districts, universities, and
public authorities.

The law provides the broadest righus of any law in the Nation. I would
not say it is the best law. It permits emplo'-c to organize; it permits
them to be represented by an organization of i own choosing; it not only
permits it but requires negotiations by the employer if the enyloyees wish to
negotiate.

It has the toughest prohibition on strikes, and this is where the contro-
versy really comes in. Before we began the chairman said chat he hoped some-
body would light up a bombshell and put on the table an iter of real contro-
versy. I can do that. I have been giving a lot of thought to what has been
happening in Memphis, Charleston, and in Bethany, West Virginia, where the
Governor fired 2,500 State officers. Then the Governor came to Bethany the next
day and the Highway Department picketed him. And we heard, as we have heard
many times, the traditional labor position, that there can be no real collec-
tive bargaining without the "right to strike."

I cha_lenge that concept and further submit that labor may be aolug itself
a great disservice by taking that position, cutting off its nose literally to
spite its face. First of all, let me distinguish between the right to strike
and the possibility of a strike,. The possibility of a strike always hangs over
a negotiating table. If the blood between the parties becomes bad enough, if
people are willing to be fined, go to jail, lose their jobs or whatever, there
will be strikes. Anyone who thinks Chat compulsory arbitration is the panacea
ought to look at the New Zealand and Australian experience. No, the.possibility
,f a strike always exists; the right to strike is something different. In New
York State there has been real collective bal:gaining in the past year and a
half without the right to strike. Some strikes have occurred, too.

This concept of collective bargaining is frightening many States because
to them bargaining is synonymouc with strikes. Permitting organization and
unionization spells strikes to thew, and they will resist as long as they can.

I asked one of the leaders of one of the organizations in New York State
how mauy contracts New York State had the year beforc the advent of the Taylor
Law. Re saf_d: Two. I said: How many do you haw. now? He said: 19. I said:
The Zay:or Law has not been too '1 for you, hi:q. In a -little over a year
we have had 2,000 contracts neo ed. Wc ;la\ .i7.hly 900,000 to 1,000,000
employees in New York State who ate nov, izeu and are represented by some
,rganization of their choosing. All of this occurred with only one representa-
tion strike.
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Last year school teachers in New York State averaged about a 10 percent

pay increase, plus fringes. The increases are a little under 6 percent this

year, the year of the "Taxpayers' Revolt."

There can be collective bargaining in New York State without the right to

strike. Of course, the controversy surrounding our law revolves around the

prohibition on strikes and the Penalty on both employee organizations and em-

ployees if they do violate the law.

Many of our conferences on public collective negotiations are preoccupied

with this so-called right to strike. We ought to get on with the business in

more constructive and positive terms, and see if we can work out some reason-

able alternatives, whereby, hopefully, we can find a better way to solve our

problems and settle our disputes.

I agree thoroughly with Secretary of Labor Wirtz when he said that all

strikes are a waste. The public tolerance for strikes is decreasing, and it

ic high time we grew up, matured as a Nation, and developed some better systems

for settling our disputes, rather than to take the time-honored right to strike

and transplant it into the public sector. If this is not sufficient to stimu-

late public dispute this afternoon, I do not know what is

The Taylor Law on the one hand, has the broadest rights of any statute

and prohibits strikes, on the other hand. The Taylor Law establishes impasse

procedures which hopefully will provide a fair shake, parity, and equity for

public employees. For this reason, the State makes mediation and factfinding

available to public employers and employees at State expense. Last year we

spent approximately $300,000 in factfinding and mediation and this year it will

run considerably hIgher.

I would like to provide a quick picture of what these impasse procedures

are all about and what our experience has been with them.

First of all, the Taylor Law provides 2 routes. The first is a "local

procedure" route, v,tere parties can agree on any kind of procedure they want.

The one requiremeht is that procedures be in writing. There is no requirement

for mediation, for factfinding, or for any other process. This mattgr is com-

pletely up to the parties to r.agotiate and to agree upon. If they follow this

route, they pay their own bills. The second route, if the parties do not wish

local procedures, is to came to the State Public Employee Relations Board (PERB)

for assistance. Ordinarily disputes are assigned fl._ct to mediation and if

that fails, to factfinding If factfinding is not successful, then the chief

executive officer must make recomendations t the legislative body; and now

under amendments in the statute, injected in the lastest session of the legis-

lature, if either the employer or the employee organizations does not qccept

the factfinding report, before the legislative body can take final action, it

must hold a show cause hearing; not a hearing that starts from scratch, but

oae that starts from the factfindr's report, which has to be made public. It

brings the public to the negotiating table, so to speak, and t.ries bring

public pressures to bear so that the public employees do get fairness and

equity.
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Many have thought that since all of these phaseo were made possible at
State Expense, everybody would go the full distance, because they had nothing
to lose. They were surprised in the first year: approximately 80 percent of
2,000 contracts involving 1,000,000 employees were negotiated without outside
help. The parties came to their own agreements by va-rious devices and
techniques-

We had 370 impasses come to our Board, and one of our greatest surprises
was that about half of those were settled by the first step mediation.

Secondly, we had more than 125 factfinding Boards. One-fourth of these
were settled on the way through factfinding bv mediation. In other words, the
factfinder suggested the solution and the parties settled their dispute.

This year we are 1-aving a greater reliance on factfinders. About 500
impasses have come to the Board so far. Our State has 817 school districts,
and we are in the middle of negotiating all of these contracts. The number of
factfinding Boards will probably do.uble the 125 we had last year. One of the
most important discussions our Board will have with the legislature will be
whether there should be some payment by the parties so they have a stake in
negotiations. Our staff is split on this. If you are going to prohibit
strikes, then the State is obligated to pay in full for mediation, factfinding,
and arbitration, which our law no-J makes possible. On the other hand, others
of our staff contend if the State pa)s the full shot, the parties are encour-
aged to go the full distance. Some have suggested, having the State pay half
or a third of .z.be cost. These matters are under discussion this year,

After just a year and a half of experience, there is promise in some of
these reasonable alternatives. I hope that we will experiment with some of
these alternatives, rather than just accept the strike as the only way out.

If someone asks me: "Five years from now or 10 years from now, will
public employees be allowed to strike?" My answer is that I do not know. May-
be they will.

I am just as deeply concerned about strikes of fuel oil dealers in the
height of a flu epidemic or a strike of Con Edison. They are fully as alarming
as many public employees' strikes.

I hope we get some experience which will help us and the private sector
solve many of these problems without the simple resort to combat.

Harry F. Stark
Assistant Dean

University Extension Division
Rutgers University

The New Jersey Putl.ic and School Emplo,'ees Grievance Procedure Study
lssion, the Bernstein Commission in New Jersey, made an extremely

successful report, not because I was associated with it, but because the
legislature ignored it completely and passed a law of its own devising.



The law might make me so bold as to challenge Mr. Helsby. The New Jersey law

is the broadesL; it is so broad taat you could drive a truck through it.

It is distinguished from the Taylcr law in anothe_: significant feature:

not knowing how to cope with strikes, New Jersey legislai:ors did not mention
strikes, work stoppages, penalties, or prohibition. And it works much the same
on botn sides of the Hudson. You can get a complicated law and you can have a
simple law, and the same thing happens. In t: last analysis the crunch comes
from the court Lhrough an injunction. T11.11. IL you ignore Lne judge, you are

really in crotie.

Our chairman struck a good point of departure when he talked about ideol-

.gy. Through all the expert comments, this note of Ideology involved sover-

eignty and the strike, which was quite related. It was good to hear the term
"soverignty" from one who really has a sovereign, so his reservation is well

taken. Not being an attorney, T feel free to make extra legal observations

If the sovereign is truly sovereign, why cannot tLe sovereign do what he

wishes? If the sovereign wishes to bargain, why not? Having resolved that

conclusion for myself, I refuse to pay any attention to the sovereignty ques-

tion, which is a red herring and irrelevant.

The question of strikes is something quite different. The fundamental

point which the chairman made in his introductory remarks is that public and
private employment are coming to resemble each other as time goes on, and we

ought to look into this.

We are going to do a lot of study and analysis to answer very critical

questions. If the two sectors resemble one another, then why should not the

device that pertains to one be equally pertinent to the other? Why should the

procedures in the public and private sectors be different? I say this not

to challenge Mr. Helsby's contention that you cannot have collective bargain-

ing without the right to strike; but perhaps the strike can do the same thing

in the public sector as iv the private sector. It can clear the air and bring

the parties to the bargaining table by leading them to the conclusioa that

they are going to have to suffer the consequences of thc.ir refusal or inability

to settle. Maybe the consequences of the failure to use Lhe bargaining in-

strument properly can apply in both sectors.

The New Jersey statute, directs the new Public Employment Relations

Commission, in conjunction with the Rutgers Institute of Management and Labor
Relations, to provide education and training for public employers. So far,

Jhe legislature has inconveniently neglected to appropriate funds. We will

have to assume that management can learn the hard way.

...his brings me to a serious pof-ct about the rationalizatioa of the public

management structure. New Jersey hts nearly 1,400 special districts, plus

turnpikes and other independent authorities. They cannot all work independ-
ently if they have to deal with common local operations. The organization of

employee groups, particularly through the ise of wh dsaw tech iiques, is ,-;oing

to force confederation bargaining among the employers. Th,:s will bring about

not only the rationalizing of the public management structure, to which Mr.

Mr. Adams alluded, but also will change the way local government does business.

Perhaps this in turn will induce changes in the law.
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Mr. Helsby talkecl about packaging data. The kind of inforraation you need
depends on the kinds of questions you answer and the clientele you serve. We
need lots of data. Some exists and some we are going to have to generate.
We need data to answer 2 primary kinds of questions

One is to evaluate the legislation. There is an internal evaluation for
purposes of administration. Are these agencies functioning well? Do they
work better in State A or in State B. This concerns the efficiency uf deci-
sion making. We need effective procedures, whether they be with or without
sanctions, NLRB style disposition of representatiou issues, or mediation.

We also need information on eH vay in which public employee organizq.tions
arre evolving, and about the economi. 'fects of contract:,7 and bargaining.
mne talked about the pay raises or 10 percent and fringes made in New York.

Professor Charles Rehmus, at the University of Michigan, made studies over a
3-year period and found 9 to 11 percent increases. What we do not know is what
would have happened in the absence of bargaining. We do not know about the
e olution of the public employment structure and the relative costs ii the
public and private sectors. A good deal of careful study is required to
determine this.

My greatest interest is the political effect on the governmental deci-
sion-, lking procedure. We are now finding the analogy of labor relations
medhanisms used in community relations conflicts. A seper-imposition L;:,7 polit-
ical action techniques makes these 2 things difficult to separate This aspect
needs a great deal of attention. When dealing with low paid employees in city
centers, whether it be Charleston, Memphis, or Newark, you b ig in a whole
host of community problems. Only some are amenable to :-.onve- Lonal labor-man-
agement solutions. The public is probably ill inclined and iii prep ,red to
ac.lept this approach very patiently.

The real question is whether bargaining which works in the private sector
will be given time to adapt in the public sector. If it is successful, prices
of public service are going to rise, because public employees' wages are
rising.

In any event, we should realize in advance that it will be almost impos-
sible to extricate direct political action from. bargaining in a real community

dispute. When public employees, whether they be sanitation workers or police-

men, are underpaid, there will be contention.

This will require a great deal of forbearance by taxpayers and caution by
the parties not Lo mis-use the bargaining privilege. Otherwise the people will
not support either the public employer or the public employer organization
while they learn t negotiate.

MR. WAISGLASS: In Canada before we could get into constructive collec-
tive bargaining we had to identify the employer--the Treasury Board relations,
clarify his responsibilities as employer, and indicate the sovereign responsi-
blities of Parliament. Also, it was 1..9.cessary to clarify the concept: What
do you mean by "sovereignty?" The co:Icept of soveraignty originates with thP.
need for projecting the security of _he State. Fifty or 100 years ago, the
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security of the State raised different kinds of questions from what is involved

now. When you are concerned about the security of the State, you get the Public

Service Staff Relations Act for bargaining. If the process leads to strikes,
then perhafs it is more serious.

MR. PEARCE: (New York) I would ask Mr. Stark whether 1-1-, is sufficiently

far4liar with the work being done by Professor Rehmus of Michigan to give more

information. Abparenul_y, some work there is focusing on the question of eval-
uating the impacts of this type of development.

MR. STARK: I am not. He reached a conclusion that about 11 percent was
the average settlement ever time. Certain fringe and related benefits were
excluded. A great deal of economic impact study is needed.

MR. HOWLETT: At the present time there is a cooperrive venture between
Michigan State Uni-yersity and the Department of Labor on our factfinding in

education last August, September, and October. An attempt is being made to
find out from the parties, the school board adm4.listrators the teachers'
organizations and the mediators and the factfinaers, what the issues were and

how effective they were in the settlement process, what they thought was good

and bad and so on. This will be a real contribution to the knowledge in this
area.

MR CRAVEN: (Aiddlebury College, Vermont) I would like to ask Mr. Helsby

and Mr. Hewlett to comment on the Charleston strike. I _act understood the
Governor could not bargaln with the strikers on money wages because he is

limited by the legislature. It is ch,-: public's money. In view of this budget
constraint at eifferent levels of go-,,ernment and possibly a legal limit on

government, how do you actually bargain or mediate with public employees?

MR. HELSBY: Every government has the same k
problem. A week ago I sat on a platform with Jer,,
George Taylor George Taylor commented in essence,
and done, the legislative body must make the final
the way our government operates, and if we destroy
prc-,ess by the legislative body, we have destroyed

of responsibility and
:sorth, Ted Kheel, and
"Look, when all is said

decision bccause that is
that decision-making
representative government."

What is attempted with the Taylor Law and all other laws is to bring all

kinds of pressures for parity, equity, and justice under legislaLive
so that public employees will achieve parity. This is where the great con-

fl'cts come. Many public employees and many unior,3 say you cannot have equity
unless there is the right to strike as the end result. Any collective bar-
gaining intrudes on the rights of the employer, namely, the legislative body
to establish the amounts of moley to be spent.

R. HOWLETT: One thing everyone should understand is that the Charleston

situation was a representation strike. It was also true in Memphis and of the
police in Youngstown, Ohio. It is tru of many of the public employee strikes
we have read about in the newspapers. Employees were simply trying to get
what would seem to be a hasic right of having theiE pulllic employer talk to

them; and Cie public employers in son cities appeared E6 if they would have
denied the -onstitutioual right of the petitioner, whicl-, of course, is the
right of everyone, including public employees.
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Michigan has had no representation strikes. 3ob Helsby advised me -hat

New York State has had only one, and this one related to the procedure in

determining the barga.ining agent.

Just this year a 3-man Federal court in North Carolina held that public

employees have a constitutional right to belong to unions and that the North

Carolina statute which prohibited them from belonging to unions was unconsti-

tutionaJ. However, the court did hold that the statutory prohibition of con-

tracting employees is valid; North Carolina prohited public employees from

bargaining. The Eighth Circuit and the Seventh Circuit, I believe it is, also
have held recently that public employees have a constitutional right to belong

to unions.

MP, BIENSTOCK: (New York) Under the Taylor L::7 in New York Sta&,,.! we

have created the factfinder as an entirely new profession. What troubles me

is this: There have been some other intrusions of the public influence into

the labor market. For example, during the war intrusions were essentially a
set of special relationships for public employees. I will not quarrel as to

whether or not they were necessary, but they were intrusions. Those situations
resulted in the development of a substantial body of facts. I see no similar

development here. An occasional probe appears hera and there, bat I see no
similar development at the present time in government activities.

Do you anticipate that perhaps in the years ahead there will be come
development of resources to make this factfinding functional, more of a fact

gathering activity than it is now?

MR. HELSBY: A short answer to your question is yes.

MR. STARK: I would like to comment on that. We must distinguish between
factfinding as a step in the impasse resolution process, in which the factfin-Aer

listens to evidence and recommends a settlement which the parties may accept,
and the kind of factfinding which statisticians do to evaluate the process in

a much larger sense. You cannot be the bank examiner, and also keep the books.
We may find that mediators or factfinders are not helping very much. They may

be impeding the process.

A story was related by Eric Schmerz that factfinders in die impasse reso-
lution process frequently are not simply finding facts; they are supposed to

obfuscate the facts, so the parties can settle. What they find may be unpal-

atable as plain facts.

One last observation about the question Mr. Adams raised: Whoever signs

the paycheck is the employer. Whoever has the authority to decide is :the em-

ployer. Reaching a settlement in Lagotiating and then getting the settlement
ratified by some highel lovel of authority exists in both private and public
sectors. We need some very careful innovation in governrant, so thlt when
an executive negotiates a settlement within his discretionary power and then

carries that settlealent to some other place or ratification, he can get his

settlement. This situation is typical.

The political art must be evolved to accommodate this process, especially
when the Governor or the town Mayor may be of a differ,-,1- party from the
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legislature. This political skill is new and is one area where the public and

private sectors may differ.

MR. WLISGLASS: This problem is very imporLant and compl:!_cateE. From my

experience, I do not think it is easv to decide in the public sector wh,_ is

really boss. That ?roblem also refiects a public attitude. If you want to get

something done in this field, you have to do away with buck passing. When

collective bargaining helps resolve who is boss, it improves the efficiency

in public service.

In factfinding, what facts are rele 'ant to the dispute? What weight is

to be given to those facts? Who is to decide what is relevant and what wrAght

is to be given to the facts? When the parties settle these thin2; you get a

more efficient resoll.ztion of the dispute. If before the dispute the parties

decide for themselves 'hat facts are relevant and what weight is to be given to
the facts, dispute prevention is more effective and you are less likely to get

impasse disputations. That is true of the public and priwite sectors.

MR. CONNOLLY: (California Department of Industrial aelations) Mr. Adams,

you mentioned that you had one compulsory arbitration. I understand the or-
ganizat.on can select arbitration as the impasse procedure. Is this low number

due to failure to select arb--ration or to the relatively few impasse

situations?

MR. ADAMS: The bargaining has been very tough between the parties. There
have been situations when we have come close to arbitration for a whole series

of these occupational groups. It is not over yet, either. Although in these
first 18 months we have managed to find agreement with the unions--and this is
part of the tradition really of collective bargaining in the consultation pro-

cess in the Canadian Public Service--it may not always be so. The union people

are very sophisticated professionals. You get together, you get dialogue, you
argue, you beat the table a little bit, and so on. By and large it is just

tough bargaining. We may have settled too high; I du not know.

MR. CONNOLLY: What I really wanted to know: Were they not opting for

arbitration?

MR. ADAMS: They opted tor arbitration before the negotiations opened.

MR. CONNOLLY: To what extent?

MR. ADAMS: In about 6 bargaining situations the nrions have opted for the

strike i that covers approximately 35,000 of the total of 200 odd

thousand J 'dould be eligible. At the termination of each contract and the

cpening negotiations for the new contract, they can take the new option.
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STATISTICAL AND RESEARCH NEEDS FOR COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

Chairman: Peter Henle, Chief Economist
Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Labor

I think we have quite an interesting program arranged for this

morning. We are talking about statistical and research needs for collec-

tive bargaining. Not long ago the idea of holding a discussion group on

this particular subject might really have been laughable. I am thinking

particularly maybe 20, 25, 30 years ago when decisions about collective

bargaining matters were certainly not really subject to questions of fact

or interpretation of fact. Then, the simple answer was more muscle.

Let's get a little perspective on how far we have come, how far collective

bargaining has come since the days of the 1930's when things were so

different.

I was particularly reminded of this in reading the obituary on

John L. Lewis; and althouvt get kidded a lot on how I am just a slave

to the New York Times, you du have to admit that when it comes to

obituaries nobody can beat the Times. They are quoting from a book

written oy Sy Sultzberger and an account of an episode from the collec-

tive bargaining talks between Lewis and the miners in the 1930t;.

Lewis began to walk up and down, back and forth, with a peculiarly

light-footed stride and stuck a cigar in his mouth, folded his nubby hands

behind him.

"Gentlemen," he said, speaking in a slow tricky way, "Gentlemen, I

speak to you from my people. I speak to you from the miners' family in

the broad Ohio Valley and in the black Virginia Hills. Here the shanties

lean over as if intoxicated by the smoke fumes of the mine dumps; with the

bannisters broken here and there, presenting the aspect of a snaggly-

toothed child. Some of the windows are wide open to the flies which can

feast nearby on garbage and answer the family dinner call on double-quick

time. But there is no dinner call. Little children are gathered around

the bare table with nothing to eat. Their mothers are saying, 'We want

bread.' They are not asking for more than a little. They are not asking

for a $100,000 yacht, Mr. So-and-So," suddenly pointing his threatening

cigar, "or for a Rolls Royce car like yours, Mr. So-and-flo."



The operators, according to Mr. Sulzberger's book, ,,quirmed, and one
of them muttered, "Tell him to stop. Tell him we'll settle."

Well, that was collective bargaining in the 1930's under John L's
tutelage. But we are dealing with the 1960's or perhaps the 1970's, and
what we have done is to gather for you four individuals with different
points of view. We are going to have two practitioners, one from the labor
side and one from the management side. Then we are going to hear from a
gentleman who is very much involved in the collective bargaining business
from the public side, and, finally, our own Tom Gavett from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, will try to respond to some of the points on the research
and statistical needs for collective bargaining purposes.

Rudolph Oswald, Economist
Research Department

AFL-CIO

Five major criteria have been used over the years for ccllective
bargaining purposes. They have been comparison, productivity, cost of
living, standard of living and the ability to pay, as well as general
economic conditions. While no one of these is necessarily decisive or
controlling, statistics do offer some information regarding what is
happening.

Which one or which combination is most significant will vary from
time to time, union to union, industry to industry, and according to
other factors as well. They simply do not blend in any fixed way; there
is no handy formula for combining them to come up with the "right" answer
on the size of an appropriate wage increase.

Generally the data do not point to a specific answer, but they
usually can help tr., narrow the area of difference, to reduce the area of
controversy, and to indicate the general rPnge of a reasonable settlement.

Comparison is generally the most common standard used. Useful wage
data generally falls into one or both of two broad categories: (1) results
of recent bargaining settlements across the Nation, in the industry, trade
or area and (2) current levels or wage rates for similar work, in the same
industry or trade, or in the area.

The current wage developments provides fairly current data on major
collective bargaining settlements. This compilation provides information
as to the name of the company or association and union involved. The
location, number of workers affected, the amount of wage increase, changes
in benefits, and other majur terms of the settlement. The quarterly press
releases of BLS provide a broad picture of negotiated changes in wage
settlements.
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Average earnings data, both hourly and weekly, provide some information

on the current changes in different industries as well as for factory

production workers in each State and in the larger cities. The earnings

reported are gross earnings including both overtime and shift premiums.

This means they are somewhat higher than straight-time earnings and they

may increase or decrease with changes in the number of hours worked even

though there is no change in wage rates.

The average earnings figures are also affected by the distribution of

workers. Thus, an industry with a great deal of skilled, relatively high-

wage workers, will have higher average earnings than an industry with
mostly unskilled relatively low-wage workers, even though its wage rates

for the same job may be the same.

The industry wage surveys of BLS provide the best data on wages paid

specific jobs in an industry. Since industry is a key factor in negotia-

tions and since negotiations are related to specific occupations within

that industry these industry wage surveys provide the most information as

to the wages and benefits within an industry. The BLS comparisons provide

information on time and incentive rates, rates by size of establishment,
unions vs. nonunion establishments, and by region or major city.

In addition, in each of four other industries, BLS conducts annual
surveys of union wage scales in 52 large cities. These are the building

trades, printing, local transit and local tl:ucking.

In the case of the building trades, reports are also provided quarterly
on wage scale changes in each of 100 cities. These present union scales

for seven major crafts: bricklayers, carpenters, electricians, painters,

plasterers, plumbers and building laborers. The annual report presents

data for additional crafts, almost two dozen in all. Community Wage

surveys also are undertaken by the BLS. These provide wage data for each

of 80 major cities. The data are not presented separately for individual
industries but rather cover a combination of industries.

The occupations surveyed are those found in most Industries (but

unfortunately are not the key occupations in any specific industry). The

type of occupations usually surveyed are: office (stenographers, typists,
etc.), maintenance (maintenance mechanics, electricians, tool and die
makers, etc.), and custodial and labor (janitors, material handling
laborers, packers, etc.).

Changes in the cost of living is another type of economic information

considered in negotiations. It is particularly important in periods such

as the present when prices are rising rapidly.

One :ling that the current CPI does not measure is the increase in
taxes, neitner the Federal surtax, state income taxes, nor increasing

social security taxes.
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In addition, there is the data on productivity, and standards of

living developed by BLS that are of value in negotiations. A number of

other agencies also develop information that may play a role at the

baraaining table. The Census Bureau pruvides data on sales, value added,

number of employees, value of shipments, etc. The S.E.C. F.T.C.

publishes data on industry profits, and return on investment.

Some states also publish specific data that is useful for bargaining

purposes. For example, New York State reports collective bargaining

settlements--and Oklahoma provides detailed occupational wage data for
a large number of localities.

Hy task this morning is not only to laud those government agencies
that collect data that is useful for collective bargaining but also to be

a critic. Hopefully, my critical comments will also be constructive.

Now as to the problems and misuse of the statistics. What do we

knew about wages and salaries? First we are fed a inyth that wages are
related to area, but salaries--at least for professionals--are related to
a na'-ional market--at least thos :,.. are the only data published in this
country--for professionals, the so called PAT survey--which provides data
on e nationwide basis for professional jobs, and provides the basis for

paying Federal 'white-collar" salaries. But Federal "blue-collar" salaries

are to be paid on an area basis.

But what does the area data tell us? Basically nothing. The area

wage surveys of BLS show that the range of wages for a janitor may be from

$1.4C, an hour to $2.80 an hour or more in any one city, that some janitors
are paid more than some maintenance electricians in the same city.
However, an analysis indicates that the wages paid depend upon the

industries in the area.

What do average hourly earnings tell us? Very little. Why is

Chaileston, W. Va. the city with the highest average hourly earnings in

the South? Is it because W. Va. has continually had high unemployment?
Is it because the educational level in the State is relatively low? Or

is it because of the predominance of the chemical industry in Charleston?

Yet, BLS invests its-funds in doing 90 area wage surveys a year--but
only 5 to 10 industry wage surveys a year--in spite of the fact that
industry tells us more about wages than area. Birmingham is high wage--

not because it is in the South--Imat because of steel. The States are not

in a position to meet this need for data. This is primarily a Federal

responsibility.

Another major problem area is the
earnings of workers. Former Secretary
the number of hours worked per year by
don't know how many work less than 900

lack of information on annual
of Labor Wirtz was concerned about
construction workers. Today, we
hours a year or more than 2000



hours a year. We don't know how many earn less than $5,000 a year nor

how many earn over $10,000. We don't know the earnings of an auto worker.

Has he typically been putting in a 50 hour week for a full year or has

he has been on a 40 hour week for two thirds of a year? Can't annual

earnings be gathered from a number of sources--from Social Security--

from employer hours's records--from union oension funds in construction,

etc.? Aren't annual earnings just as important as aspect of policy as

hourly earnings?

Today, we are so proud of our computer analysis of complex phenomena.

Yet in 1969 what can be told of the nearly 2,000 contracts, each covering
more than 1,000 workers, which BLS has in its files? Very little. Why?

Because computer analysis of these contracts has very little priority in

BLS activities.

Then we have the problem on only partial measurements. The CPI

should tell us how much more a worker needs in order to purchase what he

bought the year before--but the CPI doesn't measure the change in social

security taxes from 4.0 percent to 4.4 per.-.ent--nor the rise in taxable

earnings from $6,600 to $7,800. The CPI doesn't rsasure the surtax, nor

the rise in State and local income taxes. The revie by the Community

Council of Greater New York of the increased cost in a modest standard of

living from October 1967 to October 1968, showed that taxes (amounting to

only about 12 percent), rose dollar wise as fast as the cost of living for

the other 88 percent of the budget.

The Federal Governm,mt doesn't give high priority to determining a

modest but adequate "standard of living" budget. 'n 1959, it zevised its

1951 budgets based on 1950 standards of living. 1967, it released

data based on 1960-61 standards of living.

Delays seem part and parcel of "governtees. In 1962, the BLS
described an ambitious program of in depth contr -t analysis, the so-
called 1425 series--yet today 7 years later--leE than 10 specific docu-

ments have seen the light of day. And yet the 71st time BLS analyzed

contracts in depth was in the late 1940's.

The SEC continues to talk about financial reporting by plant--or by

division. Yet the years go by and neither the stockholders - nor the

workers are any the wiser as to which branch is prosperous and which is not.

But maybe all the statistics are meaningless. We have statistics as

to real growth or productivity, but the so-called "guideline's policy"

seemed to equate wage increases in current dollars to productivity increases

in constant dollars. I don't know who was trying to fool whom with the

mumble-jumble.

Or maybe we should look at the classic misuse of statistics that is

currently being propounded by the Budget Bureau and the Civil Service
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Commission. In 1967, Congress enacted Federal salary legislation that was
to provide Federal employees with wage comparability 1969 comparable
to that paid in private industry. Yet, when the BLS survey shows that the
private equivalent to a GS-5 is receiving $7,618 a year the Budget
Bureau CSC draws a pay-line that will pay these workers, nearly one-
third of all Federal salaried workers, only $6,800 a year. In spite of
the statistics, they are being short changed $800 a year - or 11 percent.

It's time that we look to see how we can make data available that can
benefit the large number of working poor in our society.

Carl F. Brown
Labor Relations Staff
Ford Motor 0,ompany

When I was asked to participate in this program, I had more than the
usual misgivings. First of all, I play a dual role--that of a supplier
as well as a consumer of data. I should hate to think that any of my
comments today might be used against me in my role as a supplier. Second,
I was concerned because a large international firm, such as Ford, often
generates a vast amount of data internally for collective bargainitg
purposes and may have substantially different data requirements than might
be the case for a smaller organization or one operating in a single
geographic area.

To obtain a more generalized point of view, I conducted a survey
among industrial relations personnel in smaller firms, ranging from
construction to manufacturing, in the Detroit area. While I do not con-
sider this a scientifically designed survey in the sense that statisticians
design surveys, I was rather pleased at the unanimity of opinion.

I recognize that government statistical agencies have customers who
are pot negotiators; I plan, however, to ignore these individuals today.

My remarks are directed in two areas; the first being timing; the
second might be described as method or content.

To establish the parameters for data requirements in the area of
collective bargaining is extremely difficult. Unlike manpower planning
and some of the other more specialized or long-term uses of "labor
statistics," the collective bargaining process for other than national
firms generally focuses on a specific number of workers in a given labor
market and a specific economic situation. The negotiator for the small
firm operating in one geographic area generally does not have much use for
data on settlements 1,000 miles away. Likewise a wholesale grocer has
only a passing interest in settlements in the electronics industry unless
it is located next door. On the other hand, many large firms keep track
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of settlements in all the major industries, in part at least, as a possible

early warnings device. There are a few major industries which may be
described as pattern setters; many smaller firms, however, act as pattern
setters even if they are not recognized as such.

For the pattern setters, data usually do not exist on those items
on which they break ground. For example, when the first Supplemental Unem-
ployment Benefit Program was developed, it had to be done by the parties

using largely internal data. Once the pattern is established and it is
adopted in a number of collective bargaining situations, than the statis-
tical agencies can collect data.

Those firms faced with following a pattern usually cannot wait for a
public agency to collect and analyze data, as they often must bargain

shortly after their pattern has been set. In these circumstances, they
must obtain information on their own. The broad outlines of patterns
established in the major industries are generally known and publicized
shortly after the settlement is made: the problem is to get the necessary

details.

Probably no government statistical agency can hope to fill in the
details as fast as some bargainers have need for information. For others,

the Bureau of Labor Statistics' publication Current Wage Developments and
the Dominion publication Collective Bargaining Review serve a real purpose.
(The BLS publication probably needs a new title.) The major aim of these

publications should be to identify significant changes; first in concepts
(new programs or benefits) and second in levels (a pension level of $10

instead of $5). Reporting of routine changes can be given minimal space.

Patterns developed in closely knit labor market areas or industries
are made available to unions and firms through established channels.
A government agency can hardly be much more than a historical source in
these circumstances.

From time to time, however, no matter how local his interest might
be, almost every collective bargainer finds some use for or reason to
be aware of the statistical data gathered by agencies such as the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. While the usefulness and accuracy of
much of government gathered data has been debated, the usefulness of most
of the labor statistics appears to be generally accepted.

To the extent that the government gathered data are useful, the
comment is often: Why don't they do more of it; why don't they cover
other areas; why don't they have data on other occupations, etc. On

balance, however, the real problem is not more data for the sake of data.
The biggest issue given our present data supply appears to be that of

timing.

To know that an Area Wage Survey has been conducted in a given labor
market area in November 1968 for example, would provide an answer to a
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maiden's prayer, were it not for the fact that it is unlikely that you
could get che results of the survey until the following May. Another
example of the lack of timeliness is the 1966 BLS Survey of Employer
Expenditures for Labor Compensation. The findings of this survey were
not released by the Bureau even in press release form until August 22,
1968. This is far too great an elapsed time; 1967 data at this time
would have been appropriatc. Incidentally, the final report on 1966 has
yet to be published.

Within the governmental agencies, those delays that stem from the
desire of the agency to place their material in pretty format accom-
panied by profound words of analysis are particularly inexcusable. Most
users would prefer to have the data quickly even in such an unglamorous
format as a news release in order to have the data and to be able to do
their own analysis. The needs and interests of the users are so diver-
sified that it is unlikely that the analysis performed by the statistical
agency would be aimed to more than a small portion of the ultimate uses
to which the data might be put. A cynic might well say that the profound
analysis attached to many statistical reports makes a larger contribution
to the printing and paper industries then it does to the efficiency of
the collective bargainer.

A further source of delay that can easily be corrected might be
described as data for the sake of data. This condition exists when
agencies are not discriminate in the selection of data to be published.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics recently published a digest of 100 large
pension plans. Unfortunately this digest contained much time-consuming
duplication. The pension plans of three major automotive firms, to cite
only one example, are summarized in detail that differs largely in the
placement of commas. A summary on one plan, available more quickly,
would be infinitely more beneficial to the majority of the negotiators.
Another example, using the auto industry, is the publication of Wage
Chronologies for each of the auto firms. A more useful approach would
be the timely publication of the collective bargaining provisions for
one major collective bargaining agreement in each industry, particularly
since pattern bargaining appears to work hand and glove with human nature,
and therefore, a way of life.

The issue of timing cannot be over emphasized. I think that all of
you recognize that timing considerations have led to the development of
a large number of private surveys and reporting agencies. The major
advantage offered by the private reporter or collecting agency is that
it provides some indication of wliat's going on. Take for example the
Daily Labor Report published by the Bureau of National Affairs. Not
to detract from their reportorial competence, the major value of this
publication is that it quickly disseminates to the world at large the
fact that something has happened. It does not offer all the details and
the bit-by-bit ramifications. If does, however, provide a ready reference
that enables those who have an interest in a specific phase of any
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negoti tion to contact the parties directly for those details of interest to
him. I am not suggesting that government agencies get into what might be
described as the "Tip Sheet" business. Rather I cite these sources as a fur-
ther indication of the type of information thai: is needed on a timely basis.

The Bureau of Labor StaListics has recently taken gigantic strides
to speed up the release of some of its regular monthly data; for exam7le,
the recently accelerated timing of the Consumer and Wholesale Price
Indexes. We should hope that similar steps would be taken in other areas
having relevance to collective bargaining.

I know that nonresponse or late response is a major problem that any
government data collecting agency faces. It seems to me, however, that a
way around this problem must be found. In some cases that the respondent
possibly does not fully understand the purpose of the survey. Addi-
tionally, the timeliness of the response may not be adequately relayed
to the respondent. Unfortunately, government surveys are usually un-
budgeted workload for both employers and their employes so that the
particular reFnondent may have an attitudinal problem.

In part it may be that the surveys involving a more complicated
response thi the reporting of the basic payroll hours and earnings or
employment data are sent to the wrong individual. The more complicated
the response, the more detailed the questionnaire and the more involved
the subject, the more likely it is that the task should and will be
assigned to someone other than the person turning out a routine monthly
report. I am convinced that data collection agencies must give adequate
attention to the selection of the proper recipient for their requests
for data. Requests for labor statistics, new, diffe:ent or complicated,
should be addressed to senior management personnel--generally Industrial
Relations or Personnel Officers--to achieve the proper response in both
quality and timing.

Government agencies might also consider developing closer working
relationships with various industry and union groups as a means for
improving the rate and timeliness of the response to surveys.

The practice of statistical agencies to develop a validated sample
for use in collecting data is meaningful and necessary fcT some types
of data--average earnings, employment, hours, etc. For some other
surveys the delays caused by obtaining information from a large number
of different size firms has two drawbacks. First of all, to the extent
that data gathering problems are encountered with smaller firms, the
reports are delayed. Second, for many types of data (i.e. employer
expenditures on labor compensation) data by size of firm is more meaning-
ful and would enable more prompt pubiication.

Let me leave the subject of timing for the moment and turn to
another issue that is particularly important to the smaller firms that do
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not maintain a staff of experts. The reader of any report should be able

to put the report down with a feeling of confidence that he understands

the content of the report. I know that it is a gererally accepted fact

that no one reads the footnotes. Fur:her, I, as most of you, have found

that there is no way to prevent the misuse of data. . Nevertheless I and

many others who have less than a full-time responsibility for labor
economics would like to be sure that we are reading and how we might

properly use the data. I note that Arnold Chase has added a note to his

Price Index Release advising readers on the proper method of calculating

percentage changE I am not sure whether this may be described as some-
thing of a large number syndrome, but it is a step in the right direction.

More to the point is the page of definitions recently added to the

BLS quarterly analysis of labor settlements. In my opinion, this type

of information is a mandatory requirement in each government report as

the turnover of readers is often as great as experienced in the hourly

work force of some employers.

Moving on to the area of methodology or content, the collective

bargainer generally needs "hard" data or an indication of activity rather

than long and detailed descriptions of historical transactions of yester-

year. It is my observation, con'irmed by my personal survey, that the

following BLS publications are of most interest to collective bargainers.

Those of you from Canada must, I hope, excuse my reference to BLS publica-

tions because my familiarity with Canadian publications is sorely limited.

Current Wage Developments
Union Wage Scale Studies
Area Wage Surveys

Quarterly Summary of Negotiated Wage and Fringe Benefit Changes

BLS Price Indexes and Series on Net Spendable Earnings
Standard Budgets
Wage Chronologies
Wage Calendar or Calendar of Negotiations

As you can judge from this list, negotiators need information or sources

of information.

One last item of comment on existing programs. The most recent

publication in the Major Collective Bargaining Agreements series dealt

with Sub-contracting.

It is my opinion that negotiators would rather have a timely,

up-to-date listing of firms having a specific provision than a vol-

ume of details after the provisions have changed. Forget the words of

analysis and language which tend to change and may not be meaningful

as the negotiator can quickly obtain the information be needs if he

knows where to look for it.
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Some of these holes, in the existing bank of data, pay and fringe

data for employes in the service, construction, and agriculture industries

for example, are common knowledge. Th se holes are more in the area of
coverage than content and I know that the statistical agencies are aware
of them and are trying to do something to correct the situation.

In closing, I want to direct a few words to that aspect of your

operations that has more value to many employes than all the analysis that

you turn out. That important practice is that you maintain the confiden-
tiality of the data that you receive from an employer. This assurance has
great value; it opens the door to a great deal of employer cooperation.

Thomas E. Joyner, Director
Public Employment Research

New York Public Employment Relations Board

After the two speeches, I have a feeling that what I might have said

has already been said to a certain extent. I think, instead of reading
what I have prepared, which I am s)mewhat unhappy with, I would like to

pick up on a few comments that were made this morning.

To use as a point of departure one of Mr. Brown's last comments
about confidentiality, most of you who deal with the private sector have
disclosure problems and the problem of retaining confidences and so on.

"nasically, this obligation does not exist and never has existed in the
public sector, and yet less is known about fringe benefits, wages, and

employment conditions than in any other sector in the economy, in all

probability, at least in the state and local government field. It is

certainly true in the Stato of New York. It is basically true across the

Narf.on with a few outstanding exceptions. In short, as far as wrong
ilformation is concerned, this area might be described as the Black Hole

of Calcutta.

Let Me begin by attempting to, recite briefly what I think we have

found to be a few of the outstanding differences between private and

public sector bargaining.

Of course, a prevalent difference between the public sector and the

private sector is the no-strike prohibition. And as far as it affects

our data and collection and distribution and servicing activiLies, it is
not so much the strike prohibition but the companion piece that people do
not emphasize, in effect, the impositior of one kind of compulsory dis-
pute settlement process or another. In New York there is a 60-day
impasse procedure, statutory impasse, in which compulsory processes,
either those which the two parties have devised or those set forth by law,

must be utilized.



This means that the Board's involvement in the potential number of
disputes is obviously going to be higher in the public sector than in tha
private sector. I have no idea about the national experiences on this,
but in the State of New York, I am told by Al Pearce's numbers that there
are roughly 6,000 contracts running out every year and that the State
Mediation Board gets involved in roughly 1,000 of these, 600 intensively.
We don't know what our universe is, but it will probably turn out to be
2,000 contracts expiring annually when we get through. Of these, 800 will
be school districts or what we call Boards of Cooperative Education. For
the most part, these are annual contracts. Although a few contracts of
longer duration are beginning to appear, even those contracts which have
or allegedly run for 2 or 3 years have reopener clauses on money items in
them, which means they are up every year too.

But to go to the compulsory mediation and factfinding business.
Factfinding, at least as practiced by ad hoc factfinders in New York
State, is basically an adversary proceeding. The factfinding process then
is not a large data consumer. When a factfinder comes to us for infor-
mation, this generally means either that the parties have done a lousy job
_n their presentations to him, or time is too short. We have instances
where as many as 209 items have been presented to a factfinder, and he has
3 days to render a decision. The result, as we are now somewhat about
60 or 65 percent through our second negotiating season, is that we are
still experiencing difficulties akin to what I presume must have occurred
in the private sector in the late 1930's wherein the negotiators on both
sides of the table are completely inexperienced; wherein there is a high
turnover, and where they tend to repeat the same mistakes from year to
year.

We think i of making data avail-ible to the parties, we
have to get it L., as far ahead of the negoL.4.ating season as we can,
We can service and troubleshoot an individual factfinding service, as
we have done, where the factfinder comes to us. But if he doesn't come
to us, we are completely out of thr picture.

But our first and long-term obligation, quite obviously, is to do
essentially the same t'Aing in different ways as has been done in the
private sector: tp create a data base which has currency and preferably,
is not more than a year old.

How do you accomplish this? Nobody has figured this out. But we are
under somewhat more pressure to accomplish this than is possibly the case
in the private sector. At the same time I would like to reiterate.
Mr. Brown's remark that the parties in the public sector in local govern-
ment, at least, appear to have little interest in trend data, and little
interest in statewide averages. They are more interested in what is going
on next door, which they don't know. They are interested in what is going
on in what they consider to be comparable jurisdictions school d.i.stricts,
police departments and in local private industry.
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The recent expansion of the BLS Survey, the area survey undertaken
through a contract with the State of New York, has been of great help in
that four additional SIASA's have been picked up. This still leaves,
however, a vast no man's land in the State of New York, where relatively
little is known to public officials about what local industries pay. And
the issue of job comparability between the public sector and the private
sector or between public jurisdictions is even worse.

The State of New York is, of course, a different proposition. The
State, for its own purposes, has contracted with the Bureau of Labor
Statistics for a statewide PAT survey, which I believe in the long-term
will be of considerable assistance in the State negotiating process.

Secondly, State employees or State bargaining, so far, seems to be
more influenced by what goes on in New York City. So, generally, in the
city, what Council 37 gets, State employees get, and then something is
provided for upstate and that is how it comes out, or that is how it has
come out in the first 2 years. I make this point to illustrate the
limitations of data in the bargaining process. The absence of information,
or its presence, makes no difference as long as this situation prevails.
And I am sure my colleagues up here could point to many private sector
analogies.

Another difference in the public sector is the difference in the
wage structure. In the presence of structural conditions which are
basically different, no one either paid attention to or else they chose
cheerfully to ignore the existence of Civil Service, the existing
arrangements for setting rates of pay, hours of work, pensions, etc.,
which have grown up under a traditional and very complicated Civil Service
program. So, as a result, we are on a collision course between the two
systems.

In terms of what I see going on both at State level and local
government, the traditional Civil Service structure is rapidly being
bargained away. I don't mean this in terms of the merit system. I mean
the concept of an overall pay classification, where someone sits on high,
like the Pope, and issues decrees from time to time. It is quite obvious
that the State has basically already destroyed the integrity of its pay
classification system by the creation of area differentials, through the

creation of special rates for State employees working in New /Ork City,
through the creation of an overtime pay system, and similar items.

In local government, the smarter public employers are attempting to
get themselves pay plans analogous to those of private industry.

We have then, three basic research needs in the public sector, and
these are not altogether different from those in the private sector. We

need an adequate data base: what people got paid as of some reference
period across the board, and by jurisdiction, and by occupation; and we are
a long way from this. We need to know the same thing about hours and
pension plans, and so on.



We have made considerable progress on pensions, on leave policies and this
kind of thing. But, on the occupational problems, because of the very complex
classification problems involved, we have made relatively little progress.

Secondly, we need to devise a system which is an imperative, if not more
imperative, for the public sector as for the private sector: A quick re-
porting system that makes information about settlements almost immediately
available.

And thirdly, we need some basic research on the collective bargaining
process itself, both in terms of the impasse procedures and in terms of the
many questions left unanswered in the Taylor law and in the whole of the
public sector.

Mr. Thomas W. Gavett
Assistant Commissioner

Office of Wages and Industrial Relations
Bureau of Labor Statistics

The last statement in the Chairman's formal instructions to the panelists
has been, "Please speak frankly and do not spare any sacred cows."

I have never previously regarded myself as part of the general class of
sacred cows, but after hearing some of the speakers I feel, on behalf of my
compatriots, I must protest the bull. I am, of course, most eager to dis-
tribute copies of the speakers' remarks to my staff in Washington after they
haye been published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics--in about a year. The
remarks will at that point receive the careful attention of the staff in
Washington.

I do agree with many of the remarks the speakers how- . I don't
want Carl to feel at all concerned with what he said, al _ antici-
pate that the number of forms going to the Ford Motor Company this year will
be increasing by about 50 percent.

I hope I won't be accused of terrible provincialism if I concentrate most
of my -emarks on the area of wagesand industrial relations. A goodly number
of other statistics are produced by the Bureau and other governmental agencies
which are, of course, of great relevance to the collective bargaining process.
The price statistics have obvious uses in collective bargaining and in escala-
tor clauses. But I will generally leave these aside.

Let me describe to you the wage information that is produced in the
Bureau. Most of you, particular those of you from State agencies, are very
familiar with the employment and earnings program which provides monthly
estimates of average hourly earnings for production or nonkipervisory workers
in a large number of industries. That series, as we realize, is limited by
the absence of occupational detail, information on fringe benefits, or the
wages or salaries paid to nonproduction workers. Local area detail is however
available for quite a large number of areas and States in manufacturing.
Hopefully, in the future this information might be expanded to gain additional
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area detail for other industry sectors and also for the total private economy
and localities when resources are available.

In the field of occupational wage information, I am sure many of you are
familiar with our Area Wage Survey Program. Currently, this program covers
about 90 standard metropolitan statistical areas. Four are conducted under
contract with the New York State Department of Labor, a cooperative arrange-
ment we would be willing to discuss with other states.

These surveys include key occupations found in a variety of industries in
each area of the country, selected so that they are cross-industry jobs, rather
than those unique to a particular industry. We plan to improve our coverage
of key occupations during the current year, by adding jobs in the electronic
data protlessing field--systems analysts, computer operators, and programmers--
a growing, important group of occupations.

In addition to the 90 areas covered by ± regular Area Wage Survey
7.?rogram, we also covered last year approxime_ely 90 other areas under the Ser-
vice Contracts Act administered by the Uniced tates Department of Labor. Not
all were metropolitan areas, ranging in one c_se from the entire State of
Alaska to, in some cases, rather small areas-. While the job list is more
limited than in the regular Area Wage Survey :rogram, help to provide more
information for analysts fn bargaining.

Our program of industry wage surveys provides national and/or area
information on key occupational wages for some 60 industries. In addition, in-
formation on union scales for various occupal_ions is gathered in four indus-
tries, construction, local transit, truckin; eJd printing. Though they are
used extensively in collective bargaining, )ould quite agree with the remarks
of the previcras speakers that our resources are such that we cover many too
few industries and much less frequently than I should like.

Presently, most of the industries are covered once e-ery 5 years with
certain of the lower wage industries covered every 3 t:lars. Union scale in-
formation, which is generally less expensive to collect, is collected annually.

Though perhaps less frequently used in collective bargaining processes,
I should also mention the occupational wage survey of professional, administra-
tive, technical, clerical jobs, one of the few surveys of higher level white-
collar occupations.

We further hope that we may during this r...oming year expand our program
of occuwtional wage information to the State and local areas, Congress willing.
flertainly, the employment growth in that area, plus the rapid growth of col-
lective bargaining and the need for reliable information requires some action
here.

One of the previous speakers raised questions concerning the meaningfulness
of area wage surveys. I don't think there is any simple or single answer as
to what sort of information is needed. In fact tLare are quite a variety of
decision centers where wages are set. In some eases, certainly, it is true
that the industry is an important decision center, but this is not uniformly
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true. We have such contrasting examples as steel., where wages are fairly

uniform in all areas, and banking, where wages vary considerably among areas.

In the latter case we issue locality or area-type industry surveys, because,

particularly for the nonsupervisory worker, no national pattern really exists.

There are enormous variances among areas, so a national average becomes an

almost meaningless figure.

Whether using industry or area, one cannot stop there. Industry does not

explain wage differences; industry is, after all, simply a classification

scheme and not an explanation of cause. Even though one might note that

differences in wage levels do exist among industries, the reasons for these

differences are not explained by simply rn-±ting there is a difference in

classification.

A question was also raised about why, in the case of the survey of

administrative, professional and technical, occupations we do not have any

area detail. It is not because we are unwilling. Under the contract we have

with tne New York State Department of Labor, our New York Regional Office has

issued a bulletin giving information on such jobs for New rprk Statr' separately.

Unfortunately, the national survey is not laige enough to provide estimates

for each individual region. As best we can see, however, it is difficult to

find any pronounced regional differences in wages for these high level jobs.

It appears that people at this level are, in fact, competing in a national

labor market.

Turning to information on general wage changes, our publication on

Current Wage Developments has presented such information for sometime. Summary

information on general wage changes in major collective bargaining situations

covering 1,000 or more workers has been a more recent development. We have

also been conducting, even more recently, a survey of general wage changes in

smaller unionized situations and nonunion situations in the manufacturing

sector only. We hope that at some time we might be able to expand this survey

into the nonmanufacturing sector.

Probably from the point of view of collective bargaining participants data

on occupational wages and on general wage changes are particularly useful for

decision purposes. Such other alternative measures as average hourly earnings

are really a statistical artifact, though useful for analytic PurPoses.

body decides to increase average hourly earnings by, say, 6 percent. Rather,

there may be an agreement for a zeneral increase of 6 percent which may or

may not shown up as a 6-percent increase in average hourly earnings.

One area that requires a good deal more discussion, relates to the

criterion of comparable wages. While widely used and appeaming, what do we

really mean by comparability of wages? I suspect that one can always prove

that your wages are, compared to some other group appropriately selected, too

low, or, on the basis of some other comparison, too high the lack of any clear

guidelines or economir: rationale that would clarify the application of the
principle of comparable wages leads to a demand for an enormous quantity of

information on wares. I wonder if it is all really necessary or whether there

is simply a desire to dredge data to prove a point.
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Turning to fringe benofits, the growth in importa_ice of fringe benefits
'las given birth to a number of programs within the Bureau. Both the Area
Wage Survey Program and the Industry Wage Survey Program provide information
on the proportion of workers employed in establishments, providing various
types of health insurance and pension plans. There is also information, in
Current Wage Developments, on changes in fringe benefits in specific collective
bargaining situations and summary information on the Proportion of workers in
major collective bargaining situ; ons where there were various types of fringe
benefits established or liberaliz

Neither the plograms on occupational wage information nol. the program on
Current Wage Developwents provide information on the cost or details of these
plans. We have two programs that attempt to estimate the cost of fringe
benefits. As a complement to the information on general wage changes, we also
estimate the cost of wages and benefits combined--sometimes called "packages"
--in collective bargaining situations covering 5,000 workers or more. We
hope to be able to expand coverage on this program sometime in the future.

Secondly, we have a survey program giving information on employer expendi-
tures for total compensation. Ectimates are developed not only for expendi-
tures on wages and salaries, but also components of compensation such as
various types of paid leave, premium pay, heal-11 insurance, pensions and
legally required payments such as Social Security and Unemployment Compensation.

At present, lur plans are to provide estimates for office and nonoffice
workers separately in the private nonfarm economy once every 2 years and to
cover selected industries in alternate years.

I quite agree with remarks that were made that improvement is needed in
this program to bring estimates out a good deal sooner than we usually do.
There are limits as to how fast one can do this since data refer to expendi-
tures during a calendar year. We will, however, be experimenting qith alter-
native techniques in the near future.

To provide information on the details of health insurance and pension
plans, we do publish digests of 100 health and insurance plans developed under
collective bargaining and 50 other plans covering salaried employees. These
digests provide information on eligibility, the amount of life, accidental
dismemberment, accident and sickness, surgical, medical, and maternity
benefits, plus the method of financing the plans. There are also digests of
100 pension plans under collective bargaining--plus one digest of 50 plans
covering salaried workers--giving data on participation requirements, the
nature of the retirement pensions, death benefits, and the method of finam:ing
the program.

Finally, I should mention our small program of study in annual earnings.
At present, it is limited to the analysis of data from Social Security records.
Our first report, which will be issued by the end of this summer or early this
fall, will provide an analysis of these data. Future reports will also inte-
grate data from the Railroad Retirement System. Unfortunately, these sources
have limitations. We do not receive data from the Social Security Administra-
tion until 3.years.after the reference data, and there is no occupational
breakdown, not even between production and nonproduction workers. Much more
has to be done in that area.
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TurniTT to the matter of contract analysis, many of you are familiar with

our 1425 series of bulletins, which so far includes 10 bulletins. We recog-

nize the criticism that we are not providing enough information fast enough.

We have started, with limited resources, an extensive survey of contracts,

where we plan to code contracts for certain major provisions, computerize it

and provide summary data or print out data to interested parties.

In the past, we have had the benefit of comments and suggestions from

labor and business research advisory committees, the National Labor Relations

Board, the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, and various bureaus in

the Department of Labor in the development of studies if contract provisions.

We welcome any advice that you wish to offer regarding this phase or other

phases of our work. We hope, by the way, to be able to extend this work more

fully into the State and local government area in the coming year. To a

large extent, or work in the past has been done in the private sector, but

certainly we recognize the importance of developing a good deal of information

on State, local, and the Federal Governments as well, in recognition of the

growth of union membership on those seators of the economy.

We do have in preparation a study which will update a 1964 study of

collective bargaining agreements in the Federal service. This study will

cover provisions on grievances, arbitrations, and resolutions of contract

impasses. We also have a study in process on unions and public associations

at the municipal level. This covers all cities with a population of 10,000 or

more, and particular attention will be paid to the employee associations, or

what are sometimes called near-unions. In conjunction with the Division of

Labor Statistics of the State of California, we have been working on a joint

study of public employee associations in that State, which will be issued later

this year.

Our union inenih 1i1 rzovides the staudard directory of union

organizations and information on membership of unions. We hope to be able to

utilize data collected by the Census Bureau at the request of the Cffice of

Economic Oppertunity to provide information on'the characteristic., of union

members that is, information on their race, age, income, educatio, and so on.

Ir conclusion, I wish to express my interest in and appreciatiQn of ideas

from StIte officials or from participants in the collective bargaining process

for imprcmements in our program. _Certainly, your suggestions will b seriously

considered in. the formulation of our programs.

MR. LEIBOWITZ: (Research Director, Social Service Employees 12L1on

Numbe 371). I want to s-ay a couple of things about Dr. Joyner'E =emarks be-

cause I am a Civil Lervait, and I think I know the nano sector a: well as

anybody a far as working, as far as negotiations in it. I have _e.n invo2ved

in these aegotiations for about the last 6 years and I have been a few

strikes ii71 the: public sector in New York City. I am disturbed by Dr. Joyner's

references to Jerry Worth, who happens to be my international president,

bringing Degotiations back to the 1930's and to the settlements z-gotiated by

District Connell]. 37 in New York City, particularly in reference r..o. the lower-

paid workers, hospital and clerical, that Dr. Joyner finds so disturbing. He

indicates that when the State has to bargain for its employees, :.: cannot

bargain in cnnfort anymore, because District Council 37 is settir)g the pace in
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New York City. The impression I get is Dr. Joyner is also disturbed that the
classification component of the Civil Service system, seems to be eroding
in the labor unions. Maybe the old way is not good anymore, and maybe the
reason to me that you have militancy on the part of public workers is because
the old system has broken down. What disturbed me--and this was my impres-
sion of the constant theme of Dr. Joyner's remarks-- is that the so-called
experts and professionals and the Ph. D's in Albany and all these governmental
agencies think they know what is best for the workers. But the workers don't
seem to think so and that is why the workers are turning to unions and looking
for a change.

MR. HENLE: I am glad to know what you saw in it, because it is nct
necessarily, perhaps, what everybody did.

DR. JOYNER: I guess the impression I create here is not the one I create
in Albany where, at least in certain quarters, those who work for the Public
Relations Board, shall we say, are not in good repute. We are warring on the
establishment or something like that.

What I was attempting to do, sir, was describe what I think the actual
situation is without either commenting derogatorily or otherwise. I think you
are inaccurately or somewhat overstating the facts. It is true that because
the State has 20,000 employees in New York City it must remain corr.- 1*-ive in
New York City, and this is all I meant to say in this regard.

MR. HENLE: Further comment?

MR. LEO G. CONNOLLY: (California Department of Industrial Relations): I
am Leo Connolly of San Francisco. We have a program similar to the BLS Con-
tract Analysis Program that I know Tom Gavett is familiar with. Our problem
is basically this: We have a file of about 4,000 union contracts, which is
pretty comprehensive, and we are able tc do a summary analysis of some of the
major money items, paid leave, contributions for health insurance, pensions,
items like that. And we all recognize that a big need in California is for
more information on wages generally, but all we are now in a position to pro-
vide is information on building trades wage rates or union wage settlements.

One speaker suggested that what is most needed is industry data. Another
speaker said area data is important. Our own experience is that people want
every type of data: Industry, area, and occupational. Because of limited
resources, we have to set some kind of priority. I address this question to
all members of the panel, asking them to think in terms not of national
agreements but of small local bargaining units, perhaps at the regional level
at most.

What should we give priority to? kreparing contract digests, publishing
wage settlement information that includes summaries of changes in fringe
benefits, as well as general changes in wages, and on as current a basis as
possible? Or should we try to publish occupational wage data for small areas
with industry detail?

We can't do all of these things. Frankly, we just can't do lc, and it is
quite difficult to get any authoritative information as to what the real needs

.

are at the bargaining table.
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MR. OSWALD: I would like to deal with the occupational data in an

industry first: Most collective bargaining is done on an industry basis.

Unions are organized basically on an industry basis. Basically, I would not

recommend that State agencies put a high priority on this industry-occupa-

tional data because it goes across State lines.

However, in terms of total needs for labor statistics, I put the highest

priority on more information on occupational-industry wage detail. The work

on current wage settlements that California and New York do--the only two

States that do, I believe--is very useful, and I think that the description of

the types of benefits are as useful, if not more useful, than the evaluation

of a package.

In terms of contract analysis in detail, I think this goes hand in hand

with the wage settlements. The addition to the 1425 Series that is done by

the larger State departments of labor, such as California, in terms of con-

tract analysis, helps in understanding for unions as well as management. It

provides additional approaches to current critical questions.

MR. BROWN: I am going to agree with Rudy in part at least. I think

everyone having a location or a facility in California would like to know

something about the wage pattern in California, or anyone thinking of moving

to CAlifornia or establishing a facility there would like to know something

about wages by occupation. They also would like to know something about the

local settlements currently.

Unlike Rudy's emphasis, I don't th-nk the specific provisions of collec-

tive bargaining are of as great importance as it is to be aware of the type of

provisions that exist.

MR. HARRY WAISGLASS: (Department of Labor, Ottowa, Canada) I am con-

cerned particularly with the problem of communication between the fact

gatherers and the fact users. I don't want to take time here to tell you some

of the things we are doing, but we .Are doing a great deal of things towaAs

revitalizing our statistical programs. This takes a great deal of time also.

What I find I was particularly disturbed by is that the research and statisti-

cal people do not adequately appreziate the needs of the mediatirl-conciliation

process, nor do the mediators and conciliators know how to make the best use

of research statistics. They live in two worlds. This is one of the things

we are changing considerably, and we are having senior research officers,

industry specialists, work as counterparts with senior mediation officers.

And I think that in time we can help solve many problems to improve the

effectiveness of mediation and conciliation services.

You talked a great deal about the statistics which unions and management

need for bargaining and decisionmaking. In Canada, we have had several meet-

ings with union and management people on this. Nobody talks about research,

yet there have been some important research problems which can be identified

here. One area is problems of classifying occupations, for instance.

Decisions are being made on bargaining units which are based upon obsolete

classification systems. I don't know whether you need statistics on that, but

there is a great deal of research required, and not just in the public service,

but on the questions related to the determination of communities of interest

which call for serious attention.
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RESEARCH ACTIVITIES OF THE CANADIAN TASK
FORCE ON INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

George Saunders, Director
Economic and Research Branch
Canada Department of Labour

Introduction and Background

The Task Force was first announced by the Prime Minister in
September 1966 at a news conference on a bill that was being introduced in
Parliament to end a 2-week nationwide railway strike. It was formally estab-
lished on December 13, 1966, and remain-d in existence for 2 years, completing
its activities and submitting its Report to the Prime Minister on
December 31, 1968.

The Task Force was established against a background of industrial strife
and large wage settlements. The year 1966 was the year of the strike. It saw

more strikes, more workers involved, and more man-days lost than any other

year in Canada's history. There were work stoppages in such industries as
railways, trucking, longshoring, airlines, public utilities, hospitals, educa-
tion and Montreal construction during the preparation period for EXPO 1967.
All of these strikes in one way or aaother affected the national interest.

The year also marked the beginnings of large wage settlements which have

been with us since. Government involvement in the 30-percent settlement on
the St. Lawrence Seaway in mid-1966 gave large wage demands an "official"

sanction in the minds of the public across the country and brought the govern-
ment under heavy criticism for contributing to the spread of inflation.

Terms of Reference and Structure

The Task Force was given the job to investigate and recommend ways of

meeting these and other industrial relations problems. Royal Commissions are

usually given these tasks in Canada, but in 1966 the Government decided to try

a new approach. The Tr...sk Force idea was borrowed from the Kennedy Administra-

tion in this country. The terms of reference of the Task Force which were con-
tained in a letter from the Prime Minister to the Chairman, were simple and

wide sweepin. The Prime Minister asked the Task Force, and I quote "to

examine industrial relations in Canada and to make recommendations to the

government with respect to public policy and labour legislation and on rsoch

other matters as it considers relevant to the public interest and industrial

relations in Canada. In carrying out its duties the Task Force should feel

free to adopt such procedures as may be appropriate." Given the state of

industrial relations in Canada the decision was made to carry out the most

comprehensive investigation of this area ever undertaken in that country.
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Procedures

Meetings with the Parties of Interest

Early in its existence the members decided to hold hearings with major
labor and management groups and with provincial and Federal Government
officials.

During its 2-year life the Task Force met informally with a large num-
ber of major labor and management groups at the national level and in indus-
tries under Federal jurisdiction which in the main, included transportation
and communications.

The meetings were held in private and were totally unstructured. Their
purpose was to elicit the industrial relations problems as seen by the groups
we met. We found this approach very successful, Away from the glare of the
public, there was much openness in the discussions and frank exchanges of
views and ideas. The meetings helped the Task Force obtain an insight into
the problems and thinking of labor, management and government which could not
ha-Je been obtained from public hearings. They were valuable in assisEing the
Task Force in identifying the real problems in the relations betweer, the
parties, finding acceptable solutions to these problems and perhaps most
important, avoiding solutions which would not work or would not be acceptable.
The meetings gave the Task Force members a rare opportunity of questioning the
parties in depth without fear of embarrassing them. The members also received
more than 75 briefs from various labor and management organizations and the
public.

Foreign Visits

In addition to these meetings and briei's the Task Force scheduled a num-
ber of crips to che United States and Europe. The primary purpose of these
trips was to see what lessons could be learned from other industrial relations
systems. The Task Force spent a week in Washington and visited officials of
the Department of Labor, the Council of Economic Advisers, the National Labor
Relations Board, the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, the National
Mediation Board and the AFL-CIO.

ln Europe, the members visited virtually every Western European country
and a number of international agencies. In these countries they spent time
with government, labor, management and university personnel and included
meetings with the Donovan Royal Commission on Trade Unions in the United King-
dom.

They supplemented these trips with intensive sessions and seminars with
top level foreign experts who were invited to spend some time with the Task
Force. For example, the Task Force spent 3 days in Toronto with
Professors Dunlop of Harvard University and Benjamin Aaron of the University
of California, both of whom contributed greatly in clarifying the thinking of
the members on a number of problems.





Research Program

However, the major activity to the Task Force during its 2-year life
was the research program. The members spent most of their time during the
first 4 months in 1967 planning the program and finding the experts to

undertake studies. Almost 90 studies were planned but only 73 were com-
missioned. All of the studies were done by professors, students or personnel
in Federal Government departments. Contracts were written with Canadians
and former Canadians now teaching in United States universities. The biggest

problem was in locating talent. The shortage of trained researchers in Canada
in labor economics and industrial relations is reflected not only in the
difficulty in finding enough people for the study program but also in the
widely varying quality of the reports which were received in the Task Force
office. This massive research effort was necessary because there are so few
studies in the area in Canada. If this Task Force had been established in
the United States, it could virtually fulfill its terms of reference by simply
drawing together and bringing up to date existing research without having to
commission new studies.

In order to put the research program into some organized framework, the
almost 90 studies were divf.ded into five parts. The first group of studies,
the so-called environmental studies, concentrated on investigations of factors
outside the industrial relations system which may have an impact on the
system, for example, studies of the impact of worker affluence and education,
of civil disobedience, of the conp.titutional division of powers in the labor
field, of technological change or automation, of changes in occupational dis-
tribution, and of the United States presence. These are factors which are
having an effect on labor-management relations in Canada and these stud'es
attempted to identify them and to assess their nature and magnitude.

The second major category of studies focused on the parties of interest
in industrial relations, that is labor, management and the Government, and
includes studies of the evolution of trade union growth and trade union and
management philosophy, the locus of decisionmaking.in labor and management
organizations, the role of labor relations boards and the role of government
intervention in dispute settlement.

The third category of studies dealt with the collective bargaining
relationship and includes studies on the structure of collective bargaining,
the extent of coordinated bargaining, issues in collective bargaining and the
special problems of new groups, such as professionals, supervisors, and white-
collar workers who have adopted collective bargaining as a means of deter-
mining their wages and conditions of work.

The fourth category of studies concentrated on the results of the
collective bargaining relationship and includes studies on strikes, wage
behaviour, hours of work, methods of adjusting to technological change and
duration of agreements. A further group of studies in this category assessed
the impact of these results and includes such studies as the relationship
between collective bargaining and inflation, collective bargaining and-labor
mobility, the wage parity issue with the United States and the impact of
government minimum wage setting.
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The fifth and final category of studies was special studies which do not

fit the first four categories. Almost all of the studies in this group were

case studies of industrial relations experiences in various industries and

countries and experiences with special industrial relations experiments in

the different provincial jurisdictions in Canada, particularly province-wide
labor-management committees which have been established in a number of

provinces.

Brought together these studies portray an integrated picture of the

Canadian industrial relations system in terms of how the system is affected

by its environment, how it works and the impact it has on the Canadian

economy.

In order to manage this large research effort in a reasonable time, the

scope of each study was narrowly defined to produce preliminary results in

the fall of 1967 and winter of 1968. This timing was important if the

results of the research were to be used in the meetings with the parties of

interest and in the preparation of the final report. Most studies were

received on time although a few of these were not very helpful in their pre-

liminary form. Each study was read by one or more of the members and comments

prepared for use by the other members and by the authors in the preparation

of their final reports.

Conclusions of the Task Force

As a result of all these activities, the members came to three major

conclusions concerning the Canadian system of collective bargaining.

1. Collective bargaining is not to be blamed for our economic and social

problems. There has been a tendency to give collective bargaining major

credit for inflation and unemployment thereby complicating the task of govern-

ments to control these problems. Since this is a central issue in collective

bargaining on trial the members isolated it from all other problems in their

report and devote a lengthy analytical section to it. In that section the

members conclude, and I quote from paragraphs 247 and 248, "it is extremely

difficult to show a direct causal link between unions and collective bargain-

ing on the one hand and the inflation and trade-off problems on the other.

The relationship between collective bargaining and inflation is especially

troublesome. If collective bargaining is the major villain in the piece,

this should appear in a variety of tests. Yet there is no conclusive evidence

to this effect. This does not mean that collective bargaining has no effect

on inflation. Collective bargaining does affect costs and, to that extent,

has an impact on prices. But this is true of numerous other factors, and

there lies the difficulty. It is virtually impossible to sort out the rela-

tive influences of the many forces which affect the price level.

This means that collective bargaining does not stand redeemed or con-

demned on the basis of its impact on inflation and the trade-off. The case

is not strong enough either way to take a fixed or dogmatic position." Thus

in the members' opinion a major reason for dismissing the present collective

bargaining system is removed.
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If collective bargaining is to be put on trial other grounds for
arriving at a clear verdict must be found. These other grounds are examined
in the second and third conclusions which follow:

2. Collective bargaining is not designed to solve all of the human
problems of industrial change. It cannot be expected to cope with a large
scale displacement since it cannot create jobs. This is a matter for govern-
ment policy. The system however has a role in determining who may be dis-
placed.

Again, there is little we can expect of the system in solving the
problems of the unorganizable. At present, about 25 percent of the labor
force is organized into trade unions. This figure could perhaps be raised
by about 20-25 percentage points to 45-50 percent of the labor force if a
count is made of the various groups which engage in some form of collective
action but are not counted officially. These would include many civil ser-
vant groups, doctors, lawyers, and engineers. The ratio can be increased
further if positive and aggressive steps were taken by governments to promote
collective action, for example, extending the protection of the legislation
to various groups not now covered, and liberalizing certification procedures.
But despite all this, there will always be a large sector of the labor force
who will never be organized for one reason or another. The collective bar-
gaining system can do little for these workers. Their problems are a matter
for government, through labor standards or related legislation or for other
institutions.

We should not look to collective bargaining to achieve greater equity in
the distribution of income. Statistics suggest very little shift in the dis-
tribution between labor and capital. This evidence has been interpreted in
different ways and I shall not review these interpretations here. However,
it is clear that collective bargaining certainly has not been able to remove
income disparities among workers themselves. Differences between occupations,
between industries, between firms, between regions, between various classes
of unionized workers and between union and nonunion workers prevail and in
some instances are becoming wider. Productivity or other economic factors
may explain a good deal of these differences but not all of them. As a power
struggle the system is not designed to produce equity.

Nor will collective bargaining eliminate conflict or the inconvenience
of conflict. Conflict is part of the process. The system, however, can
reduce conflict and perhaps eliminate the much greater evils of overt or
hidden conflict that result from not having the right or capability to strike.
Also, collective bargaining is not the vehicle for solving the problems of job
satisfaction although it may make an important contribution to their solution.

Our research, meetings, etc., have been very helpful in identifying and
measuring these areas in which there has been a tendency to blame collective
bargaining for our ills or to look to the system for solutions.

3. This leads to the thir&major conclusion growing out of the research
and other activities and that is, in the areas in which collective bargaining
is legitimately expected to perform we would give it, on the whole, passing
marks, particularly considering the strains and stresses under which it has
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been operating during recent years. For example, we would give it very high

marks for its role in the collective determination of the terms and conditions

of employment and in the development of an industrial democracy and the rule

of law in the work place. On the other hand, the system has been criticized

for not providing adequate protections for the individual nor has it been able

to cope successfully with the results of union membership restiveness and

militancy, inter-union rivalry, work.assignment disputes, union structures,

violence and management's approach to industrial relations, particularly the

tendency for many employers to neglect the industrial relations function or

yanagement's failure to bargain effectively. The ratification problem, that

is rejection of settlements by the rank and file after their negotiation by
the parties, which has become an issue in collective bargaining in recent

years is in part due to manager_nat's failure to stand by its final offer. If

management is willing 17.o gi'e then it is to the rank and file's interest

to order its negotia::ing teLam_ to 3o back and get more.

HoTrever, these and other sl'ortcomings which have seen identified are not

so seri_.:us as to call for a b-ts: overhaul of the system. Indeed, after some

study tle members are convinced :hat other alternatives would either be worse

or not workable. Two such altel-_atives would be unilateral decisionmaking

by employers or unilateral decisionmaking by the state. Other alternatives

would be to emulate foreign systems, especially those which have been held up

as models of industrial relations. I am thinking in particular of Sweden or

Gemany. Indeed, we have been asked why we cannot copy the Swedish or German

systems of industrial relations, which appear co generate little conflict and

appear to contribute to economic stability. The members' answer is well stat-

ed in the Report, and I quote from paragraph 12 "With the excaption of the

United States, and even there in many respects, transplants from foreign

systems hold little prospect of improving Canadian industrial relations. Each

country has its own history, environment and institutional framework; their

differences are so substantial that part of one system cannot be grafted into

another with any reasonable expectation of success." The present system of

Canadian collective bargaining is a reflection of the environment in which it

operates. If the system is to be changed, then the environment would also

have to be changed and some of our cherished values endangered in the process.

Recommendations of the Task Force

Thus, the recommendations of the Task Force concentrate on remedying the

shortcomings which have been identified with a view to improving the present

free collective bargaining system, extending it and preserving it. This is to

be accomplished with only a minimum of government involvement, even though as

will be apparent from the recommendations an increase in the role of govern-

ment is advocated as the best means of solving many of the problems before us.

This increase is justified in the short run in order to forestall more serious

involvement in the future. I should now like to turn to these recommendations.

I have no count of them, but the list is lengthy and takes up 80 pages of the

final Report, with most pages containing several recommendations. I will not

review all the recommendations, but I should like to touch on some of the more

important ones which I think would be of interest to this audience. There are

six series of recommendations on which I would like to comment.
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1. A large group of employees are not currently organized because, for
one reason, they do not have the protection of legislation. To meet this
problem, the members recommend the extension of the protection of the law to
professional employees, supervisory and lower management personnel, confi-
dential employees in labor relations work, public enforcement officers, and
independent contractors such as fishermen and owner-taxi drivers. The recom-
mendations concerning managerial and cordential employees and public
enforcement officers are subject to these onnel being placed in separate
bargaining units and in separate unions in or co avoid conflicts of inter-
est. In addition, compulsory arbitration rez-mme=ded for public etforce-
ment officers and fire fighters. In this rmspe=t, may be of interest t7-
note the members reaffirmation of the right to for public servants.

2. The members make a series of recor-enfations to strengthen tLe
positions of employers and unions. For example_ they- recommend making it
easier for unions to acquire bargaining rights tc lave easier access to
plant property for purposes of organizing. Thy alsc recommend a compulsory
check-off of dues on the negotiation of the -7-7izs7.: agreement on the grounds
that employees should pay a reasonable fee for E,2rvica. Employer accredita-
tion i.e., a procedure analogous to union ce7t_catizn, is recommended in
certain industries and the rights of employe= vis-a-vis their employees
are clarified. There is also a series of recommendations to introduce greater
flexibility in the determination of appropriate bargaining units by giving the
Canada Labour Relations Board the power, on its own initiative or on request,
to redetermine such units through hearings and research, and also to join
existing unions in one certificate and to order joint bargaining where
necessary.

3. To promote greater acceptance of the collective bargaining system,
the members recommend that a preamble be written into the labor relations law
to replace the neutral tone of the present statute with a positive commitment
to the collective bargaining system. The members gave serious consideration
to introducing a good-faith requirement in the legislation. On the basis of
the U.S. experience, which is characterized by a great deal of litigation on
this matter, revolving largely around what subjects must be bargained, what
may be bargained and what a party cannot insist be bargained, the members
recommended against its inclusion in Canadian legislation. In making thLs
recommendation, they noted that it is not necessary in Canadian collective
bargaining because of the compulsory conciliation procedure. The conciliation
officer plays an important role in ensuring bargaining between the parties.

4. Recognizing the union as a quasi-public body, to which added power
and stature are given in their recommendations, the members are concerned that
the rights of individuals be protected. As a result, there -.re recommendations
advancing these rights, including a bill of rights for union members, guaran-
tee of fair representation in the handling of grievances and other related
matters, protection from unreasonable initiation fees, dues and assessments
and protection from possible abuses of the union and closed shop. Unlike in
the Unitci States, these forms of union secu:Ity xre not illegal or limited,
nor do the members recommend the law be chatged in this respect. The meters
also recommend public operation of hiring IlalLa. In making these recommemda-
tions, the members were concerned that their zroposals should not short-
circuit the union, nor should it bring in the sovermment to the extent that it
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has in the United States, in the form of the Landrum-Griffin Act. As a

result, the members recommend that unions establish public review boards sub-

ject to the approval of the Canada Labour Relations Board to administer a

number of the recommendations in this area.

5. Some of the most significant recommendations made by the Task Force

come in the area of the public interest, which, as I indicat-d earlier, was

the raison d'etre for the Task Force. A public interest di utes commission,

made up of part-time neutral experts, is recommended, indepen.ent of any

department of government, to establish workable special dispu e settlement

procedures in industries whose record of industrial relations makes them prone

to emergency disputes. Such procedures would be worked out in cooperation

with the parties but if necessary a set of procedures could be imposed for a

period of 3 years. The commission would also be available but on request,

onlj to recommend -7ays of bringing actual emergency disputes to an end. The

Task Force recommends however that only Parliament have the power to order

workers back to work and to impose compulsory arbitration.

The concept of an independent public interest aisputes commission repre-

sents a significant departure in Canadian industrial relations in that it

places government's responsibility for dispute settlement in an independent

agency. Traditionally, this responsibility has been with Departments of

Labour, federally and provincially. The members recommendation, however,

would leave normal dispute settlement responsibilities in the hands of the

Department with the modifications that (a) only the conciliation officer stage

of the present two stage compulsory conciliation procedure be made compulsory.

'life conciliation board stage would only be brought into play at the request of

both parties, and (b) a greater role by the government in promoting a contin-

uous relationship through assisting the parties in dealing with sticky issues

in the post negotiation period.

A second significant aspect of the Task Force recommendation concerning

the public interest commission is the concept of tailoring dispute settlement

techniques to fit the widely varied industries characteristic of a mixed

enterprise economy. On this continent this is a departure from the tradi-

tional methods of settlement techniques applied uniformly across industries.

A third aspect is the proposal that the parties develop these procedures

jointly. The development of special techniques worked out by the parties

themselves may help remove an important obstacle to quicker settlements of

tough disputes. There would be an incentive for the parties to try harder.

A second recommendation to protect the public interest is the recommenda-

tion that an independent incomes and costs research board be established to

study and make recommendations in the area of cost-price behaviour. This

recommendation anticipates the current prices and incomes board which is now

being established by the Federal Government. The recommendation represents

Canada's answer to an incomes policy which virtually every Western country

except Canada has developed over the last number of years. The Canadian

board as seen by the Task Force would have no powers to impose desired cost

or price behavior nor would it publicly announce guidelines or guideposts to

guide such behavior. The Board's functions would be to identify trouble spots

or have references made to it and undertake research into the causes of unde-

sirable cost performance. On the basis of its research, it would then advise
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and educate on how to meet these problems.

The board's scope would not be limited to collective bargaining but
would also encompass pricing practices, insurance costs, professional fees,

etc. The remedies it could recommend would also be wide remging, including
appropriate fiscal pol_cies, manpower, antimonopoly, tariff and immigration

policies. A warning note is sounded by the Task Force that the proposed
board or any other Thstrument of a similar kind cannot work in the Canadian
setting in the absence of well coordinated traditional economic policies. I

believe this concept of an incomes policy parallels to some extent current
U.S. thinking in this area.

A third significant recommendation in the public inte7:est area is the
development of a code to regulate picketing and boycotting. Unlike the U.S.,
exparte injunctions can be obtained from the courts to restrict or prevent
picketing. The Task Force set out to clarify the picketing problem and to
write a code distinguishing between legal and illegal picketing. According
to this code, picketing resulting in support of a strike would be permitted
only at plants or companies where a legal strike is in progress and at other
plants or companies which have become allied to the primary plant or company.
Picketing at other locations would be allowed providing it does not produce

illegal walkouts or strikes. Thus informational picketing would be permitted.
Further the Task Force proposes that the determination of the "why," "when,"
and "where" of picketing be a matter for the labor relations board, thus
taking it out of the courts and that the "how" of picketing, that is, matters
of violence, trespassing, etc., would still be left with the courts. Although
the Task Force proposal does not deal with all the details of picketing and
boycotting, it is the first attempt in Canada (and perhaps the U.S., too) to

codify a very sticky and long-standing labor relations problem.

6. Finally, a key series of recommendations involves the Canada Labour
Relations Board and is aimed at taking labor relations out of the courts.
The members recommend that the Board be made a public member board, with a
public enforcement officer attached to it to prosecute violations of the law.
This concept parallels the United States NLRB and indeed the members were
influenced by the structure and operations of the Board in making their
recommendations in this area. Currently labor relations boards in Canada are
tripartite, with representatives from labor and management and a neutral
chairman. The members' recommendation would represent a basic departure from

this tradition. The major reason for it lies in the new quasi-judicial powers
the members want to give to the Board in the areas of unfair labor practices,
regulation of internal union affairs, unlawful strikes and lockouts, and
picketing and boycotting. These areas are presently in the domain of the
courts, and the members believe it essential for good industrial relations
that they be transferred to the Labour Relations Board where they can be
administered by an expert tribunal.

CONCLUSIONS

Such are the recommendations of the Task Force. There are a number of
others which would be of varying interest to this audience, such as those

dealing with labor standards, legal status of unions, strike and ratification
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ballots and technological change. But I think I have said enough c give ypu
the of the recommendations.

An interesting question concerns the significaL a of the recorLuE, Ida-
dons since they would apply to only about 600,000 employees, vhich s

the approximate limit of the Federal jurisdiction. -L.ndeed there is-oma
question whether many cf the recommendations could be implement4 bc-r.nuse of
the division of powers between the Federal and provincial goveri_ment.4. Never-
theless, the members view their Report as a blueprint for Canadian irzclustrial
relations and have every expectation that it will have an influence ;,,n prc

vincial governments. There is evidence that such may be the case.

Harold S. Roberts, Director
Industrial Relations Center

University of Hawaii

Comments on George Saunders' Paper

George Saunders is a very modest research director. Having looLed at
the listing of the schedule of research projects planned and the more than 70
commissioned projects, I am surprised that the members of the Task Force had
time to do more than study these reports let alone follow the schedule of
hearings, interviews, meetings in Europe, the United States as well as con-
sultations with the various committees established to aid the Task Force.

Although the Task Force took 2 years to do the job, the individual mem-
bers had a few other chores to perform during that time. The load on the
Senior Staff must have been quite heavy. Working with the more than 70 pro-
ject directors who were responsible for various research studies must in
itself have been quite an experience--particularly since most of them were
faculty members--who I understand occasionally are forgetful--and target dates
or deadlines are not the most important things in academic life.

The major categories of research studies prepared for the Task Force are
noted below:

I. Environmental Studies
A. The General Socio-Economic-Political Environment
B. The Legal System
C. The American Presence
D. Other Environmental Factors

II. Studies of Unions, Management and Government
A. The Labour Movement
B. Management
C. Government

III. Studies of the Collective Bargaining System
IV. Studies of the Results of Collective Bargaining
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V. Special Studies
(includes 18 different industry case studies and
provincial and foreign case studies)

I should add that I am talking about the scope and breadth of the
research effort, and not the substance of the research. I hope to read many
of the reports when they are made available. Knowing some of the scholars
working on the Canadian scene, I would expect the product to be good.

I know of no similar effort in the United States to bring into focus
materials which would permit an overview of the entire United States indus-
trial relations system or systems. George Saunders' suggestion that if a
similar task force had been established in the United States, "it could
virtually fulfill its terms of reference by simply drawing together and bring-
ing up to date existing research without having to commission new studies" is
highly complimentary to United States industrial relations research, but would
not square with the facts. There is a great deal of industrial relations
research in the United States, but it would be a major task to integrate these
into a format such as was planned for the Canadian Task Forcc.

I might not be amiss to add that it is high time that we in the United
States took a hard look at the laws on our books--our industrial relations
practices, court interpretations and the like--and see whether it would not
be helpful to appoint a blue-ribbon commission to come up with recommendations
to simplify and codify the United States industrial relations policy.

Our closest counterpart to the Canadian 'Task Force which permits in depth
study of a problem for a number of years is the legislative investigation.
Among these were the hearings of the TNEC (Temporary National Economic Commit-
tee). The Joint Economic Committee, when Senator Paul Douglas was active,
began to bring together studies designed to help Congress in the formulation
of economic policy--these have included special studies by scholars as well
as hearings on specific issues. The special Department of Labor directed
Mitchell study on railroad work-rule practices was a thorough study, but in a
highly specialized area.

So much then by way of comment on the research activities for the
Canadian Task Force.

The question of how much attention the Task Force paid to the research is
something else. I understand that there is a conference scheduled for this
week with the research project directors, to hear complaints by the authors
and find out why many individual suggestions were not incorporated into the
fabric of the report.

I would like first to note that the Task Force has at least three najor
accomplishments to its credit: probably the most important one (although this
may be modified after we see what happens to the recommendations) is that it
has developed an exciting general textbook in industrial relations in Canada.
This is not a criticism of Harry Wood's excellent volume on industrial rela-
tions. The Task Force report, however, presents enough conclusions and prob-
lems to keep student groups in Canadian universities interested and involved
in Canada's needs and objectives for the next 10 years.
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Second, I think that this report will have a major impact on the develop-
ment of industrial relations research in Canada. By chance or by fortune, I
am not sure which, all of the members of this commission were former directors
of industrial relations centers at universities in Canada. I suspect that the
product reflects the training and background of this very able group--Woods,
Carrothers, Cr:Ispo and Dion.

The third major accomplishment of the book iE its basis for national and
possible provincial legislation. Here I am a little worried because I know
what has happened to excellent studies in other countries and in the
United States. I am thinking particularly of the Donovan Commission in
Great Britain which finished its report last year. They took 3 years to do
the job, they published some 10 reports as compared to the 73 which were con-
tracted for in Canada, and they are running into trouble with the British
trade unions, who are not very happy with the recommendations. Neither are
the employers happy about the report.

I would like to comment briefly on a few specific recommendations in the
Task Force Report. Canada is facing the same problems that all of us face in
proposing broad recommendations. The report states, on the one hand, they
want a minimum of involvement (public involvement) because they want to
encourage free collective bargaining, as we all do. On the other hand, they
suggest additional intrusions into areas in collective bargaining which are
presently free from or partially regulated by government.

For example, on consolidation of bargaining units, the Task Force sug-
gests that the Board (Canada Labour Relations Board) has the authority to
determine that a unit which has bargained on another base be consolidated,
because collective bargaining on a larger scale, industry-wide or region-wide
may be better. (Report,pp.141-142, par.447-453 and p.164,par.549-552.)

The Task Force is careful to point out that it agrees with the wide dis-
cretion which the Board now has in determining bargaining units. The Task
Force also notes that it does "...not find the need for special legislation
providing for regional units or otherwise giving statutory instructions to
the Board in the exercise of its discretion." (See Report, section on Bar-
gaining Units, par. 450.) However, in the section on the structure of col-
lective bargaining, the Task Force notes that particularly in the provincial
jurisdiction, present legislation "tends to balkanize collective bargaining,
often to the advantage of a particular party of interest: a craft union, a
large employer,..." (Report, p. 164, par. 550.) The Task Force then sug-
gests that: "In restructuring bargaining units we recommend that the Canada
Labour Relations Board have power to join existing units in one certificate,
to order joint bargaining where more than twc unions or two employers are
involved,...." (Report, p. 164, par.551.)

We are not in disagreement with the objectives sought by the Task Force
in part designed to avoid the kind of disputes involved in the AFL-CIO drive
in the United States for "coordinated bargaining," but are merely noting that
this will -result in a further intrusion into the area of "free collective
bargaining."
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The Task Force also urges the establishment of another agency to handle
the potential emergency disputes--the Public Interest Dispuces Commission.
This would consist of a three-man board of public individuals appointed for
part-time work for staggered terms of 9 years. The Task Force suggests the
need for this commission to study the industries which are "strike prone"
and which affect the public health or safety. The Task Force does suggest
the use of innovative, voluntary procedures as a first and major line of
defense, but notes that ultimately where "normal or special procedures break
down or are exhausted without effecting a settlement,...the Commission would
be at liberty to consider the merits of seizure, trusteeship, partial opera-
tion, statutory strike and compulsory arbitration..."

Considering the acceptance of compulsory arbitration in the Canadian
system of bargaining for public employees, it is diffictat to see how it will
be possible to prevent the march to compulsory arbitration in the private
sector in Canada. The Task Force is careful to note that these actions should
be on an ad hoc basis and not a built-in system which might be used by the
parties as part of their bargaining strategy.

I am fearful that some of the suggestions which have been coming from
Canada--such as the right to strike and the use of compulsory arbitration in
the public sector--which might be right for and effective in Canada would not
be viable for the United States. I would suggest that we take a hard look at
the differences in the political syst-ms of Canada and the United States. We
do not have a parliamentary government with a prime miaister, which makes
possible a change of government by a "vote of no-confidence." In addition,
the Canadian economic system and its industrial relations structure are not
comparable to those in the United States. The Task Force recognizes this,
and by implication would not go as far in handling potential emergency dis-
putes as Canadian legislation has gone in the public sector. (See Report,
pp. 169-174, par. 575-595, and p. 32, par. 98-99.)

Another illustration of the Task Force intrusion in the area of "free
collective bargaining" is its recommendation for union security and the
checkoff. Here, also, I am in agreement with the logic and merit of the Task
Force recommendation--namely that a union which gains exclusive bargaining
authority and is required to represent all of the employees in the appropriate
bargaining unit should receive financial support from all in the unit, not
just those who become members. The Task Force recommends the agency shop form
of union security and the irrevocable checkoff of "regular and reasonable
dues" to the certified union "as of right" upon the negotiation of its initial
collective bargaining agree.ment. (Report, p. 149, par. 481-483.)

Having set the Rand formula (compulsory checkoff) for union security as a
matter of right, what happens to the free collective bargaining for union
security provisions? One might justify it along lines of the "minimum wage"
theory, namely that it is the base from which bargaining starts, However, one
might rightly argue that a predetermination by law of an automatic agency shop
and compulsory irrevocable checkoff does tend to confine the scope of bargain-
ing on these issues, perhaps more confining for the employer than the union.

The Task Force also has a thoughtful review of the question of picketing
and boycotts, a subject occasionally covered in collective bargaining con-
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tracts--for example, the right of employees to refuse to cross a picket line,
or the handling of "hot cargo." The Task Force has specific recommendations
on the four areas of picketing: the "why," the "when," the "where" and the
"how." Only in the "how" of picketing does the Task Force suggest the reten-
tion of jurisdiction by the courts. The other three are examined in relation
to the economic impact on the parties and the effective use of the pressure of
the strike. Adjudication of a "code" (respecting the "why," "where" and
"when" of picketing) would be administered by a reconstituted Canada Labour
Board. The Task Force sets out how it views the various strategies involved
in picketing and the effect on consumers and employees, and concludes, for
example, that if their recommendations are accepted and incorporated into the
law, "hot cargo" agreements will no longer be necessary. This is a desirable
objective, but it also removes some of the action which now constitutes the
area of "free collective bargaining."

I do not want to belabor the point--but what I am fearful of is that the
Task Force may be suggesting too much, rather than too little, government
involvement. Of course, any review of existing legislation and practice needs
to provide a proper "balance" of intervention and freedom of choice--and per-
haps the balance being suggested by the Task Force is better than presently
exists. In addition, what is a proper balance at one period in the develop-
ment of industrial relations may not be proper during another period.

These brief critical comments on some of the recommendations of the Task
Force Report are not designed to detract from the magnitude of the task which
they undertook, nor the scope of their recommendations.

A review of the detailed list of recommendations attests to the thorough-
ness and thoughtfulness of their study. It would be unusual indeed to have
agreed with the whole gamut of recommendations, or to assume that there would
be no internal inconsistencies.

A review and evaluation might be in order within 5 or 6 years to see to
what extent the recommendations have benn implemented and where experience
suggests modification or change in emphasis or direction. The Task Force has
made a signal contribution to fundamentals in the itidustrial relations field.
It is up to the Canadian political agencies, Federal and Provincial, to formu-
late many of the Task Force recommendations into a workable system to encour-
age the collective bargaining systems; simplify the structure of relation-
ships; build in a sense of responsibility on the part of the parties to the
collective bargaining process, and to permit the government to be of help in
the rare-and-unusual situations where government has to step i-

In the longrun, a balanced and rational system worked out by the partici-
pants in the bargaining process is likely to be the most viable in meeting the
changing needs of our times.

I would also like to make one or two peripheral observations Vlach stem
from George Saunders' review of the Task Force recommendations.

George states that the Task Force gave the collective bargaining system
of Canada "passing grades" that the system had been working well with a few
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mlnor exceptions. Yet, nowhere does George or the Task Force (on a cursory
review of the Report) indicate the criteria used to measure the effectiveness
of the Canadian industrial relations system.

I have found many who are critical of the United States system of collec-
tive bargaining, but the criterion they have used was the (highly unpopular or
serious) strike. If "passing grades" are to be given, I would suggest that at
least the following criteria be used in evaluating the effectiveness of the
industrial relations system of a country:

1. The joint participation and the opportunity by labor, management and
individual workers to take a meaningful part in the development of industrial
democracy.

2. The existence of effective machinery for resolving minor conflicts
such as the grievance machinery in existence under most of our collective bar-
gaining agreements.

3. Efficient production or some other form of cooperation of workers in
the production process, rather than antagonism and slowdowns.

4. The existence of a high standard of living of the society, measured
largely by real wages.

5. The extent and the opportunity of the society to provide and promote
greater educational opportunit-2.es to its young people.

6. The procedures designed to retain and develop democratic institutions
for future generations.

7. Man-days of idleness compared with man-days of production.

I believe it is also in order, in view of the fact that the Task Force
Report devotes a substantial part of its discussion to price and income policy
as it relates to collective bargaining, the area of wage parity (Report,
pp. 187-198, par. 646-698) and other factors affecting the public interest,
that I briefly note my own conclusions about the necessity of administrators
and legislators to give more thought to the nature of the concept of "the pub-
lic interest."

The following is a summary of the first chapter of a larger study pre-
pared in 1962-63 on collective bargaining.as it relates to the public inter-
est.

In examining any goals which involve the public interest, the following
ought to be kept in mind:

1. These goals cannot be fixed; they will change with the times and the
particular needs of our society and although some may be fairly constant, such
as the maintenance of a higher standard of living, the weights and importance
of these goals will also be shifting from time to time. It may obviously be



possible to assert the public interest by choosing any one of these goals.
However, it will be necessary to examine which of them, at a particular time,
are of more vital concern to the over-all needs of the community.

2. It should be accepted that no individual or group asserts or speaks
for the public interest. The President of the United States must point up
what he considers to be the broad needs of our society and urge that certain
action be taken in the national or public interest. Union leaders must also
speak for a smaller or larger public. This is equally true of employers'
associations as well as individual spokesmen for so-called self-interests.
It is important in a pluralistic society that interests be asserted and that
sufficient opportunity be permitted so that the broad spectrum of interest of
various publics in the community be given the opportunity to formulate their
needs and to compete for their public acceptance. From these it may be
possible to develop a concensus as a base for working action by the society
to move it forward toward common goals.

3. The statement of goals may frequently be at odds with one another.
For example, the right to strike may conflict with efforts on the part of
government to curtail strikes in certain essential industries; the need to
increase our rate of economic growth may impinge on the rights of an indi-
vidual to protect his job security. The fact that goals are not always sup-
plementary but may be conflicting applies not only to the field of labor-
management relations but also is frequently apparent in many decisions of the
courts in the protection of rights under the Constitution, for example, the
protection of the property rights of individuals under the 14th Amendment, and
the right of equal protection of the laws such as the right to vote or to use
public facilities.

4. The search for the public interest is, and is likely to remain, a
continuing one in a society in which change is the only constant.... Former
Secretary of Labor W. Willard Wirtz in his speech at Ohio State University,
the Twenty-Second Shepherd Memorial Lecture in April 1963, said:

"Now of labor and the public interest, and informally if you will, I
have spent some twenty years in pursuit of the public interest, in the
pursuit of it in the sense of trying to be clear about what it is that
I am supposed to be representing. I must say to you that these twenty
years have made the expression of this concept-increasingly difficult
from year-to-year. I think I was clearer twenty years ago or could
have more easily generalized about the public interest than I can now.
It's an elusive concept, and these twenty years have, as I said, made
any attempt to capture it in terms of generalizations increasingly and
ever more difficult. I have come to the point where I resent the use
of the phrase, the public interest... I have come to distrust it as a
phrase, not a goal, not as a purpose, not as an ideal, but as a
phrase....I think the concept of the public interest defies responsible
generalization. I think it can be approached only in terms of specific
problems...."

5. In applying the public interest one must of necessity apply it to a
particular set of circumstances and to a particular problem. The over-all
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assessment at any particular time, however, must be in terms of basic goals

and a set of priorities to meet not only the immediate interests but, as one

sees them, the long-range interests of the community. It is after the exami-

nation, analysis, and evaluation of the specific elements or ingredients of a

problem that one applies and asserts the public interest.

The 10 national goals or policies which are suggested below, as a start,

I believe have a bearing in the area of collective bargaining:

1. To safeguard and to protect the national health and safety including

our national defense;
2. To maintain maximum freedom in labor-management relations (self-

government) and a minimum of government intervention;

3. To develop and encourage industrial democracy within our plants and

institutions including the protection of individual rights;

4. To develop a continuing higher standard of living;

5. To eliminate or curtail strikes, especially in essential and sensi-

tive industries, at the same time protecting (a) the right to organize, (b)

the right to strike, and (c) the necessity for maintaining a free enterprise

system;
6. To maintain a full and sustained prosperity without inflation--the

maintenance of wage-price stability;
7. To establish a continuing, increased rate of economic growth and

productivity including the utilization of all our manpower resources;

8. To protect equal employment opportunities including the elimination

of racial, religious, and other forms of discrimination;

9. To establish a basic balance in intrarnational payments, to permit us

to expand our foreign trade, and reduce our exports of gold in order to main-

tain our internal and external commitments;

10. To achieve optimum employment.

This approach neither defines the public interest nor establishes a

basic theory for the guidance of administrators and policy-makers. It has,

however, the virtue of recognizing the extreme difficulty of setting out

eternal verities. The preliminary proposal hez,2 seeks to support a number of

guides or goals which although themselves fairly broad are somewhat more spe-

cific than concepts of justice, equality, growth, and yet are not so detailed

and minute that *they obscure the broad economic and social goals in general

policy formulation. This kind of "mix" and sense of "balance" is necessary

in the formulation of a particular decision.

A better understanding of the ingredients of a public interest philosophy

may be helpful to labor, management and the public as they assess their'

immediate and long-range needs and find creative solutions to permit our

society to move forward.

Finally, I would like to take a minute to note the special contribution

Dr. Saunders made to the Task Force Report and its research output. I think

it was well stated in the introduction to the Task Force Report. It reads:

"We find it difficult to put into words the obligation we have to

Dr. Saunders for his services throughout the life of this operation.



As senior member of the permanent staff and as Director of Research,
Dr. Saunders bore critical and indispensable professional, scholarly
and administrative responsibilities which, in their execution, make
his contribution to the discharge of our terms of reference a unique
art of public service. That he did so with constancy, humour, and grace
heightens our obligation to him."

Thank you.

MR. LEO G. CONNOLLY: I wonder how the conclusion was reached that the
possibility of extending collective bargaining to more than the one-fourth
of all workers now organized was very slight. From our limited perspective
in California, I have a feeling that we seem to be on the verge of the break-
through in certain areas--agriculture is one such area, government employment
is another. I presume in Canada you already have established systemr: for
most public employees and for agricultural systems. Is this true, and you do
not therefore see any break-through there?

MR. SAUNDERS: Not among public workers. Agricultural workers.

MR. CONNOLLY: What is your theoretical basis for believing that there
are serious obstacles to organizing workers? Is it your theory that in trade
and service industries the bargaining units are too small, and therefore they
can't be organized, or that the clerical workers aren't interested in organi-
zation? What was your theoretical basis for your conclusion that we won't
see any extension of collective bargaining in terms of the proportion of the
*ork force organized?

MR. SAUNDERS: I think it is very difficult to answer that. I do not
think you can get much over 50 percent or 60 percent of the workers involved
in collective bargaining, at least in our environment. Too many workers for
some reason or other cannot be brought into the system. You have large
management groupings; employees in smaller establishments; and a large sector
of the agricultural industry. It's just that I don't see how, even in some
of the more advanced countries in this respect. know Sweden is up to about
80 percent, but most of the European countries are still around 60, 65, 70
percent.

MR. ROBERTS: How are you going to get these people organized? This is
one question. Under the Federal law, you could give them statutory support.
Additionally, some of the other recommendations provide specific opportuni-
ties to go into the plants to organize in a more effective way, the oppor-
tunity to meet organizcrs and get a union checkoff for all employees in the
unit.

Our original Wagner Act still eliminates certain kinds of employers, for
instance, agricultural. We also eliminate certain medical and other groups.
We eliminate the Federal employee. They have no rights and no protection.

MR. WILLIAM C. SHELTON: (Bureau of Labor Statistics) Does the Commis-
sion consider or take any position on the present drive to narrow or elimi-
nate wage differentials between Canada and the United States?
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MR. SAUNDERS: Yes. We had a couple of studies on that problem and in

our recommendations wa suggested we would leave that problem to our new

Price and Incomes Board. The feelings from the study and the opinions cf the

members in reviewing this situation are that overall we are not ready for

parity. The productivity between the two countries is too wide, although we

can see parity in certair industries.

The question is what effect will the drive for parity in these indus-

tries have nationally on this productivity difference, and what will be the

impact on overall costs? That is all that was done on that problem.
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ADMINISTRATIVE STATISTICS

Chairman: Walter G. Keim, Executive Director
North American Conference on

Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Labor

This is the session on administrative statistics, and will involve pri-
marily the statisticians of the States and provinces who are involved in safety,
inspection, labor standards, women and children, industrial relations, minimum
and p-2evailing wages, and, perhaps, other subjects that you will want to bring
up for consideration.

The practice in the conference is to have only crle prcipal c?eaker, and
this will be Mr. Charles Pearce, of New York, who has done so much original
work in writing and preparing materials on administrL:ive statistics.

The plan, as I said, is to have just one talk, and then in a roundtable
procedure persons selected as experts for each of the subjects, Safety, Inspec-
tion, Labor Standards, etc., will make brief opening statements and then will
be the experts and leaders and consultants of the audience discussion on the
particular subject.

We do encourage your participation in this program. At least primarily
on your asking, making observations, and asking questions of the panel of ex-
perts who are at the table. Don't hesitate to bring out any observations or to
describe your own State on these subjects, and especially try to indicate uses
that are being made of the various types of statistics in each area.

Without further ado,.I believe I will call on Charles Pearce, Director of
the Division of Research and Statistics of the New York Department of Labor.

Mr. Charles Pearce, Director
Division of Research and Statistics

New York Department of Labor

I would like to address just one brief comment to the participants in the
New York Department of Labor. I am amazed at how many there are. I hadn't
realized 1 had so many people in Administrative Statistics. Please donit feel
that you have to attend this session. If you would rather go over to the other
session on Manpower, eveki if you would like to go out on the golf course, don't
feel any restrictions. Of course, I will hold you responsible for material. I



have distributed notes that will be the basis of e few comments that I have,

COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
OF INDUSTRIAL SAFETY PROGRAMS

This discussion is concerned with one of the two main uses of administra-

tive statistics, nameiy, that of pr:Igram evaluation--or, as it will be called

here, cost-eEectiveriess analysis. The other use, which is to supply a 'Dasis

for the manavement and budgeting operations within the framework of on-goin
programs, is referred to only in passing.

The pre ent discussion is further limited to the field of iteustrial

safety. Somt,, of the illustrations ,however, have counterparts _ndustrial

hygiene prog:ams, and some of the conceptual framework is appli:le to other

activities State labor depart=ats.

Safety Program Activities

A.Development, Promulgation, and Adludication of Standards of fe Equipment

and Safe Procedure (both Governmental and Nongovernmental)

1. Investigations of accident experience and work hazards to ascertain

needs for and evaluate experience under standards.

2. Preparation of standards (safety law and code rule provisions; infor-

mal standards).

3. Promulgation

4. Handling appeals

5. Review of plans and devices

6. Licensing (e.g., crane operators; radiation installations)

B.Enforcement of Safet Standards

1. Familiarizing employers with safety standards

2. Inspection

3. Issuing orders

4. Holding hearings

5. Prosecuting
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C.Safety Educati_. and Trainin

1. Explaining to employers the nature and benefits cf safety stanc_=cs
and traininz

2. Instructing employers in training techniques

3. Carrying out employee education and training prc-;rams

D.Government and Industry Safety Activity Patterns

As a matter of policy, a State might (1) leave to emnloyers the entire
responsibility for industrial safety activities (as _aas been the situation
essentially in agriculture in moststates); (2) assumc the entire -zespcinsi-
bility itself; or (3), as policy has generally deve1-)ped, divide c-.7 :91:.are

the responsibility.
The present mix of government-employer safety prograv activities
suggested by the following columns (emphasis so far ES government i, :on-
cerned being on the activities of State Labor Departments):

Type of activity Government

(1) Development and
promulgation of
safety standards

(2) Enforcement

(3) Education and
training

Safety law and code rule
provisions (generally
speaking, these cover the
most serious hazards).

Inspection and compliance
activities. Inspection
programs may involve:
(a) Visiting all establish-

mentS with equal
frequency.

In New York, limited for
most part to consultant
program, which includes
safety education; encourag-
ing employers to undertake
training; and instructing
them in training procedures
and materials.
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Private industry

Employer association,
professional associa-
tion, insurance carrier,
and large corporation
activity in developing
and publicizing standards
(lasers, an example)

Some inspection and
policing activity by
employer associations
and unions; but mostly
individual corporate
activity.

Most safety education
and training is done
by industry; through
safety conferences and
publicity mediums; and
in-plant training.
Safty contests may play
a role in this connection.



Program Effective=esF

A.Monetary Heaures of Effectiveness

Benefits ±m7Iiit in the objective of accident prevention include:

1. Costs to employers saved

a. Worlmem's compensation costs (indemnity, medical, rehabilitation,
insurance administration)

b. Med-__ca_l and other costs of 1-7 day injPries and no-lost-time

c. IndL.zect costs: down-time; damage to equipment; training and
rat:raining, recruitment, and other costs associated with labor
turaover

2. Costs to ,-,Torkers saved

a. Uncompensated wage loss (compensable and noncompensable injuries)
(Note: In terms of the entire labor force the wage loss will be
less than that of the injured workers alone, since tn some degree
injured workers will be replaced by others previously unemployed.)

b. Human costs (pain; tragedy; loss of skill; etc.) (In the minds of
nome, human costs overshadow the monetary costs of industrial
accidents. To them cost-benefit analysis is beside the point.)

3. Costs to society saved

a. Among others, in some cases, outlays for public assistance, disa-
bility payments, rehabilitation activities, etc.

b. Loss of investment in education and training, especially in fatal
and permanent disability cases.

BXnit Measures of Effectiveness

Unit measures would deal simply with the number of accidents prevented,
without reference to their costs. They could give equal or different
weight to serious and nonserious accidents.

Program Costs

A.As previously indicated, costs may be measured broadly in monetary terms or
more narrowly in terms of labor input.
Unit labor costs, such as number of manhours, are appropriate in measuring
efficiency (input per unit of output--e.g., number of manhours per inspec-
tion). They are less useful than monetary measures in developing cost-
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eff:ss. Cost in this context should include staff costs (e.g.,
gene= _2:ministration, research, etc.) as well as labor devoted directly
to tr_La -t.ivity; and cost of materials, equipment, space, travel, etc.

B.Safe--7 icivity costs in the New York State Labor Department incJude acti-
viti f he enforcement agencies and safety-related activities of the
Board 7:andards and Appeals, and of the research, legal, planning, and
admintive units.
Privat:a. Industry costs include the safety activities of employer and pro-
fessic-...LI _associations, insurance carriers, individual employers, and
unionE_

Cost-Effecuess: Monetary, or Cost-Benefit, Analysis

"Cost-: liefit" analysis is a term commonly used when the cost-effective-
ness relatf2:_:3hip is measured in monetary terms.

A.Matched Control-Group Analysis

Theoretically the most definitive means of cost-benefit analysis is to
compare ..i=,perience of samples of establishments (matched in terms of size,
industry, degree of hazard, type of worker, etc.)--one including and one
excluding the kind or kinds of program Activity being evaluated in cost
benefit terms.

1. Many sovernment and industry safety activity patterns might be evalu-
ated. Perhaps most relevant to Labor Department programs would be
studs involving:
. Varia-Is frequencies of inspection (including no inspection)
. Regular inspection vs. consultant-type activity
. Various Jegrees of participation in the safety training activities of

7=ivate employers
. Rizz:ous enforcement, including more emphasis on hearings and prosecu-

tions, vs. occasional or no hearings and prosecutions
. Spe=fal methods to motivate employers to engage in safety (such as s

showing how much accidents cost; safety contests; etc.) vs. no such
activity

. General education and publicity activi,les, vs. no such activity, or
vs. specific in-plant training activity.

2. In each such analysis the difference, if any, between the cost-benefit
relationship of accidents occurring in the subject group and that in
the control group would be a -leasure of the value of the particular
program activity being studj . Costs would include those of all
governmental (and nongovern Atal) activities involved.

To iz any promise of being really definitive, matched-sample-control
gr zu? analysis of this sort would have to extend over several, per-
haps'many, years; and wou1.1 require a substantial investment in
.axpc't Supervisory and investigatory yirsonnel. Difficulties in
eaTIL,Ang and maintaining employer cooperation could be expected.

Such analysis would largely ignore human value and social cost
aepects.
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B.Analysis Based on Statistical Studies of Past Accident and Cost Trends

Analysis of past experience based on available statistics and studies

offers a limited alternative to the matched-control-group approach to

cost-benefit analysis.
This approach would measure benefits derived from expenditures beyond

the level in a base year--how additional benefits compared with addi-

tional costs of safety activities.

1. For the entire mix of government-industry safety activities in given

industries (manufacturing is the only industry group for which acci-

dent statistics are available in New York Stare over a protracted

period--since 1952):
.Calculations of accidents prevented would start with a record of the

number of disabling work injuries over the period compared.

.These numbers would be translated into costs by applying workmen's

compensation experience. To these would be added estimates of

medical costs of noncompensable injuries; indirect costs of employ-

ers; and wage losses to injured workers.

. These costs would be compared with what costs would have been had the

base-year frequency rate maintained during the period. Costs saved,

or benefits, would be represented by the difference (plus or minus).

.Benofics thus derived would be compared with the additional costs of

safety activities--over and beyond the base-year level.

.Government program activity costs would include all expenditures of

the Labor Department pertaining to safety.

. Private industry expenditures would be estimated, if possible. How-

ever, only fragments of information are available.

2. An illustration based on activities of a Labor Department alone is

set forth in table 1. It gives a favorable cost-benefit relationship

under the assumptions made.

3. Limitations. The method illustrated presents at least two basic

difficulties:

First, in estimating the benefits of State Labor Department activities,

the procedure credits to the benefit account only that part that can

be attributed to safety law and code rule violations. The only rela-

ted information available is the proportion of all injuries that is

found to be associated with code rule violations.

Use of this-ratio, however, assumes that, of all injuries prevented,

the Labor Department should receive credit for that proportion that

can be related to law and code rule violations--even though the Depart-

ment did not prevent violations in these cases. On the other hand,

this use of the ratio does not give credit to any violations which

Department activities have prevented.

Second, the basic assumption is made thk:t every change 'tn :accident

experience is the :.:esult of the kind and degree of safety effort

exerted by government and private industry, even though some changes

may result from product and technological development, shifts in
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industry and occupation mix, and changes in the composition of the
workforce. That is, it is assumed that it is the responsibility and
within the power of safety management to control any and all adverse
effects of such external factors on the safety of workers, and, on
the other hand, that all improvements that do take place are the
result of the efforts of government and management. This is, of
course, a debatable concept.

Rejection of the concept raises the problem of finding a control
group, one exposed to the same external circumstances but not having
the kind of safety activity being evaluated.

4. Control group comparisons. In the case of special programs, it may
be possible to compare accident trends under the Program with trends
in related kinds of establishments outside the program (which then
serve roughly as a control group). Only the differences in the trends
is attributed to the Program. 12/It is possible, for example, to compare
Ithe trend of work-injury frequency rates in foundries under New York's
Consultant Program with that of all foundries in the United States.
The Consultant Program experience with manufacturing establishments
in New York State, other than those under the program can be campared
with all others in New York State.

C.Interstate Comparisons

A related procedure would compare accident experience in a State with a
State government safety program with one in which there was no program or
a minimal program. A recent example of such an analysis is found in a
Ph.D. thesis by Paul E. Sands (Michigan State University, 1964), in which
he compared work injury frequency rates and workmen's compensation costs
of construction firms in Ohio and Michigan for the years 1961-1962. He
started with the hypothesis that rates and costs in Ohio, which had special
safety legislation covering construction, should be lower than those in
Michigan, which had no legislation (some was subsequently adopted). He
concluded that his hypothesis was not supported by the data he obtained
from the firms in his sample: Work injury frequency rates were about the
same in the two States, averaging around 40; workmen's compensation pre-
mium costs were higher in Ohio than Michigan.

This study suffers from the fact that only 25 firms (large ones) in each
State were included in the analysis. One can't tell just how well matched
they are; nor is there sufficient information on the kind of safety acti-
vities that employers in Ohio and Michigan are engaged in, to know just
what is being compared. (Sands found that Michigan contractors had bettvpx
safety conditions on the whole because, he concluded, of the help they got
from underwriters and employer associations.)

12/ This program stresses safety education and training. Hazardous
conditions subject to law and code rule provisions as well as those not
subject, are brought to the attention of the employer, though with less
emphasis on rigid enforcement techniques.





Work-injury rate data published by State Labor Departments probably are
not sufficiently definitive for this type of comparative analysis. Apart
from questions concerning the quality of the data, the chances are that
the match is not very good: Industry groups are too broad; differences
in size mix exist within industry groups; the quality of the work force
varies; and the nature and intensity of managements' safety activities
are not sufficiently alike.

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis: Unit or Monetary Analysis

Cost-effectiveness analysis in unit terms would stop short of monetary
evaluation of the effectiveness of industrial accident prevention. By relat-
ing costs, whether measured in labor input or monetary terms, to the number of
accidents prevented, it would avoid some of the problems involved in estimat-
ing workmen's compensation and other direct and indirec" costs of accidents.

The number of accidents prevented by safety activity would be estimated
in the ways indicated by the various approaches outlined under section V,
above, yielding as an end result an amount of expenditure per accident pre-
vented, such as, say $100 per accident. Or if cost were measured in labor-
input terms, the end result might look like, say, 10 manhours per accident.

Obviously the measure does not indicate the value of any program taken
by itself (e.g., amount of benefits compared with amount of costs). Its main
use lies in comparisons of alternative programs.

Another weaknes3 of this approach lies in the fact that it would give
equal weight to nonserious and serious accidents--as much .\eight to an acci-
dent that results in the loss of only one day of working time as to an acci-
dent that results in death or that disables a person wholly or partially for
the rest of his life.

To the extent that one wishes to recognize these differences in accidents
by a weighting device that reflects extent of disability, he is thrown back
on monetary evaluation of effectiveness--dollars and cents being the only
common denominator by wh:ch workmen's compensation costs and uncompensated
wage loss for various extents of disability can be arithmetically related.
Quantitative formilations of program effectiveness in the industrial safety
field will not be sufficiently satisfactory in the foreseeable future to re-
place judgmental ratings.

Judamental Ratin&s of Effectiveness

It is evident that we have to rely primarily on judgmental evaluations
for our ideas about the effectiveness of industrial safety programs. (In
facts resort to judgment cannot be avoided even when program effectiveness
can be quantified in some satisfactory way, for factual information seldom if
ever entirely eliminates the need for making basic assumptions in the measure-
ment process.)
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Judgmental ratings are likely to take the form simply of saying:

.This program is effective; or

.This program is not effective (or not very effective); or

. This program is more effective that that one; or

.This program is less effective than that one

Or, more specifically, one might reach the conclusion that:

.Safety inspection on the basis of complaint only is
not or would not be effective

. The Consultant Program is more (or less) effective
than the Regular Inspection Program

.Training workers in the specific hazards of the work
place is more effective than general safety educa-
tional devices such as brochures and safety confer-
ences

Although none of these conclusions can be absolute or categorical--they
deal with probabilities--they can and do form the basis for program policy
decisions. This is especially so when they can be related to data on the
costs of alternative programs or activities.

One of the important kinds of cost-effectiveness analysis in the indus-
trial safety field (as in other Labor Department program areas) therefore is
one designed to improve the basis for subjective judgments as to the effec-

-tiveness of programs. It is likely to involve a combination of special
studies and observations of persons experienced in the field.

By its very nature it will almost surely at the same time throw light on

the strengths and weaknesses of the programs studied.

Some subjects for this kind of effectiveness study are suggested belo;:,

A.Studies of the Relation to Work IliduTy Rates and Employment Levels

The strong, direct association between work injury frequency rate trends
and employment trends has been pretty well documented on a broad industry

group basis. Behind this association are the following kinds of circum-
stances:

1. During rising levels of business activity, an increasing vulnerability
to accidents, because of:

a. Rising use of young and other inexperienced workers who are un-
familiar with the work environment

b. Greater shifting of workecs between establishments, bringing
hazards arising from unfamiliarity with the work environment

c. Greater job shifting withia establishments, bringing unfamiliar-
ity with work environment
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d. Greater fatigue because of the longer work day and work week

2. At the same time there is diminished motivation on the part of
management to engage in safety activity, because of:

a.. Preoccupation with the problems of getting out production

b. Rising profit margins

During periods of stable or declining business activity, on the other
hand, real progr?_ss in industrial safety may take place, because develop-
ments mentioned under both or either 1 and 2, above, are reversed. The
need exists for studies that will test this reasoning and contribute
better understanding and documentation of the specific factors that under-
ly the association of accident rates and employment levels. Case studies
of the experience of individual businesses, systematic roundups of expert
opinion, and regression and other statistical studies of relationships
all might make important contributions.

B.Studies of the Effectiveness of Factory and Mercantile Inspection Activity
in Obtaining Compliance with Safety Provisions

If the probability can be established that violations of safety law and
industrial code provisions contribute significantly to accident occurrence,
and if the probability can be established that inspection activity contri-
butes significantly to the correction and prevention of violations, there
may be a basis for adopting some measure of activity or of compliance
experience as a proxy for a more direct measure of effectiveness. Over
the years, various persons have sought to characterize safety program
effectiveness in terms of proportion of workload inspected; or proportion
of establishments inspected that were in compliance; or number of viola-
tions corrected by compliance activity; or number of workers in establish-
ments (or departments of establishments) in which violations were corrected;
and so on.

Such measures are a part of the usual battery of operations statistics
and serve signifiT:ant administrative management purposes; but how legiti-
mate a proxy for program effectiveness measurement they are, gets back to
the question of what studies and experience show.

A variety of analyses could be made which would throw light on the charac-
teristics of relationships under consideration:

1. Comparisons of violation rates and fiequency of inspection to ascer-
tain what relationship exists.

2. Analysis of accident reports to determine which and what proportion
.1re directly associated with code rule violations.

3. Study of trends in violation ratios, by provision of law or code rule,
over a period of 10 to 15 years. Similarly, a study of trends in
orders complied with the backlog of uncomplied orders; also of the
volume and results of hearings and prosecutions.
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4. Study of reasons for violations.

a. Interviews of experienced safe,:y inspection staff members

b. Interviews of knowledgeable employers, union officials, and
professional safety experts

c. Study of a sample of violations, to ascertain the extent of

repeaters and other characteristics of violators; similarly
study of characteristics of compliers and reasons for com-
pliance, including th-i rate of inspection activity. Number
of workers exposed by violations to hazards and number pro-
tected by compliance.

C.Studies of the Effectiveness of Special Safety Programs, Example:
New York's Factory Consultant Program:

1. Analyze a sample of establishments with poor accident records and
a sample with good records to ascertain, if possible, circumstances
explaining differences in experience. Include such factors as time
spent by consultants, nature of consultant activities, management
attitudes, employment trends, and labor turnover.

2. Discuss question of effectiveness with supervisors and other persons,
including employers., involved in program.

(Also, s'm ri..rence to Consultant Program above.)

D.Studies of HazardouTypes and Stages of Construction Projects

1. Analyze the incidence, types, and causes of accidents, by type and
stage of construction activity, as evidenced by accident investigation
reports and workmen's compensation experience.

2. Through interviews with knowledgeable persons and studies of case
records, interpret the experience and translate it into an order of

inspection priorities.

The results should help to confirm or modify present views and
practice as to inspection frequency and staff needs. It may, for
example, suggest that inspections should be made more frequently
during the -=xcavation, foundation, and outside structural stages of
building construction than during the inside finishing.

of the Effectiveness of S ecific Trainin and General Educational

Procedures

With reference to manufacturing, construction, and other industries
presenting significant safety hazards, review the relevant literature
and interview knowledgeable persons as to the comparative effective-
ness of g-aeral safety education procedures (such as conferences,
brochures, etc.,) and specific safety training of workers in the
hazards of the workplace.
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This issue has particular signiffLI:ance to consultanttype acti-
vities in the manufacturing and construction fields.

F.Studies of the Types and Causes of Acciients and Other Data as a Means
of Evaluating Code Rule Effectiveness Jd Extension and Revision Needs

1. In New York State, for example, principal means now used are the in-
vestigations of so-called serious accidents by the Industrial Safety
Division and their analysis by the Codes Unit. Several statistical
analyses based on workmen's compensation records, as well as on the
serious accident reports, also have been made in connection with
code rule discussions (e.g., cranes, trenching, electric utilities,
plastic molding).

2. Needed at this point is an evaluation of the value and adequacy of
the kinds of data now made available for code rule purposes, includ-
ing the possibility of more sharply focussed analyses, greater use of
workmen's compensation statistics, a more comprehensive serious acci-
dent investigation program.

3. Further consideration also should be given to the possible values and
uses of tabulations of orders issued and of code rule variation peti-
tions approved and denied.

G.Studies of Ga s in Covera e of the Safet Law in Sense Mainly of Indus-
tries and Occupations with Accident Hazards that are Not Subject to the
Labor Department's Jurisdiction

1. List and describe such gaps.

2. Analyze available data as to nature and degree of hazard in these
industries and occupations.
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Table 1. ILLUSTRATION OF DISABLING WORK INJURY COSTS AND BENEFITS UNDER

FACTORY SAFETY INSPECTION PROGRAM

A. Benefits (Factory disabling work injury costs saved)

.Number of disabling
work injuries

.Total cost
(millions) 1/

. Cost per injury

Base year
1952

Annual average
1953-1967

79,000 63,360

$ 168.0 $ 189.0
$ 2,127 $ 2,983

-Average annual savings
.Fifteen-year savings
.Proportion of benefits
2 to 20 percent, or $

Annual average
1953-1967 on 1952
frequency rate basis

78,950

$ 235.5
$ 2,983

in costs ($ 235.5 $ 189.0) --- $46.5 million
--- $697.5 million

attributable to State Labor Department Activity ---
14 to $ 140 million 2/

B. Factory inspection costs

. Total cost of factory inspection, 1952 --- $680.4 thousands

. Total cost of factory inspection, annual average, 1953-1967 --- $960.7

thousands
. Additional cost of factory inspection, annual average, 1953-1967 ---$280.3

thousands
. Fifteen-year additional inspection cost --- $4,204,500
.0ther 15-year costs (general administratiol" research, code rule activity,

etc..) --- $200,000
. Total 15-year additional costs --- $4,404,500
.Additional costs as percent of benefits --- 31.5 - 3.15

C. Factory establishments of less than 1000 employees

. Total 15-year savings $ 587.0 million

.Additional factory inspection cost --- 4,145,600

. Percent costs of benefits --- 35.3 - 3.53

1/ See table 2.

2 / Range of estimates based on experience in Wisconsin and New York with
respect to disabling work injuries involving safety law and code rule viola-
tions to all such injuries. Wisconsin data refer to compensable workmen's
compensation cases, for which this ratio has been around 2 percent in recent

yearG. New York's data refer to experience under the Consultant Program,
where the ratio was arouud 20 percent in 1966.
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Table 2. ESTIMATED AVERAGE ANNUAL COST OF DISABLING WORK INJURIES,
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, 1952-1967

Total cost

Amount in
thousands Percent

$187,670 100.0

Part A. Indemnity cases 183,598 97.8

1. Wage loss of employees 84,123 44.8

2. Indemnity payments 39,513 21.1

3. Medical payments 12,842 6.8

4. Indirect cost to employers 6,126 3.3

5. Premium expense cost (underwriting,
administration, etc.) 40,994 21.3

Part B. Nonindemnity cases (1-7 days) 4,072 2.2

6. Medical payments 575 0.3

7. Premium .xpense cost (of medical) 450 0.2

S. Wage loss of employees 992 0.5

9. Indirect cost to employers 2,055 1.2

SOURCES:

1. Production worker average weekly E.:arnings equA_s $96.53, average
weekly compensation in temporary cases equals $30.85. Difference of
$65.68 equals 2.129 times compensation payment.

2. Workmen's Compensation closed-case data.
3. Item (2) multiplied by 32.5 percent, average relationship for all

indemnity cases for 1952-63 period. Data from the Compensation Insurance
Rating Board.

4. Computed as 11.7 percent of items (2) and (3), a ratio taken from
Simonds and Grimaldi, Safety Management, p. 15.

5. Based on total earned premium expense, reduced by 14.4 percent.
Data from Compensation Insurance Ratipg Board showed premium expense to
be 78.3 percent of indemnity and medical losses.

6. Average medical cost of nonindemnity cases was $27.98. This was
multiplied by 20,549, 1-7 day cases (estimated as 88.9 percent of the
23,113 compensated temporary cases). Average cost from COmpensation
Insurance Rating Board; the factor of 88.9 percent from Simonds and
Grimaldi, Ea. cit., p. 151.



7. Factor of 78.3 percent applied to item 6.

8. The 20,549 cases multiplied by 50 percent of $96-53 (average
manufacturing production worker earnings).

9. The 20,549 cases multiplied by $100 per case, as estimated by
Simonds and Grimaldi, cp. cit., p. 152.

Implications of Tables 1 and 2

(1) Data suggest that potentially there are large benefits to be derived from

industrial accident prevention--quite apart from the human elements

involved.

(2) So far as the cost-benefit ratio of labor department safety activities

are concerned, a critical factor is the proportion of work inj,%ries

that result from violations of law and code rules--whether, for example,

2 or 20 percent.

(3) The highly favorable ratio of benefita to costs suggests that either:

(a) Relatively small additions outlays for labor department safety
inspection activities bring large returns; or

(b) Other circumstances influencinL; the occurrence of accidents have

a position of overshadowing importance in the benefit picture.

(4) Other circumstances probably dominated the results during the period

studied. Most of the increase in costs to the labor department was in

the form of higher salaries, there being no really substantial increase
in the amount of safety effort. And while there probably was some
improvemenc in the productivity with which existing staff was.utilized,
it is unlikely that this would account for the in),..)rovement in accident

experience shown. (To get at these factors data should be adjusted for

changes in salary and benefit levels and for improved efficiency.)

(5) The time period chosen for measurement will have a great deal of bearing
on the results of the cost-benefit camparison.
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MR. KEIM: I think a great deal of arlalysis went into that paper. Now, I
will request the experts on injury statistics to come up, and I will select
Miss Espenshade and ask Mr. Bresnahan and Mr. Horowitz.

First of all, we will ask the three experts if they would like to comment
on Mr. Pearce's paper. Does anyone have any observations, comments, any
questions?

Maurice F. Bresnahan
Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department Jf Labor

I am not any more prepared than the others, so I ought to speak first.

The Executive Director indicated we had all prepared remarks. I am sorry
to disappoint him and you. I have some notes that I made after I read
Mr. Pearce's paper.

The other remark I ought to make at once here: Walter has labeled us
perts," and in the face of you I see before me, I am glad he called me an ex-
pert. There is a lot of expertise back in the ranks, and I hope the program
gives opportunities for you people to comment.

First, I will say something about P.P.B.S. which I regard not as wisdom
but as a crutch to wisdom, or, as Mr. Pearce said, subject to wisdom. A few
years ago, when the subject first became popular, all of us in social and eco-
nomic fields were aske:" to judge our output on a cost-benefit analysis basis
and we said, how do you o that, exactly? And we were told: suppose you want
to deliver a certain ain..7.unt of warhead and you have two alternative systems.
One is to use missil, and the other is to use planes. Then you go through
all of this cost-benefit analysis and that tells you which is better. Then we
said: is there some example you could give us from the social sciences? And
they thought a minute and said, suppose you want to deliver a certain warhead--
that is not their fault. Those are the fellows who did this first, the whiz
kids, and they did their job well. But their problems were in different fields.

We have the probI,.ia, if we are going to use P.P.B.S., of defining problems
to be handled by this technique. We have the problem of fitting the technique
to produce solutions in our fields.

Assume we are going to make a decision now on how to apply our resources
to work injuries. We have to ask: What are our duties, our resources, and
what constraints are we under? For instance, in a given State we are going to
investigate the construction industry. So, we have a duty of insuring a safe
work place; that is what the legislation says. We have a resource, which is
the equivalent of six positions. We have a couple of restraints.

First of all, the law says that all elevators at construction sites of more
than four stories have to be inspected, and we find that this is the equivalent
of one position. Then we find out that there must be inspections on complaint:



this is the equivalent of another position. So we begin with four positions

not six.

Then the question is: How do we assign 1:e four positions? Well, we

take problems on a worst-first basis, and we try to work some kind of a cost
effectiveness ,o show how this might be done. But some other questions come

in: If you are going to inspect, maybe it's sufficient or effective to inspect

in clusters. That is, the man is already in town and there are three sites

there.. It is foolish to take only the one you have placed under judgment when,

with very little more expense, he can inspect three. In urban situations, this

is true. You may decide that one of the obligations you have is to take con-

tractors who fraquently have been in viol_ition or have had high injury rates.

Even if you don't know any of those things, you might 4ant to take medium-sized

contractors on the basis that the rates of medium-sized firms are usually
higher than those of the very large firms.

If all else fails, you go to either New York State or BLS statistics or
others and find that roofing and sheet metal work have the worst construction
experience, and you can start with them.

Then, you have the other choice which Mr. Pearce mentioned, between hard

inspection and education and other alternatives and combinations of them. This

is a case where you are going to have to set up some kind of cost-benefit anal-

ysis. I hope when we get our matched groups, which is not easy, we never get

to the dilemma that the doctors have, where early in the experiment one tee:L.-

nique is so much better than the other you wonder if it is ethical to withhold

it until the experiment is completed. I don't think we have come to that prob-

lem yet.

Then, there is one last problem. I started out with the assumption you
had four people to inspect or instruct or do some combination of the two. How

do you get some more? I tried this in one case. It didn't work, but I thought

I'd read through the exercise. Say that you have, in an industry, ten deaths.

And according to the Z-16 Standard, you are charging 6,000 days cost for each

of these deaths. You take the current daily wage and multiply it by the 60,000

days which have been lost through these ten deaths. It comes to $1,200,000.

Then you assume, just to make the whole thing conservative, that you are only

going to think about the tax which is lost on that money. The Federal and State

tax, put very conservatively is $240,000. Then, say, if we put up this kind of

a prf,gram, we think we will eliminate 10 percent of tLe deaths. That way we

save $24,000 in taxes alone without any human suffering, without any considera-

tion of other losses of which we have a long list; it seems to me that this

kind of analysis gives you useful support.

One suggestion and then I will sit down. I noticed throughout your paper,

Mr. Pearce, you concentrated on the frequency rate as a meaure. Lf the groups

are large enough, I think the severity rate or the severity rate considered

without deaths might be a more sensitive indicator, but it would require that

we used only quite large groups of firms or employees.
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Alfred H. Horowitz. Director
Research and Information

Connecticut Department of Labor

I would simply like to comment on cost-benefit analysis; and certainly we
can't fault Mr. Pearce on his very scholarly presentation.

I would
with respect
we might get
cost-benefit
was implicit

like to throw out a notion, perhaps a very unsophisticated one,
to cost-benefit analysis aad suggest for discussion purposes that
locked in sometime to a particular frame of reference with the
approach. I think that this might be a danger, and I think it
in what Mr. Pearce said. But I would like to re-emphasize it.

What I am saying is that if you analyze the costs involved with a partic-
ular approach, you can get locked into this approach, and you are still back
with your a prior notion, rather than using the empirical data which the cost-
benefit analysis is trying to make you do anyway. Perhaps I can give an exam-
ple. If one did some cost-benefit analyses in the area of accident-proneness,
one would be locked into the problem that the solution lay in the direction of
the worker; and you should be concentrating on the worker and not on the situ-
ation itself.

A second point I would 1!ke to mention very briefly is that when we get
to the grass-roots level it sometimes becomes a question of whose costs? And
I am reminded of the story of a flood that wipes out 50,000 Chinese is equal to
one that wipes out 1,000 Europeans or 100 New Yorkers or one in your own small
town.

When you begin to talk about costs and dollars involved, 1 think that we
are in an area where we are not able to evaluate those dollars. They are not
equal dollars, and at the grass-roots level I think this might be an important
problem.

But certainly we owe a vote of commendation to Mr. Pearce for this very
scholarly presentation.

Leo G. Connolly, Chief
Division of Labor Statistics and Research

California Deparcment of Industrial Relations

Not only are we concerned with helping administrators in our departments
of labor measure the cost effectiveness of their programs, hue we ourselves
are administrators with resources to allocate. And in this field of safety,
we have to consider that when we allocate resources to measuring benefits flow-
ing from safety programs or any other conciliation services or apprenticeship
promotion, or whatever, we are talking about resources away from research ac-
tivities, which provide data useful for carrying on the existing programs when
the alternatives have already been chosen.
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What I have in mind is in the safety field: Where should our resources

go? To a costly study to see that the consvltant program is effective, or

should it go into analysis of accident causeE of a particular indus_ry or a

particular type of risk, radiation hazards or whatever, to assist the safety
engineers in the field to perform the jobs they are performing more effectively?

We have to make a tradeoff. We need different kinds of data for these two

purposes.

For one purpose we need injury frequency rates. For the other purpose we

need a stucty of the factors that lead to the disabling injury, the cause anal-
ysis, and, I think, there is a danger we can shift too much attention to pro-

gram effectiveness in a rather ineffective way and using a good many assump-

tions that are question-11)1e judgments and neglecting this othar area.

MR. PEARCE: Can I just make one comment? I agree with all the speakers,

and I think they have all made the same point, that among our tasks is that

of guiding and serving the line operations, those who are engaged in the safety

function in our departments. I don't know whether you got the undertone of

Commissioner Catherwood's remarks yesterday morning. You may recall he spoke

of the function of statistics in decisionmaking and referred to the fact th,t

his department had been under this charge from our Budget Division to develop

data in connection with the P.P.B.S. A number of these cost-benefit or cost-
effectiveness studies were outlined, and I think his conclusion was that there
really wasn't much hay to make in that field, and let's get back to fundamen-

tals. Let us get back to the day-to-day operations. Let's do more efficiently

what we are already doing. And I think this in effect is back of some of the

.7.omments that have been made by Mr. Connolly and Mr. Bresnahan and Mr. Horowitz.

Certainly, the role statistics can play, short of these elaborate studies

is to give the safety official some guidance. What are the hazardous indus-

tries? What are the principal causes of accidents? Where should limited re-

sources be concentrated? I suspect this is what we are all doing now, and

something we could do more effectively. I think, among other things, it raises

the question of whether our accident statistics are as good as they might be,

whether they have been subject to sufficient scrutiny, and whether we can

better use the vast amount of information that flows out of the operations of
the Workmen's Compensation Board and our, agencies.

MR. KEIM: Now we are ready to proceed down the line of the consultation,

and primarily, I want to have the questions and observations from you people in

the audience with regard to each subject.

We will start with safety statistics, and I am going to call on

Miss Espenshade, who has such good iders on administrative statistics, to give

some brief remarks to get things started.

Psther E. Espenshade, Supervisor
Statistics and Research

Illinois Department of Labor

Last year the IAGLO (International Association of Governmental Labor
Officials) invited the North American 'Conference on Labor Statistics to present
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a panel on administrative statistics. I was asked what could be done the
way of administrative statistics for industrial safety work.

I entitled my -.elk USE OF INJURY AND INSPECTION STATISTICS TO PROMOTE
INDUSTRLAL SAFETY.

Sug...gested Applications of Statistics to Safety Inspection

Applications of statistics to state labor department administrative prob-
lems are as numerous as the problems. In my talk I suggested seven statisti-
cal applications to safety and education work. These were:

1. Determining problem areas in labor law enforcement.

2, Making more effective use of inspection staffs.

3. Measuring inspection adequacy and intensity.

4. Using work injury statistics by area as a means of locating industries
of high injury hazards.

5. Utilizing industrial safety inspection experience and work injury ex-
perience as means of evaluating effectiveness and adequacy of State
health and safety laws and their enforcement.

6. Prepar!ng budget presentations for State departments of labor. Budget
presentations can be prepared for an entire departmsnt, or a divi-
sion, or on a functional basis by:programs, provided sufficient
statistical data are developed.

7. To assist in setting goals for improving performance, and in long-
range planning of programs to achieve these goals.

High Injury Rate Industries Recommended for Intensive Inspection Coverage

For those of you who have not sat in on meetings relating to the discus-
sion of'injury statistics in the past, I will mention a few illustrations of
applications of statistics to safety and education work.

Illinois, as other States, has used injury frequency rate statistics to
identify abnormally high-injury incidence industries. Since the data to cal-
culate true injury frequency rates are not collected or available, we calcu-
lated imputed rates of compensable work injuries per 1,000 employees for 3-
digit industries. We identified 21 manufacturing industries that had rela-
tively high injury rates, that is, higher than the average for all manufac-
turing combined, or with a rate of 25 compensable work injuries reported per
1,000 workers and recommended that safety inspection work be directed partic-
ularly to these 21 manufacturing industries.

We also have identified eight -nonmanufacturing 'industries with high in-
jury rates, in excess of 25 compensable work injuries per 1,000 workers.
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This type of procedure is definitely in accord with the "worst-first"

philosophy recommended in the Kirschner Report.

Placing priority for inspection on industries and firms having high injul:y

rates obviously implies that the establishments complyin,- with State safety end

health rules have a better accident record than the nor.c(iying firms.

Charles Pearce's excellent study in New York has given statistical evidence

that there is a close relationship between compliance with safety laws and low-

injury rates, and also the converse that there is a relationship between non-

compliance and high-injury rates.

More Attention to Noninspected Establishments

Another aspect that State departments of labor have not given enough a-t-

tention is the identification or establishments not being inspected under a

particular program. Efforts Alould be made to extend inspections to establish-

ments which have previously not been within the purview of the state inspection

servics. Many of these establishments are in the nonmanufacturing industries.

Nonmanu aring establishments included over 70 percent of all workers

employed nationally in nonagricultural occupations

April 1969

Employed civilian labor force
(including agriculture)

Employees on nonagricultural
payrolls

Employees in manufacturing

Employees in nonmanufacturing

(in 000"s)

77,079

69,829 100%

19,975 28%

49,854 72%

If safety inspection records include establishment coding identical with

or cross-referenced to that used by State unemployment compensation divisions,
tabulations can be made of noninspected firms by checking off those inspected

from the universe of firms covered by unemployment compensation.

It is from nonmanufacturing industries that the greatest expansion in

work forc.es is expected in the next decade, and certainly more attention should

be given to procedures to bring the programs on occupational safety and other

labor standards areas to t'hese industries. Unfortunately, today, too much of

the State labor department's concern is being expended on employees in manu-

facturing firms where only a small fraction of the workers are empl yed.

Better Allocation of Ins ection Services

Another illustration of the statistical data was relating the data on work
injuries, both the injury rate and the number of injuries occurring in various

1.17
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industries in different areas, to the inspection results for each safety inspec-

tion district.

By relating inspection results, employee populations and work iniury rates
by area, State departments of labor can better allocate services of their State

safety inspectors and adjust district sizes to a combination of employee popu-

lation and injury rate level.

Setting Goals. of Accomplishment

Perhaps the most fertile area for the use and application of statistical

data is in setting goals of accomplishment for an operating division, and for

measuring the relative attainment of these goals.

As stated in the Kirschner Report, efforts should be made to define
clearly one or more realistic missions for labor standard programs. Defining

a mission with precision and clarity is a necessary first step toward the

implementation of more effective programs.

Starting with the general goal "to make Illinois the safest State in whi 1-1

to work," we tried to translate this general goal into specifics.

1. The State should schedule some procedure to inspect and check all es ab-
lishments within the State for safety hazards.

As an example, the first goal would be: to inspect all establishments
within the State at least once by 1970. This requires using statistical
toois to establish the universe of firms to be inspected, such as tabu-

lations trom unemployment compensation.

Then, using these tabulations and listings by area, inspectim quotas
and routes have to be set up for task forces.

2. Inspections, however, are not enough. Some wly to rate (or grade) firms

on safety would seem to be required. We need criteria on which to base
classifications of firms as to degree of hazards. Hazards could be

grouped as:

A. High or serious hazards, such as unguarded machinery, unsafe
equipment, unsafe work areas.

B. Average--generally safe working conditions, but some attention
needed in housekeeping, and other sub-standard conditions.

C. Relatively safe and healthful work environment.

3. Research techniques n.?.d to be used to work out a suitable checklist for

each industry.

4. Procedures have to be established to correct the specifIc hazards uncov-

ered on this general inspection and rating basis.
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Proce_res 'lave to be set up to apprise establishments and employers

of the hazards cf unsafe conditions found.

Procedure suggested as to how these may be corrected--by supplying

information (safety education work). Perhaps managers and supervisors
from establishments with similar hazards should be invited to attend the

workshop to hear these hazards explained and how they can be corrected.

DevelolAns Evidence on Occupational Safety and Health Hazards

Establishing criteria on what is hazardous and types of suggested correc-

tions will introduce an entirely new facet to the research and statistical

efforts of State departments of labor.

In reading the Hearings before the Select Subcommittee on Labor for the

proRosed Occupational Safety. and Health Act, H.R. 14816,13/ the testimony on

the extent of hazards in American industry is shncking.

Dr. William H. Stewart, Surgeon General, U. S. Public Health Ser/ice,

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, testifying on this occupational

safety bill, said: 14/

"In 1966-67, in six mecropolitan areas, 1,700 industrial plants which

erployed 142,000 workers we.r examined and it was found that 65 percent of
the workers were potentially exposed to toxic materials or harmful physical

ageats, such as severe noise or vibration."

"Only 25 pr.!rcent of these workers were protected adequately from toxic

agents. The remaining workers were plainly unprotected or working in condi-

tions which needed immediate attention."

"Of the 231 foundries studied in one State with an active occupational
health program, 7.3 percent of the 3,200 workers, or one in 15, were exposed

to environmental conditions which were capable of producing disabling and fatal

diseases."

"We estimate that more than 20,000 workers in this industry are presently

working under dangerous cmditions."

13/ Occupational Safety and Health, 1968: HEARINGS before the Select
Subcommittee on Labor of the Committee on Education and Labor, House of
Representatives, 90th Congress, 2nd Session, on H.R. 14816, February--March

1968.

14/ Ibid, pp. 105-107.
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New Areas for Occupational Safety Research

I predict that this movement for improved occupational safety and 1alth
n the United States will bring drastic sh-ifts in the emphasis placed ia de-

artments of labor on statistical and research programs. Some of these sug-

,ested areas of research are:

1. Training of workers for safety inspection
-- Need for increasing expertise and capability of personnel

Training of safety personnel including sub-professionals (2nd or 3rd

level positions) in safety

Research is needed to discover the best methods, and the fact:72a1 mate-

rial to be used in training programs.

2. Establishing systems for collection of information concerning nature and
frequency of occupaticnal injuries and diseases--probably financed by

Federal grants to States.

Departments of labor statistical divisions will be pressed to estimate

costs of various types of reporting programs, as well as to determine
methods and procedures for reporting systems.

3. Information will be needed for developing sound safety standards. This

will require detailed study of the provisions in the consensus standards
of the USA Standards Institute. These are listed in the USA Standards
Institute CataloK, 1968, page 65.

4. Criteria from which standards can be established need to be identified,
i.e., the scientific base from which standards are developed.

State departm?nt of labor researcli people will have to be able to inter-
pret scientific reports and findings in order to evaluate whether their

standards are adequate.

5. Department or labor statisticians will have to give more research time
to determining the administrative relationshirs and alignmmts that
exist in their States of various safety laws, as these are geaeraily not
now consolidated within the departments o labor but scattered over a
number of agencies, both in State and in local governments.

More attention has to be given to interpreting and evaluating the ade-
quacy of vi_rious structural arrangements for administration, enforcement,
and education in the occupational safety field.

I think I have outlined here some of the new approaches that depart-lent
of labor people and staListicians will be applying the subject i -_zu-

pational safety !:ri the 197C's.
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MR. KEIM: Esther has really a very informative statement on this subject,
and each of you has a copy of this. But we are now going to throw it open to
the State and Province Departments of Labor: What observations would you like
to make from the point of view of your own experience, and any questions that
you want to put to this expert panel?

MISS ATKINSON: (Arkansas Department of Labor) First of all, I am in the
process of trying to make a new form for our safety inspectors to use, and the
favor I would like to ask: If any of you can send me a copy of your forms, it
would be greatly appreciated.

-n an order for violation is given to a company, it is first of all
terriuky hard to get them to comply, and it is utterly impossible to get them
to notify us that they have complied. We leave them a copy of the order; they
are supposed to sign it and mail it in after compliance; and immediately this
is thrown in the waste basket.

Unless we go back to the plant to see if they have complied, we don't have
any way 3f knowing. If I don't receive a copy, I s-and a letter out two weeks
after they are supposed to comply. It is a kind of harsh letter, saying we
will prosecute if nobody complies.

MR. KEIM: How do you handle that, Mr. Horowitz?

MR. HOROWITZ: We get the notifications from the safety inspectors. I am
not implying that Connecticut employers a-re different from Arkansas employers,
but this is your own conclusion, to which you have to jump, but actually we do
get notices from our safety inspectors with respect to compliance.

There is r. follow-up visit, if necessary.

MISS ATKINSON: Does the company send this in to the safety inspectors?

MR. HOROWITZ: Yes

MR. JONES: (Labor Safety Council of Ontario) I believe that with statis-
tics you can point up problems, but what do you do with the statistics when
you get them? I find that the administrative peziple in Safety Departments have
often misinterpreted them to the point that they start requiring something,
people to do something, which won't solve the problem. It may look as if it
is solvable but it is not. And this ties in with another point that you made
where accidents were occurring and it wasn't here they were violating the law.

MISS ESPENSHADE: I don't think we can draw the conclusion that because
the orders or rules didn't match the injuries that there weren't violations
contributing to Lhe injuries.

We try to get -ery dislocated data together because the Workmen's Compen-
sation agencies are so far removed in most States--certainly in our State we
have seen no data for 4 or 5 years, we haven't been able to get the two to work
.cogether to code and match the material. And I think we ought to start back to
the old idea of looking in an establishment, at the full story of what is there.



MR. JONES: You are looking at the real company to see what the oroblem

is, not the broad question?

MISS ESPENSHADE: Yes. And we are not relating the two together. The

inter-relationship needs to be made. I think we need to bring the fulL impact

together almost firm by firm to a much greater extent than we have done. And

this is the problem, getting the data together.

MR. JONES: I would like to cite a specific example, if I may, which I

think should back up what you are saying:

When I was working on the project a few years ago, I decided to look at a

group of 20 firms at random in Ontario to try to find out whetner inspection

had some effect on the accident rate. And when I looked at them, the closest

conclusion I could come to was that the more accidents they had, the more

visits they had by the inspector and the educational officer and what have you.

I took one particular firm which fascinated me, which is the sort of thing that

backs you up.

This company had more and more frequent visits by both the enforcement

agencies and educational agencies, the people doing the consulting. Eventually,

the rate got pretty high and the Compensation Board threatened to increase the

rates. It dropped very rapidly, so the enforcement agency then said, "We have

done a wonderful job. You see, when we go in more of:m we reduce the

accidents." The educational agency or consulting agency said the same sort of

thing.

I went into that particular company and I found that they worked out an

agreement with the local doctors where with minor injuries the fellow got right

back on the job. So, if you go the to individual company, you can find the

true answer. They were truly interested in !F_eeping their Compensation rates

down, but in the broad picture, this would show that the accident rates were

going down. But in all fact, they had not gone down one bit.

MR. ROTHMAN: (Bureau of Mines) The United States Mine Act says we have

to do things for the safety of people. We have some advantages in that we

don't worry about the cost benefit; people are important, not money. We have

trouble with the money, too, but the emphasis is what the name says: accident

prevention.

There is one major disadvantage we have in this area and the advantage we

have in being a small industry is more than offset by the intensity that the

public and the Director of Mine Safety have. You can imagine what happened

last year when the Mannington explosion took place.

What we liave s a very intense activity directed toward what the name

implies: making industrics safe for the workers.

We I e mine inspectors, too, and there are two parts to the law: the

Act whion gives the Director the right to close a mine, and the Code which

details unsafe vt,otices. If there is a violation of the Act, the mines are

closed. If they have not such a dangerous situation, they will be given time

in which to correct it. But the inspector goes back. This is not a mail order
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business. He will go back and inspect it, and f.f it is not corrected
will close the mine or a section of the mine.

he

There used to be a time when the mine inspector's visit was announced; and
the Bureau of Mines was criticized. The miners were told, "Don't you know
better Lhan to allow a violation when an inspector comes around?"

Las:i year we introduced unannounced one-day inspection _r;its. The
ins7ector comes in and wiks through the mine. We have looked at some of the
inspectors' reports and some of the inspectors will always find electrical
vtolations. Others will find dust violations. Others will find danger of
water flooding. They all find violations according to their own experierze.
So you have no go the inter-inspector variation, and we are toying with
sending teams of inspectors and increasing their training so they will be better
aware of all these p.:7ob1ems.

We took the number of violations that were found by day--some of our
inspectors took as long as 7 days--to see whether you find more violations on
the first day or the second or the third. You know the mine owner may clean
-.J.p the mine as you get in, and this was true- There were more violations the
firrIt day than the second or the third, except for the last. The last day
showed an unusually large jump in the number of violations. This was unex-
pected, to say the least, and it developed that when inspectors took coal dust
samples they would send them out to be analyzed. The samples of all the days,
all of these came back on the last day, and so all the violations came back on
the last day.

This points out one of the advantages of knowing what you are doing, and
this points up the other areas that we have, research to prevent accidents,
and one of the areas of research will be some kind of a testing device to give
us immediate readings of coal dust samples.

Let me digress for a moment and say that the economic impact is important.
The impact on the miners who don't lose wa4;es, the impact on the employer who
doesn't pay out so much, but the prime consideration is, again, the mi,-r, and
this leads me to one of the major points that we are facing right now, and that
is the basic statistics that we have been collecting, and that we will collect
in the near future.

We all, for greater comparability, follow the Z-16. We have made an
effort to Change the Z-16. We have heard in a large number of cases that hurt
employees are brought back into some job, just answering a telephone in one
case, and although it doesn't ring much, it rings twice a day, but as long as
he comes back to an established job we lose all knowledge of that accident, and
I don't se?. how we can analyze the cause of accidehcs unless we hear about the
accidents.

We try to get some information on how frequently these situations aris-1.
We have been unsuccessful. We have some pretty good stories about riot souaus
whose function it is to bring employees back, if they can't walk, sothis is
not funny. It is a real serious situation because we are dealing with a group
of safety people who have a function to perform similar to ours, and they may
have been carried away with the idea of getting a safety competition award to
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such an extent that they are tryLng to hide a basic commodity which ve are

trying to get, statistics.

It is a serious thing, based on two additional studies we did just re-

cently: one, we took a very large coal company, not an establishment, a com-

pany, that had 10,000,000 man hours in 1968. All the accidents that they re-

ported to us were put into distribution by duration of accident, the number 'f

accidents for 1 day, 2 days, 3 days, 4 days, and so on. Just to look at that

particular distribution we expected a reverse "letter J" distribution. We

didn't find it.

What w.! found was that no accident was 1, than 8 days, not a ane.

MR. KEIM I think that a great many of the things that you said apply

across the board to all industries, and it is a very appropriate statement.

Thank you.

I want to ask of the State and Province people: Are any of you just now
installing or attempting to establish a statistical reporting system on safety

or inspection? Or are you all through with the process? Are there any queE-

tions on the establishment or maintenance of the statistical reporting system?

Does this come u_ der your jurisdiction in Ontario?

MR. JONES: In our Department of Labor we have been collecting statistics

for a long time. We are now working on a system to put in the computer.

MR. KEIM: One question.

MICS ES..ENSHADE: Are there any States that collez:t reports of all dis-
abling injuries from the establishments and use them in any way in the safety

inspection work? I would be interested in how it is being used, the direct
application of the frequency rate material.

MR. KEIM: Do you have al.y comment on that, Miss Prendergast?

MISS PRENDERGAST: We work it both ways. On the safety inspector's report,

every first report is xeroxed. We have eight safety regions. They are divided

and sent to each region. The safety inspector sends copies to his supervisor
and they investigate each report.

Besides ' .at, they go f:o all the high-frequency rate establishments and do
special investigations, so the whole thing is tied in.

MISS ATKINSON: I gat a :..opy of each and every Workmen's Compensation re-
port, and I go through them all, and all lost-':ime accidents. I give them to

the men in the field whose territory it is. Tht_y are supposed to go through

them and check out the good add bad ones.

MR. JONES: I would like, if I could, to make one comment.

In our prL,vince, for occupational safety, 0117 Department of Labor has a
buget of $4,000,000 annually, and the AccidP Prevent:Lon Association is



operating out of the Compensation Board with another $4,000,000, and this
doesn't include municipal construc*,ion, safety inspections, or logging inspec-
tions by the Department of Lands and Forests.

I am wondering if there is anyone here who can come anywnerd close to this
figure? That should be interesting.

R. PEAPCE: Wd spend in excess of $4,000,000 in our State Labor Depart-
ment. We don't know how much private industry spends.

MR. JONES: On safety?

MR. PEARCE: On safety.

far as I know, there is no very good way--is there--of estimating
expenditures of private industry. I know that insurance carriers are allowed,
I think, up to 2 percent of their own premiums for safety pc:tivities. But
most people are skeptical that 4:12ey spend anywhere near that amou. If they
do, you have a fairly sizeable industry expenditure. But this certainly is one
of the unknowns.

MR. JONES: I didn't include the insurers in this. I just included the
Accident Prevention Association under the Board.

MR. PEARCE: I am not familiar wirh your setup. We don't have that 2ttp.

MR. JONES: Mr. Pcare, you mentioned that you were doing Consultant work,
helping people develop accident prevention progtms, This is one of the fields
that lies with our Accident Prevention Associetion under the Board. So our
$4,000,000 does not include that aspect of it.

MR. CONNOLLY: How big is your labor force?

MR. JONES: I am not sure. But the total population is 7,000,000.

MR. KEIM: Let us have the next question.

MISS GOLDIN: (1,ew York State Wcynkmen's Compensation Board) I just want
to make a comment that we in the Workmen's Compensation Board send in reports
every month or mine facilities, and I was wondering what use you make of those
statistics?

MR. ROTHMAN: The use of statistics, not only from New York but with
respect to other States, is that they investigat(: every fatality; and I have
heard of more th-,n one occasion, !-F you want accident statistics, use
"fatality," that is deftnite. My comments are directed not so muc1 to fatal-
ities, but to Lhe prevention of all accidents that could lead to fatalities.

And it was the non-fatalities that were lost all over the place, and fr.Jm
our experience, now that we are taking eacl, mine, each estnblishment, axle
getting strikes in terms of this lost, it is.showing up .ore and more in a
large nuMber of cases, where w?. don't believe what we have been getting.
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MR. KEIM: Just one final statement of a minu-,:e by Nr. Bresnahan.

MR. BRESNAHAN: There are some weaknesses. A 'Llouple of the things t-'nat

Abe Rothman mentioned we are fighting very hard. We ask on our report fol-m

for temporary--total disabilities of two groups, one to 3-day and 4 or more

days. We are assuming they will report compensable and not disabling and we'll

write back and say, "13,:n't you have any little ones?"

A more important comment: If we ever get good comparable Wcrkmen's Com-

pensation statistics across tbe country it will put Z-16 out of business, us

Dut of business, and many of the State programs out of business. We have been

harassed in this because there are so many differences, not only between ie

statistics but between the operations, the laws of Workmen's Compersation-E

have been attempting for something like 10 years t-) get set up in BLS a national

center for Workmen's Compensation statistics, and so far we haven't got the

budget for it.

But, because it got tired of waiting, the Statistics Committc::e of the

International Association of Industrial Accident Boards and Crmmissions, which

is the trade union of Workmen's Compensation Commissioners, tried to get on a

comparable basis or as co:apTirable as possible last year some indications from

f'.e various jurisdictions; this is not just dates.

There are 54 jurisdictions in the United States, more jurisdictions and

provinces in Canada. To get some comparable statistics, we got this little

report out. There are more footnotes than there are tables trying to say why

they are not comparable. It didn't get the wide distribution that I hoped

umild. I am about to duplicate my copy and make some more copies to distribute.

Anybody who will give me his name and address may have a copy.

MR. KEIM: Thank you.

Now, I am going to discharge this panel and bring up another one.

Thank you very much for a nice job.

I want to discuss industrial relations statistics. I ak Mr. Cohany and

Mr. Connolly to come up.

This is Mr. Cohany, who is in charge of aspects of Industrial Relations

progrlms in the Bureau of Labor Statistics

MR. COHANY: 03ureau of Labor Statistics) Fortunately, I can make it very

short and slTeet. In this mornings's program on Collective Bargaining, someone

gave a wonderful summation of our work in work -coppages, Industrial Relations.

I have nothing to add to what Tom said.

But I might add, we would like to get ideas from the States as tiley relate

to our work, and perhap- we can accommodate you. We will certainly try, in the

private sector, and particularly in the public sector. We have Li many of our

programs a cooperative arrangement with some of our States, like in the work

stoppage program. We have also cooperated with some of the States in gathering

union membership data; and we are working with Mr. Connolly of Cali-'7nia and
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his staff on a joint survey of public employee aEsociaticns, groups that might
be referred to as near-unions. Are they going to remain employe?, associations,
or are they going to become more and more like conventional trade unie7ls?

Now, we would like to pursue tlais course witl- other Statas, enter into
co(Jperative arrangements with public employee associations in ott= States, and
if you are interested, get in touch with us; we would like to accommodate you
as much as we can.

MR. KEIM: I think that what we will do in view of the time situation--we
arc coming up to Banquet Ni;ht--I would like to invite Miss Clara Schloss, now,
because I -,ant to have her talk about minimum wages and prevailing wages.

Befote I do that, let me say that we welcome your comments, observations,
questions, indications of uses of il,dustrial relations statistics. Who wants
to lead off? Who has any questions ,they want to put to Mr. Connolly of Cali-
fornia, who has a very extensive program of industrial relations statistics,
and Mr. Cobany from our Bureau? If yoit want to talk about minimum wages, we
have a real expert here who is an Assistant Administrator of the Wage and
Hour Administration.

MISS ESPENSHADE: In compiling the industrial relations statistics, re-
lating to union membership and some of the othe'..- subjects, do you have any
trouble in the labor union's r2vealing that:

MR. COHANY: Not as a rule.

MR. CONNOLLY: To answer your question very briefly: We really have no
problem at all. We have full cooperation of management and labor unions. I

should explain that our union membership figures are kept completeiy
confidential.

I should also say that all of these programs are strictly voluntary. There
is no law requiring any of them to file their agreements with us, or to report
their membership annually. So we have very tight security of our membership
figures.

Our union contract files have been kept open, and in 18 years, only once
have we had trouble in keepiag an open file. Any union or management can come
in to look at any cf the agreements of the 4,000 we have on file.

This particular case invol-:ed an employer who came in and said he was being
confronted with a unio-, wr3 seeking recognition. The employer reviewed
the agreeme.ts we had c 1, for the particular local union. It happened that
they were not c-trrent, Liie had expired in rccent months. We had, of course,
written to the union for a current copy, but they had not supplied it.

He tl.gn ed this information in his election campaign brochures, and the
union business .1.,;.r.nt wns a little upset when they lost a representation election
and foluld ouc t1-1. the lawyer had gotten tbe information from us; as a matter
of fact, h2 tioted the information as coming from us.

UR. KEIM: How can you stop this?
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MR. CONNOLLY: There is nothing we can do. I explained to the agents of

the union, if he had had his contract up to date, the provisions could not have

been quoted; but maybe they were just as bad in the present contract.

That is the only instance, but I know that more sophisticated union advi-

sors make use of our file and appreciate the use of having it available.

It was the first wage arbitration involving the farm workers in Calitornia

and Di Giorgio, that both the union and management research people used our

file, and the exhibits presented to the arbitrator came from our files. I

imagine there are occasions when probably either the employer or the union

would be just as hap-Dy if the information was not available to the other side,

but they recognize in California it is just as well to put your cards on the

table and not try to keep things confidential.

MR. STARR: (Ontario Department of Labor) Can you tell me what agreements

you go after?

ML. CONNOLLY: We try to get every collective bargaining agreement in

California, with this qualification: If it covers less than 10 workers and

we have trouble keeping it on file, we cancel it. We make a special effort to

keep on file current contracts of 100 workers or more, and they are the ones

used for analyzing certain fringe benefits.

MISS ESPENSHADE: To whom do you write?

MR. CGIANOL.L.Y: In the first instance, we write to the union. If we have

some difficulty getting the thing from the union, somehow they might not have

one available, then we write to the employer.

I should say we started our file initially uader the Wage Stabilization

Board during the Korean War and back in '49, as part of our union survey. We

asked every union fn the State to provide us with a list of employers' associa-

tions that they had to bargain with. We started with that State list. Since

then, we have made use of NLRB tallies of ballots. If the union wins, we make

a little card; we follow up in 2 or 3 months and find out if they were able to

get a contract.

MR. PEA.KCII: Our analyses of union contracts are all on a special-project

basis. We will do severance plans or health and welfare or vacations. We

usually have 1 or 2 of those going each year, so that I would say we do have a

reKtilar program of analysis, but we do not do it automatically.

We were able to do it for construction, but, obviously, where it is not

available, we do not do it; which would be the case with most manuf-acc:uring.

MISS SCHLOSS: You haven't developed statements: We have a real problem

using our earnings figures where 1-Jcple 1.4ave fringe benefits that account for

as much as the earnings.

MR. PEiiRCRI You know about the work that BLS does in this area, and we

are now engaged in making an analysis of their procedures with the idea that

perhaps we can do something similar to New York State. If fringes are 20
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percent of the cost or more, you can't disrP4orA them. And if there is a way
of making some assumption, I think we have an obligation to do it.

MR. CONNOLLY: May I just comment?

I just wanted to say that in California we are looking at the same thing.
We are reviewing BLS methods and I don't think we will go that route entirely,
but we are at least going to try to improve our annual rate settlement report.
My feeling is that workers are more interested in whether they got that fifth
week of vacation after 20 years, than they are in arriving at a package figure
that they can't understand; it is too complex for them.

MR. SCHWARTZ: My question is addressed to Mr. Cohany with regard to his
methods of estimating union membership in the country, and this material is
usually described in the bi-annual directory that you people publizih.

The question is this: In view of the changing role of employee associa-
tions in government, will you alter or modify your union estimation procedures?

MR. COHANY: You are hitting me on a very sensitive spot. We are in a
bind on that. We have talked about it and haven't come to any decision. We
don't know enough about many of these associations at the present time to
really lump them one way or the other. It is true that many of them are be-
having like conventional trade unions, many others are not. Until we know more
about them, we don't want to mess up our consistent union figures that go back
to the turn of the century and now bring in several thousand members of the
N.E.A. and other groups. Ultimately, we will have to come to a decision on
that, but for the time being we have postponed it. What we are trying to do,
however, is bring these groups in gradually.

This year, for example, we are going to list these organizations, and
ultimately, as we learn more about their existence, develop some sort of cri-
teria to establish comparability between the conventional type of trade union
and thi3 new organization. But I really can't give a satisfactory answer, be-
cause it doesn't satisfy us.

MR. HOROWITZ: Has anybody done any work in trying to estimate the cost
savings of the Mediation Arbitration Division? You probably saw that reprint
in the Washington Post, where the U.S. Arbitration Service made some estimates
in the methods they employed. Has any State agency done this?

MR. CONNOLLY: I can only answer for Caiifornia and the answer is no.

I would just mention that we have thought about it, and we are confronted
with the necessity of developing a program and budgeting system, and we have
already published this year, for the first time, the Governor's Program and
Budget. So, at least, there has to be some kind of a narrative judgment for
the program, but the problems are very complex.

In my opinion, I don't think it can be done in any sensible way. Just to
illustrate: There are situations like strikes of pari-mutuel clerks, where
you can demonstrate that the State is losing $50,000 a day because the horses
aren't running, and if a mediator goes in and there seems to be an immediate
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settlement reached, conceivably, there might be in connection with the phone
calls he makes and the people he speaks to in ending the strike.

But in the opinion of our own conciliators, there isn't any way of evalu-

ating some of their activities. What they do, varies all the way from making
a phone call to spending many, many days writing the contract with the parties.
And I think that our work figures don't r-ci--t what the services do.

MR, PEARCE: There was a paper given--it happened to be out of a seminar
in California 10 years ago--on the question of effectiveness of State mediaticn
work, which 1 think touches on some of these anglAs, but certainly doesn't gct

into the problem of cross-analysis.

MR. CONNOLLY: Mr. Horowitz, I happen to have a copy with me. I had a

load to bring down here. But the proceedings of that conference contained a
detailed discussion of union membership statistics, both by State people and
Federal people, contract analysis programs, the use of mediation statistics.
It is an extremely useful reference, and we have a few copies in our division,

and if Al can't supply them, you can write to us.

MISS ESPENSHADE: As I understand it, the Bureau of Labor Statistics has
a requirement that all labor contracts be filed; is that correct?

MR. COHANY: Let me disillusion you on that score. The Taft-Hartley Act
simply gives the secretarvits's not really a requirementit's a grant of
authority to set up a file, to retain such a file and use such a file or any
other aid that the parties may want.

MR. KEIM: Paul Mulkern is the Assistant Regional Director of the BLS in

Boston. Paul is one of the leading experts in industrial relations statistics
in our field organization.

Paul, what sort of demand for information in this area of industrial re-
lations statistics is there? What is the principal demand for information,

wages?

MR. MULKERN: (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics) I think it is

hard to say, Walter, because we get them all across the board.

I couldn't tell you what our relations are with unions, management repre-
sentatives, and so forth. I would gather that during the course of the year
we probably get a dozen requests from a union representative or an attorney who

contacts us and wants to know whether we have a particular agreement filed.

As Walter says, we do have a list of 2,000 key agreements and then
cpproximately 4,000 non-key agreements, so we probably have printouts in the
regional offices, so we can answer them very quickly. They are on the basis
of industry, union; on the basis of State; it's a very simple matter. Within
a matter of 5 or 10 minutes, the regional office can tell the pers-on whether
the agreement is on file, and Harry's division has been trying to duplicate
these agroements and send them to the firm or attorney in a matter of days.
That is one area where we get fairly frequent requests.
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Again, in the field of w:,..ges, we get a number of requests, particularly
from management representatives. We are more apt to hear from personnel man-
agers and attorneys who are either doing work on arbitration or-doing work for
contract negotiations than we are from union representatives, although we do

get a number of requests also there, particularly from certain unions.

Agein, in the area of strike statistics, we get quite a few requests,
typicalLy, from the attorney who is representing a company or the personnel
manager who is representing a company, and they are eager to find out what the
number of strikes is that have involved a particular union. Well, of course,
it is not the policy of the Buieau to try to identify stoppages in which a
particular union has been involved, and therefore we have to tell them that
this is just not--we don't feel that this is a proper function for the Bureau,
and we suggest that there are newspaper clippings, if they want to check back
in the morgue of a'particular newspaper; but as far as our files are conc.-zrned,
although we can give them information on the number of strikes in a particular
area or the number of man days lost, as far as information as to particular

unions, we don't feel that is partiordarly fair.

So, that is the type of statistics that I would say a half-dozen times a
year we get a request for, and we are not able to do it.

MR. KEIM: Last year, in the Bureau, we answered half a million requests
for information, so it is a very heavy program.

MR. CONNOLLY: I understand there is somebody here from the Bureau of Labor
Standards. Is that correct? I'd like to make a pitch in the interest of
efficiency to our friends in the Federal Government for keeping up to date these
pre-summaries that they prepared, State Labor Laws, that is the broadest field
of labor-management relations.

MR. KEIM: In this area, you do have a pretty close working relationship
with the State Departments of Labor.

MR. WILSON: (Wage and Labor Standards Administration) In the Bureau of

Labor Standards, you do.

MISS STREIDEL: (Women's Bureau) We keep up to date on our women. As far
as your question is concerned, we put out a summary of State laws each year on
women: minimum wage, hours, and so forth. We have 1968 State laws in relation
to women that are available.

MISS ESPENSHADE: 1 would like to second the suggestion that we ask the
U.S. Bureau cf Labor Statistics and the U.S. Bta-eau of Labor Standards--which-
ever is appropriate--to keep comparable and up to date all the legislative
material, so we don't have to go to all the 50 States and repeat this, because
it takes a lot of work to compae all this, and each State is doing it all over
again. But I think we should spell out the information we want. The IAGLO
Report indicated the number of safety inspections and the staff related to the
enforcement of the laws: this is invaluable for budgeting purposes. I think

it was in 1965 that it was last done. And if it can't be -13ne annually, it

should be done bi-annually for each State. A summary would help so that you

could get patterns.
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MR. PEARCE: I believe the so-called Kirschner Survey covered that.

MISS ESPENSHADE: It asked all the details and gave us no playback.

MISS SCHLOSS: They did try to get it but the returns on the questionnaires
were very inadequate and we did not tabulate them.

MISS ESPENSHADE: This questionnaire was very poorly designed and the
material they published on statistics; anything on Illinois was incorrect.

MR. KEIM: Now, I would entertain questions on the minimum wage, the daily
wage. I know the Canadian folk at Ontario were in Washington to talk about
minimum wage procedures. It is not my area, so I am not certain of what went
on.

MISS STREIDEL: Could Clara tell us what is this act that has been proposed
to the Congress that relates to minimum wages?

MISS SCHLOSS: Thero are a couple of bills, one in the Senate, one in the
House. We have not analyzd thm and they have not been sent up for hearings.
But, broauly, they set a $2 minimum wag , and in general tExus they eliminate
most of the exceptions that are in the FLLA and they have extensive coverage of
Federal, State, and local employees.

MR. CONNOLLY: I would like to mention a development in California that
might be of some interest to us.

Our industrial welfare commission nroposed that we have a wage order for
women and minors in domestic service. e prognosis is very poor. I would say
there is no chance of our getting such order since the composition of our
industrial base is changing.

However, if anybody here is inte7 sted in the Wage Board Report, they can
write to me and secure a copy. And I ink they did a pretty good job, con-
sidering they have no data. And this ,ight be of interest to you, too.

MR. SAUNDERS: (Canada Department of Labour Has sny State or Federal level
ever considered a maximum-hour work week?

MISS ESPENSHADE: What maximums are set in Canada?

MR. SAUNDERS: Currently, the maximum is 48 hours for all those under the
Canadian Labor Standards, for Federal jurisdiction employees; but, you know, in
Canada it amounts to less than 10 percent of the labor force. But we ran into
a lot of problems because the industries we covered, shipping, transportation,
railroads, the hours vary all over the place. In a nunber of cases we upset
the collective bargaining relationship.

MISS ESPENSHADE: There has been kind of a growing rumble among some men
that they would like to see some limitations on the hours they can work; and
incidentally, even though there is a limitation in the Federal Transportation
Act of 16 hours a day, and under some States--there is that one area of trans-
portation, highway transportation, where there is this limitation--but I think
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there is some interest in limiting where they are being forced to work too many
hours, especially on continuous shifts where they dovetail two shifts together
and some people said they had to come to work 24 hours straight.

MR. SAUNDERS: For safety purposes, yes, but here you go to standards.
You are beyond safety when you are setting 48 hours.

MR. STREIDEL: Is it because you are trying to develop more jobs for
people? You had a labor shortage.

MR. SAUNDERS: I think there are reasons why. Employment is one, certainly;
but I think another one is a feeling of letting workers share in the progress
and complying with the ILO Standards, even though ILO has recommended there be
a maximum number of hours per week limit set.

MR. KEIM: I want to thank all who took part in the meeting here as expert
panelists and Dr. Pearce for his fine presentation.

It was difficult for us to get out of the safety area, but I suppose we
could have gone on for many hours in that field. So thanks for your partici-
pation here today, and I think we will adjourn as of now.
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ROUNDTABLE: TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF FEDERAL-STATE
MANPOWER STATISTICS PROGRAMS

Chairman: Charles A. Roumasset, Regional Director
Bureau of Labor Statistics

U.S. Department of Labor, San Francisco

One of the factors about this gathering, is that I did not meet the mem-

bers of the panel or the roundtable to discuss with them what we are going to

do until about ;five minutes ago. I think this will lend a sense of ease aud

informality and flexibility to the occasion.

What we propose to do is to divide the three subjects, Current Employment

Statistics, Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, and Job Opportunity Statistics into
three equal sections, spending 40 minutes on each one, and I hope get out of

here not much later than 4:30 or so.

I have asked the speakers, although all of tnem have spent a good deal of

time preparing papers to deliver on this occasion, not to deliver their

papers, but to sort of summarize them and limit their remarks to 5 or 10 min-

utes, and then we will open the floor to discussion so that we can have a real

roundtable and a good interchange of views.

I want to start off by talking about the Current Employment Statistics

Program. This is our pioneer program, this is the program on which most of

our other work rests. I will resort to Mr. Dudley Young's definitive work on

the subject of Cooperative Federal-State Programs, which I have used so often,

and which is an excellent bit of work. Mr. Young described, as most of you I

am sure remember, the cooperative State program as a mountain range swathed

in mist in which occasional peaks and promontories are visible, but through

which the true extent of the range is indecipherable.

Mr. Young wrote these elegant words something like 10 years ago now. I

think if he were revising his report today, he might liken the Federal-State

cooperative programs, not to a mountain range but to a sort of inpenetrable

jungle or perhaps a date orchard, which is uprooted and replanted every two

years or so.

I use the analogy with a date orchard with a purpose, because a date

orchard is one which produces no fruit without very careful tending.
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What I am trying to point out is that this is a field in which a great

deal of work has been done, and I think here no one has done more work in

this particular field than the man whom I am going to ask to lead off the pro-

gram, a man who has been of enormous service, and of whom not only Assistant

Regional Directors but Regional Directors lean for expertise in the Federal-

State cooperative statistics program.

So, without further ado, I want to turn the microphone over to our dis-

tinguished colleague, Mr. Owen E. Delap.

Owen E. Delap
Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Labor

The Federal-State Cooperative Program is not new. It is about 20 years

old, and is still healthy. It is still growing.

I was just looking at some figures the other day on samples. We have

added about 23,000 establishments since we introduced the new sampling plan in

July, 1964. I am reminded that at the time Jack Wymer did his sample analy-

sis on which he based the new sampling scheme, there were 108,000 units in the

sample. So, in spite of not getting the traditional funds to expand their

samples, the States went ahead and did it anyway.

Part of this of course, is because they were adding new areas. They

felt the need for statistics for additional areas, and that calls for sample

analyses and additional samples for the new areas.

In addition, they no doubt vanted to Pdd additional series--industry

series in the States--and their analyses showed they needed additional

samples to do that.

So, we have gone up from 108,000.in 1960 to 160,000 today in sample size,

and not mulch additional funds have been given to the States to do this.

In fiscal 1966, we gave the States some $200,000 in additional funds for

expansion purposes to do some more samples, and to add some more areas. And

they have done that.

We are now publishing a series for 205 areas. We don't have very many

areas left to study. And, they are, you know, rather small in the main. So,

in terms of wnat we might propose as something we'd like to see in the way of

program development, we think there is a need for adding on the remaining

SMSA's to the program. Some more saMples are needed particularly.in training

service, probably in the nattIre of thirty to forty thousand more establish-

ments. To go along with this, of course, we had hoped that the States would

publish more industry data, both in employment and in the trade and service

sector.
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Another item that we think is important is getting central city statis-
tics. This is a rather new thing. Of course, everyone is interested in
central statistics, and analyzing the growth of the central cities as com-
pared to the total SMSA, or as opposed to the remainder of the SMSA.

We have, in our proposal for additional money, recognized that getting
central city data is an expensive thing. Two problems are involved. One is
the matter of recoding the central city establishments in the Unemployment
insurance System. A separate code is needed for the central city. Generally,
the codes now are all on a county basis.

Another important workload item is the matter of preparing benchmarks,
so our discvssion covers this item too.

We might want to do a few other things in the field of employment statis-
tics or for related series, and I will just list these briefly and then we
will get on with our discussion.

We would suggest you might want to have a production workers series, say,
for clothing manufacturers, maybe durable and non-durable. We also suggest
you mht want to try setting up a series for women workers. Some States are
doing both of these things. We would be happy to see more do that.

Some States are now publishing series adjustments for seasonality. This
is another field you might want to consider.

Of course, we will be glad to help with any machine problems, the busi-
ness of providing you with the seasonal adjustment method.

We have developed a new series recently on hours and earnings for the
total private sector, which you may want to consider. I think one State has
developed this, South Dakota. In this connection, Mr. Dorman's people are
preparing a statement of the techniques, sources, and so on for the develop-
ment and projection of such a series.

Another type of series that you may want to consider is the so-called
spendable earnings series which is done at the national level, and by some
States. In this series, adjustments are made for the deductions for old age
survivor's insurance, and income tax. The series is in big demand at the
national level, and you might find it so at the State level.

Recently we'have started providing users with more detail once a year at
the time of the benchmark preparation. We get the finer detail--as fine a
detail as we can without violating any of the disclosure regulations--aad
publish these figures on a once-a-year basis, just the benchmark figure.
After a few years, then, you begin to see the trend and the importance of
these figures. These detailed figures are useful in projections such as
Tomorrow's Manpnwer Needs.

I believe that's all I have, Mr. Chairman.
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W. J. Bowman
Oklahoma Employment Security Commission

About two weeks ago, the Regional Office asked me to speak on the subject

of the cooperative employment statistics program. I agreed to do so. but to

do so with mixed emotions.

On the one hand, it is one of the most useful and accepted statistical

programs on the scene today. On the other hand I always find it difficult

to speak to a group of experts about their programs, and I certainly do not

consider myself to be an expert in this program, but rathet more of a con-

sumer of the data than a producer.

I decided to devote a few minutes to each of three areas: One, a dis-

cussion of some of the changes that have taken place in employment by category

since the inception of the program; two, to discuss some of the vehicles we in

Oklahoma use to disseminate the information to the public; and, three, to

mention some things we might consider for the future.

When I started to look at the trend of the changes in employment that

occurred over the pee_od from '39 to '68, I was quite surprised co see that

total wage and salary employment in the United States had increased 122.6

percent, and that employment in Oklahoma increased by 122.7 percent during

this period.

Thereupon, I decided that I must look at the difference in industry

detail over the same span, and found that in Oklahoma, for example, our

factory (manufacturing) employment went up 184.9 percent from the period '39

to '68 compared with 92 percent for the U. S., and that our finance, insur-

ance, and real estate went up 209 percent compared with 129.6 percent for the

United States.

However, I found that employment nationally rose much more rapidly in

such areas as government, service, and construction; and that in mining, of

course, the employment nationally declined about 26 percent while it was up

8.8 percent in Oklahoma.

I think these things do show at least one or two things. Our eaonomy in

Oklahoma appears to be much more youthful as demonstrated by the growth in

the primary industries, and the national economy is somewhat more mature.

This is true at least for the period 1939 to '68.

I thought I would examine a more recent period very briefly, and I toOk

the period 1950 to 1968 where I find that, nationally wage and alary employ-

ment increased 50.7 percent, while in Oklahoma it increased 52.3 percent.

Manufacturing went up 84.1 percent as compared with-29.'5 percent for the

Nation. Of course, mining employment dropped 30.6 percent for the Nation, and

also declined in Oklahoma by 5.3 percent. But, overall, I found just about

the same trend in the '50 to '68 period as in the earlier period.
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In addition, I took a look at the proportionate amounts of employment
by major industry divisirn and how they changed over the '39-'68 period.
In Oklahoma, manufacturing increased from only 16.6 percent of total to 24
percent, while in the Nation, manufacturing declined from 33.6 to 29.0 per-

cent.

In Oklahoma and the Nation, mining declined as an employing category.
In Oklahoma, it dropped from 11.5 percent to only 5.6 percent of the total
wage and salary employment. And, of course, nationally, it dropped from 2.8
percent to 2.0 percent. Despite the decline, I noticed that mining employ-
ment, particularly the oil and gas segments, continued to remain in its
historic position, about 14 percent of the national total.

will move on to my second item: Some of the uses and some of the
methods that we use in disseminating information to the public.

Most States have similar uses and similar type publications. But, we
have our Laboa. Market Trends. Here is a copy of one we have for our metro-

politan areas. We have a Handbook of Historical Employment Statistics. A
few copies are availeble on the table. We have our monthly statewide publi-
cation, where we publish all our data, and more recently we have a new series
of Oklahoma economic indicators, where we include the three items programmed
in our series: Agricultural Wage; Manpower Index for Manufacturing Produc-
tion Workers; and Average Work Week for Manufacturing Production Workers.

I have consumed about enough time, but, I want to say that we need to
devote more attention in the future to getting more detail characteristics.
This is the problem that we are faced with, or at least I seem to be faced

with at the State level. People want to know the characteristics of the
workers, the cNaracteristics of the unemployed, the characteristics of the
potential labor force, and then we need information on parts of areas, cities,
and so on. I think that the emphasis should. be placed on developing bf,tter
techniques in these areas. PI consideration should be given to training
courses, more in-departalent training courses for new employees that are coming
into the cooperative system. Give them a full background into all of the
ramifications, all of the elements involved in the program, both from the

statistical and economic standpoint.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mr. Bowman, for bringing me up to date.

I think both of the speakers have raised a rumber of issues.

Who wants to comment on the first issue?

Well, if no one has a question, I might start off.with one, addressed to
Owen.

Owen mentioned the spendable eal:nings series and urged all of the States
to publish their own figurec in this connection.
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I was just wondering, I don't know why this couldn't be done from the

Washington office, since all the figures are available, and why, secondly,

the national series on spendable earnings couldn't take into account some of

the State income taxes which are deducted from workers' pay checks, and some

of the amounts which are deducted for such things as disability insurance.

I have some easy questions to Mr. Delap.

MR. DELAP: We could do that at the Washington level, but then on a

customary basis, we have never done much in the way of coming up with State

statistics, and I don't know if we want to start that or not, although it

could be done. You could make the adjustments for State income taxes, too,

at the same time, but it seems to us that this is something that a State

should do. And, they would do a better job, I would guess, than the govern-

ment.

THE CHAIRMAN: We have been doing this in California.

This has been done for San Francisco and Los Angeles for a period of

time. We do find that it is not too difficult an exercise, and one which is

of considerable value, at least judging from the demand you get for this sort

of thing.

I would also like to pursue the other point a little further, whether we

should, at the national level, take into consideration the fact that city

income tax and Stat.a income taxes are becoming increasingly important and

incorportated into the national average, some reflection of the fact that a

national average spandable earning ought to include something for State taxes.

T the Chief Statistician for his views.

,.4NBERG: I was hoping yoL re going to ask the head of Manpower

Employment, but I will venture an answer. If we did this on the national

level, we would have some very serious problems of establishing comparability

of States. For example, what do you do, when one State takes most of its

taxes in the form of income tax, and the other in the form of property tax,

and anothcr in the form of sales tax? Then, how do you reconcile real

spendable in;ome among the States, if we do it at the national level? We

would have td face up to the problem some way. If the State does it, it

deducts whatever taxes it thinks are appropriate to the State.

THE CHAIRMAN: Doesn't this arise if you have all the States producing

their own estimates when you start comparing them across State lines?

I think the point tIlat Leon made still has validity.

A VOICE: It is a useful series in measuring changes within the State

in real spendable e-rnings.
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It is not a useful series in mtasuring differences from State to State
because of the point about the differences in the sort of taxes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Does someone have a question on that subject?

A VOICE: What happens in terms of the comparison between the State and
the national average if you are making local adjustments in the State and not
making any adjustments on the national level? Does comparison have any mean-
ing? Or, do you have to have a series--a double series?

A VOICE: I was suggesting, the comparison has meaning for the State in
showing trenda over time within the State. But, of course, if you get into
the tax business, you can't compare a level in the State to the national
level.

A VOICE: I want to make a comment on that.

I would like to disagree with you. I don't think on a statewide level
it is worthwhile. It should be done on an area level, because many areas
within the State are quite different.

For instance, right here in New York State, in the New York City urban
area, you have a city income tax, plus a city sales tax, which is higher than
any other area in the State. Upstate you have all your State income tax,
period, without the city income tax. How can you compare upstate.with down-
state?

A VOICE: I woula like to make one comment on that.

As I get the concept of net spendable earnings, it does not include
sales taxes and property taxes and what have you. It simply includes the
question as to how much comes out of your paycheck, and what's left. '

property taxes don't come out of our paychecks.

Of course, it is part of our cost of living, and that's another ques-
tion. But, in any case, the net spendable earnings concept simply means if
you start with a hundred dollars in gross pay, what do you end up with? You
end up with income tax deducted, the Federal income tax, State and city, if
it exists, social security ccmes off, and by and large that's it. There may

be other deductions which are optional, but these are the major deductions.

I might mention 'this, that the exercise is extremely worthwhile. In

New York we used, as a proxy for this fancy average, wage in insured employ-
ment, which is a fairly easy thing to gear in New York. In New York, it
includes pretty nearly everyone in the private sector except some non-profit,
and if you don't worry about that, you come up with a pretty good average
wage figure.

If you took these average wages, we found between '66 and '68, if you
looked at the gross figures, you had a very nice big whopping increase. If
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you adjusted those gross figures just for income tax and the change in the

cost of living over that two-year period, you found that the whole whopping

increase has disappeared. I think the same thing pretty much happens

nationally.

The other point I would like to raise is this: We have the problem, of

course, that in New York City, there is a city sales tax, and in the rest of

the State, there isn't. So, we did a little juggling: We prorated the

New York City tax to the rest of the State on a pro rata basis based on

employment. What effect would this have on the State earnings? It turned

out to be peanuts, something like 6 cents, and for 6 cents, considering the

level of earnings, it didn't matter that much. And, we ended up not

bothering.

So that, frankly, you got a fairly simple concept which can prove a

fairly simple point, and not too difficult to do. You could adjust for other

things, of course, if you wanted to.

THE CHAIRMAN: I might make the observation, if all you are interested

in is trend, if you convert wherever possible, then some of this difficulty

disappears, because the consumer price index would show the change in prop-

erty tax and sales tax. But, I would like to spend a little time on the

question of central city data.

How many of you here are interested in central city data?

A VOICE: The plans of action that the States are engaged in require a

much greater amount of data about the central cities than is now available,

and this is one thing I want to find out: How we get this type of data?

A VOICE: I would like Mr. Delap to enlarge a little on the proposal that

there will be some money available to break down the UI establishment reports

by central city.

We have a proposal on board to experiment breiu.ng down by address,

so that through some sort of area.coding miracle we might be able to come up

with block facing or neighborhood or census tracks or something like that.

MR. DELAP: I don't know all the details of the kind of problems you

might run into on this. It is a big problem to do coding properly.

Primarily, this is when you are dealing with stores and organized estab-

lishments generally. I think there has been a lot of work done in some

cities on this. I believe there's been some work done in Chicago.

Do we have someone here Who would like to talk on that?

A VOICE: We have done this with the UI data for Indianapolis on two

occasions in 1960, and again in 1967, and for a couple of other areas on one
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occasion. And, it is a lot of work. I mean, the main problem, of course, is
to allocate employment in an establishment, say, like filling stations opera-
tions or supermarkets, and stores that have a number of est..olishments with-

in the city or within the co.unty. We are doing it by census tracts, and
mAing a combination.

A VOICE: Can someone from California comment on the Bay area transport
system where they did it for public roads?

A VOICE: We have done some work along these lines. We have attempted

to get some kind of inner-city breakdown by using zip codes.

Zip codes are available in the address file of the UI agency pretty much,
and you can do things with zip codes that is a whole lot easier to do than
attempting to do this block face busi-cess.

The device of zip code, of course, runs into the ptoblem that Owen
mentioned, where frequently the address you have does not match the location

of the establishment. Some people in the UI agency have the address of an
accountant rather than the add2ess of the establishment. That makes for real

good fun.

But, by and large, we have run New York City by zip code twice for our
Port Authority, who was hipped on this subject, and they have done some good
work with it, like very nice ,omputer mapping, and all this sort of stuff.
They are happy with it. I am not. But they are.

But this, as a potentil, probably should not be overlooked. It is a

lot easier to do than geo-c It does have some of the same problems.

A VOICE: Hasn't some work been done on this in Atlanta?

A VOICE: There has been coasiderable exploration by the Georgia agency
to follow Abe Berman's approadh by usin; postal zip codes.

One of the problems that we came up with immediately was the heavy
instance of firms using post office boxes. These are all centralized in

either the central post office or sub-stations.

A VOICE: Mr. Chairman, could I ask what you do on the zip code approach
with a supermarket that might have a half a dozen different locations with-
in the city in different zip code areas?

A VOICE: That is one of the faults with what has been done. We have a

committee that is supposed to look into all this. But, again, you hit the

nice little problem of money. The question is where do you get all these

demands? You have many demands come to my office and other offices of the
Department for employment data for the southern part of Staten Island, or for
East Harlem or the other parts of the city; and if sonebody had a nice big
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grant from usually a poverty agency for studying an area, and, if only a very

small part of that money had been consolidated, it would be probably fairly

easy, using the UI records to get the breakdown of your supermarkets, et

cetera.

We did this in 1958 for the city planning divisicn, who wanted data on

the central city. It was a fair-sized job of getting a breakdown in terms of

the actual location of smog and so on. But, it can be done with money.

A VOICE: Of course, the major problem you get in any of this coding

business is the problem that Owen mentioned of identifying individual firms

This becomes more and more of a problem the more breakdown you get. And, of

course, it militates greatly against making this stuff generally available,

THE CHAIRMAN: I hate to break this discussion off, but I promised equal

time to the other subjects.

I know that Owen and Bowman have raised enough question-. I hope you

will get together during some of theLe recreational hours and discuss some of

these subjects, and I know Abe is available for consultation at any time for

a fee.

The next subject is Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, and here I can remember a

biblical quotation to carry on the spirit of this conference. I think it was

St. Paul who said, "Do not hesitate to prophesize."

Richard E. Dempsey
Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Labor

As to State-Federal cooperative programs, I think that Tomorrow's Man-

power Needs will be somewhat unique, because most of the fill-in information

and data are from the State areas. However, we hope to provide some infor-

mation and data to the States and areas from the national office.

Over the last year or two, when any of us from the national office have

talked about Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, our discussions were based on the

premise that the publication would be out in several months, and the first

thing I would like to do is show you that it actually did get published. We

have three-fourths of the set. One volume is in transit from the GPO, and we

should have that soon.

I would like to describe what is in this publication. I am going to

start at the end. Volume IV is a compendium of manpower projections at the

national level. It includes a discussion of the methods and assumptions

that our projections are based on. This is followed by projections of wage

and salary workers for approximately 200 industries at the national level.
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In addition to the wage and salary projections of industry employment

based on a census classification that includes in each of the industries,

the self-employed workers, the unpaid family workers, and government workers

who are engaged in industry-type activities. This list includes about 120

industries.

This matrix is rever to show the distribution of occupational employ-

ment by industry.

In adation to that, we have collapsed it in order to match it with

area census data for industries by occupation. We have change factors if an

area wishes to develop its own matrix, and we can apply these change factors

to project this matrix into 1975.

In addition to the data which are included in Volume IV, for analysis

we also include background information on the industry and occupational pro-

jections.

These are contained In Volume II, which is now out, and Volume III.

Volume II includes a discussion of the industry employment trends, and

the economic and demographic and technological and other factors that

influence the projections. Included with this discussion on each of the

industrie :. is a discussion of the expected changes in the occupational

structure of those industries, and the factors that are expected to

influence these changes.

Now, Volume I is what we call a how-to-do-it volume. This volume pre-

sents methods by which the data of Volume IV can be used as a tool in pro-

jecting State or area occupational employment. These methods are based on

two basic premises. One would be that the State and area nrojections can

best be made in the general framework and 'Ort^'-f- rr U,LLon9' _11thic, anti

social changes. The second prewise would u- tha1 local projections, State
and area projections, can best, in the final sense, be made by local and area

personnel who have knowledge of the labor market and the changes that occur

in their States. Included in Volume I, also, are two other facets. One is a

discussion of how to appraise replacement requirements, and includes in it a

complete set of death and retirement rates by occupation. These are national

death and retirement rates, but we feel they are generally applicable to most

States and areas. The other facet is a discussion of how to appraise supply

by occupation. Of course, this is the other side of the manpower coin. Once

you estimate requirements, you have to match this with supply.

Now, I will talk a little bit about where we are going from here, at

least as we c.,ee it.

To begin with, the Bureau, once it has suggested that -states and areas

use the national data for making a projection, is required to keep the pro-

jection current, and to continue making more of them in the years to come.

We are doing this now. We are working with a 1980 industry projection and we

are working on 1980 matrixes.
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In addition to this, we have developed a 1965 matrix, and within a few
weeks should have a 1967 matrix.

In addition to providing national data, both the national office and the
regional office will be available for technical assistance in using the tech-
niques that are in Tomorrow's Manpower Needs.

We are also exploring, and tentatively have reached a conclusion that
the Bureau can provide to interested parties assistance on data processing
needs for using the techniques that are in Tomorrow's Manpower Needs.

This will involve the regression program for projecting industry employ-
ment and the application of the national matrix to these industry projections
to develop occupation requirements. This s7stem, of course, requires States
to provide all the basic data inputs; the l'sreau will act simply as the pro-
cessor.

Of course, we haven't had as much experience as some of the others have
had in using these methods, and we understand that they don't solve all the
problems. In many cases they raise some that we aren't expecting.

We know that there are probably a half-dozen major problems that aren't
solved yet. One of these wculd be the tracing of the supply. There's very
little information available on supply.

Another would be the longstanding gap in our manpower, switching from
one occupation to another.

A third, which is more applicable to the F.-r nd .1reas, is the pro-
lem--because.of regional )f at at,' - what -es_Loas oCcupation

projections . aaJe for. For example when discussing an area such as
Appalachia, should they be training for Cleveland or Washington labor markets,
or only for those requirements that stem directly from Appnlnchia? We will
get ,-.7.be solutions to these problems as the national offic,E and the States get

more experience in applying techniques and more of their 1,1ources to
reseza.ching these particular needs.

T think that is where the key to the problem lies, in -imply getting
/-hese problems isolated and applying our research to theE-

THE CHAIRMAN: Lest you think we are overweighting tle program by having
two State people and only one Federal person at this part:...lular session, I
might point out that Abe Berman is here in twc capacities. First as one of

Che autlyprs of Tcmorrow's Manpower Needs. He is the autbm-ity on the chapter,
iw National Manpower Information Is Used to Levelop the__1-npower Projections

States and Areas, and second as the author of a separi_Le publication
Manpower Directions in New York State.

j':.be, do you want to talk from there?
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Abraham J. Berman
Division of Research and Statistics

New York Department of Labor

Let me try frou here. Nobody has over accused me of having a low voice.

In fact, one of the things I have always prided myself on in my teaching

experience is that nobody ever fell asleep on me.

In any case, I recently was examined for the New York City Civil Service

Commission at a Principal Statistician Examination. After a hard day, we came

to the eighth and last candidate, and the last question on the examination.

This question involved the need for occupational projections in connection

with a comprehensive high school program that New York City is considering

for adoption. We asked the question. This candidate politely replied that

he didn't believe in manpower projections.

When we indicated that his job could depend upon his making them, he

replied that if he had to make them, he would quit. Since he had the job pro-

visionally and had to pass the exam, I didn't know what game he was playing;

anyway, upon further questioning, it turned out that his career plans had

been changed by occupational projections.

In 1951, the ELS Occupational Handbook experts believed Lhat tl,ere would

be a large declinl in the demand for engineers because of the influx of World

War II vetrans into this profession. Of course, the Korean War came along
just about then, and knocked this prediction into a cocked hat.

But, this person happened .zo be one of those entering college at that

time, and he had been dissuaded by his guidance counselor, who avidly read

the Handbook, upon going into the engineering field. And, for very obvious

reasons, he was against projections. This is the one major mistake that BLS

has made in their projections, and I, for one, never thought that I would

personally come face to face with the living proof of the results of this

error.

Hcwever, a projector isn't worth his salt if he doesn't stick his neck

out, and once in awhile gets it chopped off.

We in New York have also made our share of mistakes in making our pro-

jections, and in particular those that we made in 1958 and 1959, and which we

published in a book called Jobs, '56-'70. After this was published, I made a
number of public speeches in which I Itated that the proof of the validity of

our projection process was that it was based on projections of the population

14 years of age and over, since all such persons in 1970 were already born in

1957, which was our takeoff year. This was a fairly simple thing to project.
This statement was made before the results of the 1960 census were known, and

when these results became known, it turned out that the population was the

element in our whole projection process that was most incorrect.
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Of course, I could blame the demography and the Census Bureau for my mis-
take, since I used their State projections as my framework. But, as a good
projector, I will take the rap myself.

Another mistake was in the projections we made for the State's apparel
industry. This one is interesting. Us:ing employment in New York as a per-
cent of national employment and regressing this data over time, we found that
there was a 5 percent decline per year. Contrary to our friend in Oklahoma,
when he projects manufacturing employment, he has a relatively easy time. By
using the usual regression techniques, it is pretty easy to project increases.
When you get to project decreases, you have a little more of a problem.

We conjecture that this rate of decline could not continue indefinitely
into the future, because in 20 years or so there would be no more apparel
industry in New York, and hence we projected to 1965 on the basis of half this
rate of decline.

When the 1965 data finally Jecame available, we checked our projection
and found, much to our chagrin, that if we had used the original regression
line without adjustment, we would have hit the 1965 figure right on the nose.
Hindsight, of course. But, you learn from mistakes, and also learn that the
best set of projections have to be continuously updated and corrected as new
data on changed economic conditions appear.

In spite of these misfortunes, we bravely went ahead and have now pro-
duced for 1960, '65, '70, and '75, a new set of much more detailed projec-
tions.

Our takeoff year was 1965, and we produced for those 4 years a consistent
set of labor force, nonagricultural employment, and total job by industry and
by occupation.

We also projected total job demand, deaths and retirements. We did this
not only for the State, but for each of 10 industrial areas.

Since I don't have much time, I will not bore you with the technical
details as to how these projections were made. The method is spelled out in
gory detail in our technical appendix which can be -hteined free of charge
fro..! us.

I would like to take a few minutes to point out to you the unique fea-
tures of our techniques. We used a jigsaw puzzle approadh, in which all the
pieces had to mesh. The fitting mechanism was addition. The sum of the data
for the 10 areas, one of which was the nonmetropolitan remainder of the
State, had to add to the State totals in each cell. This involved single,
double, and triple pro rata techniques. Because the original estimates on
projections were made independently, (we adjusted by estimates for unemploy-
ment, dual job holdings, and for those with a job not at work and not on a
payroll, as THell.as for net computation), labor force totals had to add up to
the independently estimated total number of jobs for each area.

Because more data were usually available for occupational groups, these
generally were estimated first, and adjusted first, and then the detailed
occupation data were forced within the framework of occupation totals. This
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involved a great deal of work, but at least it came out with what we consider

an arithmetically correct set of projections.

I would just like to mention a few of the projections that we made for

the State only, which also may be unique. When we finished our basic work,

we had estimates of total job demand by occupation for the 1965, '75, period.

This consis,ted not only of the expected expansion or contraction in ea.!-:11 of

the 160 occupations mentioned by Mr. Dempsey, but also the number of deaths

and retirements. In aggregate, these deaths and retirements were about twice

as large in New York as the total expansion. Again, it is extremely important

to do this in terms of occupations projections. How can these jobs be filled?

First, of course, by new entries. That is, by persons not in the 1965

labor force, who will be in thc 1975 labor force.

Second, by net occupational mobility, that is, by persons in the 1965

labor force who shifted jobs during the decade, and lastly by net regional

mobility. We managed with great difficuIty, and anybody who has tried this

should be aware of the difficulty, co secure estiwates for each of these

factors by occupational group. Incidentally, we developed some techniql:es

for doing this which may be of interest to some of you. Details are spelled

out in the technical appendix. By doing this, we obtained a broad picture of

labor supply and demand. We then took the new entries portion, and estimated

their educational attainment on a supply basis by age and section, and on a

demand basis by occupation group.

Some interesting results came out of these analyses which are spelled out

both in our Volume I and in the technical appendix.

Another part of the estimating process was to determine the degree of

skill needed for the jobs of the future. For this, we utilized the new

Dictionary of Occupatimal Titles, GED and SVP characterization of jobs.

By having SVP 5 as a dividing line, we determined that there still will

be plenty of low-level jobs (and this was something to be proved during the

decade), although, higher-level jobs will increase somewhat faster.

We also, estimated supply and demand for part-time jobs because one of

the problems we foresaw was with the big estimated increase in the nuiliber of

yo4ch in the labor force, and the big estimated increase in the number of

working women. We thought there might be some problems in part-time rocrk,

That came out pretty good. We also estimated supply and demand for women

separately, with some attempt to estimate supply and demand by ethnic group,

but this brought other problems.

However, our new estimates came oilc, and we are roughly two years past

the last set of data that we used in making these projections. For one thing,

we seemed to have underestimated the growth of the important New York City

brokerage industry. The flood of paper work has resulted in an increase of

roughly 20,000 workers, a 25 percent increase in this industry between 1967

and 1968.
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Anybody in their right mind who could have anticipated this, would
probably make a fortune or the stock market. This was one industry in which
computers, according to BLS and others, were supposed to have kept down the
expected employment rise in spite of the increased volume. It still may
happen in the long run, if the Rand Corporation, who are now attempting to
no something in this field, come up with something unique.

We have, incidentally, made two interesting studies on the effects of
the unskilled requirements of the computer, and of automation, which I can
highly recommend. Copies of both of these publications are on the exhibit
table.

Another event which we did not anticipate--this should be a lesson to
all projectors--was that the contemplated building of a new $600,000,000
State campus for the University of Buffalt, in Amherst, will mean the creation
of a new city and the probable doubliag of construction employment in the
Buffalo area. The above are the two major events which seemed at the moment
to have thrown our projections off.

However, in the main, our projections for the purposes intended, and
within their general framework and their assumptions, hold up fairly well and
serve their main purpose faixly well.

The main purpose is an ettempt to guide our young people into their
proper job niche. It will remain for the 1970 census results to prove or
disprove the validity of other partn of our projections. However, we hope at
that time to launch a major effort to redo and revise the whole series of
projections.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Abe, for 1 description of a most impressive
piece of work.

To hear from another State, Mr. Richey of South Carolina.

W. Bryan Richey
Sonth Carolina Employment Security Commission

I am inclined to agree with Mr. Berman, once you get into this work, you
seem to be trapped. There's no way out.

If I had to choose one word to characterize our economy over the last
four years, it would be "change." This is especially true in practically all
of the southern States.

I should like to outline briefly this whole cycle of change as I see it
from the point of view of the labor analyst and its affect on manpower, some
of the areEks of change, the forces responsible for it, and perhaps some of
the consequences.





Finally, I hope to tie this very briefly into the occupational work that

we have been doing over the last several months, that is, why they were made,

how they were used, some of the projections, techniques, and perhaps one or

two of the problems we encountered.

First, we should review a few very recent developments which have

influenced manpower and contrary to popular belief, perhaps, we can learn

something from history. We live in a period of change so rapid and so com-

plex that oftentimes, I believe, .e are unable to fully comprehend it in all

its implications. In a very broad sense, these changes are centered on

communications, research and development, technology, education, skills, the

role of government in international affairs and civil rights, to mention only

the more obvious. We would be naive to assume that these social, political,

economic, and transportation changes would take place without having a

tremendous impact on manpower.

For example, our nation is spending billions of dollars each year on

research and development. How much of it goes for work in space and defense?

Its spinoff is technology, and in general, in this sense, research and

development creates obsolescence in the materials we use, even the methods

we employ--the techniques we use and certainly the products we produce.

The technological revolution appears to be a natural consequence of

research and deVelopment. Automation and computers are only its most obvious

.manifestations. These are new facets of modern technology, and probably are

only at the beginning stages of development. They have already invaded banks,

insurance companies, our colleges, and our universities, government, and

business in general; and I believe all of you would agree if we were to con-

tinue to grow and prosper, that this is as it should be.

Ponder this question, if you please, how far can a man travel in a

single hour?

In the beginning, he would travel only as far as he could walk, say

three or four miles. With the coming of the horse, he could perhaps triple

that. With the invention of the steam-powered locomotive, a bare century and

a half ago, he would make up to 70 or 80 miles an hour. More recently, with

an airplane, 1500 or more. But today, with man's space vehicles, he can zoom

beyond 15,000 miles in the same hour. We had better not believe that this

pace is going to slow down as technology and Science hurtle us on to the fan-

tastic world of nuclear energy.

If I have a point to make, it is this. When we would represent the

joint Federal-State security system planning for the 1960 period, man had not

strode in outer space, nor had he enjoyed instant worldwide communication by

way of Tele-Star. If we progressed that far in just 10 years, imagine, if

you possible can, where'we will be by 1980. This is why our manpower think-

ing and planning for the 1970's must be in a different frame of reference

than a decade ago, or in keeping with our national policy of maximum dew!lop-

ment and utilization.
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Planning and programming to improve the quality of labor, it seems to me,
are major manpower challenges. Mr. Dempsey has already indicated a moment ago
the definition of the industry-occupational matrix. We use this approach. We
have determined that the employment security system, and I believe you would
all agree, cannot operate in a vacuum of information concerning the economy of
the people. Right now there is a growing demand, particularly within our own
ranks, for the shape of the manpower future, and we simply do not know the
answers to many of the questions.

The people from the Department of Vocational Training are camping on our
doorsteps for information we simply don't have. This is why we have the deep-
ening involvement of government, private industry, and trade unions in man-
power. It is imperative that some effort be made within the various limits to
identify our manpower problems in advance of their occurrence, and thereby
provide some sort of guides for developing and implementing the needed public
and private programs in the field of education and training. This presumes a
need for continuous in-depth assessments of the job market, and definitely
the forces affec*ing it. The job market is dynamic in every sense of the
word. In the final analysis, this is the only way that planners involved in
developing education and training facilities, establishing curricula at all,
as well as those persons engaged in the vocational guidance and counseling
field, can prepare today to meet tomorrow's needs.

From the point of view of the States, I believe the two most significant
contributions from the BLS work and the work that is presently being done by
the Manpower Administration would be the industry occupational matrix, which
gives us a starting point, and the guidelines for use by State agencies in
developing long-range occupational forecasts, patterned after the national
study projections of South Carolina. Manpower requirements aud resources
have been made to 1975, along with a great deal of information on technologi-
cal trends in major industries, and the probable effects of these changes in
employment. How well the projections will hold up remains to be seen. We
prepared all of the projections within the framework of a set of very broad
economic assumptions that I think will suffice.

I believe I should make one oint clear here: States that do not have
at least one first-rate analyst with full-time clerical assistance to do this
job and access to a computer with at least a taped input, definitely should
not undertake it. Believe me, there are some States that don't have all of
these resources.

South Carolina, as most of the southern States, experienced some very
impressive growth between 1961 and 1966. Therefore, from each of our recent
experiences, to compensate for this, we.felt it was imperative to go back at
least to 1957 to establish a reasonable base for the projections. We chose a
period, 1957-'67, but definitely paid a heavy price for adding that first
year. Much of the detail needed for this work was not available on a com-
parable basis prior to 1958, because of the change in the industrial classi-
fication structure. So, it was necessary to go back and reconstruct many of
the series co make them comparable and in agreement with the matrix. For
those of you who have not delved deeply into this matrix, it is at least
desirable to match the detail in every respect when you use it. The occupa-
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tional projections were made in two states. First, projections on detailed

industry and employment levels were made for the year 1975.

In the national industry occupational matrix, the projections were used

to develop occupational distributions. Within the framework of the assump-

tions underlying the study, a number of limited factors had to be considered.

These are the availability of technical staff, volume and precision of the

estimates, and computer capabilities and availability. All of these will vary

from State to State. So, the decisions must be made locally.

We experimented a lot with regression models and different data input

before selecting those most suitable for our particular needs. And, I think,

this is very important. There is no way to say that what might be good for

one State illay not be good for another. One of the approaches that we used

includes adjustments for auto-correlation. We were doing all of this by hand

and found that the adjustments for auto-correlation were simply too time-

consuming.

Considering the fact that the whole process of forecasting labor demands

is imperfect, to say the least, this seemed like straining at gnats while

swallowing the proverbial camel. I would say this: Given the resources, I

would go to great lengths to make these projections just as sophisticated as

possible. We used a monthly observation for some of the data input, but the

end result definitely didn't appear to justify the need for this much detail.

So, annual averages would definitely work for any regression model. I

should point out that when the matrix is used, it is desirable or it is

essential in this particular case to make the industry employment estimates

consistent with the total employment concept on which the matrix is based.

This means that the wage and salary employment must be adjusted for govern-

ment and for other classes of workers such as the agricultural, self-employed,

and unpaid family member. Other refinements, as pointed out by Mr. Berman,

would be the adjustments for doing job-holding and absenteeism.

We divided the government sector into the following categories: The

Federal, which presented no problem, inasmuch as it was all classified and

covered in historical data that we had available; and the State and local

sectors, which we divided it into the State school and the local non-school

and prepared separate projections using all three of the regression models

that we used for all of the industries in the State. In addition, we con-

tacted the State Department of Education, the State Highway Department, and

other af-,encies to take advantage of existing knowledge in those areas.

I did some work in the Department of Education to project local school

employment based on student enrollment. In addition, the planners in the

Highway Department provided a great deal of information with regard to the

future of interstate highway systems and other information on the merging

urban transportation system which seemed to be getting a lot of attention

these days. All of this was necessary, and I believe helpful, in completing

our projections with respect to agriculture. We contacted the top reporting

service and were able to secure separate projections of farm employment
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based on the number of farms and number of hired workers per farm. At the
same time, we made our own icrecast, and the ranges were very close, and this
was certainly encouraging.

I think, if my memory serves me, we decided on something in between the
two series. When you get to the stage of the occupational projections, they
are largely mechaaical. The key to the whole process lies in the industry
forecasts, and here is where you should really place the emphasis with regard
to doing everything possible to make them as accurate as possible.

We did some field work in addition to the soul-searching to valfiate some
of the forecasts. We cor_acted licensing agencies, professional organiza-
tions, and simpiy rev^swec 1ie forecasts with these people to get so-me sort
of idea as to whether 3: n-..7-7 they appeared to be in line.

One point on suppl, -and I will close. The::e are a number of ways to
f 1..-ecast manpower supply. We don't seem to know a great deal about Lhis area,
13-__t the selection of the tohniques seems to depend on the availability of
technical staff, the desir d precision, and the -aime and resources available
for the work. We have alraady determined that we cannot be anywhere aear as
ambitious with regard to supply as with demand, so the technique we selected
was fast and extensive and very simple. It involved a comparison of the
annual number of newcomers in an occupation in some past period with the pro-
jected required needs in some future period. In this sense they definitely
are not measures of total supply, but rather provide only an indication of
the amount of training that may be needed to supply the demand in a given
occupation. In effect, it is just a crude measure to determine whether or not
the output from existing facilities in the economy based on past performance
is adequate or inadequate.

At present we are working on the supply sector, and perhaPs this would
be a good place for me to stop.

A VOICE: I would like to add a couple of things to what has already been
said. One, that as far as we have been able to find out, between 15 and 20
States are now working on projections of their manpower requirements, using
the methods described by Dick Dempsey, Abe Berman, and Richey.

Second, a very important element of the job that States have to do in
these projections is to put the projections into the language used by the
vocational authorities, because one major thing in making these projections
is to meet the obligations of the State employment agencies under the Voca-
tional Education Act of 1968, and provide the requirements to the educational
people so they can incorporate them into their plans. They don't use occu-
pational data in their planning. They think in terms of the vocational
curricula, and the projections you make in employment manpower needs by occu-
pations have to be translated into vocational educational curricula.

This can now be done on the basis of work that has gone on between the
Office of Education and the folks who work on the dictionary of occupational
titling, and the manpower registration. The Office of Education is about to
issue a guidebook on how you can translate DOT into educational curricula or
vice versa.
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On the basis of the work done on this guidebook, the BLS has translated
the projections of manpower requirements in some 240 important occupations
into vocational education terminology. And, they are about to send these out
to State agancies who are regional offices and vocational education people.

These are projections at the national level.

But, the same job has t( done, and now can be done, on a State and

local level.

THE CHAIRMAN: We will now tc the final sectian of he program,

Job Opportunity Statistics.

To lead off, we have a man -7.-o Er-qually well have beeu placed in

any of the sections. He is a bulwa:Ir of t-a current employment statistL.cal

program. He is an authority in tle rea cf Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, being
one of the men who knows most abcrit Hie mc:al industry in the Carolinas.

We have him here to lead off t pane2 on Job Opportunity Statistics.

Robert O. Dorman
Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Labor

I suppose everyone here is familiar with the term "job vacancies" or

"job opportunities." During the past decade or more, it has been generally
recognized that a big gap exists in the field of labor statistics. Much
experimentation has been going on to fill this gap. Our friends, at what was

formerly known as the BES, conducted a number of area surveys at different

times, and BLS has also conducted several. The line that BLS had been pur-
suing, which ultimately became the program, was to marry the collection of job

vacancy statistics to the ongoing labor turnover statistical program. We ran

tests in two areas, Phoenix, Arizona, and Oklahoma City.

Our thought was that the labor turnover data were ordinarily provided by
personnel departments. These would also be the people who would provide the
information on job vacancies, ergo, the combination seemed to be a reasonable
one.

In testing the survey out in these areas, we found that the response was
indeed good, and that it did go to the right people.

Late last summer, after innumerable meetings and discussions, a program
was finally hammered out within the department primarily; in part, the people
from Manpower Administration, incLuding the U.S.T.E.S., and the BLS people.
We adopted a program which calle:i ±-or a national sample in the manufacturing

and mining :Industries on a labor t=rnover program consi3ting cf nearly 40,000

monthly reports. We said we wouid convart the schedule that was used to



collect labor turnover actions, to include the reporting of job vacancy data.
We had three items: The current vacancies as of the last business day of the
month; within that number--vacancies that had been vacant for one month or
more; and an item for future vacancies tha- :en't being currently recruited
for.

The program was planned to go into effe t last January 1969, and it did.

We started collecting data.in the manufae:uring industries across the
board. The program also involved building up an area program. Twenty-six
SMAS's were selected, mostly very large one, In which the_State agencies were
to command the samples, or the new program which in the Washington manner
became known as JOLT, Job Operation Labor Turnover Statistics.

In these 26 areas, the sample then was to be expanded to encompass all
nonagricultural. industries. In 17 of these areas, which we call A areas,
the survey was, in addition to the monthly collection of aggregate figures,
to collect a quarterly supplement ill which the employer would give all the
vacancies by occupation. The State agencies would then convert these into
DOT codes. The first such collection is now under way.

The schedules were mailed'out as of the end of May. So, we have no
particular information at this time in Washington as to how well that is
going. Perhaps some of the State people will have some information.

In the other nine areas of the 26, the same program was to be followed,
but with no occupational collection. We called the 9 areas, B areas. A
third group of 24 areas we called C areas. These were to develop the monthly
statistics for manufacturing and mining industries only.

Gradually, of course, we hope the program will be expanded and provide
good nationwide data. In a sense, the program is still in its beginning
stage. As you folks from the State agency know, allocations weren't sup-
posed to be made until March, I believe, although some of you heroically went
ahead anyway in one way or another.

We hope that the program will develop to be another one of our pillars
in the ediface of labor statistics, and so far the indications are good, that
it will. The occupational material is, of course, new. There are many prob-
lems, because, as you know, there are difficulties in equating DOT titles to
census uategories. I understand, though, that there is a committee of the
Budget Bureau working on some method whereby the two can be compared.

So, hopefully, by the time these data begin to flow in, we will have
some way to relate the two. That, in brief, is the program as it is operat-
ing today, and I would like to hear more from the State people on how it is
operating, since it is in the beginning stage, and we are also looking for
information on how well it is going.



THE CHAIRMAN: Our next speaker has in a sense already been introduced,
but I want to say that we all know that the process of occupational choice is
one of the things we understand very little about. He has been a tower of
strength to us, and certainly the dean of research and analysis in t.he
Pacific region.

R. L. Maxey
Division of Research and Statistics
Arizona Employment Security Commission

I'll make it short.

I don't know whether I can add anything after all the other goad speakers
have covered the topics so well, expecially Mr. Dorman.

Just a few comments concerning our area. Phoenix is a metropolitan area,
growing quite rapidly, with some 300,000 wage and salaried employees. Manu-
facturing, principally the electronics industry, provides 25 percent of the
employment. Four out of every ten wage earners are engaged in the job open-
ing programs which were initiated in the fourth quarter of '67. Since then,
the total employment in Phoenix has increased by 13 percent, a third of which
is in manufacturing. Unemployment has remained at a low level during the past
18 months, consistently below the national average, declining from 3.9 percent
in October, 1967, to a low of 2.5 percent in March of this year.

This is the atmosphere that we started the program in. The initial

experimental survey was started in September. We solic!'.ed 1300 firms, all

active reporters in the BES 790 or in the labor turnover survey. They

supplied approximately two-thirds of the reported usable data, and included
about 40 percent of the total estimated employment.

At present, our sampling represents 45 percent of the total employment.
Generally speaking, employer response and participation has been encouraging
but some employers absolutely refuse to cooperate. It is a new program.

Typical comments are: Not another report? Or, we don't have the time.
We heard this morning from the gentleman from the Ford Company commenting
upon the fact that funds for filing our report were not budgeted.

Surprisingly enough, rarely are we asked if our report is required by

law. We have personal contact with the major firms vital to the success of
this program. Our analysts have called up personnel managers and most of our

more prominent firms do discuss the objectives and the possible uses of the

data.

Personal comments allow me to pass along a few final comments. Several

employers in our area have commented on records requested by the 0E0 to the

detriment of their program. Many large employers are reluctant to release
personal information for fear of exposing themselves to civil rights action.
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Thus, a credibility gap exists as to the confidential
reports. And this is where our personal contacts hay
These contacts have allayed the fears, real or -Inagin-
And we did this by putting together a :; lall booklet
the manner in which the data are to be used.

ature cf the employers'
jeen most effective.
v, of the employers.
shows the employer

Again, I will try to answer any questions tha I n, provided the Chair-

man will let me.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Ray.

You can an3wer any questions, and I am sure ther, -71_11 be a great demand

for your hard-core statistics.

Our final speaker here is a representative (3. our Federal partner in the
Federal-State Manpower Statistical Program. Mr. Harry ..,a_7letta will be the

speaker representing the United States Training and Emz ojment Service.

Harold A. Barletta
Manpower. Administration
U.S. Department of Labor

New York, New York

I think that cooperation is one of the key words in the title of the
session, and our cooperation in the past, the Manpower Administration's has
been with the State agencies.

As Harold has often mentioned, we have 52 workshops throughout the
country, and these workshops are staffed with extremely competent technicians
who in many cases have long since been making occupational projections, have
been estimating job operations, and so forth. These are the people to whom
we are really looking to carry the programs out, getting right down to the
brunt of it. Yott will find that some fellow sitting in a district office,
a labor market analyst, may have been doing these projections to provide plans
and surface information, and that sort of thing.

He is also familiar with the character of the area specifically, what
blocks have been bulldozed, what new companies have come in, what companies
have gone out. These are the nitty-gritty items that make up the data that we
can project in a general fashion.

Now, in the cooperative Federal-State JOLT program, the Manpower ;,..imini-
stration is taking a more active role than it has in the Cooperative Employ-
ment Statistics Program. We have, as you know, regional representatives who
will be visiting with State agencies, and have the responsibility in this
program as well as the BLS.

We bow to BLS, of course, in terms of the technLzal aspects of the pro-
gram, and work very closely with them. As far as th .. utilization of the data
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is concerned, we believe that we have a special concern in that area, and that
an equally important purpose of this program is the operational use of it in

the job market.

Now, briefly, let me give you five of the purposes that these data can
be used for by the State employment services.

First, estimated job vacancies aggregate figures should be used to
assist in planning an evaluation of occupational training programs, needed to
implement such legislation as the Manpower Training Act, Vacancy Training Act,
and the Educational Opportunity Act.

In this regard, particular attention should be directed to vocations
which employers themselves are having difficulty in filling. These are the
vocations that have been open for a month or more. Second, aggregate job
data should be connected with the local employment by occupation to determine
whether persistent unemployment is related to demand, supply, and balances in

employment or other fringes in the labor market such as discrimination,
unrealistic hiring standards, or worker expectations or inefficiency in the
employment process itself. Third, aggregate job vocation data should be com-
pared with local employment statistics to penetration achieved by the employ-
ment service in terms of the proportion and the type of jobs which are on

file with the employment office as job openings.

Fourth, aggregate vocation data should become of increasing value in
identifying the local occupational shortage in developing the basic informa-
tion needed for counseling in the vocation, and in permitting a more compre-
hensive analysis of local job market conditions.

And, last, aggregate vocational data should also be useful in the prepa-
ration of manpower projections, not only in providing clues as to which
occupations should be studied, but in serving to update and perhaps modify
previous manpower projections.

In this regard, I might mention that the Manpower Administration has
recently sent out to the States a draft handbook similar to the draft hand-
book I believe Mr. Dempsey mentioned, and involving the use of operational
data to make projections, at least for the time being.

We are concerned, of course, with the utilization of the matrix in pro-
jections, and that it will come out shortly with a memo indicating that the
national office of the Manpower Administration will provide computer facili-
ties to States for processing data under the matrix approach.

THE CHAIRMAN: I want to congratulate you, right on the button. We have

exactly five minutes left. Does someone have a question?

A VOICE: On the occupational matrix, I didn't get my mouth open, so I
wonder if I could have one minute to make a statement that the State of Utah
and some small States are experimenting with the system using the DOT codes,
and the SIC industry approach for occupational matrix work.
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THE EARLY HISTORY OF LABOR STATISTICS IN THE UNITED STATES

Wendell D. Macdonald, Regional Director
Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Labor

The year 1969 marks the centennial of three great American institutions
--organized baseball, transcontinental rail travel, and labor statistics.
Exactly 100 years ago the Cincinnati Red Stockings began baseball in the form
which has descended to modern times. In May of that same post-bellum year,
the Union Pacific and the Central Pacific were joined in Utah when Leland
Stanford swung the sledge that drove the golden spike as the last rail was
laid. Somewhat less auspiciously and certainly with greater reluctance, the
Massachusetts Legislature created the Bureau of Statistics of Labor on June 22
--100 years ago next Sunday.

What was Massachusetts like in the immediate post-Civil War years? There

was an enormous surge of population movement from farm to city and from Europe
and Canada to the factories and mills of New England. The factory system in
the State had grown rapidly, especially since 1813 when the Boston Manufactur-
ing Company was created in Waltham by the Lowell family. This enterprise had
set a management model not only for the textile industry, but for many other

kinds of fabrication. Division of labor was scientifically applied. People

with managerial skills, rather than mechanical skills, were given responsibi-
lity and specialization of product became the rule. Total capital was large

and the total process took place in one plant. Young women were recruited and

lodged in dormitories. From this system was spawned the Lowell and Fall River
Systems. The latter relied heavily upon the employment of children in the
mills, and the former included mainly young girls. The shoe industry meanwhile

had changed from one of many individual cobblers--from a sort of artisan yeo-

:aanry--to a system where a large group of workers were brought under one roof.

At first each completed the entire shoe. But, by 1869 the division of labor
had been extensively applied, just as in textiles. Early in the Sixties, the

Mackay Stitcher made obsolete the turner and handwelter. Soon came the pegging
machines, button fasteners, polishers, heel-trimmers, and other machines.

A concurrent development was the prominence and militancy of the Knights

of St. Crispin, for a few years the most powerful union in the State. Special

attention was paid to the shoemakers because of their role, both direct and in-

direct, in the creation and early years of the Massachusetts Bureau of

Statistics of Labor. In textiles, the story was different since women and
children were not so easily organized.
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In this industrial milieu, the voice of the Yankee reformer was loud and
strong, and particularly insistent was the cry of the ex-abolitionists. They
had won their great victory--the slaves had been freed--and Wendell Phillips
and his associates now kept a sharp eye out for additional wrongs to right.
For example, there were the temperance movement, the conditions of the slums,
women's suffrage, the educational system, and most important the labor ques-
tion, particularly hours and conditions of work.

The preliminaries to the establishment of the first Massachusetts Bureau
were part of the story. Two separate commissions were appointed by governors
to study the "question of labor". Primarily they collected information and
statistics about hours of labor and working conditions, and their reports were
published in 1866 and 1867. Also about this time, legislation was enacted to
prevent the employment of children aged lj to 14 more than 6 months of the
year. Nor were children of this age group permitted to work more than eight
hours a day.

The first Commission circularized manufacturers and assessors of towns and
cities; the former were asked about hours of work and working conditions, parti-
cularly those of children, and the latter were to report back who owned the
land and buildings of the Commonwealth. Only 80 out of 1,000 employers
responded, and only 39 of the 334 towns and cities bothered to reply. The
Commission reported that gross violations of laws for attendance in school were
common. The Commission opposed a general 8-hour law, but recommended more
schooling for mdditiona.J._ minors under the half-time system which was then cur-
rent'in England, the inspection of apprenticeships and bound-out children, and
the annual collection of reliable statistics about conditions, prosperity, and
wants of the industrial classes.

The second Commission, a member of which was Francis Amasa Walker, long-
time President of the American Statistical Association and later the first
President of the American Economic Association and President of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, again tried to obtain information by mail circu-
lars, but the statistics received were of no great value in the view of the
Commission. Again, it was recommended that laws about the employment and
schooling of children be strengthened and the hours be limited for those under
18 to 10 hours a day, or 60 hours a week, and that a special inspector of labor
be appointed. Most important was the recommendation that a Bureau of Statistics
of Labor be created in Massachusetts.

As a result of these two Commission reports, there was a flurry of labor
legislation in 1869, and a resolve provided for the establishment of a Bureau
of Statistics of Labor. The Commissioner was to be paid $2,500 and his deputy
S2,000 per year.

Two Commissions had recommended the establishment of this bureau, but
nothing had been done for 2 years. The labor unions, prefering to emphasize
other aims, had not pushed hard for it. Certainly, the Legislature had shown
no strong intention of resolving for labor statistics up until what was liter-
ally the last minute. The 8-Hour Grand League had put in no petition for it,
and requests for a ten-hour Thw by the Labor Reform League were put off by the
General Court. The petition of the Crispins to incorporate was rejected by
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the Senate, 22 to 4. At that time, this union emphasized cooperatives and

sought a corporate form of organization under State charter.

However, some factors were working for legislation establishing the Bureau.

For example, the dominant political party feared that the labor vote would be

lost to the Democrats which showed signs of revitalizing as war politics slowly

retreated into the background. Further, a Labor Reform Party, formed in 1869,

was already eating into the Republican majority; therefore, it would be good

politics to grant some concessions to labor. Each year the working class was

growing larger, not only numerically but as a proportion of the total vote.

From the early reports of the Bureau and from accounts given by its leaders

the following reasons influenced the creating of the Bureau in the spring of

1869. First, the idea had been before the public for thirty years, and second,

no good reasons were advanced for not having the Bureau. Thid, the argument

that something should be done for the workingman since so man.), other suggested

measures had been turned down appears to have been weighty. Fourth, the legis-

lators of 1869 apparently regarded the Bureau as mearely a standing committee

of investigation, just as the two previous commissions had been ad hoc commis-

sions of investigation. Then, too, by creating the Bureau, the General Court

did not commit itself to labor reform. Finally, General Olivers's reports about

violations in the education and employment of children in factories had an im-

pact on public opinion. The Legislature was saying in effect, "Yes, we do need

to know more about these matters." But, at best the commitment was cautious.

In sum, the Legislature created the Bureau, not the petitions of working men

or their organizations. The latter had more important fish to fry.

Under the leadership of General Oliver, a liberal and former manufacturer,

and George McNeil, his deputy, and a Crispin, whose career was dedicated to

labor reform, the Bureau had a "rocky" existence during its first four years.

Soon after its establishment, the Attorney General of the State ruled that all

reports would be voluntary.

Some of the early studies surveyed conditions of Boston tenements and the

ownership of savings deposits throughout the State. The former report led to

legislation on tenements and lodging houses, especially for fire escapes,

better ventilation, and sewers. The Bureau's report on violations of child

labor provisions resulted in strengthened laws and enforcement. The Bureau's

gurvey of the ownership of savings deposits indicated that most deposits were

not owned by workingmen, but were concealed assets of employers who falsely

stated their occupations. The Banking Cotnmittee of the Legislature rebutted

that it disbelieved the figures of the Bureau. Then it was learned that all

of the Committee members were bankers themselves. Thus, the investigations

weee made to solve specific problems. An act to provide cheap morning and

evening commuting trains for workingmen was passed in 1872; Carroll D. Wright,

then a State Senator, was a strong proponent of these "Parliamentary Trains."

A motion in the General Court to abolish the Bureau of Statistics of Labor

failed to pass 71 to 103 in September of 1872. The following year, Governor

Washburn stated, "It has not fulfilled its expectations,' and later said, "Near-

ly every branch of the labor movement has expressed dissatisfaction." The

employers and the State bankers were even more unhappy about the work of the new
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Bureau. The Governor's solution was as follows: "The remedy is not in abol-
ishing it, but lifting it to a higher and broader level." A new Commissioner,

Carroll D. Wright, was appointed in 1873 and the move to abolish the Bureau was
temporarily dropped. Petitions against discontinuing the Bureau were received
from the State of Pennsylvania and the American Statistical Society,

In 1874, a State law called for a decennial census and industrial statis-
tics survey beginning in 1875. This was to be a function of the new Bureau,
but a motion was made to turn the project over to the Secretary of State of the
Commonwealth. The House voted in favor of the Bureau's conducting the ceniws.
The new Bureau was not out of the woods yet as the Legislature then voted to
abolish the Bureau, 113 to 99, but fortunately the Senate rejected the resolu-
tion overwhelmingly. Also in 1874, a Bureau report favored the English half-
time system for children. A report on the cost of living of Boston families
in 1875, similar to the Income, Expenditure, and Savings surveys which the
Bureau has continued in modern times, received wide acclaim. Annual family in-
come was $763, expenditures $738, and savings $25. Twenty-five percent of the
income was earned by children.

The first voluntary surveys made by the new Bureau, inquiring of assessors,
manufacturers, and workers, received a mixed reception. All bat 10 of the
assessors replied, but only 217 out of 1248 manufacturers responded and answers
were generally curt and unsatisfactory. This reaction may have resulted from
the length of the questionnaire, leAch had 81 questions. Neither did the work-
ers respond very well; fewer than half answered a circular that contained 137
questions. The Bureau then sought the assistance of statisticains of the Inter-
ior and Treasury Departments in drawing up schedules. In 1871 the rate of re-
sponse was greatly increased as schedules were shortened and instructions made
clearer. During the same year of 1871, two agents were sent to the western
part of the State to collect statisticR from workingmen. A female agent was
sent out to investigate women workers and their working conditions.

Eight important strikes had occurred during 1870 and the Bureau undertook
to summarize data concerning these walkouts. Witnesses were summoned by the
Bureau and their testimony recorded phonographically. Physicians were solici-
ted for their views on deleterious labor and personal inspection tours of Bos-
ton tenements were made. A substantial number of workers visited the Bureau,
although often reluctantly, to make statements of their experience in the mills
and factories of the State. A library on the half-time system was collected
from England and foreign labor laws were studied, The officers of the Bureau
personally visited thirty manufacturers to obtain data and conduct interftews
in 1872.

The report for 1873, the fourth report of the Bureau, contained some
annual earnings data obtained from the Federal Census of 1870. Also included
was information on living costs; distribution of wealth, including real estate,
personal estate, and deposits in savings banks; the effect on wages and produe-
tion of reducing hours of wcrk from 12 to 11. Further studies were on the
effect of certain employment on health and morals. The problems of cooperatives
were discussed including their success, failure, and dangers, and further re-
search work was done on the conditions of tenement houses. A historical piece



was included describing the conditions of labor in the early part of the

19th Century. Wright prepared the 1874 Annual Report which delved further in-

to the ownership of savings deposits; the 1875 study was the first cost-of-liv-

ing (family expenditures) study in the United States. The 1876 program of the

Bureau was mainly the Massachusetts census.

There was a statistical tradition in Boston. Lemuel Shattuck and a group

of M.D.'s were the principal founders pf the American Statistical Society in

Boston in 1839. Shattuck was an expert on vital and education statistics and

advisor to the Census of 1850.

Wright was a pioneer in the specific taks of investigating the social

and labor problems of the era with statistical techniques since his Massachus-

etts Bureau was the first in the world devoted exclusively to labor statistics.

Although individuals had studied many of the same areas to which Wright later

applied himself, no large body of labor statistics was extant elsewhere in

1873 in either the United States or Europe. His most significant contribution

was probably his insistence on "judicious investigation and fearless

publication."

In a larger sense, the abuses of the times called forth the antidotes that

Wright and others administered. In retrospect, four main facets of opposition

sought to upset the conventional laissez-faire wisdom of the times--all four

were crucial and Carroll Wright occupied the central position in one of them.

First, the labor movement grew in size and acceptance and combatted the intren-

ched ideas. A second attack on the existing order of things was through direct

legislation in regard to financial status and working and living conditions.

A third force attracted many indignants, a few busy bodies, and the clergymen,

editors, writers who earlier had denounced and fought slavery.

Alongside these three thrusts emerged a fourth force called statistical

investigation, which carved an important niche for itself in the reform move-

ment of the post-reconstruction period.

When the first Bureau of Statistics of Labor was founded in Massachusetts,

it was a shrill, small voice crying in a wilderness of brutal methods and hys-

terical antidotes to the oppressive environment. Later in 1884, the Federal

Bureau of Labor was established by act of Congress and, like its earlier coun-

terpart in Massachusetts, was considered at first to be weakeven though the

state agency had already served as a model to establish many similar bureaus

in the industrial States and in western Europe. By 1891, the nation had 27

state Bureaus of Labor.

In the face of opposition, the Bureaus survived and grew. They were

criticized by reformers for failure to act as an advocate for the workingman,

by employers for their unwarranted noisiness into facts that_presumably concern-

ed only the employers. They were denounced by politicians, by advocates of

accepted economic theory, and by those wEo sought jobs that were not forth-

coming in the new bureaus.
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During the formative years, Carroll D. Wright plotted the destinies of
the labor bureaus in Massachusetts and Washington, D.C. The functions of
replacing obfuscation with clarity; exposing the slums of the great cities,
investigating strikes, measuring the cost-of-living and analyzing habits of
family spending, analyzing the causes of depressions, and studying conditions
in prisons were in large measure met by these bureaus. At the same time, they
found time to examine the mores of first generation immigrants; to consider

sex, marriage, and divorce in the United States; to seek a sound statistical
method to determine tariffs; to strike a blow for the temperance movement; to
consider the needs of industrial education; and to train college students in
statistics. Wright cast far from shore in his studies--to the Yukon, to
Germany, to Italy, to England, and to most of the industrialized nations of the
world for his statistics. His interest in almost the entire globe was sur-
passed only by his diverse interest in the domestic economy. He wrote scholarly
tracts on copyrights, ethics, arbitration, building and loan associations, the
effect of inventions on productivity, and other subjects including a stout
defense of the working girls of Boston.

The first BLS Commissioner, who lived from 1840 to 1909, was funda-
mentally an optimist who had great faith in human nature. He Believed that
society through positive effort could solve its problems. Elements seem to
have conspired in Carroll Wright to create the unique man to place statis-
tical investigation in the forefront of considerations of what he termed
"the labor question." To him preeminently our present generation feels
that it owes the growth and maturing of the science of labor statistics.
On the other hand, was the growth of labor statistics an inevitable off-
shoot of a spreading society that had to grow fruitful branches as well as
fungus? Would another man have done the job quite as well?

Only the naive can believe that the science of gathering and presenting
social and economic statistics can be conducted in a political vacuum. The data
must relate to current and emerging problems. The tides of the times directed
the path of statistics in 1869, and so it must be in 1969. No value attaches
to statistics unless they are designed to assist in solving an issue. This is
not tantamount to saying that the factfinder should compile dishonest statis-
tics to carry political favor or to please one side of a controversy.

Colonel Wright's Civil War experiences, his early law training, and his
political activity in the State legislature, as delegate to national conven-
tions of his party, and as a candidate for Congress mo doubt contributed to his
effectiveness as a statistician. As a young man he had learned that politics
is the art of the possible. Later, he found out that statistics is the art of
the probable. The labor question required the application ef both these for-
mulas. So he took the art of the possible and skillfully blended it with the
art of the probable. The combination P roved successful.
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Finally, a colleague of Carroll Davidson Wright at Clark University wrote

an elegy to him after his death in 1909:

In Memorian

Who was so wisely kind, so gently wise

Unselfish, tolerant, made to guide and bless

His work is done, its influence will not cease

Although his voice is silent now. His part

It was to arm the lowly for the strife,

And make the mighty just
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MR. KEIM: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.

The last couple of days we have been talking about industrial relations

statistics, administrative statistics, and employment in related States.

This movning we initiate the theme which will be carried out through the

day on statistics as an aid in solving urban problems. The first session, this

morning, is the administration of assistance programs, and etandards and cost of

living. I will now introduce the chairman who will preside over introductions.

We are pleased, very pleased this morning, that Dr. Lawrence N. Bloomberg

can be with us. He is Assistant Director of Social Statistics, Office of Sta-

tistical Standards of the Bureau of the Budget.

Sometime ago he participated cE the Burexa of Lebo: Statistics staff in

our Standard Budget Division. As a i:ter of fact, he was head of the Inter-
Agency Technical Task Force on Stard Budget Provisions, so I am very ?leased

this morning that this conference is -.2,rivilegeC to have our chairman

Dr. Lawrence N. Blpomberg.

ADMIDISTRATION U SSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Chairman: Lawrence N. J2oomberg, Assistant Director
SociaL 3tatistics

Office of Statistical Standards
U.S. Bureau of the Budget

My own idea of the functions of a chairman is to be just that, so I'll be

brief. I think our subject: administration of assistance programs,and stand-

ards and cost of living, is extremely important, particularly at this time when

there is so much concern over levels, not simply of standards of living, and

cost of living, but over poverty levels, which are being used for a multitude

of purposes. We have before us now the proposal for a so-called low-income
credit in our tax returns, based on a concept of low income or poverty or some
very generalized idea of a level of living.

For this reason, I think we are particularly fortunate to have such a

splendid program prepared for us. I have the privilege of introducing

Mr. John Schneid, Chief of the Division of Research, Maryland Department of

Social Services.

Mr. Schneid has a B.S. from Johns Hopkins, and M.A. from the University

of Pennsylvania, and has been also in the Advanced Curriculum of Social Re-

search at Pennsylvania, and has been working, among other duties, on the de-

velopment of standards for public assistance.
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Public and Private Welfare

John Schneid, Chief
Division of Research

Maryland Department of go,ial Services

Thank you, Mr. Bloomberg.

I would like to declare with yau at the start that the De.partment for

which I work, which has responsibilities for developing standards for public

assistance end allowances, is not located in the 11(!search Division.

The day the invitation for someone to speak came to our department, tre

encumbent Director was submitting her resignation. She is gol_ng to work fcr

a local community action agency, where she will work for better standards Df

community welfare.

The budget package which she left behind, already amounting to about

$30,000,000 for the next fiscal year, was turned auer to me along with the

invitation. And now I am going to talk to you owhat I _.leed in the way of

cost data for public assistance standards.

I can't speak to you from a long experience and I have not participated

very much in the process by which standards are derived. I have had 18 years

experience in public welfare in all areas of administration. The only thing

I haven't been is the recipient. And I am beginning to regret that, because

such experience is probably a vital part of education for someone who wants to

work in the field.

Let me describe to you the object for which the knowledge of standards is

sought, that is, the recipient group, the recipients of public assistance in

the country. I will talk about my State, Maryland, but except for the numbers,

you can take what I say as being typical of every State in the Union. And I

have selected those characteristics that seem to have significance for the

issue of standards.

In Maryland this year we will administer 35 social service problems to a

total case load of about 116,000 families and individuals, (There is some

duplication in there.) We can't be too certain about the number of individuals

in all of those families, but it appears to be around 300,000, approximately

8 percent of the total population of the Stete. I hope it will be somewhat of

a surprise to you that only 46 percent of those casesit's close to half and

it's getting closer to half each year--do not get public assistance.

We call ourselves Social Services. We used to be Public Welfare, but the

Department of Public Welfare directs only 54 percent of its case load to income

agent cases. I also hope it will be of some news to_you that of the 60,000

public assistance cases, a monthly average of just 401 will be cases involvIn!:;

an employable person or an employable head of household, six-tenths of 1

of the total public assistance case load. All the other individuals, 99.4

cent of the cases, are either Children, aged, or mothers responsible for &di('

care.



Thus, the prevalent image of relief rolls is simply no- applicable in oar
locality and this I might say is not because of any acminis-rative re:tric...tions

either. We really don't knov- why the people of Maryland do not come for public
assistance, but they apparently find other ways to manage.

7--._erefore, when it comes to constructing assistance standards, I have to
bear im mind that we have 60,000 cases who recelme public asistance End they
are all unemployable for the afore mentioned reasons and for some of the

following:

ELlf of that case load is families with children, cove:fed by th(. ATIJC

program I am sure you have heard of that. The other half are so-calle6
adult categories. I won't take up your time with the teclu:_zal eligibility
rules. The titles of them are sufficient: Old Aga Assistv-.ce, Aid to the

Blind, Aid to the Disabled. Essential to all of Caese, o, ourse, besides the
physic-1 factors, is need.

td to families with dependent children does not covey all famiaies; just
the CA-,ES where the father is dead, absent, or incapacitate_ Other families
where income is just insufficient may not receive ,oublic asaistance in our
State. We have a program of general assistance, as most S-.,-Ites do, and again

there is a requirement of a physical disability that prever_as people from
working.

Now, we are talking about constructing assistance standards for a number
of individuals, 116,000 parents and children, in the AFDC program and perhaps
33,000 in the adult categories.

These seem to be the salient characteristics when it comes to constructing
standards. Just about all of these people have come to us from the poverty
population. The old image of a hard working, industrious citizen who was
formerly up here and falling down here because of hard times is no longer true.
The people who move on and off of our roles do so at a level. They move from
poverty to welfare back to poverty again. This situation says something about
the standard of living level or standard we shoot for. Should we shoot for a
standard, which is the same as the poverty standard.

The second most salient feature is that of sickness. There are tremendous
numbers of sick people; 4,000 of the aged, half of the case load; all 22,000
of the blind are disabled; 2,500 AFDC fathers and 4,000 AFDC mothers out of
all the adults we a?,sist, are sick; 22,000 of the children in our AFDC program
are sick children. We surveyed the medical diagnoses of the adults, by using
the manual of international statistics classifications of diseases, injuries,
and causes of death. We listed 2 1/2 pages of diagnoses from the publication
of the Royal Health Organization.

Our recipients averaged 2.7 of those diagnoses recipients. Of the AFDC

children, over 20,000 have one or more physical or mental impairments. We
don't know the severity of them, but we do know that this incidence appears to
be noticably higher than that for the total population in our State. One-third
of our AFDC mothers who are not incapacitated for employment are needed in the
home to take care of these sick children.
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seems to me those facts about the v.Jysical conditLon say something

about Lie content of a standard: food, hou3eho1d needs,

kge is the third problem. Old age recipients averagE 78 years old. The

adult categories average 50 years of age. Recipients of A-7D(2, whdch, as you

know s mostly mothers, average 32 years of age, and the clz.iLdren are from 1

to 18, and they average about 7 years of a.

The spread of age alone, yhen it comes to standards f7t clothing, food,

other items of personal maintenance, call :or a variety, aL3 you know from the

budget work we have done.

AnOther characteristic which is important for budget ourposes is the

length of time, the frequency of time spans that the people are on public

assistance. Most people think cases never get closed untiL the recipients

die, but that isn't true, even in the old age categories In a recent month

we closed more cases because Social Security benefits we_t than because of

death.

In the AFDC program the average time span is 2.7 year-E Even in the re-

maining adult categories, cases do get closed for one reas3n or another.

What kind of a budget or standard do we provide for them while they are

with our department? Maybe in light of where they may be going to or where

they came from we may provide some of the answers.

A fifth characteristic with implications for budgeting is the variety of

living patterns which families have. Your published budgets are very helpful

for a family of four. Ten percent of our families are families of four; 44

percent are single-person families; 15 percent are two-person families, mother

and child. The remainder are five to fifteen individuals each. Except for

some of the large ones, the families of four constitute the smallest group,

so we have to provide a standard that is on a sliding scale, where a certain

item like food has to be provided for all ranges of family sizes. And each

family size might have an adult, children, different ages, what have you.

Just constructing a page in a manual from which a worker can make up a

budget is a tremendous problem; 22 percent of our families live with other

individuals who are not on assistance, but they are budgeted as though they

were with others. A single person lives with his relatives; he would be en-

titled to a food allowance of one-fourth for four. Not only do we have to

consider what a single person should have, but also what he should have when

living with four persons.

What do some of the things that I havc mentioned mean in terms of the

objectives of public assistance programs? We have a long history of conflict

with regard to objectives. Are we a basic repository in which people fall

from higher income levels for a temporary time? Is public support a way of

life?

My belief is it is going to be a way of life, but it won't be called

public assistance; it,will be called a guaranteed annual income. Maryland

has already changed the name to Social Services.
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A -rarier7 of items have to be considered. -We have the range of mandated
r).1-.7 legislature has decided to give money, but not much, to these

We are directed to give allowances for food, clothing, laundry, school
E1T-1 (1s, diet, special diets, special educational arrangements, boarding, and
So Oil,

Thi-1 legislature felt good 1 year so they gave money to the 'Daryl. As a
reEu:t, we don't have a rationale at all; it is patches on top of patches.
Soma of our standards, like food, are 2 years old. Our shelter and utility
stanaare goes back to 1959 and we still have personal allowance placed at 1939
levels in Maryland. The legislature has not made any increase in that type of

Let me name a few specific needs that will help me to do much in the next
couT:_e cf months. Two points I am sure are already in your plans: that when
you ac construct a budget you will up-date the contents by habits and so on.
AnE :he other thing I am sure you will do is to replace those items at a more
frequent interval. May I suggest you do it annually. State Legislatures meet
annually and when we have to make a request for more money for food this year
it IF very handy to have a this-year or a late last-year figure to take into
them. We would rather not do it ourselves. It is one thins, of course, to

take a budget item and up-date by how much the cost of living has gone up,
but if you give it to two researchers in two States you come out wz.th two
figures. We would rather you did it. But if you can't, tell us how to
calculate in a uniform way to do this annually.

May I secondly recommend that certain classes of items that are now in
'yoar budgets, if at all possible, show item by item cost. For example, I have
to put into our budget this year something for personal and household mainte-
nance. You have two classes that add up to essentially what our State Legis-
lature means when they say "personal household maintenance," but you also have
postage, telephone calls, transportation in there; whereas our le61slature does
not consider these items necessary. How shall I reduce the amount of money for
the class item by one or two items that I would like to get out of there, if
possible, if I am told that I have to do this by our legislature?

We need a way of modifying the budget that you may provide. When I first
got your new publication I was delighted, the three living standard plans. I

was delighted; and it said to public assistance people: Don't use the total
conception but you may use the items. I thought: Fine. Then I went and looked
in the equivalent scales book, and it says: "Don't use this for the individual
items; just use it in tato." So if you could fix that up, we'd appreciate it.

One other thing, the cost of food at home is a good example. You have all
the age groups, the sex, age breakdowns by various standards: this is fine.
We could make up a budget for almost every kind of a family on these two char-
acteristics, but picture the chaos if we tried to, because with workers looking
up standards in manualss so many mistakes would be made that it is not feasible;
and our date processing people say they can't program it. What we need is
something like a standard person or one or two classes of people so that we can
easily give to someone an amount of money suited to his needs.



This is the issue, of course, of the flat grant, which New York State

lc-as: however old or what sex or what personal needs you have is indicated by

your characteristics, you get the same amount of money. This system is unfair.

:oo many mistakes are made. If you do break things down, don't break them down

:DO far.

Lastly, let me say, however, much it might be contrary to practices in the

2ield of budget creation it is a basic fact in the legislative appropriations,

chat standards are more acceptable when based on necessity rather than habits.

Lt is unfortunate but it is true, and we would like to see some such basis for

-ersonal clothing and household maintenance items, so that we could use them

-ith our legislature.

In winding up, probably the hardest thing, if we are ever to come together,

to get past the difference in the philosophical base that underlies your

budgets as against the kind we are trying to create. You all express so

clearly in your publications that standards of living is where you start from,

and that's right. You caution that these budgets are intended to represent

an average of choices and habits made on the basis of wage-earning families.

Our people do not have these choices. We are not even creating a stand-

aTd of living. We are creating fragments of a standard of living and fragment

67 fragment. So much for food, so much for shelter, so much for this, so much

for that. The room to move around isn't there.

The biggest need, one of the biggest needs, is for medical care, and this

is not cheap in your budgets, doesn't even come from the welfare budget in our

3tate. Our recipients have to go to another department to get te, the Health

Department, and the money doesn't go through the pockets of the recipients.

It Is paid from one department to another. Our recipSents do not have a

standard of Uving. What we are trying to do is make use of what you have put

together on a standard of living basis and to try to make it do for an arti-

ficial standard of living basis, such as exists in public welfare today.

I hope this conference will produce some ways in which the basically

divergent frames of reference can be brought together, and that there is some

common use that we can make of the factS of each other's responsibilities.

Perhaps some direction might cor, out of this that will bring some change in

the public welfare system that does not seem to be viable any longer in the

light of the facts today.



MR. BLOOMBERG: Mr. Schneid, thank you very much for a very informative a
and thought provoking statement.

Our next speaker is Mr. Edward B. Kovar. Mr. Kover is the Director of the
Health Division of the United Community Services of Metropolitan Boston.

Mr. Kovar graduated from Boston University and its graduate school. He
has been long connected with public health planning. He is a political scien-
tist by immediate training which, I think, is a good training to the health
planning field. He is also associated with the Harvard School of Health.
Also, he has been engaged in the Department of Standards for Private Assist-
ance; and I think that we would be very fortunate to hear from him as to linat
is needed in that area.

Edward B. Kover, Director
Health Division

United Community Services of Yetropolitan Boston

Thank you, Mr. Bloomberg and ladies and gentlemen.

I have interpreted my mandate very liberally, and I was a little shocked
co hear Mr. Bloomberg say that I was engaged in Standards for Private Assist-
ance, because in truth there is no such animal.

I did work with the Boston Regional People (sic) on what we called a mini-
mum guide for family budget. We decided a few years ago that food was impor-
tant but not the whole bit. The purpose of our kind of agency is to guide the
setting of fees. We have to have good ideas on standards and such, because,
as you know, private agencies--so-called--and I am going to take issue with
the term "private" in my paper--don't give out any money any more. We ler.ie
that to the public agencies. But I would associate myself with some of the
things that Mr. Schneid said, of how to relate the concept of standards to
what the BLS is doing.

It is clear to us from the daily news reports alone that new points and
life styles can and do vary enormously in our society today from generation to
generatio4, even within the same family. Perhaps it is not so clear to all of
us, however, that in addition to vertical relations of this type there is a
rich lateral variation of perception and life styles in our country across
ethnic and sub-cultural lines.

It seems to me, therefore, as a practitioner in what your conference has
chosen to call "administration of assistance programs," that we who took in this
field are in dire need of some kinds of basic social data about the metropol-
itan areas in which we work, data which,would increase the effectiveness of our
activities, but which have heretofore not been available to us.

We would like to think that the
trained corps of.techniciens c.nd its
both the frecAm and the willingness
of this type. The kind of data that

Bureau of Labor Statistics, with its
vast experienc.e in data gathering has
to experiment in publishing reliable data
I am referring to are those that will
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enable us to gain better insights into the variations in attitudes, percep-

tions, and modes of living, what I have called life styles, that appear to

exist in our country in considerable profusion among definable subgroups of

the population.

Although here and there individual researchers and projects have attempted

to analyze factors of this kind it is my general impression that such factors

have not been subjected to the kind of broad-based, disciplined, continuing

analyses in depth that would provide program administrators in the social wel-

fare field with the means of making valid comparisons between different popu-

lation groups with respect to their health and welfare needs, both real and

perceived. And the "perceived" here, I would say, is very important; it

would enable these administrators to shape the programs that might meet such

needs.

I have been making one assumption in putting these remarks together: that

it is impossible to distinguish in any real way between the data needs of the

so-called private welfare sector--what we prefer to call the voluntary non-

profit sector--and those of the public sector. More and more together, it

seems to me, voluntary and public agencies are engaged in a deliberate effort

with the same basic objective, an objective that transcends narrow, categoricai

divisions, such as public welfare or voluntary health agencies. The "quality

of life" problem has become endemic in our urban centers, and in some of our

suburban communities, too. In fact, it is the major problem of our large

metropolitan areas as a whole. It is not limited to the specific requirements

of the voluntary sector of the social welfare field, despite the definition of

any assignment in the conference program. Closely correlated with this assump-

tion is the idea that effective program planning, the development of special

packages of services to meet the needs of specific sectors of the population,

is the real name of the game in the social welfare field today, both in the

public and voluntary sectors. Therefore data related to standards and costs

of living will represent a new point of departure for program planning in the

social service field.

Now, I shall discuss undet three headings some examples of the specific

kinds of data I have in mind, generic social planning data, data related to

differences in styles of life among various populazion groups, and data re-

lated to the special field of medical care.

Two types of data would be particularly useful if they were available to

social welfare program planning. The first requirement in this connection is

reliable date for inner-centers regarding general movements of the population

among territorial segments within metropolitan areas, particularly in terms

of variables such as age, ethnicity, income levels, and educational status.

Most core-city areas are undergoing rapid changes these days in terms of

demographic variables such as these, and it is hardly possible for program

planners to plan appropriate social programs. It is hardly possible to do

this in 1968 on the basis of demographic material of this kind from the 1967

censuses. Where interdecennial censuses are taken, as in Massachusetts, I

presume that not only is the State census material cruder in form, but it

still leaves us quite at sea with regard to the demographic characteristics of

rapidly changing neighborhoods in core cities. Normally these characteristics
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change between a State census and the Federal census. What would be desirable

would be relatively current data of this kind based on continuous samplipg

investigations.

The second requirement for program planners in the social welfare field

under this heading of generic is what I shall call "community morbidity data;"

this definition extends the term "morbidity" to embrace community phenomena

beyond the traditional epi-demographical scope.

Here again, extrapolations of such information, at least to the entire

central city, would seem to represent an extremely useful planning tool for

social welfare practitioners. Among examples of what I have in mind are the

following: 1. The actual preference in a given community for what I would

call "homeboundedness." You will find that from extended disability or from
whatever cause, an individual cannot leave his holDe for any purpose. Normally,

planners are limited to extrapolating from natio_c.1 figures in planning to pro-

vide services for this group of individuals. But such extrapolations are highly
unreliable when brought down to single metropolitan areas and can lead to

costly mistakes in planning.

Household surveys on a sampling basis, to get an accurate data in this

connection, are beyond the resources of most community agencies, public or

private.

A comprehensive survey of homebound individuals of the visiting nurses in

greater Boston, undertaken jointly several years ago by the Nursing Council and
the Rehabilitation Council of my agency, yielded exceJlent data on the demo-

graphic and soc.io-economic characteristics and the medical status of this group

of persons. But the survey was not too useful for program planning purposes,

because the true size of the universe involved, i.e., the homebound persons not

on visiting nurse case loads, was unknown, and that dimension was needed.

2. As an example of community morbidity data, I will mention the

number of visits to the dentist during the year by residents of census tracts.
In view of the known disparities among different groups and educational levels

in any community with respect to use of this type of services, it would be ex-
ceedingly helpful for health planners to learn about the particular pattern of

care in this field within their own communities as a basis for attempting to
develop dental service and dental education programs.

3.,Existence or nonexistence of voluntary heaj.th insurance cossrerage

among different types of populations are the relative costs aad extat -F

age for those families who do indeed have it. Many theories relate ru

point. And definitive information regarding it for each metropolitan community

would be of inestimable value for those engaged in planning community health

programs.

4. Another example that would have a bearing on program planning

in the field of health and welfare would be comparative information on dis-

tances traveled by patients to receive services in a hospital out-patient

clinic, and the number of visits made by the patient to the closest clinic

compared with the distances traveled by the same persons or other members of

their families to make use of leisure time facilities and programs provided

by the community.
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Users of social service programs have varying attitudinal concepts relating

to them. We suspect that the differences badly need analysis on the basis of

the information outlined.

Some parts of the public are broken into "sensitive" areas. This break-

down has not provided us with very much information and the BLS may find too

that such investigations are not technically feasible.

Nevertheless, we are badly in need, if only to eliminate stereotypes, of

differential data regarding Blacks, Cubans, and Puerto Ricans, who are usually

lumped together for program planning purposes or the last two groups are

lumped together as "Spanish-speaking." Jews, Italians, and other ethnic groups

also might be named. When related to income level, data bearing on ethnic and

certain attitudinal forms of our society might be extremely revealing.

Are there different social attitudes and life styles that separate subur-

ban blue-collar workers from fheir counterparts in the inner city?

In the same context what differential transportation standards do we

really need if we are going to get at the whole metropolitan planning problem?

The City Workers Budget has a scardard but it relates normally to the pe....son

who lives in the city and works in the city.

The blue-collar person living in a suburban community must travel 15 or

20 miles to his job in the city, and must use a car. He has an entirely dif-

ferent transportation set-up from the fellow who uses the public service. This

difference is enough to throw his whole standard of living out of kilter in

relation to the set standards.

Before I get Into my last point on medical indigency itself, let me say

that medical care is a rather strange component of the standard of living

because it means so many different things to so many different people, and is

based not only on life styles but aspirations for one and one's family.

One has to look at this item much more in the round and develop equivalent

standards for different life styles if one could at least have a rigid dollar

input, that in a sense should ba an allowance for a given budget standard.

The way medical care is used is not necessarily related to present income.

It may have much more to do with education or where you are going to be in some

future point in time. All of these thiags have to be gotten into the picture

in terms of developing standards

My last general category is the whole question of medical care. The ques-

tion of medical care is a more important element in my view in the total context

of living than family budgeting.

I am not saying it should be given more relevan.ce to the cost-of-living

index, but within a family's budget these days, in my view, it is not only more

important than it has been before--because we are reaching the point ot having

medical care seem to be a right, rather than a privilege, verY much the way

food, shelter and clothing are. But it is different from some of the others.

Thc: Lruth is you can control your food intake of your family if you know how
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much money you have. You can cut corners, you may -wen have malnutrition, be-
cause you know in advance where you have to economize to make do.

Medical care is totally unpredictable. Medical care for a catastrophic
illness is a factor in the total family budget that can actually move a family
from prosperity to penury in a very short period. Therefore, it is absolutely
essential in my view, to get rid of the welfare tag and help the next genera-
tion get a better start. Medical indigency is almost a determinant of a lot of
other things that require welfare assistance. It is a nice question of the
chicken and the egg as to whether illness causes welfare or welfare status
breeds illness, but certainly it is reciprocal. It is important to reiterate
that medical care and the concept of medical indigency must be given and should
be given greater relevance and greater subtlety of analysis in the development
of standards for welfare recipients and cost of living in general.

MR. BLOOMBERG: Thank you very much, Mr. Kovar. You threw a lot of very
significant and very vexing questions at us. I suppose we really could spend
the rest of the day or maybe months trying to answer some of those.

The next speaker is Helen Lamale.

I have known Helen for many years. She certainly has proved herself tops
in her field of price levels and living conditions.

I have a great deal of pleasure iatroducing to you Helen Lamale.
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Bureau of Labor Statistics Budgets

Helen H. Lamale, Chief
Division of Living Conditions Studies

Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Labor

In March of this year we published the next to the last of our current
series of the technical bulletins for the revised budget program for
th,a Four-Person Urban Family and the Retired Couple, in our Bulletin series
1570.

The first bulletin, 1570-1, completed in autumn, 1966, is entitled
City Worker's Family Budget for a Moderate Living Standard. It is the suc-
cessor to the 1960 version of the original City Worker Family Budget.

In 1959, by congressional mandate, without any funds, we were advised that
we had to publish a 1950 version of the "Modest But Adequate City Worker
Budget" and "Retired Couple's Budget" which were interim in the sense that they
used the same procedures, same concepts. We only updated the spending, the
quantity budgets and such to reflect the 1950's standard of living.

In 1959, when we had the congressional mandate to revise the City Worker's
Family Bolget, we were also told to revise the Social Security Administration's
Elde11,7 Budget, and they ware based on 1959 prices in only 20 large
citiea.

The most important criticism of this budget was that it didn't take into
account the cost of home ownership, the omission of which was justified in the
original budget, because it was limited to large cities; and for families at
the modest but adequate level, rental was the prevailing practice in very
large cities. By 1959, however, this was obviously not a reflection of the
prevailing standard for four-person city families.

The other major criticism of our internal budget was that it didn't
include a sample of smaller metropolitan areas and had no nonmetropolitan bud-
get at all, and it had no basis for a U.S. urban average.

So, when the Advisory Committee working in 1963, reviewed our whole pro-
grlm, they made these top priority recommendations, that we revise the "modest
but adequate four-person family budget" and the "retired couple's budget,"
that we include the cost of home ownership in both, and that we extend the cost
for these budgets to smaller metropolitan areas and nonmetropolitan areas in
such a way that we could produce a U.S. urban average.

The second priority was that we develop a budget for a lower and a higher.
standard. The impetus for the lower standard came, I think, primarily from the
representatives of the Public Assistance Program, because between 1959 and 1963,
te "moderate but standard and adequate budget" had been used widely by the
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States in a process that was called "scaling down" these very diverse stand-
ards, which Mr. Schneid was talking about a little earlier. The ways in which
this was done was sort of fearful and wonderful to us who were sitting in

Washington watching. We were ye y recc-xtive to the idea that a lower standard
should be prepared, but we were Jso adamant that a lower and a higher stand-
ard should be developed within the conceptual and procedural framework estab-
lished for the "modest but adequate," now called the "intermediate budget."

We agreed that the family type would be the same, the same basic assump-

tions would be made with regard to the employment status of the wife, and the

age of the children. Also, the new budgets would include, in addition to con-
sumption costs, which are primarily the concern of people dealing with assist-

ance programs, all of the cost associated with employment.

I think for both of our previous speakers this inclusion does create some
problems in the use of the lower budget in public assistance scaling.

In the course of review, the Advisory Committee pointed out that the BLS

should publish as much detail as possible for these budgets in order that they

may be taken apart and put together again in ways which are appropriate for

specific goals and specific programs.

On the other hand, we have our statistical li-nitations in terms of the

validity of the data. What is perhaps worse is t , misinterpretation that can

result from quantity budgets, lists, goods, and services, which, in effect,

are ways of arriving at the component costs.

If they show too much detail they can't be thought of as recommended

spending patterns. In other words you are telling families that they should
live in this way and every old gentleman that he should buy a topcoat every
13 years, whether he needs it or not.

In our series of bulletins, the first bulletin dealt with costs of the

modern standard four-person family budget. The second bulletin is a revision
of the "equivalence scale," which is a scale that allows you to estimate the

total consumption costs for families of different age and compensation.

The third bulletin was new in this particular series. In this bulletin

we published for the first time the United States urban average, and five
benchmark series, the average prices, and the detailed specifications used in

the budget.

It also contained details of the housing; it broke down the cost of home

ownership from the mortgage principal and interest, in addition to the fuel
requirements, and some of the other items for which we had a lot of requests.

The fourth bulletin was the revised Retired Couples' Budget for a

Moderate Living_Standard, for 1966; and the fifth was the spring 1967, Three

Standards of Living for an Urban Family of Four Persons.

And later this summer we will have bulletin six, which will be the Spring,

1967 costs for three budget levels. In connection with the 1967 the "three
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standards of living," we made rough approximations of the cost as of Autumn,
1968. We will do the same for the retired couples' budget. We have currently
completed collecting Spring, 1969, prices for both budget types, all three
budget levels and others. We plan fully by the end of 1969 to release the
costs of these for the same 39 metropolitan areas and four regional classes of
nonmetropolitan areas in the "United States urban cost figures."

Several points have been made with regard to having more cities or chang-
ing the sample, and what we plan to do about keeping it up to date. The sample
is the same sample of cities that is priced for the consumer price index. It
is a national urban sample; it includes all standard metropolitan areas of one
million in pDpulation or more as of 1960. It also includes a sample of the
smaller metropolitan areas, and four regional classes of nonmetropolitan
places.

The cost of establishing a pricing program, which will p-7;vide average
prices for the detailed specifications of items used in a budget is substan-
tially greater than that for establishing a consumer-price index, where all you
need o do is measure the change from one period to the next on an iden,ical
item. You don't have to standardize the specifications or make them equiva-
lent, as you dc in the budget.

So I suggest that we increase the number of metropolitan areas or places
where we price the budget, not so much in collecting current data, but in
establishing a pricing program which is adequate for the purpose.

The other point is the business of keeping it up to date. For the first
time since the Bureau has had a budget program, we have plans and we have funds
in the base budget to reprice it completely in alternate years.

It was priced completely in the spring of 1969 and presumably it will be
in 1971. In the intermediate years we plan to use the detailed trend data at
the group and item level in the consumer-price index to estimate the cost for
the budget.

In short periods, particularly if you handle the housing component pretty
well and precisely, this is not a bad method. And I think the Bureau can say
that we are generally willing to give this kind of assistance to State and
local groups.

At this point I was planning to take up the specific references in the
particular statements. Let me see if I can ad lib a little bit, but try to
summarize all the points you made.

The questions raised this morning, I think, generally fall into three
classes:

Questions dealing with the quantity and costs in these budgets and our
program for some of these I think has been answered. But when we get into the
problem of content with regard to what kind of standard Tie should have and how
we should try to adapt it to make it more compatible with your purposes, I will
try to cover tmmediately after the break.



There are also some questions in here in terms of uses and limitations of

the comparative living cost indexes based upon the budgets. Once we have

developed the costs for these three budgets for the three family types, at the

very detailed level of group and sub-group components of consumption, we have
the wherewithal to do comparative living cost indexes in a greater variety.

We have published for each set of budgets a detailed comparative set of living

cost indexes based on a United States urban cost average. These living cost

indexes can be used,. I think, in estimating costs for comparable communities,

within limits.

The other major question that came up here this morning concerned adapta-

tion: "Why the four-person family?" We don't get so much, "Why the retired

couple?" This couple has been pretty much established, but the question is
why this particular four-person family, and how do you use the revised equiva-

lency scales?

MR. BLOOMBERG: Helen asked me. if I would, to comment quite briefly on

some of the generic questions that Mr. Kovar raised, since they are largely
outside the province of the Bureau of Labor Scatistics.

Two of them, in particular, one of them having to do with disability,

will be taken care of largely in the 1970 census, not quite in terms you asked,

but new questions on the 1970 census will be on whether the person has a disa-

bility which prevents him from doing any work and how long this disability has
-

been in existence, and on partial disability.

It will not include whether he is confined GO the home or not, but I

think that question may be a very great benefit.

This question will be on the 5-percent sample, which should give us data

on all metropolitan areas and possibly on some sub-areas of the large

metropolitan areas.

The other questions that you asked, dealing with health insurance, the

extent and coverage, is an area dealt with largely by the National Center for

Health Statistics. Not too many local data flow out of that series, although

a move is afoot to put some of those on a more local basis, particularly a sur-

vey I happen to know of concerning the coverage of health insurance and pay-

ments to the individual in addition to the health insurance coverage, not only

for hospital care but for physician care and drugs.

But that general area is really dealt with in places other than in the

budget context. It does certainly bear very cogently on-the planning aspects

mentioned.

MRS. HELEN H. LAMALE: The other two needs which Mr. Kovar spoke about in

terms of program planning deal with life-style data, and more data on the cost

of medical care, in relation to its unpredictability and castastrophic nature.

With respect to the life-style data, this comes very close to be what we

try to get currently on our census with respect tc consumer's savings. The
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last census on consumer expenditures was in 1960. They were categorized at
that time in detail in BLS report series 237. An analytical report series,
238, deals with an analysis of expenses for aspects of the family.

One report describes the interrelationships of the spending patterns and
similarties and differences between urban and rural families. These surveys
traditionally in the Bureau have been conducted jointly with the Department
of Agriculture when it is a national study, as it has been since 1941, with
the exception of 1950.

But in 1960-61 there was a national study--traditionally they are done at
the decennial weight revision of the consumer-price index.

We have proposed for this fiscal year, although we haven't the answer
from the Congress, the initiation of a seven-year revision program, which calls
for a pilot consumer survey in two metropolitan areas in 1970 and 1971, and a
comprehensive survey in 1972 and 1973.

This survey would give data from 1971, 1972, and 1973, depending on the
results of some experimental work we are doing. It would be a comprehensive
survey of approximately the scope of the 1960-61 survey, and presumably would
be extended to include some additional questions. We would be able to evaluate
questions in terms of the differences in expenditures since 1960 and why these
diff-rances exist.

There is considerable restriction on the BLS developing ethnic and nation-
al origin bases. We have consistently, however, had racial background in these
surveys and in the tabulations.

We have also had breakdowns for central cities and suburban areas in 1960
and in 1961. na 1961 survey for central city versus suburbs is quite liznited,
but these are goo,f1 surveys, and it is very difficult to do the special depart-
ment kind of probing that is needed in order to get true evaluative attitudi-
nal and cultural differences in the patterns identified.

But I happen to know that the Office of Economic Opportunity in connection
with the survey that is being conducted by the University of Michigan has been
doing two things. It is primarily for the poor, although they are doing a
cross section sample for some control purposes, and their study is one to pro-
vide longitudinal data following families in a given setting through the life-
cycle. They will also be asking attitcldinal questions for previous generations
to try to get et this generation gap as well as the intra-national differences
and subcultures.

Currently the Office of Economic Opportunity is also trying to do some
contractual work which both HEW and BLS are consulting on with respect to life
style differences among racial, ethnic, and national origin groups. Such a
study will be limited, however, as I said, by our limited resources.

M. KOVAR: It is a beginning?
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MRS. LAMALE: it is a start.

In my reference tr the consumer-index surveys, I would, as a result of

some questions, we had at th3 intermission, point out basically the difference

between our budget program and the surveys of consumer expenditures.

The results of the survey of consumer expenditures gives many variables.

It gives the actual expenditures and changes and asse_ts and liabilities for

families of different kinds and in a given year. As I said, the current data

relates to 1960 and 1961.

However, the budgets are really an analytical use of expenditure survey

data that relate to independent standards developed by experts; the nutri-

tionists, the public health workers, and housing experts, in addition to the

sort of quasi-standards that have been developed because of the very extensive

use of medical care insurance including the development of the contract cover-

ages in the group policies that have been worked out with the unions and with

the employee and employer groups. All these form the basis, in all of our

budgets.

Our lowest budget, for example, meets the basic nutritional recommenda-

tion of the National Research Council on Food.

We work with the Council, the outside experts, and when information is

available to these people on changing these standards, the BLS reflects these

changes. Our responsibility is to take these standards worked out independ-

.ently and adapt them to lists of goods and services which we can price and add

up their total cost.

As I geid a little earlier, one of the difficulties of this procedure is

that you mrst iAve a set of weights, and you have to publish them in detail

so that peul,le who are working with them understand just what the cost really

means in order to interpret it.

One of the dangers is that somebody will take a particular item and, say,

a particular family needs this amount, when they may not be able, for various

reasons, health reasons, particularly, to have this average recommended

allowance, :hown in the USDA plans. The consequences can be pretty serious,

of course.

As an overall statement on food, we worked closely with the Food Depart-

ment of the Department of Agriculture, and their plans are revised to incorpo-

rate the most recent information on nutritional requirements.

The adjustments will be incorporated into our budgets. We don't plan,

however, to introduce different descriptions of consumer preferences for food

until we find the regional food preference patterns from a household food con-

sumption survey.

The housing and transportation components as you say, have been particu-

larly troublesome in public assistance, because you do need different details.
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Our housing standards do meet minimal standards as set forth in public health
and housing documents. We take these basic standards and through surveys we
identify units which meet these standards and then get the cost and the fuel
and utilities requirements to meet che health standards for temperature and
what have you.

then incorporate these requirements into the budget to reflect the
actual situation. For example, in the modern standard four-person family, the
home owner's costs carry 75-percent of the weight in the budget and the rental
costs carry 25-percent.

However, in answer to out Advisory Committee, we have shown the rental
costs separately and the owner costs separately. They also can be put together
in a variety of ways.

The other item raised--I believe you raised, Mr. Schneid, about the
possibility of combining these three budgets--as I said earlier, the lower
budget was developed primarily as a benchmark for public assistance primarily,
but for all assistance purposs.

I am not saying that the higher and lower budgets do not have a place in
your program, because the special fee setting agencies have used extensively
not only the intermediate budget 1-,ut the higher budget in arriving at appropri-
ate fees for special emergency medical care.

As to the question about standards imposed by State legislatures for
assistance being more compatible with our employed family budgets, I think that
the Bureau of Labor Statistics will always have to cleave to the framework of
a set of budgets which reflect the prevailing practices of employed families.

I think this is our mandate in terms of developing cost-of-living data.
However, the consumption totals within budgcts can be identified by excluding
contributions to persons outside the family, personal life insurance, the
social security deductions, and the total personal Federal, State, and local
taxes. The consumption totals, of course, include some costs of employment.
In the Monthly Labor Review for April 1969, an article shows how these costs
of employment can be taken out and how they effect the particular levels of
consumption shown in all three budgets, but primarily the lower budget.

The other thing is that our budget is a maintenance budget. It assumes
long-term family maintenance, and I know the caseload for public assistance
has all of the temporary and all of the in-and-out aspects.

This, I think, is a conceptual and procedural, almost policy question,
which the public assistance people will have to wrestle with, and then after
you have come to a conclusion of what is an appropriate distinction between
the temporary needs and long-term maintenance needs, the BLS, I think, can give
some assistance on bow our materials can be adapted or what additional or
supplemental materials are needed.

The problem is bigger for a four-person family, and hew you adapt this to
the actual family type is something that Mrs. Brackett is going to cover.
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For the temporary problem, you can adapt the lower budget as a base. For

fully supported families you can reduce their food expenditures and not
threaten their nutritional standards in the long run.

Also the lower budget includes only rental housing, but a temporarily

unemployed homeowner can't stop paying his principal and interest. You might

use the lower budget for some of the components for a homeowner's temporary
unemployment situation, but incorporate some of the intermediate budget or the

higher budget for what is referred to as nondeferrable expenses.

MR. BLOOMBERG: Thank you very much.

Let me just mention one thing that I neglected to do on the generic ques-

tions that Mr. Kovar raised, and that is the work being done on the nutrition

study by Public Health under the leadership of Dr. Arnold Schaeffer. We will

have, I think, some very significant data in terms of food intake, at least,

and food purchasing habits, directly related to a clinical examination of the

health state. I should have mentioned that but didn't. I think it is a very

important development and may have some effect ultimately on the minimum food

requirements.

Jean Brackett I have known much less time than Helen Lamale, but I cer-

tainly have grown to appreciate her fine technical abilities and the way in

which she attacks problems, and I certainly think she is well known to most,

if not all, of you, having done extremely important work in this field.

Jean C. Brackett, Chief
Branch of Standard Budgets
Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Labor

In anticipation of what the statement of needs might be, I chose to

organize my response around the ten questIons that are related to the family-

equivalence scale, because this is the area in which we receive the most ques-

tions. The answers will, I believe, touch on a number of points that have

been made by Mr. Schneld and Mr. Kovar.

The first question is can the equivalence scale values be used to esti-

mate the costs of consumption components, such as food, shelter, clothing, and

so forth?

It is with a mixture of pleasure and pain that I realize that there are

some people who do read our reports closely enough.

In one volume we are saying that the lower budget will be most useful to

public assistance people at the aggregated level. Then, when they turn to the

problem of estimating costs of other family types, we caution them that they

cannot use those scale values to estimate the component costs.
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In other words, we do have just total consumption costs for all family
types except the four-person family, and the retired coupl,a. All we can say
is that this is one of the most crucial areas of needs so far as continuing
research is concerned, because the need for estimates for the different com-
ponents is very great.

The other question is whether the scale values are appropriate for esti-
mating the equivalence costs at various levels of living for different family
types. That is, can you use the equivalence scale values on both the base
budget costs for the lower, moderate and higher budgets?

The answer is yes. The scale value3 are based on the premise that fami-
lies spending cia equal proportion of income for food have attained an equiva-
lent level of total consumption. If this premise is accepted, then the scale
values can be used against the three base budgets. This is another area in
which additional research is needed, but I think that it will be a long time
in coming. As a pragmatic matter there is no other alternative to using
those scale values to estimate costs at different levels.

Two questions that I have noted here have not been touched on before.
They relate to whether there is a way of estimating total budget costs before
tax requirements for different family types at different income levels. In
Bulletin 1570-2, we could have had a supplementary set of scale values that
could be used to estimate total budget costs, but there are deficiencies in
those scales. There really isn't any satisfactory way to get this kind of an
estimate.

The scale values that we have were based on the calculation of Federal
income taxes for different types of families that they would be required to
pay at a moderate level of expendable income in 1966. That is income equiva-
lent to the intermediate budget, including all components for the four-person
family.

We think that the values will give a reasonably accurate estimate for
levels, lower and higher than the intermediate budget, but certainly not sut-
stantially lower and higher because of the tax regulations.

Calculating the taxes for different levels is very time consuming. What
makes those values outdated is that the change in the calculations were based
on the 1966 tax regulations, so the 10-percent surtax is not reflected iu
that. (This is kind of a calitionary note if you are using those scale values
for before tax income.)

We have many questions on the cost of adding a child to a family, or of
estimating costs for larger families. The scale can be used to estimate the
increase in annual family consumption costs associated with the addition of a
child. However, even within a comparable level, the iacrease will vary not
only with the of the additional child, but with the age of the parents and
the ages and number of other children in the family. For example, an addition
to a family of six would add $950 at an intermediate level, but only about two-
thirds of this amount, $650, to the requirements of a retired couple.
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However, as the result of age alone, the older couple's needs would
require almost $800 more than the living pattern of the younger couple. So if

you pvc those two factors together there really isn't any way to separate out
what the cost increase is that is associated from the aging of the couple.
Basically, the family unit and family costs are such that when you try to
break out an individual item from this context you run into problems in esti-
mating what that child costs.

Related to the question of adding a child is the question on the cost of
raising a child. I don't know whether the interest is just theoreLical or
what, but there don't seem to be many people who want to know this over the
whole life cycle, and usually when they do they have no understanding of the
implications of the question.

The answer is that you cannot derive an estimate of the cost of raising
a child from our equivalent scale values, even by subtracting the pieces and

adding them together again. They are point in time estimates, at best, and,
as you know, it takes time to raise a child.

How can comparable living costs be estimated for larger families with
four or more children? This is another question for which answers, authori-
tative answers, are sorely needed. I have just indicated that you can get
some kind of a rough estimate of adding a 'child in a specific family complex,
but this is not the same kind of answer that you would get if you tried to
develop a budget for a larger family. And in the area of welfare this is
certainly one of the major needs.

But the basic material is not available that would be needed to estab-
lish what the genuine economies of scale are in adding to the size of the
family.

Our own samples of expenditure data, for families with more than four
children, have not been large enough to permit us to do research on this
particular problem.

Three questions involve the addition or subtraction of an adult from the
family. Can the scale values be used to estimate adjustments in spending
income requirements resulting from the absence or loss of one parent?

We have calculated values for several one-parent families with one, two,
three, and four or more children. The age group of the parent is specified
but the age group of the child or children is not.

In the attachments to this set of questions, we have calculated the
scale values for two-parent families, collapsing them to make them comparable
to those with one-parent families.

In other words, we eliminate the ages of the children. The data indi-
cate that income requirements.for one-parent families, where the head is under
35, range from 35-percent below, where there is only one child in the family,
to only 2-percent below, where there are only four or more children in the

family. The range is sufficiently wide to suggest that this is another area
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in which we need more budgets and more complete budgets in order to have
really reliable answers.

How are a couple's living costs affected by the death of a spouse? Well,
according to the scale values, the loss of a _ at a young a;i:e, say under
35 years, will reduce equivalent living costs by barely a third. Since, in
general, the surviving spouse continues to maintain a similar standard of
living. On the other hand, the loss of a spouse after 65 reduces equivalent
cost by almost half, since the surviving member will probably make more radi-
cal adjustments in his or her manner of living.

The adjustments at various age levels actually decline from 71-percent
under 35 years, to 60-percent in the middle years, to 55-percent at age 65
and older. A corollary to that question is what do the scale values reveal
about the cost of getting married?

The data indicate that the economic
decrease with age. If you are under 35,
increase. But if you are thinking of it
will not quite double, but be 80-percent

advantages of getting married
you can do it for only a 40-percent
as a way in retirement, the costs
as much.

.a scale values are an interim step in providing information on living
costs for a family type other than four-person or the retired couple, but they
are not a substitut r. for additional research in this area.

I can't resist commenting on that philosophical problem that Mr. Schneid
raised. At best, if you use the scale values, you will come up with adjusted
costs in the same context in which we developed the base budget. Whether this
is really adequate to serve the needs of the public assistance is certainly a
big question in my own mind.

The point has been made that we do have to cleave to this concept, and I
wonder sometimes whether we are not stating this too subtly. Certainly, as a
research agency, BLS is not in a position to go out and define-what the needs
are for public assistance budgets. But we do have the know-how, I think, to
develop estimates of living costs and I'm not sure that they can be j.,:st
shaved down from the concept of a self-supporting family.

If what you really are struggling with are estimates of living costs for
one-parent families, when there is not an employable person, when there are
unusual levels of sickness, when there has been no history of a better way of
living, and there is a completely different inventory picture so far as
housing and clothing functions and all the other basic needs are concerned, I
think you are not going to come up with the right answers by shaving dowu the
costs, that is, adjusting the costs for different family types that are based
on costs for a self-supporting family.

It is up to you to state the need, but I think We also need to make clear
that there are two diffrent concepts involved here, and the cannot sub-
stitute for the other.
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MR. BLOOMBERG: Thanks very much for illuminating some of those ver7 dark

areas I have been wondering about for a long time.

This has been a very welL-planned program. You have heard about the

needs, some of the answers, and now you are going to hear from someone who is

trying to bring the needs and what answers we have together, Gertrude Lotwin,

who is Chief of the Assistance Standards tkranch of the Social Rehabilitation

Service within the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

Mrs. Lotwin is eminently qualified to speak on the subject because she

has been a distinguished member of the Advisory Committee to the Bureau of

Labor Statistics on the formulation of the budgets, and is now engaged in

working with Stace and local governments on the actual application and devel-

opment of standards.

Levelo in State and Local Assistance Standards

Gertrude Lotwin, Chief
Assistance Standards Branch

Division of Program Payment Standards
Assistance Ilyments Division

U.S. Department of Health, Educe,tion and Wel are

This morning, when someone spoke about data processing and the machine

not being able to take in all the data, I wondered if someone forgot to tell
the machine that a family at any income level is not typical. Today we find

that it is being continually balanced by the social and economic evolution of

our time. Family life is not simple.

How much assistance is enough and for what? It is really the financial

measure which defines income eligibility for the categorical assistance pro-

grams and the amount of the assistance grant. So the heart of the matter is

money. Let us not forget it.

Are we sufficiently sophisticated today to recognize a basic income for

living, for the essentials of living for farilies? Ask yourselves. Are we

-sufficiently secure to leave to families the management of their money? Are

we suff!.ciently anowledgeable today to identify the causes of mismanagement

and mistreatment? We need to know those answers.

In accordance with both the Social Security Act and the laws of each

State, each jurisdiction has the responsibility for establishing standards of

assistance, in accordance with the law as far as practical under the condi-

tions in the State. That language is ver- inportant.

The regllationa provide that the standards must be in effect in all

political subdivisions of the State. They must be expressed in, money amounts.

It is further required that the determination of need and the amount of

assistance will be made on an objective and equitable basis, a7ld all types of
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inclome will be taken into consideration in the same way, except as where
otherwise specifically authorized by Federal statute.

Thus today, there are well over 50 different public assistance standards
for each program. There may be different standards of assistance by program,
each State within the conditLons recommended as practicable within that State
must define the measure. Siace regulations require objectivity and equity,
they must define these money amounts in order to purchase, as defined by the
State, a minimum but adequate level of living, a low-cost but adequate level
of living, a level of living for der:ency and health, and a level of living for
subsistence.

The public welfare agency, does have an accountability. It has accounta-
bility to the people it was created to serve, and they have accountability to
the taxpayer. The very reason for their existence is related to the measare
that they define as standard.

Since tax monies are used tc operate the program, they control the
measure. The decision of how many dollars to give to the poor or to give to
eligible assistance recipients often negates the very purpose of our public
assistance program. After 18 years I still want to see a social service rath-
er than an empty belly.

Basicall.y, the profile of the standard means this: the agency must
identify what: .!tems of living they deem to be essential for their standards,
and hopefull-, .!..t would be in the year of our Lord, 1969, and not in any pre-
vious year.

This means that the level of their living obviously is in the hands of
the developers and perceivers, their social and economic conscience. It also
must be limited by the social and economic community they serve, the taxpayers'
dollar.

Once the agency has identified the components that it deems essential for
a certain level of living, it need to identify the quantity and the quality of
these items. And once it has described quantity and quality, then it needs to
price it.

Jbviorsly, the dimensions of this standard will vary by the kinds of
oeople it serves. They have been identified before, the family size, the
children.

The last clue to the standard is the price. There must be an objective
identifiable means of determining the cost of the standard.. Obviously since
these money amounts measure income eligibility and they measure the ar it of

the grant, a great many lives and a great many dollars :..est upon these eter-
minations.

Once the agency has determined the cost of their standard, they may have
to determine if appropriations are sufficient to enable them to meet the
standards so carefully detined.
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If the funds are insufficient, the agency may make a decision, if not
already mandated by the legislature as to what percentage of its standard it
can meet in accordancr! with monies available. Currently, about 27 States are
meeting about 100-percent of the needs as defined by that State.

But really consider the vastness of the problem of State standards of

assistance. The adequacy of the content of the standard is valid only as it-

applies to current levels of living. And only as valid as if it had been

developed in isolation of the value of the perceivers.

The cost of the standard is only as valid as the skill of the pricer.

The content and the costing and tne development has no pertinence to the
applicant for and the receiver of the assistr- he is to receive less than

100-percent of his need.

Actually, the validity of any standard of assistance can be tested only

when it is applied to eligible recipients without income. And when the stand-

ard is further eroded by established maximum numbers, the adequacy or the

basic content of the standard has no validtty.

For the same size family in composition, one jurisdiction may seem to be

meeting 100-percent of its standard at $144, while in a neighboring juris-

diction they meet 50-percent of their standard and grant $158.

There are those of us who say the recipients of public welfare do not

have the wisdom, ability, and know-how of using money. I say the poor have had

the actua" task of evaluating the public assistance grants in terms Cr day to

day living.

We have built budgets and standards by various means. Have you ever dis-

mantled a standard budget? I ask you to take a standard budget and dismantle

it, and it might be called a formula for hunger and malnutrition.

Take any State's money grants for a family of four without income, subtract

that State's actual standard for shelter. This is the raw cost of the shelter.

The remainder obviously is for all the other items of livirg defined by that

State.

What measure for food, clothing, utilities? Let's not garnish it with any

of the nonsensical items as recreation, transportation, reading, school

supplies, household supplies, nouse furnishings.

But let us assume, if it is 36-percent for food, that it will be 50-percent

for all the other items of living.

rl 35 States, based on t1 April 1968 dlt?, ''leru is provided less than

eighty cents per person per da, food, or bc..t twenty-six cents a day per

meal. I ask the most knowledgeable of \mu -0 any growing child--and it

doe; take years to raise a child--to thls cthiid wIth an adequate diet

on eighty cents a day, not for one day, but for 365 days a year for the 18 years

of growing.
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The principles of uniformity and objectivity and equity sound good, but
they must serve a purpose in a capable kind of way that finds a way from the
hard question of defining the assistance level of eligibility.

There exists a belief that we can not and should not undertake the prob-
lem of a national standard because of the vastness and complexity and the
smallness of our existing tools. A national office of regional assistance
should be established We need to lay bare the facts about recipients of
money.

The time seems right to clothe the statistics pertaining to public
assistance with honesty and with the existing data now available from the BLS.

For the items of living I see no reason why they cannot go back to the
consumer expenditure studies if thcy are not sophisticated, ready and willing
enough to use the low earner's wage budget and select their items.

It is not difficult to establish a standard. The difficulty is in the
decisionmaking process. Some of you have been consulted by State agencles.

The 1967 amendments to the Social Security Act required the AFDC plan,
and by July 1st of this year the State's standards of assistance for AFDC will
have been adjusted to reflect fully changes in living costs since such stand-
ards were established.

Now, remember, up to 0-Ls time there has been nothing in any regulation
that required states to adjust their standards of living. Some States have
had this in their regulations, but it has not been a requirement.

The requirement by law as of July 1st of this year is for AFDC only. The

law also states that any maximum numbers that the State imposes on the amount
of aid paid for families will have been proportionately adjusted.

In such adjustment-3, a consolidation of the standard may not result in a
reduction of the content of the standard. In the event that the State is not
able to meet in full the need under the adjusted standards, then the State may
make reductions that will be uniform. If the State maintains a system oi
dollar maximums, these maximums muot be proportionately adjusted in relation
to the updated standard,

We have interpreted this to mean that if any State made their adjustments
of AFDC after January 3rd, when the President signed the bill, of 1968, this
would be sufficient to be in accordanca with the _967 Amendment.

To implement this requirement, states must know when the standard for
eaLh of the items was last reviewed. Since expert pricers are not available
in State agencies, one of the best methods is simply to interpret this as a
changc in the purchasing power of the dollar using tge consumer-price index.

My last plea to you is that we have administered anemic assistane pro-
grams far too long. I couldn't agree more that public welfare in itself is
not a cure-all for all of our social and economic system, but it could provide
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monies in a sufficiently honest and objective method to enable eligible per-
sc_is to purchase a low-cost level of living that has been adequately and

decently defined.

We have been meddling around much too long. Static assistance standards
have helped to create some of the ills of our society. Those of us in public

welfare need the help of all agencies if we are to be persistent for positive
translations of essential standards of living into dollar-action. Public wel-

fare cannot do it alone.

It is true, it is not easy, and the development or estabHshment of a
national standard will take wisdom, it will take cc rage, it will take the
cooperative effort of every one of you.

It will require a surreLider of our private, shortsighted values; it will
require a surrender of sectional self-interest programs. We will need to have
effective, organized effective cooperation between Federal and State agencies
and between all agencies if we are really to bend our minds to the acknowledg-
ment and achievement of a creative, meaningful, and economic family of man for

man.

MR. BLOOMBERG: Thank you very muJ:, M-Iss Lotwin, for an extremely inter-

esting and provocative speech.

Several people have asked me the representative of the Bureau of the
Budget was who would comment on the costs of some of the suggestions made, and
I am not going to do that because time is short, but I just want to say that it

is highly important to recognize that social research is a very, very, expen-
sive undertaking.

Then I think that the members of Congress and the members of this Bureau
itself do not fully appreciate the costs. The cost of a telescope or a cyclo-

tron is given a slight thought alongside appropriations for reasonable social
research, particularly in the terms we need it today.

I want to throw the meeting open_for discussion. Will you address your

questions to Mr. Schneid, Mr. Kovar, Mrs. Lamale, Mrs. Brackett, and
Mrs. Lotwin.

Any questions or observations?

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I have a question for Miss Lott7in. In her dis-

-ussion it seemed to me that she passed over rather lign.:1y the question of
-,4oping the state standard, and her point was more, it seems to n, the:: it

is real-; not too difficult to develop such a State standard.

The problems come in terms of the judgments of the individual State
,)eople in making decisions presumably of what should be in and what should be
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Let me ask this question: Does HEW provide any guide to the states for

developing these standards, and if so, what reference, if any, is made to the

BLS budgets?

And secondly, I just wanted to confirm my feeling that the issue of

developing the standards is a relatively minor matter in her eyes. So that, in

terms some of the problems that were rais2d earlier, the equivalent scales,

moving from this kind of a family to a one-paren' family, down to c. mainte-

nance level, thesLt things--as far as she says, ;717 are rela'-ively minor po-ints

and it is nc. vIrticularly necessary to resolve them in order to meet the

question.

MRS. LOTWIN: To be very honest with you, I have consis.:ently referred

ti.e States to the Regional Offices of the Bureau of Labor Statistics for help

and advice. Some of you may have had that reverberate back already.

The States' standards of as..)istance: there is ample material today from

the BLS consumer expenditure studies and from the Departnant of Agriculture,

that a State could make a decision.

The hard fPct of it is, and it's true of all society, is that -7e. hate to

face up to the actual dollar cost of what really is enough, so that we try to

shave it in various ways.

I think you can help them to be honest in identifying this as the dollar

cost. The sooner we get to an objective, identifiable, honest standard of what

it costs to live--and then if they have to make that percentage reductions, I

woui.d much prefer it be made on an honest standard than a standard that did not

have a sound basis.

Now, the equivalent scales are standard size. They can use materials from

BLS or develop their own as to how they do it. If I appeared to sktp over it

lightly, it is perhaps because I know the responsibilities of developing the

standards rests with the St5_tes, and we :lave to operate very carefully so that

we do not dictate to the States what the standard of assistance should be under

present regulations.

We can give them guidelines, and I think the low-income level budget is a

valid guideline. They will have to maka some decisions here.

They may not wish to take the food item that we give. They may wish to go

to the Department of Agriculture and put in their own food item.

Clothing is as personal as your tastebuds. And it becomes a very diffi-

cult standard, and subject to a great deal of subjectivity.

Must people will agree that the body has to be clothed, but the question

is, how much. Most people will agre that we ought to have a roof over our

head, but people in few states are willing to identify the housing standard.

There is ample information available,
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Does that help you?

Mr. Schneid wants to give an answer to that.

MR. SCHNEID: Tha mayor doesn't like it, the clients don't like it; she
didn't mention HEW people quoting the rules.

I thought I would just add o-le point. I can only speak for my ,Sate, but
I don't think we are the only state.

We use the word "standard." Now, that is something you publish in a book
for the worker to use that says the nmount of money the States have. That is
o? definition.

The other definition is: what we have figured out as to what the person
should have, and we can get a little slippery getting from one meaning to
another.

It may be hard for a State to get a standard on the books that is fair
because of political considerations and reluctance and this and that.

I don't believe this should stop any sensible person from creating a tar-

get, nublishing that target, enlisting the aid of a client group, or a citi-
zens' Group or any group that you can, who will say, "I don't care if

half of the money is there. We are all agreed this is what is ne9ded." For

the past three or four years we go to the legislature with a full budget. We

went to the legislature with $50-million for shelter.

The $50-million would pay every penny that we krow our ci-ents ow pay.
Utilities and shelter: that $50-million is on top of whar we are now getting.
In'is was the increase. I don't have any hesitation in saying we know what
they need. We got $2,500,000. That is the standard on the book. That is the
one that is in the manual. That is the one from which we will draw the client's
money.

But as we ualk about standards, I think it is important that there really
isn't anything to prevent us from saying what should be, listing it; and let
us see what comes out in the book, and what it is.

MR. HARRY J. WAISGLASS: I have learned the last few years that there is
nothing that frustrates the pTIblic administrators more tuan when they ask the
statIsticians a simple question and they get back a complicated answer. And
this seems to be happening here.

What are the particular uses of the three levels of budgets, particularly
the highest one?

What kind of policy questions do these three different budget studies or
levels help anever?

Is that highest one reall7 necessary in terms of order of priorities and
in t ls of kinds of problems that fa, e the policy Trakers?



Might not their resources have been put to measuring some of these

different levels of living being used more effectively to make requirements

in one particular level of living, the minimum of living, so it could answer

different kinds of questions that policy makers and program administrators

have?

There are quite a nufrTer of them, not just in terms of setting welfare

levels. How about employment levels? How about income tax levels? How

about trading allowance levels? How about minimum wages?

Minimum wages are pretty important from a political point of view, regard-

less of what the minimum says. If the minimum wage is a hell of a lot below

that you are not going to get your budget studies determining what your welfare

is going to be. It is more what the minimum wages are in your State or

proviuce.

I am not trying to answer my queotion, just trying to elaborate a little

bit. I can see some of these important areas where budget studies can be use-

ful.

Now, could you tell me why you have done three levels of studies, and how

they can be used? What are the applications, particularly o the highest

level?

MR. BLOOMBERG: That is a pretty tough shot down the th4-d-base line.

MRS. LAMALE: The qLlestion has been asked before. May I just say that I

think you:: answer to your own queston is just exactly the thing that

researchers struggle with.

These seem like deceptively simple questions, but you have seen from

this morning, every simple question has a complicated r.

There are a variety of uses for the three levels, particularly for the

lower. But you have to remember, a lot of our programs such as emergency

medical aid, long-term medical care for retarded children, or the college

scholarsLip fund deal with people arrosa the whole income scale.

And where a particular special level was imposed upon them and would mean

a reduction in standard of living, as far as the higher standard in concerned,

it was also requested by many people who wanted a whole range, points on the

curve or scale of living, that could be used in general economic analysis.

After ell is said and done, somebody is going to have to take the programs

at +.11e lower end. What is the cost to the higher end of the distribution? How

do you divide the pie, in other words? W-at are the fair allocations of costs

c_mong families at different economic scales?

But budgets do provide the only national basis for area differences in

living costs. And these higl' budgets, particularly, ei:reme'y important

in terms of manE ,ement and employee negoti-tions on a transi,_ of location.
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The companies want to know what aze implicit in the cost of re1ocatirc4

a plant, for example. And the employees want to know what are the costs
implicit in being transferred from one place to another.

Now, there are limits ir our budget as it is presently designed in terms
of the use of the higher standard, inter-city comparisons for actual transfers
for temporary situations--but they provide a pretty good base for evaluating
the whole, the three budgets, the whole range of differences.

And, if you look at the compartments of liviLg cost indexes, based on the
lower standard compared with the middle, this was a statistic that the 0E0
wanted desperately to know in the whole question of. whether yo'l should have a
single poverty benchmatk or whether the poverty line for the .-Jcation of

resources should be adjusted by area differences in livng costs.

We had only a single modern standard. We know that the average range was

about 26 poti.nts. It is for the policy makers to decide whether that is a big
enough range to develop a national standard on.

But the moot question is, as far as the 0E0, wuuld that range be lover or
higher? Some people thought it would be substantially narrower. Some people

thought it would be substantially wider. It is slightly narrower, as we would
eYnect, smething like 20-percent as aga-Lnst 24 in the percentage points, in

the case of the moderate, and 30 percentage points range in the higher stand-

ard.

MR. CHARLES A. PEARCE: Mrs, Lamale didn't pick up the queston about the
utilization of budgets for minimum-wage purposes.

I know that among the recommendations of the 1963-1964 Advisory Committee

were that a budget be developed for the working woman, particularly for mini-

mum wage developments at the wage level.

I assume that the BLS has some kind of a poll.cy with respect to that
particular reco,.Aendation.

MRS. LAMALF: We had not only the BLS Advisory Committee on this, but we
also had a Women's Advisory Committee on this, anc: the recommendatio was that
in revising the four-person family and retired couple's budgets, that we add

the single working woman. This was our long-range program planning beginning
in 1964, and I thin% it has been in every Bureau recommendLion since.

What I am not sure of, and maybe Mr. Henle can say whether it has gone
out, but either at the departmental or budget level it'was given a lower

priority. The program we came up witl, has the first two priorities of ':1-13 BLS

Priority Committee.

MR. ALFRED M. SKOLNIK: (Social Security Administratic 1) While you are

talking about other proposals, has any consideration been given to the family

that has thr e.! college children going to school?
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MR. BLOOM3ERG: I don't think ther,..a. is a good answer to that one. We

want to reserve a few moments to let ally person on the panel make any further

observations.

Mr. KovEr, have you anything further?

MR. KOVAR: I might say a word. One thing that always happens when you

are asked to shoot for the sky is that you can't help but make people defen-

sive, and I didn't detect much of that in the Bureau.

I think sorra of the explanations of whIt is being done are really very

gratifying, and I think avery one of us, including myself, knows that you don't

get Congress to put out money for the kinds of things I was asking for very

easily.

And this, of course, is a matter of national priorities, which we won't

get into here.

And to have a concept up there, hanging up there as a little bit of an

aspiration, is a good thing. So it is unfair to hook all this data need to

the BLS.

There are Federal agencies, too, that theoretically should be involved.

But In a sense the BLS is now in the field, known in the field, and has been

working at simplifying techniques in a different way from the Census Bureau and

the National Health Survey.

But the BLS has it for the large metropolitan areas, and the concept of

an on-going research output from a given validated sample for things different

from what was originally conceived, is, in my view, a vory interesting and

rlppropriate idea to consider.

Thank you.

MR. SCHNEID: This is on the business of giving a simple answer to a simple

question. We 2.lready have the cost of food at home, which gives us two break-

downs for different family sizes at least,

It may be %ery hard to say about clothing or personal household mainte-

nance items what the figure would be for a different family size. But I really

can't believe it's all that hard to tell. I can only speak for myself. Does

clothing go down as food does? If four people live together, do they need less

money for ' hal-, if they lived separately?

In the sane instance, would these four people need less soap if they

lived together? Would they need to make household detergents go further?

Either yes or no.

wiJ1 risk not having the right amount of money, because if I would have

:cratz: suide that I would take some items and scale them down, and these itms

;zre items with which you have a wealth of experience, I will risk having the
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wrong figure perhaps, but I will be very glad to have the clothing of four by
four, and that is the clothing for one. I will do the derivation. Even a
simple guide will be of help to me. Perhaps there is something along that
line which you might straighten me out on.

MR. BLOOMBERG: Miss Lotwin, a final word.

MISS LOTWIN: I will only say this: I am always interested in the dearth
of mail that legislators at all levels receive at the popular level to improve
welfare levels.

MR. BLOOMBERG: Helen.

MRS. LAMALE: There is a bulletin--and I
1960-61 survey, which is the Cost of Clothing
Sex. And so you can use ration estimates for
if you are willing to gamble.

saw it over there--from the
Per Family Member by Age and
that, to break down your totals,

MR. BLOOMBERG: I will say one final word to Mr. SChneid on the matter of
clothing.

I remember a famous labor leader who was a member of the President's
Committee on Housing Policy. A proposal was made that they didn't need much
because clothing would be supplied by filtering down.

He said he was the youngest of nine boys in the family, and by the time
it filtered down tc him, he filtered right out of them.

Thank you, ladies and gentlemen.
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THE URBAN STUDIES PROCRAM

Chairman: Raymond F. Male, Commissioner
New Jersey Department of Labor and Industry

We have an illustrious panel this afternoon which permits us to address
ourselves quickly and seriously to the important subject at hand.

I am going to eliminate the biographical introductions of your speakers,
and with no further ado, I introduce Dorothy Newman, who will speak on Dimen-
sions in the Urban Crisis.

Dimensions in the Urban Crisis

Dorothy Newman, Assistant Chief
Division of Economic Studies
Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Labor

It is human nature to act frenetically only when the axe is about to fall.
Before that, many notice the signs of impending crises and few interpret them
adequately. Popular wisdom is more comfortable, easier, and more accessible
than objective analysis.

Now we have what is known as the urban crisis, which, in fact, has been
galloping this way for decades. It is composed of many reinforcing conditions,
the most powerful of which are results of the Nation's affluence.

Demonstration, riot-, and frustration in cities have origins not among the
poorest and least educated, and not among those with jobs. Most of the poor
are outside of cities, and the poorest of all live in the country where lack
of money, poor education, indescribably bad housing, malnutrition, unemploy-
ment or underemployment are most persistent.

That is the clue. The poorest of the poor are the most helpless, the
least likely to create a crisis today. But some day, as prospects improve, a
man looks around and sees he can look up--he demands what he is denied.

I have selected only a few items from the many dimensions in the urban
crisis to discuss today. Among the general forces involved are, for instance,
those of demographic, social, economic, psychological, political, and institu-
tional origin. They are the result of shifting ages and mixes of population;
of inter-regional, rural-urban, city-suburban, and intra-city migration; the
attitudes of the comfortable toward the aspiring poor; the changing situation
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of minorities, especially of the black man, in America and the waves this is
making. They are the result also of the variability with which major institu-
tions change to cope with new challenges. These challenges include the need
for more and better quality education and other public services, such as med-
ical care, clean environment, convenient transportation, good housing and
neighborhood, and economic security. We must meet the issue also of many more
workers with high school diploma in hand who want and deserve more than a
menial job at low wages.

I can only touch lightly on some of the difficulties arising from the lag

in recognizing the significance of change--in people, their work and wages,

their origins and schooling. Sometimes I emphasize what the crisis is not,

rather than what it is.

Work and wages

For instance, the crisis right now is not chiefly in unemployment. It

could be if unemployment rates rise. Jobs have gone begging in the 1960's,
especially at the lowest and highest ends of the occupational scale. The job
market has grown so tight (and this is good) as to entice millions of adult
women and teenagers into the work force--many more than would have entered
otherwise. This is not a time of the "discouraged worker" who cannot find a
job, but of the "discouraged worker" whc is expected to work full time at low
wages and with little or no chance of advancement.

Last month, a tcZal of 2.3 million persons were unemployed in a labor
force of over 83 million. Of the 2.3 million, over half had been unemployed
less than 5 weeks, not quite half a million had been unemployed 15 weeks or
more, and less than 150,000 nationwide had been unemployed over 26 weeks.

For various reasons, the median family income of the unemployed is sub-
stantially above the poverty level. Many, such as wives and teenagers, are
supplementary earners; many receive unemployment compensation; and many are in
industries such as construction, auto and aircraft assembly and parts manu-
facture, in which wages are good but regular periods of lay-off do occur.

Among all black workers in major American cities, the annual average
number unemployed in 1968 ranged downward from about 30,000 (each) in Chicago,
Los Angeles, and New York to about 10,000 (each) in Cleveland, Pittsburgh,
St. Louis, and San Francisco. These figures include all the black unemployed
in these cities--men, women, teenagers, the elderly, and the short-term as
well as the long-term unemployed. We want to see these figures lower still,
but by themselves, they are not scare figures.

Much of the discrepancy in the unemployment rates of whites and blacks in
cities, and between low-income and other city neighborhoods arises from dif-
ferences in labor force composition. Women and teenagers--who are most vul-
nerable to unemployment--are a larger proportion of the black than the white
labor force and a substantially larger part of poor than of other neighbor-
hoods. These figures tell more about the work orientation of the poor and the
black--their aspiration and motivation--than about alienation, frustration, or
crisis. The slogan goes "I fight poverty--I work." This contains a cruel and



unjust insinuation. Most of de poor who are able, do work, and especially

the black poor. The slogan is a symbol of the kind of misunderstanding that

creates the divisiveness which is one of the root causes of crisis.

Are the rural migrants responsible? According to a recent study of mi-

grants to Cleveland, prepared for the Manpower Administration of the U.S. De-

partment of Labor, it was difficult to fine enough migrant families in need

of emplryment services. To quote, "There are sizable numbers of Southern in-
migrants in Cleveland, but they are less concentrated residentially than we

had expected and far fewer than anticipated are unemployed, receiving less

than minimum wages, or working only part time. . .The hard-core, problem-
ridden unemployed migrant certainly exists, but he is in the minority." In

addition, the study found that "th.a Negro migrants--both men and women--were

considerably better educated than other respondents" and "compared to the gen-

eral population in the States from which they had come, the Negro migrants in

particular were a well prepared group."13/

Preliminary data from the Bureau's study of very low-income neighbor-

hoods in six large cities (the 1968 Dzban Employment Survey), suggest that

annual family income (taking size of family into account) stands well above
the official poverty level and above the Social Security Administration near-
poor level. In fact, it may be close to the BLS lawer-than-moderate budget
for a metropolitan-area urban family in 1967.

Why aren't these incomes at the poverty level? The areas surveyed are

among the most famous slums in the Nation. But N.e have to remember that the
Bureau's report on 3 Standards of Living revealed that to live at the moderate
level in 1967 cost 40-percent more than in 1959 and that the change was chief-

ly in the standard rather than in rising prices and taxes.

The rise in standard amounts to about 3 or 4 percent a year according to

our living conditions experts. If we continue to use a standard designed in

1963-64 for assessing today's poverty, the poor are extremely poor; the near-

poor resent national efforts to help only those who are in direst need; while

the poor, by newer standards, lack the security necessary to meet unantici-

pated heavy outlays for medical care or other necessities. This is a case of

cultural lag and political myopia. While the wealthy remain at least well-

off, the seemingly lower middle class becomes poor, by our standards. We

use a foot to measure a yard and wonder why it doesn't reach.

Let us set aside for the moment the greater weight of standard than

of costs, and compute the cost of taxes alone at today's rates. We find that

annual earnings of $3,300 to $4,000 are reduced by about $175 to over $300

after Social Security and Federal income taxes. At these low earnings, Social

1S/ Laure M. Sharp and %;ene B. Petersen, The Cleveland Southern In-
Migrant Studv An Overview (Washington, Bureau of Social Science Research,
Inc., 1967), pp. 16 and 19. Also, Laura M. Sharp and Gene B. Petersen, The
Cleveland Southern In-Migrant Study: Highlights From the Survey Data (Wash-
ington, Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc., 1968), Working Paper 2, pp. 12
and 13.
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Security taxes are greater than income taxes. This ,:akes no account of State
and local income and sales taxes. All of these affect low earners much more
than others and reduce disposable income sharply. In other words, relatively
much more is taken away from the earnings of the poor than from others.

This gulf is very wide between the rich and the poor in the city where the
affluence of suburban commuters or high-rise and town-house residents is seen
at close hand. This too is one of the dimensions of the crisis.

Living conditions

Ccnrad Taeuber and his son Karl have provided the demographic facts about
the changing city far better than I can. In his recent testimony before the
House Committee on Banking and Currency, Conrad Taeuber developed the picture
of sharply increasing outmigration of whites and blacks from the largest cen-
tral cities and segregation of blacks within them. This is coupled with de-

clining population in th poorest neighborhoods which are left less densely
settled, but with a disproportionate number of those least able to make a

living. These are the placec, East), where public services are skimped, where
buildings and grounds are neglected, and wbere public policy decisions permit
nonresidential nuisances, such as warehousiag, heavy industry, noisy transit

lines, throughways, and the like.

The trouble is not in the outskirts of spreading black neighborhoods that
have the look of in-town suburbs, and whose residents are using economic and
political power to protect their environment. I is among the crumbling
structures left in the core, and in the 'ligh-priced areas nearby where black
families pay dearly to live in densely ulated ghettos because housing else-
where at similar rents is still being I, off limits to them. Lack of choice
and mobility in the residential market acts the moderate and low-income
blacks much more harshly than the well- -do.

The crisis in neighborhooi and hot Ing is not just about rats, stopped-
up toilets, dirt, and noise. It ariseL from disrespect, humiliating uncon-
cern, political neglect, overwhelming cisdain, and senseless fear. How many,
aside from those who live there, realize that a ghetto is not a slum, and that
neither one is created by the residents alone but by those who finance, own
and service real property and enforce property law?

Solutions and the Role of Research

Lincoln 0. Lynch, Executive Vice President
New York Urban Coalition

Ladies and gentlemen, after Commissioner Ginsberg and Ars. Newman, I
don't think I have much to say to you this afternoon. They have very clearly
delineated the problem and even suggested some steps which you, as statisti-
cians and government officials can take in meeting this problem. 1 would just
like to make some very brief observations.



The New York Times and the readers of the New York Times always breath-

lessly await the publication of the Consumer-Price Index and various other

statistics published by the BLS. However, when it is published, either in

official form or in the newspaper, it is as if it has no meaning to the

people in the slums and the ghettoes. The implication of a rise in the

Consumer Price Index, or any of the other economic indices which set off

economic health, becomes somewhat statistical for reading.

I would therefore suggest that perhaps one of the contributions which U.S.

statisticians can make is to simplify the presentation of your data so that it

can, in fact, get down to some of the people who might be affected by a rise in

unemployment or a rise in the interest rate.

Secondly, I think that statistics tend to become somewhat impersonal.

There isn't a humanness about the fig _r- fr--ward. The-y are

almost data for data's sake, carrying with them none of the warmth and none

of the humanity which we expect, because indeed these statistics are in fact

falking about people, not just figures.

Thirdly, I don't know here what role you yourselves can play, but I'm

sure that those of you who are officials and who have the ears of members of
the administration cannot but look with some alarm on the present controversy
raging around the best ways to fight inflation. We see the National Alliance

of Businessmen pledging to make available 600,000 or 700,000 jobs by 1971.

The same men the other day suggested perhaps the best way to fight inflation

is to allow unemployment rates to rise 1-1/2 percent. What they failed to do,
and this is perhaps where you come in, is to say to the American public ex-

actly what that would mean.

If my figures are correct, over tne entire country it would mean putting

5,000,000 people out of jobs. If you don't know who they are, I know who they

are; they are blacks, Puerto Ricans, Mexican-Americans, Indians. I wonder

whether your economists should not make their voices heard on this other facet

of the urban crisis?

And apart from the present resurgence of the black population of this

country, there seeus to be an almost forgetfulness swept away in the corner

with respect to other disadvantaged kmericans. I speak specifically of the

American Indian and the Mexican-Americans in the southwest, to say nothing of

the plight of the Puerto Ricans in New York City and other eastern cities. I

wonder whether, as statisticians, you should not clearly mark out the eco-

nomic plights of these groups clearly and unequivocally.

We know that the black unemployment rate is twice that of the over-

all unemployment rate. I wonder whether this figure is in fact accurate. One

of the asks of a conference such as this is to devise means of clearly setting

forth the plight of the Puerto Rican in New York an& other eastern cities, the

plight of the Mexican-Americans, the plight of the American Indians so that

steps can, in fact, be taken to correct these very severe problems.

I am somewhat out of my depth in discussing statistical problems with what

is patently a group of experts. But I do think that I can make some sugges-
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tions. I look around the audience and I see one or two black faces, no
American Indians, and one or two Puerto Ricans. Is this such an ex-

clusive club as to make it impossible for members of other groups to
become a part of it? What is necessary? You will probably say none

applied, This is the old thing we have always heard, or non-qualified.

You know, at Einstein Medical Center they are developing r system whereby
doctors are released to do those things which only doctors can do, and nurses
are being released to do those things only nurses can do. I am talking about
what has become another profession, the para-professional situation. I wonder
if everything in this department is so highly skilled and so technical,
whether people of less educational attainments cannot fill those positions.
I know that has started in New York. Herb Bienstock has publicized a plan to
use these para-professionals to collect data, to train them in statistical
work so they can go out with their sensitiveness, their acceptability by the
various cimmunities in which they go, can perhaps bring back more accurate
data than was done before. That is another suggestion I would like to pass
on to you.

I think it is imperative that the data which you collect, da.ta which you
publish, must all be geared to human needs, to people, not a disinterested,
erudite presentation, because the times in which we are living are indeed
extremely critical, and many of us are beginning to believe that the Labor
Department and the Bureau of Labor Statistics were designed for not people's
needs but designed to provide the vehicle whereby labor unions and big govern-
ment and big business can make decisions to their benefit, forgetting the needs
of people.

Well, people are realizing now that the only way that these needs are
going to be met is by constant unlimiting struggle, and I would add, by any
means necessary.

Louis Levine, Professor of Economics
Institute for Research on Human Resources

The Pennsylvania State University

Thank you very much, Ray, members of the panel, ladies and gentlemen..

My premise is that the labor market economists and the labor force stati-
isticians have failed to play the role that they should play in the resolution
of the problems of urban poverty and racial minorities, the development and
utilization of urban areas, and in failing to do so have probably contributed
unintentionally to some of what Mrs. Newman has so aptly described as t4e
urban crisis.

Mrs. Newman made a number of statements about the elements that give rise
to dissatisfaction, to revolt, to riot, to violence in the urban areas; and
largely it is the disparity between groups, income levels, life styles, and
so on.
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But I submit that this is largely conjecture, that we really don't know,

that this is imagined in terms of the data that we have; but that the data

that we have are wholly inadequate to really lead to those conclusions.

I could equally make the claim that the ilots, the violence, the un-

happiness that exists in the urban areas is a testimony to the great success

we have had in creating rising expectations among the poor and failing to

deliver in performance what we had given them reason to believe they might

expect. And I think that might have as much justification as looking at in-

come levels, patterns of consumption, buying habits, and so on.

What I am getting at is essentially; We don't know. Now, it strikes me

that we are at a juncture in the manpower activities and programs, the so-

called manpower revolution of the 60's, where we can't go on not knowing. We

are at a stage where no longer are we concerned, really, about additional

manpower policies, additional manpower goals and objectives. We are no longer

concerned about additional manpower legislation.

What we are concerned about is manpower performance, delivery of service;

and our inability to deliver the service is a reflection of the fact that we

really don't know what services are needed, where, and to be delivered to whom,

and in what way.

What I am saying, then, is: We are at a juncture when the prime emphasis
is manpower, manpower administration, manpower performance. And manpower data

must contribute to the resolution of that immediate problem.

Manpower administration and performance can take place only in the local

community in the urban area. Until we know a whole lot more about the urban
area.than we now know, our manpower delivery and performance will not likely

measure up to the needs of the times.

Let me give you just a few illustrations of what I regard as part of the

problem. The labor force economists and statisticians, coming essentially

out of the discipline of economics, wanting the prestige of other economists,

have been working with blindfolds essentially. Only recently have they come

to be aware of the many other disciplines that must contribute to an under-

standing of urban poverty. When unemployment is measured in terms of activ-
ity, you satisfy the economists, but you don't satisfy the sociologist, the

psychologist, or the political scientist.

Let us take the definition of the area. The truth of the matter is that

we have concentrated so much on our concept of an economic area and in doing

that we have thought we were getting below State and national aggregates and

goals, and we have. But the State, the local standard, and the metropolitan

area, do not tell us the story we need to know. I am not sure just what the

area is that will tell us the story we need to know. I know that we have not

defined a poverty area, and I know that we need to understand the poverty

area. And by the same token we need to break down the Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Area, to understand where the nuclei of job opportunities are and

what the problems are of getting people from where they are in the ghetto to

where the jobs may be.
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I am very much concerned about the compartmentalization and the high
degree of specialization which has taken place in each of the categories that
deal with human resources and manpower. I don't care whether it is the em-
ployment office, the local school people, or the social agencies. Each has
its own lingo, each has its own jurisdictional definitions, overlapping, du-
plicating, makin3 no sense in the urban area. But until there comes to be
better inter-relationship among these very special categories and compartments,
the resolution of urban problems will not be achieved. And the data that the
statisticians must develop must come about through better understanding and
utilization of the knowledge that exists in these various specialized catego-
ries.

I am firmly of the belief, and I am sure many of you will disagree with
me, that the kinds of manpower data needed for the resolution of local urban
situations cannot come out of the household surveys alone. Neither the fre-
quency, nor the depth, nor the content will yield the information required.

A household survey is geared essentially to the establishment, to an income
level that has a degree of stability, the element of a household, a family.
Anci some of the most difficult categories that we have to deal with don't meet
tl.se criteria. I don't know what the undercount is or the failure to account
for the most poor, the most deprived in the urban ghettos, and I don't think
--lybody else knows.

And if that is the problem, then what about the rest of it in terms not just
of magnitude but characteristics, characteristics will not be measured in terms
of activity status--the unemployment, the discouraged unemployment? This again
is the traditional concept of unemployment. It doesn't get at the sociological
roots of unemployment. Civil Rights have as much significance in understanding
this urban problem as we would have from ?olitics.

I am saying that from the standpoint of area, from the standpoint of defi-
nition of the problems, or from the standpoint of using resources available in
the area that have not been exploited, the statistician has not done his job.
When I say, "resources not exploited," I mean the information that's in the case
records of the social worker, the information that is in the records of the
school, the information that is available in the unemployment office, the infor-
mation that is available in the juvenile detention center, or it can be the court
or some officer in a community, a truant officer or whatever, all of which are
highly pertinent, all of which are highly current. They do not add u to beau-
tiful statistical universes. What I am saying is that we have not exploited a
vast amount of information that currently exists, and that can throw a great
deal of light on the problems in the urban areas.

I am talking about something that is easier talked about than accomplished,
and I would be the first to recognize it. The jealousy that exists among
agencies is itself a major problem in the collection of data. The notion that
data are co12cted for use in a case kind of approach but not for aggregation
and not for statistical analyses is a great barrier. Much of the information
in a case worker's records never sees the light of day beyond the case worker.

I had occasion within the past couple of years to do a little work in the
North Philadelphia urban slum area, taking some inventory of what is available
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in local records. And to whom does the information go? 1.:hat is done with it?

I was amazed at how little is done with the vast amount of information that

exists. It doesn't add up to the beauty of nice statistical techniques. It

doesn't even add up to the beauty of being able to coordinate in such a way

that you are overcoming duplications. But it throws a great deal of light on

what currently confronts you as a major problem. I am saying that these data

need to be examined, they need to be analyzed, there needs to be some provision

for coordinating the flow. Here comes, then, one of the major barriers: The

fear of Big Brother, the fear of identifying in one area the variety of services

and agencies that serve that individual or that family.

Obviously, if you start coordinating on the basis of Social Security

number, coordinating on the basis of residence, you are going to bring together

information that may disclose a lot of failure, a lot of overlap, a lot of waste

that is going on in human resources and manpower agencies today in local areas,

and this will be a fear.

Perhaps the single greatest deterrent to the kind of manpower data needed

for the resolution of urban poverty problems is that most data are designed,

defined, and provided from a national level or from a State administrative

office, and therefore are dictated by considerations cf national interest. And

I bay, "national," in quotes because they may mean something to the Bureau of

the Budget or Congress, not "national" in the greatest public interest; it may

mean national bureaucratic interest.

I wonder what ,7ould happen to urban manpower data, types of data collected,

definitions of data, frequency with which the data are collected, detailed with

which the data would be obtained, if you started the other way around and talked

about the use of data at the point where it originates, the local area. This

is too infrequently done. It is done the other way. It is the percolating-

down kind of approach from statisticians sitting up on high giving too little

consideration to what is needed locally, to be used locally on a regularly re-

curring basis; and it may not be beautiful, neat, statistical packages.

I submit that the situation that is now developing in manpower requires that

kind of turn-around. The implementation of manpower problems clearly requires

in the first instance that there be an assessment of what is needed locally

and how it can best be obtained, and with what frequency aad detail. The

statistical capabilities, the professional knowledge and competence in Wash-

ington and in the State capitols, could best be directed to assisting people

locally in arriving at the answers to those problems, because there is a great

dearth of statistical competence and professional capabillt5es in the local

area.

I don't know what the Nixon Administration will accomplish if it should

move in the direction of a block grant of funds to the States, to go down to

the local area without in the first instance having in the local area the kinds

of intelligence that are needed for the determining of dimensions, the charac-

teristics, the directions and the priorities wh-2.ch are required in the field

of human resources and manpower services for the urban poor and the racial

minorities.

I think this is a crying kind of need that the assistance be rendered to
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the local area, and the by-product be what comes to the State and national

government. If most of tbe data could be used effectively locally, a very

large part of the manpower problem, I think, might be resolved or at least

ameliorated to some degn..... I am not kidding myself that manpower data are

going to solve manpower problems in themselves. They are only a first step

in the process, but I have a feeling that we have not adequately researched

locally what exists, what the potentialities are, what modifications of a
relatively minor Characteristic might yield in the way of a vast amount of

information.

In this connection, I am not thinking only in terms--as I am afraid some

statisticians are--of highly sophisticated systems, electronic data processing

systems, great storage and retrieval systems. These may be necessary in some

of the larger areas which will undoubtedly require the creation of data banks

which be tapped for the variety of hnman resources and manpower agencies

locally--will undoubtedly make a great contribution. But I don't think you

can achieve that centralized data approach without guaranteeing the safeguard

of the confidentialitv of information of individuals. This, I think, may turn

out to be the most critical problem, the fear of putting in one place all the

information that bears on an individual, whether it comes out of a social ser-

vice agency or a school or the employment office. Yet, I submit that the
problem of protectint. the confidentiality of the individual isn't beyond

resolution, that it is not an insuperable barrier.

Now, I would like to say that it seems to me that we have the means, we

have the know-how, to bring about what I regard as possibly the single greatest

contribution that manpower statisticians and analysts can make in the urgent

problems that confront the government today, and that is the focus on the local

area and the focus on implementation of the answers. Having said that, this

does not mean that I am ignoring socio-economic data and their characteristics.

That is basic, there is no question about that. But I am also looking at the

6ata that is reeded for management supervision and for evaluation and appraisal.

and unless they are built into the system from the beginning, then what is your

criteria? What are your standards of performance, accomplishment? Thc kinds

of data that will be needed All not be provided nor will they be available

where they are needed most, locally.

I was greatly impressed this afternoon to hear Mitchell Ginsberg talk about

the need for accountability, a strange thing that social welfare people are now

talking about the need for accountability. I heard a few years ago that it was

accountability that killed imaginative creation. Now, we have reached a point

where we recognize that accountability is pretty important; we must be careful

that it doesn't become a straitjacket. It doesn't have to. But in order to
have accountability, you must know what your goals are, what your criteria are,

what your standards are, and they must be built in locally in the system of

information. I think "Ads is not insuperable. I think it can be accomplished.

It throws a challenge at us really as meaningful as any manpower statisticians

have been confronted with in the last decade. I think you are equal to it if

you once make up your minds that this is the problem that needs attacking. I

think you will find among the administrators, among thz managers, among the

officials who have to deliwr the service, a great concern for just this kind
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of information, because, as it is now, they are often flying by the seat of
their pants.

Nicholas Kisburg, Legislative Representative
Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 210

I would like to say that I, too, am going to be critical, and I ought to pre-
face it by saying I am really an ingrate since I am the most successful
parasite that ever fed on your back.

But seriously, my love affair--which like all love affairs is a large love/
hare syndrome--began ten years ago precisely this month with Lou Buckley, who
was then acting Regional Director of BLS. He and I were extremely sympatico.
Lou felt that the data gathered by the Bureau ought to have more use, that it
shouldn't just rest on shelves, and even if it were grossly misinterpreted, he
felt that was something, that people knew there was a Bureau and some data.

Now, maybe if we gave the various agencies enough money we could get the
data we wanted. For instance, I'm really carrying coals to Newcastle because
I think Lou Levine did it, but I am talking about the trade union pro who has
to justify himself. All members are part of the rank and file. For instance,
I don't know how the data should be busted down, by East Harlem, Central Har-
lem, but there is something wrong when the only city in the country for which
I can get monthly rmployment and unemployment data is New York City. I can't
get it from Chicago or Detroit; something is wrong.

So when Lou says, "Lets start from the bottom," I say, first give me city
data ar )eau data. This doesn't mean we ought to stop collecting SMSA
data the problems are integrated with, let's say, the 17 counties
of E -astern New Jersey.

For instance, let me give you the best one: A real net earnings gain is
of indispensible value to any union that wants to do a good job at the collec-
tive bargaining table. So we got a big raise, the construction workers in '65
and '68 had a gross gain of $30.43. The net gain, after increased taxes, was
$1.36 a week7 but I must confess to you it wasn't precise because the Consumer
Price Index I have is for 17 counties. Having said that, the first thing that I
as a successful user of data would say is: Get out of that ivory tower and
start taking your political bosses on. I shouldn't be doing the net income
studies, you should. You are supposed to guide, like labor and management
in their negotiations. I am entitled, for my taxes, especially when they ain't
going to reduce that surtax for another year, to-that information. Those are
all the nice words I am going to say. As a matter of fact, I am completely
out of character now.

Now, Mitch Ginsberg complained; but I would say to you that maybe Mitch
doesn't get the money, among other reasons, because he is a social worker, a
social scientist.

Well, this is the challenge. You are not the political decision makers



of this Aation or this State, but you have the job, and you are the only guys

who know what is going on, really the only guys who can really properly inter-

pret the data and go to where it needs to be said, "This is the problem."

Despite the fact that the data are limited, you have to woLk with what you have.

Another problem, again one that Lou Levine touched on, is about the bureau-

cratic infighting, and so I'll skip over it. But you know what I mean.

Then, finally, let me say that you may be misusing some of the money you

have. I am quoting now from Welfare and Review and from a list of the cooperative

research and demonstration programs completed in 1968. Someone at the University

of Michigan, let's call him Joe Smith, used my tax money, damn it, for a study

called "Longitudinal Study of the Effects of Pre-Retirement Education on the

Adjustment and Retirement of Hourly-Rated Workers." What I want to know is who

got the grant for the weekly-rated workers? His brother? Or does he get that

next year?

I will give you another one done at Iowa State University, also by Joe

Smith: "Mode of Withdrawal from Active Occupational Roles by Farmers, Small-

town Farmers, Factory Workers, 50 years Old in Iowa." This one is really

profound. If I stick a pin in you, holler. The next one is Wisconsin--it all

goes into the midwest, what goes on around here? Now, you know, this is really

a profound study. This is blazing new trails, something you have never, never

thought about: "Effects of Ability, Family Background and Education on Earnings

and Careers." Come on, fellows, better you should take the money out here and

get drunk.

Two months ago, I did a study on the earnings of workers, union workers in

New York City, and demonstrated that out of 24 industries surveyed, 12--this is

the average earnings with three dependants--had a net loss in income. I sent

on to the Mayor's people and said, "You know, the Mayor ought to get onto

this thing. Maybe they ought to set up a task force." What happened? Tbr-re

was no interest, no interest at all.

Certainly, the most important, the first and most comprehensive st ver

made of a ghetto, before and since, was the thing headed up by Ken Clark,

Youth In The Ghetto. Do you want a statistic, economic, social, and thcrafore

political? It's there. You know what is missing? Out-of-wedlock births. It

is not an accident, not an accident at all. This is the kind of stuff you

mustn't telk about. For instance, Dorothy Newman does what I consider to be

a valuable thing. What Dorothy did is to take data from various sources and

put it together in one thing. Anyone who has an interest in urban problems

and wants to know what they are, will find this damned helpful. She quoted

from this extensively, and well she might, because this is auother trail-

blazing study by the Bureau.

By the way, I don't think I have often seen BLS studies discussing crime

rates. I don't think I have ever seen this. This is fine, this is,a big step

forward. She gathered what I consider to be some of the most valuable data in

this thing, and that was about the accelerated breakup of the black family. If

I had said to you, or you to me, in 1959, that by 1967 the unemployment rate
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of the married black male, living with spouse, would be cut in half, and that
the unemployment rate of the black female 20 year9 and over would be cut in
half, I would have told you you were wrong. It happened despite what everybody
thought. The unemployment rate of black youths 16 to 19 went to a disastrous
30 percent. By the way, that can be explained. I can give you more damned
answers to that than Kern's got pills. I find it impossible to rationalize
away a 12 percent unemployment rate in 1968 of white youths 16 to 19 years of
age.

The fault is ours because we won't bite the bullet, to use Moynihan. This
is something that ought to be here, because in that same period I talked about,
the rate of unemployment of female heads of black families went from 22 to 30
percent. Something is plainly wrong, and some other weird things happened
that we won't address ourselves to: Disparities, crazy disparities in incame.

If I say to you that in 1967 the median income of white families in the
southern industrial cities surpassed the median income of white families in
northern industrial cities, is it believable? It happened. Well, obviously,
the rich white families went to the suburbs. That is right; and since 95 per-
cent of Puerto Rican families are classified as "white," that would explain why
the white families in the South are catching up.

If this is so, how is it that between 1959 and 1967 the median income
of black families in industrial cities in the northeast went from 69 to 68
percent of white income? Everybody knows that the gap between black and
white income is opening up. Okay. So how is it then that in the north-
central cities, it went--the Negro percentage--went from 68 to 75 and then
in the west...-where there is very little Negro population, like one million--
it went from 65 to a spectacular 84 percent; and in the southern industrial
cities it went from 52 to 62 percent, only six points behind the northeast.
And, finally, it cannot be explained by out-migration, because in 1959 the
median income of black families in the southern industrial cities was $1,336
behind the median income of black families in thP rn industrial
cities and only $370 behind in 1967.

These are data I have a right to demand that you amplify, build on and
interpret for me.- No single agency in the country, no single agency, private
agency, in the country any longer has the resources.

I might give you one last thing that puzzles me. Why, in 1967, was the
median income of black families in the western industrial cities 91 percent
of the income of white families in the northeast? Now, you know, why only
industrial cities? Indeed, take another area, not as dramatic but you have
just the same trend. Now, someone very much like Nick Kisburg would say, "Go
west, black man," "Go south, white man." I suggest to you that we will be the
users. We users will be better served, we are well served now, we will be better
served if you take all your bags, all your shibboleths and, all your reverse pre-
judices and chuck them out the window, and take the bullet' in your teeth, bite
it and let's find out where we are going.
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Phyllis A. Wallace, Vice President for Research
Metropolitan Applied Research Center, Inc.

I will be quite brief. Three months ago I left Federal Government and I

have been in New York City working at Metropolitan of which Kenneth Clark is

President.

I would like to bring to the attention of the people who still work in the

Federal Government the fact that little commission accumulated a tremendous

amount of information on minority employment in the United States, information

for 1966, 1967, and 1968, and we had major problems of communicating with other

Federal agencies. We had no money so we did receive financial assistance from

time to time from the Manpower Administration and GEO.

I did talk with Dorothy Newman and some of the other people at BLS, but

I think that you could have better communicacion within the Federal Government.

In desperation, I turned to yo,...ng university professors, to ask if they would

analyze the statistics if we made them available.

We had, at least at the Cme I left Washington, several reports that came

in to my knowledge. No one else in the Federal Government has bothered to pay

attention to these reports. 2 would invite you to go back to Washington, perhaps

call the Commission, and demand to see a copy of the 0E0-1 Report, Jobs

for Minority Women in the Prf...ate Sector, 1966. In the narrative of that

report we have what at least a lot of us thought was a significant finding

by a young professor at Princeton University: That at least two-thirds of

the difference in the occupa_ional positions of minority and majority workers

might be attributed (or almc 't two-thirds might be attributed) to almost pure

discrimination, and about one-third would be due to educational deficiencies.

This is the kind of report that I think people within government, should

analyzeL should examine. In a semse, "research" is a dirty word there, be-

cause like so many of the government agen.7.ies the emphasis is in another

direction.

So I feel that you must have better communication within the Federal

Government and perhaps, better allocation of resources.

The second thing that I would like to emphasize is that you cannot find

current reliable data at the city level, and certainly not at the Bedford-

Stuyvesant, Central Harlem, East Harlem, areas; and we desperately need in-

formation at those levels.

I might tell you that at MARC we are presently just beginning to do two

large studies of two ghetto communities, Newark and White Plains. White Plains

is the suburban type ghetto, and Newark is, I suppose, the typical city ghetto.

In Newark we are interested in roughly 50 census tracts, but not in the

1960 census data for those census tracts. We will be going out into the

community, talking to people i th.i ghetto and talking to people, "in the
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establishment." I hope that from time to time we might call upon people in
government if they have data--it doesn't have to be perfect data; it doesn't
have to be the kind of data ready for publication in the professional journal
--that we would call upon you to perhaps discuss the research design with Is,
to make suggestions, and if you have recent data, perhaps to share the data with
us. I know that is a tremendous thing to do. You find people that collect data
and then sit on it for a year or two because it hasn't been coordinated, it
hasn't been cleared through, and in the meantime you have major difficulties
in the cities.

As a result of working in the private sector, and from my experience in
Washington, I found people at the universities who are very much interested
in these problems. Unfortunately, they are the young professors who haven't
made a name. Most are willing to work with government agencies. Unfortunately,
many of the agencies have so many rules and regulations, that after a while
someone just doesn't have enough time to fill out all of the forms and go
through all of the clearances; and I would ask you again to think of: You are
collecting data for what purposes? Not to satisfy, I 'chink, a particular
administration or a particular secretary; but data that miLl.t be used by a
number of users, the people in the uliversities, the people in the private
sector.

I know it would be helpful from time to time if you would have in out-
siders, perhaps an advisory panel, just people who work in the local areas, to
tell you what the problems are. Occasionally I find that people are isolated
and are carried away from research designs, and cannot publish an article.

So that I would recommend great communication within the Federal Govern-
ment down to the local level, with the universities. Certainly I can tell
you that here and now I promise to be back in Washington many times to beat
on many doors and to denounce you if you don't help me.

The final point: I think someone did say earlier there were very few
black faces at this meeting so that we at the Commission have the responsi-
bility for minority employment in the private sector. One of my pet peeves
has been, really, how do you increase the supply of black economists or
black statisticians or what have you? And since leaving Federal Government
I am happy to say I have enough time and am encouraged to run around to a
number of the Negro colleges and to talk to students and to talk to teachers
about trying to encourage them to major in economics, trying to tell them
that there are opportunities other than teaching. Some of you might even go
visiting to some of these schools and tell these kids what economists do and
what statisticians do.

This is briefly what I have to say on what I consider to be the role of
research in the urban crisis.

Here is what we propose to do. I am going to ask Dorothy Newman to add
just a footnote or a postscript to her statement on Dimensions in the Urban
Crisis'now that she has had an opportunity to hear the other four members
of the panel. Then we are going to.take questions from the floor from any of
the members at the meeting.
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At the end, I have a three-minute commercial a5 to what the solution is

as I have seen it.

MISS DOROTHY NEWMAN: I am taking the comments in order and merely re-

acting to the various statements that were made relative to the talks that

the persons presented.

I was very glad to learn to hear Mr. Lynch speak of the need to

humanize our data. I think thl is one of the areas in which many of us have

tried very hard to do the job, but we can do a much better job. I hope that

the BLS and Stace agencies will take this to heart and provide data which

have surrounded them or provide it in such a way that ir makes it possible for

the man on the street to know what it is all about and interpret the data in

terms of dhe real world.

I think, too, that it is important for us to think about all of the pro-

blems, the minority problems, and Mr. Lynch did mention Mexican-Americans,

Puerto Ricans, and we should be doing more work with these people. And some

of our studies do direct themselves to learning about the ethnic groups

other than black and other thaa the Anglo. We aren't doing enough. We ought

to do more.

In connection with Mr. Levine's remarks, I agree that we should certainly

get down to the local level and do as much as possible on a local basis. The

Bureau has had difficulty getting enough funds to do some of this work. We can

do some of the things with the funds we have that we are not doing. I am

sure we are going to try to expand those programs.

One of the remarks he made about household surveys. I think, we should

take to heart and we have an excellent sample of establishments which, I think,

we are not using to the full, from which we can get information abcut employ-

ment and manpower; but we aren't doing it right at the moment r3r various

lacks. Perhaps many of those in the Bureau Ne ' 1' wiLh IIVLt
there will be another type of sample, but in auy event household surveys are

not the answer to all problems about occupations, employment, unemployment,

and the probloms of the city.

In connection with Mr. Kisburg's remarks, I think that he, too, is right.

We do need more local and city data. We have some, we should expand it. Re

is very right that we need to use each other's data to make our own more

readily available to other agencies, to other groups that need them, and,

likewise, there should be a reciprocal clause arrangement.

In fact, I was very happy in the case of Changes in Urban America to

use the Census Bureau data, and I don't think that it was an error to do that.

If you notice from Changes in Urban America, the material was presented at the

Federal Statistics Users Conference, in October well before the metropolitan

area data came out. I think it is an excellent study. It has Lany new dimen-

sions which we are all using. It speaks of the lack of information about

illegitimacy. Well, we don't know. One person's illegitimacy is another

person's abortion.

In connection with the disintegration of the family, if you have a female
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head of family, is that a disintegrated family? These are things we are not
very well aware of, so it is difficult to analyze it.

On Phyllis's remarks, I think that we should all certainly benefit from
the excellent work that she did with her research staff at EEOC and try to
get as much of it as we can and use it. I am glad to note that the MARC is
embarking, through her efforts, on new urban studies, and especially glad
that Phyllis is going to be in the arena to encourage black economists.
We need them.

MR. MALE: Thank you, Dorothy.

Now, your questions. Keep them brief and direct them to the panelists.

MR. HAROLD GOLDSTEIN: (Bureau of Labor Statistics)

I have two questions. One to Mr. Kisburg, who got such a great hand with
his comments on this fellow Joe Smith and his study of the Retirement Adjust-
ments of Men Only in Iowa.

Do you hays any comments on Lou Levine's push for getting more and more
detailed data, not only on States, not only on cities, not only on central
cities, but also on neighborhoods?

MR. KISEURG: I thought I endorsed that. By all means.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: My other question is to Mr. Lynch. We get pushed .around
and a lot of this kicking that we get is salutary; it's a little difficult
when we get kicked in two directions at once

I wor 4_ riL. tca would comment on what are the kinds of problems
that are presented, and the kind of thing that Lou was talklng about, where
we ought to be getting more and more detailed neighborhoo_l data. We are
begtmning to collect statistics on job vacancies in Amer-.1:an industry. There
is vome pressure to collect these statistics, not only Ebi netropolitan areas,
but-for parts of cities and for neighborhoods and for tle,_ gAetto areas of
cities. I wonder if Mr. Lynch, who made a strong point, with which I fully
agre,, that black people and other minority groups ought tc get jobs in
goverrnment agencies and, I think, by extension in our sotiety generally, has
any comment on the desirability of getting job vacancy statistics or just for
slum areas.

MR. LYNCH: I am trying to see how fast I can answe= Clat. The cry ghich
we hear now for -flack, Puerto Rican, American Indian, is 7,ot by any manner of
reans to exclude any segment of the society, because if do, we will have the
-,ame thing probably 50 or 100 years from now -that we hav.. aow. In fact, one of
=7 ob_servations is that the Human Rights movement has besin one of the best
movements I have ever seen, because although it is very =uch pro the minority,
ft is not, N. Kisburg notwithstanding, anti-white. Bla_Ck is beautiful doesn't
mean Chat wh:_te is ugly.



Therefore, I entirely endorse a comprehensive type of approach to the job

situation. Indeed, if the statement of Mrs. Wallace is correct, if her study

is correct, about two-thirds of the unemployment is based on discrimination,

I think we must concentrate on the area of greatest need where the largest

numbers of people would be involved before we begin to address ourselves to

the more affluent typ,ss.

MR. LEVINE: Hal raised a point which I think is terribly important.

cut it out of my formal presentation because it was in the interest of time to

do so, but it needs to be underscored: It strikes me that one of the crucial

developments that is currently needed in the manpower program is the shift of

concerns, the concerns of unemployment to the concerns about jobs, the job

environment, work training on the job, upgrading, new careers, and all that

goes with it. In other words, the involvement of the amployer and the respon-

sibility for manpower--and when I say "employer," I mean both private sector

and public sector as well. This calls for an understanding and analysis in

detail of what goes on in industry and what goes on in employment that manpower

statisticians do not know.

It is a sad commentary that manpower statisticians are being asked to de-

velop a great deal more information about the clientele, the minority groups

and so on, without having resolved or met those needs, and now must move into

the industry sector of jobs, occupations, job vacancies. I bc' that the

time is rapidly coming when the occupational aegis may be a cl ,- to the

manpower program for the next several years as the counsellor hJs leen to the

manpower program I- the last several years, and the manpower statistician

who doesn't work with the occupational analysis will be making a bad mistake

about the kinds of data that are needed.

MR. JEROME JOFFE: (Mobilitzation for Youth)

Miss Newman made the point that one of the big problems facing the cities

today is the rise in under-employment, the continued existence of under-

employment as opposed to unemployment. I would assume that data that would

be helpful to find out more about this are data on the internal and external

labor markets, by industry and local area, which one could only guess at.

Secondly, Mr. Kisburg indicated that in his analysis there has been a

decline in real income of white workers. Now, the per capita income is in-

creasing. Then perhaps the higher incomes are being earned by commuters

who work in particular strategic occupations, and therefore this wotIld be a

way of explaining this kind of divergent pattern; so I think we should have

data on commuters by income, by occupation, by education. This would be

helpful not only to understand the developments in the political economy, but

also it would be helpful to assist community employment groups.

Perhaps the establishment of community groups, as an extension oi commu-

nity control, may be the answer, but we can't operate unless we have the data

to operate based on what is really going on.

MR. KISBURG: The study that we did for New York City is not different
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from what the national experience would show. This is one of the places we
are goofing. Our economy has changed so rapidly since the New Deal only
30 years ago, three decades ago--people here should have been telling about
that. Don't mind Abe Raskin's articles in the New York Times about the fat-
cat construction workers, teamsters. The fact is that net income in the
United States has declined. Property income has gone up very little. The real
increase came in transfer payments, and it may well be that our real inflation-
ary push is coming from 31 million people who are no longer productive in any
real sense, coupon clippers. It may be this is the source of the inflationary
push, plus the war in Viet Nam. It isn't the commuter making the money neces-
sarily in the city.

But, we don't know. Bill Zimmerman ought to be supplying us data for
New York State. I Can talk only about my own little balliwick. They have all
the data, income by source; and then, by the way, I do belleve in Dorothy
Newman's study. We got SOu .?. very valuable data on the cross current of central
city people going to the suburbs and suburban people coming to the central
city. And I think you will find some people going to Nassau and Suffolk, that
there is a definite trend, and we won't be able to complain that we are being
exploited by the suburbs, by the colonists who go home every night, and then
they will make New York the 51st State and then we will be sorry.

MR. MALE: I want to thank the panel and the audience because you have
been a very attentive and patient audience.

Last night, when somebody reminded me that I had the Parade of the Saints,
those who are still living who have led the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Federally and Statewide, and those of you in he universities and private
foundations, research centers and in government and at all levels who have
been doing this--the panel rightly pointed out to you today that this can get
pretty sterile, that it can become, as one of you said, data for data's sake;
and I think the whole eheme of what all of you were saying today is that you
have to get back to where you were one hundred years ago, seventy-five years
ago, fifty years ago; namely, as a good friend and former colleagae of ours;
namely, as a good friend -and former colleague of ours, Esther Peterson, de-

scribed it, that you need to be the conscience of our conntry. And you can't
do that, it seems to me, :Lf it is business as usual.

Dcrothy talked about the attitudes of the ,7.omfortable. The first day I
was here I was so shocked. Just look at that breakfast, luncheon, dinner menu;
and here we are talking about an urban crisis, poverty of people. Today, I
don't mind that, I don't feel so uncomfortable about that because this confer-
ence has helped to put into sharper perspective more than anything you could
have said to me.

I think we should remember for a long time Dorothy's quote about the
attitudes of the comfortable.

Lincoln Lynch, according to my notes, it was you who should get credit
for emphasizing the impersonality of all the stuff we have been talking about
year after year. We have to get back to the concern for people and not just
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for data bits. You said you were not sure what role these pepple could play;

and in the language of Nick, they know damned well what role they can play.
It is just a question of having the will to play it.

You talked about an exclusive club, I think. The only thing that bothered

me today, and I expected a rather militant, revolutionary, bomb-throwing per-
formance from you--I felt you were in a conservative mood today--the one thing

you said that really made me nervous and I will get it on the record here, is
that you said it is an exclusive club and you don't see enough black faces.
Lincoln, with all my black friends I keep saying, "Iou know, must we somehow
by accident of birth--those of us who are not born black--play certain roles?

Is there nothing we can do to prove by performance that it is not an exclusive

club?" In otl.er words, putting it very simply, if we have to kill our enemies,

that is one thing, but if yo't have to kill your friends, too, in order to get

done what we all agree needs uoing, you leave me with a very discomforting

situation.

Lou said essentially we don't know. He talked about another thing that

I felt is so important. He talked about a kind of separate bureau into which

we have all bureaucratically painted ourselves. The public welfare field in

New Jersey: I talked about that to our people there and got in trouble when

I spoke about the hardening of categories. I think it is not just public
welfare administration and the administrators who have taken a little kidding
here these days, who have painted themselves into separate disciplinary bins,

but we have, with all of our jealousies, all our fears, built separate bins.

Nick, you're great. The people of this country do not appreciate the
Teamsters, you know that. But in my ten years now of having the fun of being

a Commissar Of Labor for a little province in this country, I have learned that
the kind of very special militancy and active conscience that you represent,

along with the muscle and the colorful language, are terribly important to

a more dilettante economist, statistical, academic elite, whether it be a

white elite or a black elite; right?

And the thing you said that I hope Walter Keim will listen to: You said
we need to go where the political actions are, and you noted that is almost

totally absent from these meetings.

In fact, I hate to be bringing up that late senator from New Mexico, but
the very existence of a thing like the Hatch Act plants in all of our minds--
those who get near the expenditure of public funds--the idea that there is
something venal, something wrong, something dirty, something terrible about

this political craftsmanship. I submit to you, if Lou's theory about getting
the sociologists, the psychologists and everybody else, into this, the ultimate
in interdisciplinary study is correct, we have to go out and get the heat from

the people and get the lash and counter-backlash.

Phyllis, I hope next year you will bring your boss, Ken Clark with you.
You have opened up a new avenue of data and job experience. And what you said
to us about the need for openness, abouc the need to use what is available, is
terribly important.
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So I would end, as Dcrothy began, with one single word: Attitude, I told
you that in a short compass, the real solution can be exposed to you. I didn't
invent this. Others did. We had a Kerner Commission nationally and we had a
New Jersey one, a State level one, a little commission. Buried in the preface
of that report, as I have told some of you before, is the brief prose of the
President of New Jersey's Bell Telephone Co. He wrote this at three o'clock in
the morning. What he said was that we couldn't buy the solutions to the pro-
blems we have been discussing together this afternoon. All the tax policies, all
the foundation grants, all the bond issues, cannot buy it; so the chairman of our
little Kerner Commission said, the basic thing goes back to attitude, and the
important part of his message was, "It isn't your attitude or some other guy's
attitude, it is our own attitude. The thing begins with ourselves, in our own
homes, in our own neighborhoods, not just data collecting, but in the kinds of
neighborlinesst the rights of citizenship, yes, to use a word that is popu-
larly used now hut probably less well understood, and the kinds of love that
may be expressed in those neighborhoods and in the communities and across
communities Chroughout standard metropolitan statistical areas, counties,
States, provinces, Nation, or the world, or maybe the planetary system."

The answer, therefore, is so simple that it's been around for a thousand
years in the tradition of the great writers and the great human beings of Asia,
from which your visitors came to this conference, in the tradition of the great
multi-thousand-year-old heric:age of religion that we have been walking around
in here, stumbling over New Jersey's B'Nai Brith and it is certainly appropriate
to say that it has been now almost 2,000 years in the heritage of those by a
more recent theological design.

So while we grope for finding the data for more accl=ate measurements,
for reading out to ear.:h other, for finding out how to keep in constant
communication, not just in Williamsburg.and Kiamesha Lake, but in all the
hours and days to come, we aren't the first to wrestle with these problems.
We will not be the last to have them, but while we kid each other a bit, as
Nick said--Lou ought to hit me and demand equal time--it is only because we
respect each other that we can be blunt to each other.

Before you leave this room, those of you who haven't studied it, look at
those first few charts. You were talking about the gap, non-white and white.
You notice that it looks as,though the gap is closing, that the ratio on that
bottom blak..k line--if you will get up and look--the line is all too steady.
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MR. KELM: This is Manpower Day. We will have M. Alfred M. Zuck, the
Director of the Office of Evaluation of the Manpower Administration, speaking

on the Evaluation of Training and Manpower Programs. On Sources of New
Manpower Data Through Job Banks and Related Programs, the speaker will be

Vladimir D. Chavrid, Acting Assistant Director of the Office of Technical
Support of the U.S. Training and Employment Service of the Manpower Adminis-

tration. Sol Swerdloff, Chief of the Division of Program Planning and
Evaluation, will speak to you on "What We Don't Know About Training in

Industry."

The discussants for this program will be Sar A. Levitan, Director of the

Center for Manpower Policy Studies and Research Professor of Economics at the

George Washington University; Aryness J. Wickens, Director of the Office of
Manpower Management Data Systems of the Manpower Administration; Michael E.

Borus, a Brookings Economic Policy Fellow, of the Manpower Administration.

The Chairman of the morning session is Harold Goldstein, Assistant
Commissioner of the Office of Manpower and Employment Statistics, Bureau of

Labor Statistics of the United States Department of Labor.

RESEARCH NEEDS FOR A COMPREHENSIVE MANPOWER PROGRAM - PART I

Chairman: Harold Goldstein, Assistant Commissioner
Office of Manpower and Employment Statistics

Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Labor

The Manpower Programs, as we see them today -- have developed in no
systematic way, but a new one being started here, and a new one being started
there, a different organizational setup, a different focus.

So we need a Manpower Program which is comprehensive in dealing with all
of the programs, and integrated with all of the programs started up with
different agencies running them, competing in a sense for budget, competing

in a sense for clients, and just plain competing. How do we get all of this

together? How do we develop a program so that the clients of the program,

whether they be unemployed workers or prospective workers, or employers, can

go to a government agency, a single agency, make a single stop, and in that

one stop get a couprehensive service that meets all of their needs so that
they don't have to go from pillar to post? These are the problems in

developing a comprehensive program.

What the answers are, I don't know. Luckily, we don't have to develop

a comprehensive program today. All we have to do is talk about the research

needs.



When we look at the contents of the program, we can work in many different
areas. Certainly, when anyone develops a new program, the first thing he
wants to do, at least theoretically, is to build into that program a way of
evaluating its success, pinpointing its failures, identifying the problems so
that you can do something about them. We don't always do it.

We in the Department of Labor are trying to strengthen our evaluation
program. The man most responsible for that is Al Zuck, and he is going to
be telling us about what he is doing and perhaps more, what he hopes to do.

Evaluation of Training and Manpower Programs

Alfred M. Zuck, Director
Office of Evaluation

Manpower Administration
U.S. Department of Labor

Thank you, Hai.

It is really an honor, first of all, to be first on the program with a
name that is Z-U. I have been at the end of the alphabet all my life, and
it is kind of a switch for me to start out first.

I am delighted to be here, with this grout) of experts about evaluation.
I am glad you got off the binge of the Comprehensive Manpower Program and got
us onto the question of research needs, because I was beginning to think that
what I had thought about was no longer relevant; but evaluation suddenly has
become one-of those in-things. Everybody's clamoring for evaluation these
days. The public is raising questions on priorities of Federal programs, how
we are allocating resources, and the whole question of accountability. Congress
is concerned about evaluation. As a matter of fact, in most of the new pieces
of legislation now being enacted, Congress is writing specific provisions
requiring comprehensive evaluations of the programs.

Evaluation is, in a sense, a new field, a new topic. There will be many
people around who will be rightly saying that they have been evaluating projects
for a long time. But I think that in the past, evaluation has been largely in
the context of evaluating the process, the coordination among agencies, the
flow, the status of achieving goals, and we've been not really addressing
ourselves to the outcomes, the effects, the results, and what differences the
programs make.

Evaluation also means very different things to different people. The need
for evaluation is different at different levels. However, today, I would like
to concentrate a bit in terns of what the rhetoric calls "Outcome Evaluation;"
evaluations.of the impact of programs, the effectiveness of programs, the
results of programs.
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I would like to do this in talking about essentially two major areas:
first, I would like to direct your attention to what I am going to call:
Trying to set a realistic framework or perspective for considering evaluation.
Secondly, I want to go on to talk about some of the specific problems that are
arising in terms of needs for outcome evaluation.

Let us first look at trying to provide this perspective on evaluation.
One could raise the question -- and it is a very good question why evaluate,
for what purpose? The whole basic assumption under which we establish an
evaluation program is based on really a rational, logical kind of framework.
In the manpower area, we say that there are some manpower problems that are
causing social and economic maladjustments. These become recognized as major
national problems, resulting in congressional action in terms of the enact-
ment of legislation, the establishement of new programs.

And as Hal has said, over the last six years we have had a sheer develop-
ment of a multitude of individual manpower programs. Once the programs get
established theoretically we have objectives that are required to meet, and
so the point of evaluation is trying to find out whether those object:Ives
are being realized, not for the purpose of any academic research interest,
but really for the purpose of trying to effect change, influence policy,
change procedures, change program content.

Now, it is upon this framework, a logical rational kind of approach,
that we build or attempt to build an evaluation. It seems to me there is a
second question that follows this and that is: Is this theoretical framework
realistic?

Manpower programs are really directly concerned with basic questions of
public policy. As questions of public policy, they are political questions.
And any question on political policy must relate to this logical framework
which I described a little bit earlier: Are questions of public policy and
decisions on public policy based on the objective outcome, or effectiveness
of programs? I think in all honesty the answer is-yes and no.

I think we have got to be very careful not to kid ourselves that an
evaluation program is going to provide all of the kinds of answers, and
even if the answers are accurate and good from a methods point of view, we
have to be careful to avoid the problem of thinking that those findings are,
in fact, going to influence policy. I think the extent to which findings
are influencing policy really depends on the time and circumstances.

We have spent billions of dollars in this country on Veterans' benefits,
yet, so far as I know there really hasn't been any evaluation of Veterans'
Programs. States across the country are again enacting legislation providing
for Veterans' bonuses, not on the basis of any kind of -- at least so far as
I know -- objective assessment of the purposes to which those funds will be
used, and the relative priority it has against other programs; but on the
basis of what one of the discussants calls, I think, gut reactions.
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Many of the decisions in the whole public arena are made on bases other
than factual, definitive, kinds of studies and findings. Lest I be misunder-
stood, I am not saying that I think evaluation of results and outcomes and
effects of programs are not essential and needed. What I am saying is: I

think we need the results of these studies and evaluations to provide the
grist for the mill of public discussion that takes place on public policy
issues; and then, if decisions are made, opposite to the findings of evalua-
tions or studies, clearly they were done having available this kind of
information.

I think it behooves us to strive to develop good evaluation programs.
My only concern is that as we move into this period of time in whic_a
evaluation is a kind oi new savior -- I am afraid that in the inte-zest of
evaluation, tor man: ece will look to it to provide the kinds cf answers
that cannot he

There is another issue related to this, taat the majority again assumes
that there are objectiv-L1 for programs. I think it is fair to ask what are
the objectives for the lv,z,npower Program, or an- of the components -1-f the
Manpower Program? Who L stated them? It has been the Congress, it has been
the President, it has been the program administrators or the client groups.
Whether they have been stated or not, do each of these groups have a different
understanding of what the objectives are? How do these objectives conflict?
How do they change?

Depending upon how you define your objective, the MDTA Program today is
nothing like the MDTA Program when it was conceived and enacted. In the
early days, it was concerned with the problems of skilled training for meeting
the problems of automation and technological change. Today, we talk about a
full range of services and problems of the disadvantaged.

Let, me, just on the question of objectives, cite the Neighborhood Youth

Corps program. What really are the objectives of the NYC program? I am sure

we could develop a list. The NYC School Program maybe has an objective to
reduce dropout rates in schools. To some people it has the objective to
fulfill and meet some public needs in schools and in other places. For other

people the objective is really to provide some money for kids; and to others

it is to keep kids occupied. If you are going to talk about an evaluation
of the NYC program, we have to understand the ground rules we are operating

under. What are we evaluating? What are the objectives and priorities of

the objectives?

It is a fine thing to develop a data system, but you have to decide what
you want to know or need to know, and you can't change the kind of information
you want every six months because the system simply doesn't respond to that
kind of change. This, then, is what I would like to call a realistic frame-
work or backdrop for talking about some of the specific issues and problems
we face on outcome studies and some of the approaches that need considerable
attention. You can see that I have tried to present what I think is a
realistic and fairly pragmatic approach to a whole discussion of the question
of evaluation.
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I think it is a mistake to go down the road thinking that we are going,
through spending $5,000,000, $10,000,000 on evaluation studies, to come out
with the ultimate answers, because I think what we are learning is that these
programs, being social programs, have go to deal with many variables, and
most importantly we are dealing with the human equation.

Now, in spite of all that. T think we are better off in manpower programs
than we are in others. For it S. to me that regardless of what kind of
subordinate objectives one can esai or define in the final analysis I
am committed to the proposition tat Ir man_Jwer programs the whole purpose
of the program is really to try tc nrc-Lde aployment, jobs to inalvidnals
who, without training or supported --serv:Lces, would not get such j=bs; and
jobs that they can retain. So in r:-.7_±s sense_I think there iE a cpncrete
objective that can be stated for m-ap7-wr pr-7grams and can be measured, wl,ich
is not true of some of the other sozia procams.

Now, I don't mean to offend an} c,1 the sociologists or psychologists who
are here, who would contend that thera re many social and psychological
purposes to be served and objectives c be aznieved in the manpower program.
I acknowledge that. But I think sre s-scondary results or effects, and
I'd like to concentrate my discuss.= on the question of what I consider to
be the primary outcome, the opportu7ity to provide profitable employment to
individuals.

In this regard, I think there are three key questions that we have got
to think about in evaluating the program. The first question is: To what
extent do the people who participate in manpower program becoille employed and
remain employed? The question here is really the question of making a
comparison between their employment and earnings experience before and after
their involvement in the programs.

The second question then is: But what would have happened to these people
and their employment experience and earings experience if they hadn't partici-
pated in the programs? Would it have been the same or different?

And third, what services or combination of services appear to contribute
to the program, and which programs seem to be most successful to which groups
of people?

Let us go back to the first question. This really is a very simple
question. The truth of the matter is we don't really know. Information is
available in all of our problems on placement data at the conclusion of the
program. But our big data gap is in the follow-up experience, following thc
initial placement. What happens to these people in a period of years follow-
ing their participation in the program? Only the MDTA Program has built into
it follow-up reporting for periods of one year following initial completion
of the program.

We found that even though ther is a system established, fcllow-uo
reports have been received over =hie years in only about 50 percent of the
cases. Even if the MDTA was fulay functioning, this is a short term follow-up
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and does not provide long term follow-up answers. Longitudinal follow-up of

program participants, particularly the poor, the disadvantaged, the minority
groups, is really very difficult. They tend to be very mobile, and increas-
ingly there appears to be an evidence of reluctance being interviewed.

In a recent pretesting of a retrospective stud: of youth participants in
the MDTA and in the NYC Job Corps Program, the Censr-7 Bureau was able to
complete only 40 percent of the number of schedule(' nterviews. Recognize

that here we are dealing with youth and they are ever more mobile and more
difficult to find than the adult population.

The Office of Evaluation currently is financing a study which is trying

to get at an evaluation of all manpower programs in the Boston metropolitan

area, the Denver area, and the San Francisco area. We are going to follow

program pFxticipants in this study over a period of two years, and we are

going to be experimenting with some techniques to provide financial incentives

to program participants to report periodically, to provide information on

where they are. If this approach seems to be successful, we may use it in

some other areas.

There is another attempt being made jointly between us and the Management

Data people to see if we can follow program participants through Social Security

records. And a pilot project on that is going to begin shortly.

Of course, we must recognize that filling this data gap of what-has-
happened-to-people is only part of our need, because that only tells us what

happened. It doesn't tell us why it happened. And increasingly, we have

got to have some new understandings of the whole functioning of the labor

market. An evaluation of the Boston Concentrated Employment Program by

Peter Derringer and a group at Harvard found that the people who were coming

through the program were not people who were unemployed for extended periods
of time, necessarily, and people who didn't have work experience. There were

some youths who were new entrants into the labor force and did not have
experience, but many of these people had work experience. They get placed in

a job through the Concentrated Employment Program, where many of the jobs are

dead end jobs or the kinds of jobs that these people could have gotten on

their own. They stay on the job as long as they are interested in staying

on the job and then they "opt out." They have an option to "opt out" into
the second area job market, the non-preferred jobs they can get every time.

I would s:.Iggest that what we have to do is see how we can get some upward
mobility, get these people jobs in the kind of jobs that have been blocked

to them in the past.

Let me go to the second question: Assuming that we can get accurate
information on follow-up, what would have happened to these persons if they

hadn't been in the program in the first placO Would they have been better

off, worse off, or no different, in effect? This poses some more difficult
problems, and the most logical way to answer this question is to establish

some kind of trial group, another group of people with similar characteris-
tics to those in the program, follow them for a period of time and see if

there are any differences.
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There are a lot of problems in control groups. How do you get a gclicd,
random selection; which, theoretically, is the best way to conduct a study?
The way that makes the most sense is to select the groups at the beginni:ag
of a program and assume that you have gct fewer available opportunities 3r
slots than you have got clients; you randomly select some in and some cu.:.
Of course, thiE raises problems of its own. People don't necessarily
to be denied services or selected out for the purpose of conducting an
experiment. But ifwe are going to try to answer this question of what fould
have happened, we have to find a mechanism for establishing a control ir
order to make a comparison. I don't think I've yet found a study where 2.ontrol
groups nave been established where somebody has not stated that the control
group was not representative of the experimental group; but we've got an
expert in that in Mike Borus, who will comment on that point later. MayDe
we will get to the point, in the final analysis, of saying we can't answer
that question, and then we direct our efforts to how we improve the effective-
ness of the program models and the ingredients in the programs?

But I don't think we are at that point yet, and so this whole question
of control groups is one that we have got to be pursuing at least in the years
ahead.

Finally, let me come to the question of what kinds of services seem to
be most successful. I think we are entering a period now in which the
categorical programs, as we have known them, will begin to disappear. We are
talking about a comprehensive manpower act that would get rid of MDTA and NYC
and New Careers and Operation Mainstream -- and instead would be talking about
the kinds of services that are necessary to make people productive members of
the work force. Here we are talking about things like orientation, job
tryout, work experience, occupation skill training, intensivf, skill training,
follow-up, and so forth. So, we need to know which of these services seem
to be most successful. The truth of the matter is we don't know that either.

We provide basic education to a lot of people in programs. But we really
don't know whether or not that basic education course, or that basic education
training results in preparing that individual for a successful job experience.
Our present manpower policy has been based on the assumption that it is the
disadvantaged, the minority, that need services and rehabilitation, and so
we talk about all of the things that need to be done to this client group.
But we are beginning to get some evidence in some of the studies and findings
that maybe this is not where the emphasis ought to be. Maybe we need to look
at the work place, maybe we need to rehabilitate the work situation, employers,
supervisors, fellow workers, unions.

There are some indications in the job programs, (the National Alliance
Business Program) that suggest that the kinds, the amount, and the quality
of some of the services provided are not nearly as important as the kinds
of relationships that can be established in the work place. We need to look
at this as one of the ingredients of the kinds of services that are required.
Maybe we have been looking up to this point far too much -- as one of our
study findings said, "Your whole theory is that you go out, find them, clean
them up, give them a little education, teach them to come to work on time,
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but that isn't the problem."

The problem is the built-in attitudes, discriminaf-1/2n, and built-in
racism in our society. I think we are 'a:ginning to se._ :n some of our
evaluations, at least, that we have got to put more att ition to this
question of the whole work environment, and all of the ssues around it need
to be dealt into the question of the kinds of servts \,:a provide.

would like only to make one other comment. I thi_nk it is obvious from
what I said that data is one of the most crucial e1emer_.-3 in -rogram evaluation.
We need data on characteristics of program participants, their pre-enrolment
and post-enrolment experience. All of this is nec,essEry for effective eval-
uation of program results or impact. Up to this point Lhe manpower data
system, however, has been based on universal reporting, and we are getting
some data on all program participants. But in my view, tl-e manpower program
simply has become too large to look to universal data f, r Evaluation purposes.

During the month of July there will probably be cicse to three-quarters
of a million individuals participating in manpower prog-lms. And over the
course of a year, the number is in excess of one millio people in over 7,000
projects. Now, it is my view that we cannot develop anc._ hope to administer
for evaluation purposes a data system that gets universal reporting on each
of these individuals in the degree of detail that is necessary to try
to answer som k:. of the questions I am talking about. Therefore, I think we
have got to move more in the direction of sampling, more in the direction of
the questions of kinds of services, of tying into employment and earnings
projects, trying to demonstrate different mixes of services and built-in
intensive evaluation in projects, to try and answer some of these questions.

Even if we can't establish a foolproof control group, and even if we
can't provide the kind of intensive information that is necessary to answer
all of the questions about program results and effects and outcomes, we
certainly have an obligation to try to see if we can't provide some information.
Also, I think we have got to include in this approach a kind of realistic
assessment in ord:tr to appraise ourselves of what the real impact of an
evaluation program can be.

There is a big job here that needs to be done, but I am hopeful that in
the course of the next couple of years, that if we come back and talk about
these topics, rather than talk about some of the problems, I can talk about
some of the conclusions.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Thank you, Al.

Another area of research that has to be developed in a comprehensive
manpower program is research in the use of operating data.

For example, one can ask not only how good are the outcomes of our
programs but how well are we doing? Why do we find in follow-up studies that
only half of dle people who have been put through pmgrams appear? What is
wrong with the way we follow up? Can there be evaluo=ion also of the
administration of the programs?
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We have to look at the whole question of how we can use the operating
information that comes out of programs to research the substantive issues
and the needs.

One of the new programs is the Job Banks Program. This is going on in
a number of different forms, a lot of it is still experimental; and it is good
that at this time we are taking a look at what information can come out of it.

Our next speaker is going to talk about that.

Sources of

Vladimir

U.S

New Manpower Data Through Job Banks and
Related Programs

D. Chavrid, Acting Assistant Director
Office of Technical Support

. Training and Employment Service
Manpower Administration
U.S. Department of Labor

It is in the context of continuous economic advance which has resulted
in a period of prosperity without parallel in our history, but at the same
time a deepening concern for those Americans who have not shared in its
benefits, that I would like to discuss the implications of manpower programs
and the need for comprehensive job market information and research.

Programs Needs Spur Data Development

my own interest in the development of the fundamental tools and techniques
of labor market analysis dates back s,ome 30 years to the time of the Great
Depression. We were spurred then by urgent needs for information in the labor
market for specific occupations and industries. Mhny of the job market
information tools which we take for granted today were developed in rePponse
to pressing needs of the employment service program. The Department's area
manpower information program, for instance, had its beginning with the need
to alleviate local housing shortages that started to emerge just prior to our
entry into World War II. The first labor area surveys conducted by State
Employment Security agencies were made in response to the need for estimates
of area labor demand and supply in relation to current and future defense
production manpower requirements.

The area classification system was introduced at about that time to
provide a quick convenient tool to facilitate differentiating,between areas
having significant labor shortages and those that could handle additional
defense contracts with their existing manpower resources. In later years when
unemployment rather than labor shortages became the problem, the system was
adapted to help identify labor areas with significant unemployment problems
and which warranted special federal assistance such as that available throUgh
the Public Works and Economic Development Act and other programs, including
Defense Manpower Policy No. 4, which provided for preference in awarding
Federal contracts to areas of high unemployment.
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aver the years, major breakthroughs in the development, use, and acceptance
of job market information tools occured in much the same manner. That is,

they were developed to meet the pressing operating requirements of the Federal-
State employment security program in responding to the needs of new manpower
programs. Such tools include the development and refinement of techniques for
testing and counseling job applicants; for determining current and future
manpower requirements by occupation and industry; for evaluating the impact
of Changing technological requirements and for occupational analysis and
classification.

The latter tool, the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, is basic to the
operation of our nationwide system to provide employability service to job
applicants, to facilitate the process of matching workers and jobs, and in
developing and disseminating job market information. The Third Edition of
the DOT published in 1965 has many new features. Among them is the arrange-
ment of jobs, within groups of occupations, in order of complexity. This has

helped to identify the entry opportunities for which the disadvantaged job

applicants can qualify, along with a career progression ladder to more
rewarding jobs.

New Data Are

The development of labor market tools has proved responsive to the
dynamics of our economy dcwn through the years. The new and expanded manpower,
vocational education, and anti-poverty programs which have been initiated as
a result of new legislation over the past few years have made an even more
urgent need to develop and implement a comprehensive system of labor market

information and related research. Such a system should encompass not only
the development and compilation of soundly-based data related to existing and
anticipated job opportunities and the size and characteristics of human
resources, but also the dissemination and interpretation of these data to
State and local agencies and officials, as well as to job applicants and
employers. For each of the new manpower programs, improved State and area job

market information is needed for planning purposes, for appropriate guidance
in making vocational choices, and for answers to questions on "what occupations

to train for" to enhance the employability and maximize the employment oppor-

tunities of the disadvantaged and unemployed workers and youth entering the

labor market.

To meet these needs, USTES has initiated a number of comprehensive
revisions in the existing ES-State agency labor market information program.
In some instances, these changes involve the design of new labor market
information sub-systems, aimed at meeting program requirements of specific
user groups. Another consideration has been the correcting or filling of
signigicant gaps in the compilation or dissemination of labor market information.

President Nixon referred to one such gap recently.. He spoke of the
"information gap in job hunting" when he announced his intention to create a
National Computerized Job Bank. He said at that time:
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In our concern to create job opportunitie* and to train people,
we have largely ignored the problem of communication about jobs.
Today, tens of thousands of jobs are going begging because people
qualified for those jobs ar not aware of them. The information
gap in job hunting has become a chasm and we can do something to
close it.

Soon after he took office, President Nixon directed the Secretary of Labor
to undertake the creation of a National Job Bank.

Action on this directive will build to some extent on the Department of
Labor-State E.S. agency experimental program on the measurement and interpre-
tation of job vacancy information. The potential use of such data in planning
programs for better matching of workers with jobs, and in analyzing economic
conditions, led the President's Committee to Appraise Employment and Unemploy-
ment Statistics in 1962 to recommend the establishment of such a series.

Beginning in January 1969, a joint MA-BLS program was launched to collect
job opportunities (job vacancy) data along with labor turnover statistics in
50 SMSA's. Publication of these data will begin as soon as possible.

New Congressional Directives

We have also received recent guidance from the Congress relating to the
need for job market informaL.Lon. The 1968 amendments to the Manpower Develop-
ment and Training Act direct the Secretary of Labor to take three major
actions:

(1) To develop a comprehensive system of labor market information on
a national, State, local, or other appropriate basis -- including
information on impediments to the development of an individual's
full employment potential, and information on the number and
characteristics of persons needing ma-power services;

(2) To develop and publish on a regular basis information on available
job opportunities throughout the United States on a national, State,
local, or other appropriate basis -- for use in placement and job-
matching programs; and,

(3) To develop and establish a program for matching the qualifications
of unemployed, underemployed, and low income persons -- with employer
requirements and job opportunities on a national, State., local, or
other appropriat.:: basis. These job-matching progroms are to provide
for quick and direct communication among local training and placement
agencies, with a view to referral and placement of such persons in
jobs. "In the development of such a program," the act continues,
"the Secretary shall make icaximum possible use of electronic data
processing and telecommunication Eystems for the storage, retrieval,
and communication of job and worker information."



The new amendments also provide that 2 percent of the basic MDTA
appropriation be set aside for carrying out the latter two responsibilities,
i.e., the development and publication of job opportunity information and the
computerized job-matching program. The 2 percent amount in our appropriation
request for 1970 will be about $14 million.

There has been considerable discussion about how this money should be

divided between job opportunity information and computerized job-matching.
My own interpretation is that these two purposes were lumped together in the
new amendment because they are really inseparable. Once we have an automated

job-matching system in every State, with telecommunication linkage among
States and local offices, it will provide us as an automatic spin-off much
(A= the information we need "on available job opportunities ... on a national,
State, local or other appropriate basis" as provided in the law.

PI:lot Computerized Operations Already Underway

The implementation of this objective will mean giving highest priority to
the developmental and experimental efforts now underway in a number of States
to computerize the job-matching process and to generate labor market and

management information as an integral part of the computer operations. Recent
efforts have accelerated in two State Employment Service Systems -- Utah and
Maryland -- which have developed systems now in full operation.

Video data terminals and terminal printers are located in three local

offices of the Utah State Employment Service: Salt Lake City, Ogden, and

Logan. These are linked with the computer at the central office of the Utah
Department of Employment Security at Salt Lake City.

Each Friday the Utah computer prints out an inventory of UnfilledJob
Openings and Training Opportunities. This listing is sent to the agency's
information centers in each of the automated local offices where it becomes
a part of the total body of labor market information available to jobseekers

and others on a self-help library basis. In addition, all local offices and
cooperating public and nonprofit manpower agencies are provided with a weekly
print-out of openings remaining unfilled by the end of the week to widen the
area of recruitment and information about available job opportunities.

As currently designed, the Utah system was devised to utilize a computer
to match applicants to job openings and openings to applicants. Subsequent

objectives include labor market information, employer relations, and manage-
ment information systems.

Such a system will have tremendous implications on our present job market
information system. For example, in compiling job opportunity data under this
system, it will not only be possible to obtain detailed information on job-
seekers or the labor supply side, but also on the labor demand side. For the

first time information will be available on a current basis by labor market
area, the key characteristics of the registered unemployed such as -- age,
sex, educational attainment, veteran status, whether he is an unemployment
insurance claimant, whether he is disadvantaged, his occupation, and the length
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of his current spell of unemployment. Data will be available on the types of
manpower programs an individual job applicant had participated in: MDTA, NYC,
Job Corps, etc. Also to be available is a wealth of information on the job-
seeker's work history, special tools of the trade that he may possess, and
special operators licenses, and related information on special skills.

On the labor demand side, we will have a virtually complete inventory of
information, by labor market area, on job opportunities by industry, size of
employer, wages offered, detailed requirements and specifications of job
openings, working hours, and a host of related information associated with
job orders. It is true that such information will be available from only thoar_t
employers and for those job orders placed with the employment service. Never-
theless, it would provide representative information about most job openings
for a given labor market area.

The Baltimore Job Bank

The close relationship between job opportunity information and computer-
assisted operations is perhaps even better illustrated in what we call the
Baltimore Job Bank. The Job Bank was developed for the primary purpose of
coordinating the highly competitive and duplicative job development and job
placement efforts of the various community agencies with those of the public
employment service in the Baltimore metropolitan area. Eighteen non-profit
agencies agreed to pool all their job opportunities information into a common
"bank" which would then be available to all for placement purposes. As part
of this Job Bank program, the Maryland employment security agency combined
the efforts of ES and systems development people to develop a computer program
for storing, updating, and printing out, on a daily basis, sufficient infor-
mation on employer orders to permit direct referrals on the basis of the
printout.

The operational concept is simple. It works like this. Employers phone
their orders to a central order taking unit. All orders not filled during
the first day of receipt are fed into a computer, which overnight prints out
a Job Bank book. Multiple copies of the Job Bank book are duplicated and
distributed to all ES operating locations, and to the representatives of the
participating community agencies. All referrals are controlled by a central
telephone control unit which sees to it that applicants are referred only
live job openings. The Job Bank book is available to all ES and community
agency interviewers wherever they may be located in the Baltimore area. This
means that applicants throughout the metro area all have equal exposure to
all possible job openings every day. Present equipment prints a Job Bank
book describing some 13,700 area job openings.

The Job Bank is a computerized system
information. We think the Job Bank offers
large number of States in a subsystem that
ultimate objective of a fully computerized
State.
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Among the more important benefits of this system are:

(1) Duplicate job development calls to employers have

eliminated.

(2) Job openings have come out of hiding -- Example:

job openings available totalled 7,200 -- May 1969

(3) HRD placements have approximately doubled.

been virtually

During May 1968
-- 16,000.

(4) More flexibility in the use of staff; more control over the

placement process; the Job Bank also pinpoints productivity

and helps spot trouble areas, and the need for staff training.

(5) By exposing all applicants to all jobs, the Job Bank goes a

long way in bringing the ES to the people and the employers

to the ES. The Job Bank is being expanded to Atlanta, Chicago,

Hartford, Portland, and St. Louis this fiscal year. We hope

to have it operating in 30 more cities by the close of FY 1970.

Again the implications for job market information from this system will

be significant. The availability of information on employer job requirements

and specifications will, I am sure, have favorable effect on job opportunity

or job vacancy information. It is conceivable that with the availability of

employer job order information from the job bank we can redesign or redirect

the coverage of sample employers so as to obtain data from those employers

and for those job openings which are not available through the job bank. With

the implementation of job banks in additional cities, we will want to look

into this further.

The ESARS Progrmn

There are two major considerations behind the decision to give overriding

priority to the development of a computer-assisted manpower system. First,

of course, is the obvious need to improve the operation of the labor market

by more efficient matching of the qualifications and the needs of unemployed

and underemployed with job and training opportunities and to improve the

operation of the labor market by assembling better information on the charac-

teristics and needs of jobseekers. The second consideration may be of almost

equal importance. This is the management information that is needed by

management at all levels of the Federal-State employment service system for

planning, budgeting, operating, and evaluating.

The urgency of the need for this kind of information led to another

decision to move ahead with project ESAYS (Employment Security Automated

Reporting System) a computerized management information system design to

serve until a full blown computerized job matthing system is available in

all States. As part of the ESABS program, detailed information on the

characteristics of individual applicants anei the services provided them, as

well as information on the services to employers, will be made available

for the first time -- instead of merely gross data on transactions.



Presently some 10 million job seekers register with the employment service
each year. Gross information on how many are of a certain age group, number by
sex, number of disadvantaged, number of veterans, and the number by color, for
example, are obtained each month from the State Employment Security agencies.
Also, information, for example, is obtained on the gross number of jobseekers
who were placed on jobs, number enrolled in training, and the number counselled
or tested. What we are unable to do is to identify the individuals served
and to relate the services provided to the characteristics of the individuals
served.

With the implementation of ESARS, presently scheduled to be operational
nationwide in July 1970, we will be able to relate the individual characteris-
tics of job applicants -- such as age, sex, race and minority group, educational
attainment, veterans, or unemployment insurance claimant status, handicapped,
disadvantaged, or welfare, member of near-poverty family, etc., together with
the employment barriers and what services to provide to each applicant.

By coupling the computer with the data on applicants, services and job
order information (under ESARS job order information will be limited to
occupations by DOT, industry and duration and type of opening), it will be
possible to conduct periodic reviews of applicant files to identify persons
who require special assistance in order to be competitive in the job market,
and to undertake analytical information activities and conduct special studies
which will be supportive of operating programs. In addition, plans call for
following up applicants, on a sample basis, which will provide longitudinal
data for measuring results over a period of time.

With the advent of computerized operations the volume of information
which will become available over the next ten years will be staggering. We
in the manpower information field will be challenged as never before to develop
new methods and analytical techniques which will maximize the type of manpower
information which will become available for effective program planning and
management of manpower programs. With computer technology as a base and the
continued imaginative utilization of the data compilation and analysis capacity
it provides, we will have the manpower information base which is required to
meet the individual needs of the jobseeker and to maximize the human resources
of this Nation.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Last week I was at a conference in London, Ohio, with
vocational education directors of a number of States on the problem of how we
develop information on management needs in the future and the planning of
vocational education.

We made some progress in this area. We developed techniques for project-
ing manpower requirements, estimating how many people have to be trained to
provide for the growth of each occupation, and to types and numbers of people
in that occupation, and with great fanfare we presented some of these tech-
niques and objectives to the vocational education directors.
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They pointed out that before they can use these estimates of future

manpower needs, one of the things they need to know is how many people are

currently being trained by vocational education programs so that they can

compare that training output to the general training needs of each occupation.

Then they have to ask themselves how many people are being trained or these

occupations in other ways, by apprenticeship, by MTP programs. And finally,

we do have data on many different apprenticeship programs, at least on the

number of people being trained in registered apprenticeship programs. We do

have some data on the number of people being trained in the MTP and other
programs supported by the Government, but the big function of this whole

enterprise is how many people are being trained for each occupation in

industry.

And as we look into the requisites of the research needs for a comprehen-
sive manpower program, training in industry is one of the big gaps; so the

paper that Sol Swerdloff is going to present is extremely important at this

time.

Sol was for many years Chief of the Division of Manpower and Education

and Outlook in BLS and, in that job, in charge of the Occupational Outlook and

Manpower Projections work of the Bureau. He is now the Chief of the Division

of Program, Planning, and Evaluation in the BLS.

What We Don't Know About Training in Industry

Sol Swerdloff, Chief
Division of Program Planning and Evaluation

Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Labor

About a year and half ago, I became Executive Secretary to a Task Force

established by the Secretaries of Labor and Commerce at the direction of the

President. The President's mandate was survey training programs operated

by private industry and recommend ways that the Federal Government could

promote and assist training in the private sector.

It became quite clear as we got into working in this Task Force that there

were serious gaps in our knowledge about training. One of the most serious was

the lack of comprehensive, up-to-date, aggregate data on the nature and scope

of training in private industry.

What we found was that the Labor Department was embarking on a large scale

effort to expand training in the private sector without knowing very much about

how much training was already taking place in industry, in what industries, and

in what kind of establishments training was being done. How many persons were

becoming qualified in a given year in individual occupations? What were the

characteristics of the individuals being trained?
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The Task Force depended on two surveys conducted by the Department of
Labor in the early 1960's. (1) Training Workers in American Industry,
which was a survey of employers conducted in 1962 by the Bureau of Apprentice-
ship to provide information on employer-sponsored formal training programs and
covered establishments employing about 37 million workers, or slightly more
than half of total employment.

The second major study was a Nation-wide survey to determine how non-
college-graduate American workers had learned the skills needed for their
present occupation. These two major training studies, while they proved very
useful in providing a general understanding of the configuration of training
in the private and public sectors, need to be up-dated, improved technically,
and made more comprehensive.

In conjunction with his call for t establishmmt of this Task Force,
the President requested Congress "to pI7-7:13e funds for a systzmatic study by
the Secretary of Labor to answer these :-.:zfstions: What public and private j71)
training programs are now available? Wh= do they serve? What needs remain
unmet?" But funds were not appropriat 5or this

Last week a decision was finally by the 121Enpower Administration to

sponsor a new survey of traiming in prLAT&'e industry or at least a feasibili7y
study. Apparently, the decision was hase0 on the conclusion that the 1962
data are largely obsolete since much has nappened since then. Industry training

had probably increased in size and scope in response to tightening job markets
and the many programs for the disadvantaged that had begun. The survey will
try to provide the kind of up-to-date detail on industry's training effort
presently not available with answers to such questions as:

How many workers did private industry train last year? In what occupa-

tions? What type of training? Was it OJT or classroom? How many of these
were entry level -- how many upgrade programs? Which industries do the most
training? Which industries have the best record in training the disadvantaged
and what are the characteristics of the trainees?

Another area for which little reliable data was available was the key
area of training costs. In developing an effective program of financial
incentives, information is needed concerning the total and component costs to
employers of providing training and supportive services in specific occupations
and for specific types of employees.

We found, as we started to work on the Task Force, little information on
this subject. We could not get information about the costs of training
individuals who were part of the Labor Department's OJT program. Even the
employer reimbursement program under the JOBS doesn't give us a real insight
to actual employer training costs because it is a negotiated rate.

A Department of Labor pilot study in 1966 indicated that incomplete
employer records on this subject make a full-scale study of training costs
not feasible. We felt, however, that the subject is of sufficient importance
to merit further attempts to surmount these difficulties. For example, the
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problem might be approached through intensive case-studies of selected firms

that have cost data. The question will also be covered in the feasibility

study I previously mentioned.

Another aspect of training in industry where the Task Force found little

available information is on informal training. Most American workers 1,elow

the professional level acquire their skills through informal on-the-job training

or through an even more casual form of pick-up training. Yet, this important

method of skills acquisition has received very little study. 1z would be

desirable to know how the effectiveness of informal training compares with

formal training programs :_rm the same occupations. Ls it more effective for

particular types of workers or in particular industrial or business settings?

Answers to questions such as these may suggest whether, for certain occupatims

or categories of workers, subsidies for hiring (with informal training occur-f-

ing as part of the employment process) rather than assistance for formal

training programs should be emphasized. Also, valuable lessons for the develon-

ment of training methods can be learned from an analysis of the informal

processes by which large numbers of capable workers have acquired their skills.

The report of the Task Force argues for a Federal commitment to a com-

prehensive and effective national policy on tl-aini71. An essential component

of such a national policy or, indeed, of any lajor Federal activity in the

area of training, is the development of re1iL1e, detailed data on the

manpower needs of th2 economy and the Nation s capacity to meet these needs.

Considerable research has been done along these liAes In recent years.

On the demand side, for example, the Task Force utilized the Labor Department

projections of manpower requirements -- growth and replacement needs by

occupation and by industry --to gauge, in broad terms, the shape and scope of

the Nation's training task in the years ahead. However, effective planning

of Federal training programs will require projections in far greater

occupational detail and for State and local areas as well as for the Nation

as a whole.

Work being done to projeet ,.,_..Pupational manpower requirements by the

BLS, the Manpower Administration, and by individual States has been described

at this conference. Manpower forecasting is still, at best, an imperfeeL

art. Continuing research and experimentation are needed to improve this

basic tool of manpower analysis.

The information on projected manpower supply is far less satisfactory.

While good projections are available from ele Bureau of Labor Statistics on

the projected total manpower supply, by age, sex, and race, little information

is available on future manpower resources by occupation. Estimates of future

manpower supply are limited principally to professional occupations because

of the ready availability of projections of college graduations by discipline.

However, the wide variety of methods by which 'workers are trained in occupa-

tions below the professional level presents formidable methods problems to

the researcher. The subject, nevertheless, needs to be pursued because of the

key importance of this information.
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Little research has been doze on the relative effectivenes.F of alternative
methods or combinations of methoc.s of learning an occupation. _anpower pLarLin
could be considerably enhanced if administrators knew, fot- indiidual occapa-
tions, whether vocational education, apprenticeship, military t_aining,
information methods, or combinations of these approaches yield the greatest
cost-effectiveness. Some of the research sponsored by Manpower Administration
is starting; to give some answers. This is especially -L-rue of tte Horwitz
Study of Tool and Die Makers. Similarly, now under consideraticn is a project
to evaluata, in a series of labor areas, the relative effectiveness in terms
of meeting the training and empl,--yment needs of individuals and employers of
training p.-ovided in MDTA skill centers compared with training provided im
conventionti institutional trait-ring.

The p-oblem of assessing the Nation's future manpower sup7:-..y has anotner
dimension: The job market behavior of specific groups in the .'prk force.

Research needed on the work patterns of individuals socio-enomic groups
in the pepAlation so th:it publi_ policy may anticipate, with cz2:-..ater precision,
their in_dual training and 1-training needs. Studies of the amployment
careers ei women are of partictLax interest because of the grc---ing rate of
female v...Lacipation in the labor force and because of the unicae training
needs arlsing from tne increasingly characteristic pattern of "-=three careers"
in the working lives of women: employment prior to marriage; ,i2rt-time working
during the early years of marriage; and re-entry intofull-time employment
during their mature years.

In the Task Force report, we identified some of the barriers to employer
training: Fear of "pirating;" preference for other methods of meeting manpower
needs such as integgive recruitment of skilled workers, overtime and job
rearrangement; and underestimation of the value of training.

The most controversial subject in the task force deliberations was the
best way of reimbursing employers for the extra cost of hiring and training
the hard-core unemployed. The majority of the task force thought that direct
payment was the preferred method and did not favor the use of tax incentives.
A minority on the task force favored a more flexible approach -- using both
direct payments and tax credits for reimbursing employers for trainiag
'cerrifiad- individuals. The Dcpartrant is now considering an experimental
program to test the effectiveness of using tax credits in inducing employers
to hire and train the hard-core unemployed and compare this effectiveness
with the JOBS program approach. Perhaps Dr. Borus may wish to speak more about
this experiment.

In the course of visits to firms and meetings with Federal training
specialists, the members observed and were informed of outstanding industry
training programs. While these training experiences have been reported in
trade and professional journals, they have not generally been subjected to
systematic study and evaluation. Such evaluations of successful industry
training programs and techniques -- both Government and non-Government
supported should be conducted in areas of public interest, such as the work
preparation of the disadvantaged, and training for skill shortages. Following
evaluation, information on the most effective and efficient methods of training
should be disseminated among business, industry and others engaged in training.
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ely, an understanding of the effectl_veness of ongoing Federally-
supper-__d programs and a capacity to evalua.ce future prog77-ms is essential to

the determination of future public policies with respect t_ Ilraining in

industiy.

As is pointed out in one of the Task F-rce's recommer_a=ions, a thorough

review should be made of Federal laws and aaministrative p actices wrhich may

serve to discourage training in industry. For example, rr ..-._arch should be

undertaken to determine whether, under the nemployment -..f.rance system, the

risk cf an undesirable merit rating due to zurnover consthaces a barrier to
employer hiring and training of seriously disadvantaged pe:7snns and, if this

is the case, how this problem can be overcgme. Some of the members of the

Task Force felt that the Fair Labor Standarr.s Act's child laJor provisions and

provisions for special minimum wages for learners should b xamined to

determine whether their modification would ancourage an anpansion of training
in business and industry and whether such r.avisions in tr -.e. a:at would be

feasible or desirable.

It has been suggested that unnecessarily stringent cr_leria for security

clearance of persons employed in private industry under Go .'srnment contracts

may inhibit employment and training. Administrative practices such as these
should be carefully reviewed and, where appropriate, remedial action recom-

mended.

There may be institutional barriers to training which need t be studied,

other than those posed by Federal laws and regulations. Fcr example, the

provisions of collective bargaining agreements, such as seniority provisions

and established job classifications, should he evaluated to determine whether

they serve to inhibit the establishment of industry training programs in areas
of Federal interest. State P.nd local laws which provide for the licensing of

specific occupations should be studied to determine whether the requirements
for licenzing unnecessarily bar individuals from training and entry intc
occupations in which there are manpower shortages.

Finally, the Task Force benefited from its limited review of the

experience of other countries in stimulating and assisting training in private

sector. A continuing evaluation of these experiences is highly desirable.

The Task Force was especially impressed by the results achieved thus far

under the recent programs established under the British Industrial Training

Act. American researchers should give particular attention to progress under

that system. Thank you.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Thank you, Sol. You know, you now have three discussants

on the papers that have been presented. The first of them is Sar A. Levitan.
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Sar A. Levitan, Director
Center for Manpower Policy Studies and

Research Professor of Economic:s
The George Washington University

Sc1 Swerdloff presented an excelleat paper about what his Commission has
done. We know precious little about what it costs to traim neople, and how
much traaning is being done by private industry. At the same time, the
Government had alzeady expended over $100-million to subsidize such training.

Sr I am still in the never-never-laud but I can't go into it too heavily,
since I -ave very little time, and so I would like to turn to the subject with
which I 1m mcl-e familiar, namely, the business of evaluation.

:uck and I some months ago started preparing some of the information
aad we came up with different results.

Sol has told you, that we don't have enough data about the costs of
training, and, at the same time, I am not sure, really, that while, on the
Job Corps, they had a great deal of data, that there is enough. They really

need and want the data. That is something that you and I have talked about

before. The Job Corps is a very excellent program, for those who do get

reimbursement or subsidies from the Labor Department.

And, in this institutional training, I think somebody in the Labor Depart-

ment will say, "No, I don't know what the answer to that is."

I would think that in this society, with all these high level technicians
we have, that somebody would try to find out Ahat it actually costs, who gets

the jobs, money for what, and what is J3eing done.

I think there is also a problem, Al, that you should probably have touched
on, and at least I think it is important, who is going to do all that? In

simpler language, who is going to be the goat. And I don't think, Al, that

you can go out and do it, because you are a very sensitive man, and I am

afraid that there is a difference between you and me, Al, that is disappearing

very rapidly. We are getting more and more on your payroll, although it is

paid by a different computer. And we are, therefore, getting too sensitive
about what government officials think, and I am afraid that getting data to

make a quite honest evaluation is becoming less and less possible.

So, therefore, again, when I talk about evaluation, I mean not only who
wants it but who is going to supply it.

Since my time is up, let me make this remark -- I would say, Al, finally,
you ended up your paper very impressively about the lack of additional data,

and I am not taking any exception to that, about the lack of additional data,

but will you, Al, tell us, please, where we want to go and for what purposes,

and then I would say that if you don't know where you want to go, then any
road will take you there.
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MR. GOLDSTEIN: Thank you Sar. Our next discussant is someone who needs
0 introduction to this group, and somebody who is invariably introduced to

:Ids group every evening, and so all I want to say about Aiyness Wickens is
at I have had the pleasure to know Aryness over the last many years, going

D_lck a long time, and even longer in the State relations, When the stables
ded to be cleaned, she is the one who pitched in and did it.

Aryness J. Wickens, Director
Office of Manpower Management Data Systems

Manpower Administration
U.S. Department of Labor

Mr. Chairman, I have been introduced in a lot of ways in my life, and
,aver before has anybody pictured me with a pitch fork cleaning stables.

I think we are trying to be too precise about what is really, almost, an
article of faith. The assumption in the United States has been that education
is a good thing, and that education means, of course, the training of workmen,

_F. you use this in Henry Adams' phrase.

Also, we have assumed from that, that training relates to a vocation,
which was also a good thing per se.

Now, my first point to all of you is why put a spotlight on us lust
h.zzause we are new in the game. Why doesn't somebody look, really, at the

mnsults of the educational system, vocational educational system, which has
b,aen going on for a decade. Why shouldn't we look at the results of this
army of training, and look at training as a whole as it is available?

The second point I would like to make arises from yesterday's discussion.
qe. have to meet the problem of letting an individual hold a job so as to
inarticipate in society effectively. We now have it. We are invoking many
disciplines and we are also invoking many institutions, welfare institutions,
the school, political institutions, and we are creating new groupings of
people, new pressure groups in the community.

All of a sudden we are given an individual, and try to move him from a
state of unemployment through to a satisfactory state of employment. We find
ourselves dealing with all of these things, and we are asked to measure what
is the effect upon individuals of various components of all kinds of services.
I say to you that this is a cooperative effort, it isn't just manpower
training. The Department of Labor and its facilities is a whole pool of this,
and this is significant on a local level as well as national.

I think we ought to re-look at the source of our data if we are going to
look at the progress of individuals who are involved in these programs, and I
,q?ree with what, was said, it has to be done on a sample basis. Iz is not

v..)g to be done on a master plan basis.
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Now, let me come to our problem of why we don't have complete data.
Instead of being critical about this, I think the thing to do is to try to
figure out where something could be done, just so we go along and try to
plan on what to do, and to measure it with some precision. Precision is the

wrong word, perhaps. We will never measure the results of the programs with

the precision of BLS, since I am struggling to know how many people are in on
all of these programs and how many will climb aboard in the future. We can't
tell you how many people are on board in every one of the working programs at
the end of every month, a few days of the week, or minutes of the day. I

never published it because I am afraid of statistics.

But seriously I don't know how many people there are, but I know what

programs there are. I know what projects there are. I could list them side

by side. I must get hold somehow of a distribution system to get what we now
know across, our know how, and you will have to give us just a few more months,
to get data on how many people there are in a project, what the drop out rate
is, and to use television, radio and newspapers, to get the information home.
We are working hard to get tbe principle across to participants in all projects,
working in training programs.

So there is garbled data, and they are not evaluated. But the evaluation

can begin with that, and most important, they answer certain questions, certain

brorj questions. These are the many and gross things we can do in the same way
as management is going to look this over. I don't know. They are not just a

problem for one, because they are too detailed. But as I come to the rest of
the application, you can take a look at the summary employment program, the
data we have produced merely the first month that program was in operation,
along with the financial data, and you come back with the thought right then
that the three or four summary employment programs were not run well at all.
But we do need to have some information which would enable us to do something
that the Department of Labor has never done before outside the employment
circles, which was to look at the effectiveness of the management of these
programs, seven thousand projects and a million people going through.

The problem of operating with such masses of people and getting information
to them has been, we think, ignored. I went along with this system, carried
it on, never giving in on the program because I don't find much appeal in
getting a new data system installed, and funds, in one year all at once.

But we are going about doing something now on evaluation which I think
is a constructive effort. We are using social security records and we will
be on the way with this within another month to test the earnings and the
employment of MDTA and NYC above skilled enrollees in production, who have
completed training, and we are getting records of employment as well as

eornings. We will, therefore, have an indication of the continuity of

employment as well as earnings. We will then proceed to other areas, doing
the same thing with a sample from our MDTA files and control group located

from the social security force records.
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This is the most comprehensive and least expensive way to follow our
former trainees that are now in employment. We hope then to utilize this in
connection with our other training programs.

Every NYC program was to keep people in school, not keep them out of
school. Training was given young people to keep them in jobs, to try to give
them some work experience. So don't question who, but that we are not the
only factor in these methods, and don't try to criticize training, where
training was never attempted.

When it comes to evaluate all the facts of different packages of services
I can't in any way count in terms of services. I can only add them up in
dollars or in hours spent. And this is a very liberal thing to do. So it
is all very good to say to these people, that is why we have to have an
evaluation, and it would be useful to have it.

I want it to be limited at the local level to begin with, where possible
to do so. We are under great pressure in an area that none of us has ever
engaged in. But those of you out in the sticks and throughout the country,
please, give us your suggestions to see how we can reduce the duplication and
overlapping and perhaps for us to go forward with what we have and to establish
the areas. Those in this newly created fight against mismanagement of data
systems, I ask you to please get to work in establishing training schools in
rural areas, because the more data we have, the more we will be able to improve
your requirements.

Now, I am going to sit down. I think I talked for almost ten minutes,
and that is much too long.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Our third discussant is Michael E. Borus. I believe he
may be thought of as the official actively in residence on training.

Micheal E. Borus, Brookings Economic policy Fellow
Manpower Administration
U.S. Department of Labor

I suggest that you get and read a copy of the report of the Task Force
on Occupational Training in Industry.

The Manpower Administration took six years to attack these problems.

The information we need in these areas is vital.

We are now talking about tax incentives in industry, yet we do not have
the basic knowledge, the basic information which we need to develop and
create this program. We need to get on this area of training in industry.
We need to get on it immediately.
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Let me say a word or two about the computer job meshing system. I don't

really think it is sacred. It takes a certain number of human beings to

program thiags and you get what you put in. I thj.nk, however, that we need to

evaluate these programs as we go along. We need to answer such questions a9

does the computer lead to a greater number of applicants, job orders, and

placements than would have occurred otherwise, if we were to take that money

that we put into computers and put it into other needs.

Daily connection with the number of job orders seems to have gone up.

We have placed them in Baltimore, and we are placing more on a day-to-day

basis.

We don't know whether this would have occurred otherwise. We want to

know the answer to the question: Does the Computer system save time necessary

to make a placement? I don't think we know yet. Nor does the computer

system improve the quality of the placement.

There are also some special features to the computer's job meshing system

which needs to be developed, for instance, the Utah employment service. These

are special areas in the office to which most of the applicants are referred,

and in these centers they examine computer print-outs of all the job openings

in the state.

These computer listings are by-products of the job meshing system, and

allow, the agency to consider jobs, other than those which they might be

concerned with.

You must consider the effect on the employment service employer in his

regular activity. It allows him and the employment service to broaden the

scope of research beyond just one or two DOT jobs.

Emphasis should be placed on this new type of inventive use of the computer

in addition to merely the job meshing capability.

Finally, let me turn to Al Zuck's paper.

I picked up e copy -- this will really touch you -- that is, the need of

your program opera'urs to have information as the program is going along.
The program operator can't wait the 4 or 5 years it takes to gather this

information. It is a mistake to try and come up with information on whether

this program was or was not good back in 1962 or 1963. He needs the information

today, or better yet yesterday.

We have to put the emphasis on certain administrative stddies. We hack.

looked at procedures, processes, and interrelationships among agencies.

These studies, while dirty, are quick, and that is their chief attribute; and

I believe that we can make them very useful, however, with just a little

additional research.
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We have two alternatives. First, we come to the conclusion that we can
clean them up. To do this, we need to know the goals of these administrative
studies; how many people are in the program, how many were placed in training
related jobs, for instance, and whether these goals are the successful goals.
We should continue to use those goals which accurately predict long-run
success. The others we would discard.

Alternatively, 37 States, D. C. and Puerto Rico presently collect earnings
information. But from large segments of the population, the cost of research
is very low, of course, because you pull them out daily for U. I. purposes,
10 cents a head as compared to $50 at the Census Bureau.

Since delay is now charged for follow-ups, I think we can set up some
quick analysis modes flow in this information. 1 believe that there are codes
in the coverage of U. I. earnings information, but I think using this informa-
tion we can plug it in quickly and get quick results on keying of the program,
and at a very low cost, and I think with a good degree of accuracy.

The problems of control groups which Al brought up have been around since
the day one of evaluation, and I fear it will be around until the day
infinity of evaluation.

Each of us realizes that he is the only true prophet in this field and
has the only accurate control group, and everybody else's control groups are
garbage.

I think, however, that if we have a small methological study where we
talk to several of these control groups, find out what their work experience
was and see whether there are, in fact, any differences between the various
control groups t7;at we have used, we can tell which are better, how systematic
we have to be in cbese areas, whether we had to randomize them or not.

This small study, I think, can answer many questions and give considerable
light to the delay which has generated much more heat than anything else.

Finally, let me warn Al that even when we settle all the problems that
he mentioned this morning, he will still have a job. We still will have many
research problems tLat he can come back and talk to us about, next year and
the year after that and the year after that.

One which is a pet of mine is what affects different programs for all
persons who are not participants in the program? Are there displacements
of people? Are we merely shuffling the chairs? Are there multiple effects?
Are we doing, in fact, more than we thought we were doing?

To measure the significant and thorough 'affects will make program
participation look like child's play.
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MR. GOLDSTEIN: Thank you. I am told that we have until 12:30, so we

have time for some disscussion, some questions from the floor.

Before we get to that point, I would like to go through the speakers for

a couple of minutes, if they want to comment on any point that has been

brought up.

MR. ZUCK: I don't think so.

MR. SWERDLOFF: No.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: I will entertain questions or comments from the floor.

MR. SINGLETON: I came here yesterday around 3:30. I attended most of

the sessions. I heard a great deal of talk about training programs, trainees,

and so forth. I said to myself, "Here we are talking about other inGcitutions,

what we can do for other agencies, what we can do in industry, and so forth."

And I said, "What is the Department of Labor, what is the State Employ-

ment Service doing as far as recruiting minority people?"

From time to time I received many letters, phone calls, asking my

Department to go out to the various civil service agencies to see what they

are doing to employ minority people.

I have gone to the Department of Labor. I have gone to the State Employ-

ment Service, and I asked these questions and got a run-around.

So the question is, again, what is the Department of Labor doing to seek

out and employ minority people.

Again, I think it should be looked into how we get involved with some of

your interviewers and find out how they are related.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Thank you, Mr. Singleton. I think you have made your

point effectively. I don't know if you really mean that as a question. It is

a rhetorical question in a sense.

If anyone is in a position to answer that here, either in terms of the

efforts being made by the Department of Labor and State Employment Service

agencies to train, to recruit minority group members, or the kind of attitudes

of interviewers, I would be glad to recognize him.

MR. GHAVRID: I think I can answer some of the questions brought out by

Mr. Singleton. It so happens that the management, the recruitment of people,

is in my area of responsibility. I know that there is a great deal of effort

being made to recruit people.
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So to this extent I am quite happy to report that the people from the
minority groups have been sought out no matter where they are located. I am
sure that such seeking out probably would be better if they were sought out by
your own people, if those people could somehow be put on the payroll.

Efforts are being made to put them on the payroll because without saying
how, there are all kinds of ways being made, in order to ge them on the
payroll, so that this could speak to the question that this young man was
asking.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Are there any other questions or comments on the subject
of the ineeting?

MR. HINRICHS: I have a question of Mr. Zuck. I understand perfectly
that you want to use a sample, and why one would use a sample on a national
level. I can see how it might be used to solve Mr. Ginsburg's problem.

But what are you going to propose for the handling of operatiolis
statistics, evaluation statistics in a community as small as Syracl.ise or Utica
or Rome?

What are you going to do, and what do you propose to set up as models
for the behavior of the smaller communities?

MR. MICK: The question is -- let me try to restate it and see if I got
it correctly -- when we talk about taking samples from 23 States, or something
like that we cht to try to do the same thing on a nationwide sample for
evaluation -,:lrposes.

One is concerned about programs at the local level, and-the example of
Syracuse, New York; the kind of information you are looking for, which is
necessary for effective management and manpowering of that project.

Clearly, you were correct. I was talking about a sample at a national
level for an overall evaluation. And I think there is a very good sample
there. But the very real question, when you come down to a city level, or
locality, is whether or not a sampling makes sense.

But I would make this distinction and I hope I wasn't misunderstood on
that. I was not suggesting that we eliminate the kinds of operating statistics
completely that are needed for program management in favor of doing national
sampling.

I think that you do need, a lot of information at the local level and
maybe a lot more information than is being reported for the data system for
effective management of that project.

In answer to the other part of your question, what are we doing about
information for the local level, we have not at this point done anything on
this, I don't think. I don't know whether we will stop at that point or not.
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MRS. WICKENS: May I say t2at I think Mr. Hinrichs is terribly right.

At the local level we do have a problem. We have to look at this problem

in a realistic way, and esse.ntially this is going to have to be resolved, so

that we provide the office, the aiministrative supervisor's office, with the

information that is needed.

However, what has been lacking herr', is sufficient supervisory personnel

to monitor it. And here is the sense of management, to use a term, of the

operatl.ons on several programs.

MR. CALLI: This is addressed to Mr. Swerdloff. The members of the

council recommended that there should be an evaluation, a review of the

expense of such work as we are concerned with. Specifically, what aspects

of the apprenticeship program should the Task Force confine itself to?

MR. SWERDLOFF: The question was what did the Task Force mean when they

recommended that there should be an evaluation of the Apprenticeship Program?

Well, the employers came in the first day and they upset the total numbers

right away by saying, why do we have to have three years, why do we have to

have four years, and the question is, is this the right way to teach this

occupation, or is there a better way to teach the same occupation?

The question that arises is whether apprenticeship might be only to train

the less highly skilled people in the occupation to train supervisors.

One of the things that the Apprenticeship people talk about is how many

of the apprentices become supervisors, managers, etc. and t'Ae question is, is

that the way to train managers. Most occupations only fill a small percent

of the total needs for those occupations, you know, and we have two million

people training for that particular job. Should we train them for the all-

around task? Should we train them for a piece of the occupation?

I think this all points to the question of the form of training, and,

certainly, it has changed over the years. Some people like it and say

apparently it does work in some respects, but, you know, we want to know

this, and that, and we come in and talk with personnel. People think you

are either ducking or adoping some of the studies which will be pursued

and others might have some other ideas.

Frankly, I think we were just not able to find some of the information.

MR. BERMAN: I am involved with the apprenticeship system in New York

and I would like to attempt to answer some of the questions which Sol raised.

In the first place, I can say that in this State we are contemplating --

and this is going to be a tough one -- not only to follow up for one year

but to follow up apprenticeships 10 years ago. Not only are we going to

study the apprentices but hopefully we are going to study those who dropped

out of the apprenticeship system, which is roughly equal to the number of

apprenticeships in New York.
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We should be able to determine something as to whether the individuals
who had two years of training and then dropped out eventually became part of
that industry, or not, and whether their reason for dropping out was because
of the amount of money, which I suspect, for a lot, it was.

So hopefully, perhaps within a couple of years we will have some of
these answers.

MR. LEVINE: I would just like to ask the question whether there is a
danger that in all our studies of manpower training on the job that would be
accorded us in vehicles through occupation, that there isn't a detriment to
the study not going to be objective enough, and objective in terns of what
are they doing, could it be dcae in a shorter period of time, in three years,
or two years, instead of four.

Without looking at the non-objective realities that are behind the scene,
really, that dictate the needs, what is the nature of the training in the
United States? 1 don't care whether it is a union relationship or whether
it is employer, subsidy or government, or whatever.

And, in that, in my reply to people, I must say I don't think, there are --
that your research for manpower training is right for the trainee.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Lou, if I may say, you seem to have addressed your comment
to me, I agree with you fully. To try to deal with the problem, you've got to
know the full story, and in all the complexities that exist, and including,
incidentally, political aspects,

You are not going to deal with it successfully and yet I think you would
agree, Lou, that if we would just take the view that whatever it is, we have
to live with it, we would never get anyvhere. So I would like to say a
Rind word for objectivity and science.

MR. BIENSTOCK: I realize that we are running close to the end of the
session but I would like to make a comment to Dr. Hinrichs' discussion.

After all, samples can run from 0.000 to 99.999. I suppose for places
like Syracuse we can consider that closer to the upper limit.

And I want to ask a question of Mr. Borus, expressing, if I may, the
effect of growing projects, and supposition on my part, with respect to the
administrator, the question is presumably this, when will the administrator
get the answer? Who wants to have a question answered tomorrow, or the day
after tomorrow? I mean, to understand that, he has to plan today or yesterday.
It is the shortsightedness of administrators that leads to the kind of thing
that occurred with the program which was described yesterday, where no
money is provided for evaluation and the project is turned down for lack of
evaluation.
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MR. BORUS: If I understand the first part of the question, it is not a

question, it is a statement, to which I can only reply here is that we do

need some short-term measures as well as some really first rate evaluation

studies, and that we can clean up what we have to use day to day, that we

can't wait for the long-term stuff to come around. There is no argument at

all, we have to build it in.

MR. ZUCK: May I make a comment? I guess I got Mike into trouble by my

remarks, not using the part of the speech I had written. And that is, you

have identified a real problem. I was talking about the problem of administra-

tors.

You are always fighting, you know, about how you are going to use the

money. And what happens in three years from now, two years from now, the

question will be raised what was the impact of the program? And we won't

have the answer. The reason we don't have the answer is because our money

didn't come forward.

But it is a very real problem, and also a problem that I tried to

identify in data. The big problem that Aryness had, even though she didn't

identify it, is that every month somebody wants to report on something that

the system is not designed to provide, has never been designed to provide,

because every month we think of something new we want. And somehow we've got

to learn that you don't design a system to give you information that somebody

didn't anticipate.

And part of the problem, I think, is that we don't underatand, really,

that program administrators are not really clear on the objectives for the

program and what criteria and standards are to be established.

We have found ourselves in the position of being evaluated, being asked

to say, being asked the question, what are the objectives of that program,

and I can contend tills is not a question for the evaluators, this is a

question for the program ope%-ators, program planners.

MRS. WICKENS: May I just add cne remark to this effect -- ale you people

aware that outside of MDTA we do not have a long-range system, follow-up

program for any of our programs? And by long-range, I mean, beyond a year.

And for some of them we have none whatsoever. And this is in part because

the people who have administered the program said "Don't bother us, we don't

want to be bothered."

But this is the situation we find ourselves in. We have mounted these

programs so fast that the follow-up component was never built into it. It is

the responsibility of the data people to fight for the right to do that.
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MR. BIENSTOCK: Ladies and gentlemen, I don't want to interrupt your
eating, but I wonder if I may have your attention for just a minute.

I have the pleasure to bring to you again the Secretary of Labor from
Puerto Rico, Mrs. Julia de Vincenti, who has a very special statement to make
to you which all of you, I think, would be interested in.

MRS. DE VINCENTI: Ladies and gentlemen, I am not going to make a speech,
but I am bringing to you.from the Honorable Governor of Puerto Rico,
Mr. Bilella, a very heartfelt invitation for this Conference to convene next
year in San Juan, Puerto Rico.

MR. BIENSTOCK, I hope, when you are asked to make your decision, you
will vote aye.

Chairman: Eli Cohen, Director
National Committee on Employment of Youth

Let me introduce our speaker, Arnold E. Weber, who has all the creden-
tials that you expect of a gentlemen in his position.

He has a Ph.D. in Economics from MIT. He is a professor of industrial
relations, was formerly with University of Chicago School of Business, and
was director of research there.

And while Dr. Weber is new to his position in the Labor Department, he
is really not new to the Labor Department itself.

Among the responsibilities he has carried out in the past is that of
vice-chairman of a Task Force designed to improve the employment service,
Chairman of the Research Advisory Committee to the USES as well as consultant
to the President Advisory Committee on labor-management policy.

In the four months he has been on the job, I am told he has accomplished
a great many miracles, not the least of which was the reorganization of the
manpower organization.

It is my great pleasure to introduce Dr. Arnold Weber, who will talk
on the subject of the role of statistics in the development and resumption of
a manpower policy.

Arnold R. Weber, Assistant Secretary for Manpower
U.S. Department of Labor

It is a great pleasure for me to be here, and in deciding what to talk
about, I decided to tdlk-to YOu about the current undergraduate tension; -to
try to make myself relevant'.

I am fresh from the campus myself, and obviously the only reason I left
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the University of Chicago was to get away from such things and find tranquil-
ity in the Department of Labor.

You know, one of the chrnnic complaints about the educational system--
and probably about assistant secrtaries--is that they are irrelevant. So I

have made a concerted effort to make my remarks relevant.

Now, as I indicated to you, I come to my present post from academia
where I was certainly as much a producer as I was a user of statistics.

I am now in a situation where ef;sentially I am a user or a consumer,
and my p,.imary job, besides trying to stay on my feet, is to participate in
the management of a rather large and elaborate organization. I also make
policy, and in the last four or five months it has been my privilege to par-
ticipate in the development of various new policies--policy with respect to
organization of manpower, administrative policy with respect to the job corps,
policy with respect to the revision of the Johnson budget, and policy with
respect to the orientation of various existing manpower programs.

Now, when I was a dean at the university, I always thought what I was
doing was relevant and somehow flowed into the series of tributaries in the
stream of policy making. It was of some importance to me to cee the relevance
of statistics and research findings in general as it contributed to the process
of policy making. So I would like to add this point, to share with you some
reflections about the role that statistics--and particularly labor statistics--
have played in the formulation of policy in the real world.

Of course, in Washington, you begin to feel it is either too real or

unreal. But, in any case you have to operate within that environment. And
there were certain surprises to me, and certain elements of disbelief, and
certain elementF; cf chagrin, and in order to appreciate the role of statistics
in the formuL:Aon and administration of manpowel policies, you have to look
at all the statistics.

I assume thac. most of you people here are involved in one way or another

in the production and use of labor statistics. And even the ladies here are
probably sensitive about payroll figures and hours of work, particularly with
respect to their usbands. It is important to know, as a sort of set con-
straints, how th,, pressure of policy making works in a very general sense, and
the conditions to which you could put statistics to work either as blunderbuses
or as surgical instruments and maybe find your major adjustments in policies.

Let me give you initially some general observations concerning the proc-
esses of policy formulation and how statistics relate to this. This, of

course, is based on my short and traumatic experience over the last five
months. And I must say, I always believed you did your best teaching in the
first year that you started to teach, before hardening of your lecture notes
set in. And it might be true that you do your best policy making the first
year that you are in office, when you are not aware of what you really can't
do, because you are not aware of Senator So-and-So's fetish about this program
and Congressman X's committment to another program at this point in time.
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Well, first, you talk about the process of policy formulation, and how
it conditions the use of statistics, which is produced on the assumption that
it helps people do something called governing or administering. You can't
understate the importance of iaeological considerttions as they condition the
process policy formulas and the use of statistics. There were, you know, for
the last eight years Democratic goals, which reflect the particular ideology
of: the Democratic policy. Well, now there is a new bunch in there and the new
bunch has their own goals and I am not saying this in any comparative way but
me-fely as an ideological observation.

And there were all soi-ts of ideological compulsions. You may say,
during the Halcyon days and during the war on poverty, it was important to
demonstrate statistically and otherwisu how many poor people you had in this
country. And today, maybe it is equally fashionable to determine how many af-
fluent people you have in this country, or how many people have moved out of
the situation of poverty into a middle class status.

So what I am saying is that there are clear elements of ideology which
condition your approach to policy, and which ultimately ccndition the kinds
of statistics you look for and the use to which you put the data. Now, the
Job Corps is an example. Our most recent experience with the Job Corps is a
good case in point. As Bill Goldberg, who is the head of our Policy Planning
Group, said, we have all lear;.ed a great deal more about penguins than we
really would like to know. I really learned more about the Job Corps than I

really would like to know.

Nonetheless, it was designed to cause exposure to it. You could see how
everybody was dragging their tail behind them, if you will, and that is meant
as a statistical metaphor and not a carnal one.

For example, they would say, "Well, you are setting the job corps as
only a device which really gets at the hard core," and they cite income fig-

ures; and we say, "Really, that is illusory, because when you look at the ar-

rest records of the enrollees, only 8% have really been arrested for serious
crimes." And they will say, "Well, really, it is the only way to reach a kid
in the ghetto, and you are counting him out." And they will provide statistics
which indicate that 58% of the enrollees were black, which turns out to be con-
siderably lower than the proportion of ilinority enrollment in most of our other
manpower programs. But we would sav, "-3ah, but only 28% come from cities
over 250,000, so how could that be reaching the group in the large urban ghet-
tos for whom you really want to use the Job Corps as an avenue of upward mobil-
ity."

Similarly, if you look at things like unemployment insurance, cnc of the
critical issues there is the adequacy of unemployment insurance benefits.
Should you have, therefore, Federal benefits standards rather than leaving it
to the State? Since the Vederal Government has had the disposition to impose
Federal standards, the data were used, and the statistics they have always
looked at, are benefit levels as a proportion of average earnings. Well, when
you think about it, the relevant statistics are benefit levels as a proportion
of the wages of the average claimant; because, if you talk about average wages
in general, you are taking into account certain high price codes where you have
a very low probabil:ty of ever getting unemploruent insurance, and obviously
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that provides a distorted approach. What I am saying is that given ideological
considerations, your approach to policy making is conditioned, this ideology
conditions the types of statistics that you think are importart and the sub-
sequent use of those statistics.

Another important consideration in the process of policy formulation is
the deadline placed on you. When I was at the university, the route of policy
formulation was first get a Ford Foundation grant. And then you work up
something called reward design, that is, your methology in doing this, and
then you go ahead in the collection of whatever data you can find. You look
at your residuals in terms of your co-efficiencies, and somewhele, way off in
the distance, you know, given the absence of other distractions, you will
reach a decision--right?--and if you don't, maybe we are all better off.

The normal procedure in the government is somebody sends down a memo,
normally with the White House on it. For all you know, the mail boy stole

the stationery. Of course, it did have the White House on it. It says--this
is Monday--it says by Thursday, we would like to have your plan for reform of
the welfare system. I call in Al, and some of these other people, and I say,
"Have the complete thing on my desk by Wednesday," because, after all, of
course I have to look it over and put my approval on it. It really isn't that

bad. But I mean, this might be a characteristic, of the aew administration,
where you have to create a sense of momentum. But in talking to some of the
old scouts around there, it is really not any different from before.

Let us assume that you are going to reform the welfare system. So you
have to find out something, perhaps, about the welfare recipient, something
about the working poor, something about the demographic factors, about the
geographical distribution.

So given the extreme time constraints and the relevant statistics which
apply, it is really foolhardy in many instances to show the synonymousness of
production, if you will, between the generation of statistics formulation and
policy. More likely policy formulation moves ahead on a very erratic time
schedule, and you have to have a bank of stat4stics which somebody, at a very
early stage, had an intuitive hunch might be used in some future stage. In

large measure, that is the best thing you can do. So, to some extert, that
becomes an argument not for relevance in connection with the collection and use
of statistics, but really an argument for irrelevancy at a particular point
in time.

The third consideration which conditions policy formulation and use of
statistics is the budgetary process. When you get down there, you learn, like
that famous Herald-Tribune editorial said, "Yes, Virginia, there is a Bureau
of Budget lurking out there with scissors and red pencil cutting up what you
do." If you are talking about policy formulation, you can always look at it
this way--for instance, if the policy really means anything in the long run,
you are talking about budget. A budget is a mirror of the organization,
whether it is a university, government or private industry, and you have to
look at certain factors. And certainly, I think, in the United States, you
have a big paradox on the policy of policy formulation. Under a large con-

straint in time, the budgetary process tends to be projected way into rime.
So that means, first, you have to make many very short term decisions based
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on intuition concerning future developments.

Let me give you this example. We are now in fiscal 1969. We are holding
hearings on our budget for fiscal 1970, which runs over to June 30, 1970. We
have had our first preview with the Bureau of the Budget for fiscal 1971, which
will carry us all the way into 1971. We just came into office, and they are
saying, "All r.Ight, we want to talk to you. It is nothing final, we are
looking for clues as to what program projects you want to emphasize with re-
spect to your budget." That won't become effective until at least three years
hence, at which time the issues that yoL have indicated might be stale and in-

appropriate. There is a very interesting example of this concerning Geoffrey
Moore. The Secretary of Labor decided to make study reflecting his normally
astute judgment on such matters--not normally, bu_ always astute judgment on
such matters. "We have to look at this whole problem of youth accomplishments,
and youth labor force." So he goes to a particular university, and discovers
that they have conducted intensive studies under the leadership of Jeff Moore,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, with the active participation of the Manpower Ad-
ministration. We are all very excited about it, and we are getting in our
ammunition and some staff, and the BLS people are moving ahead at a very ac-
celerated pace. The results of those studies, which are being carried out on
a crash basis, probably won't be done and on hand until sometime in September
and October, and that is moving--that is moving, and I mean that in a flat-
tering sense. Well, by that time the budget for 1971 will have been just about
cleared by the Bureau of Budget. So if we have anything to see stemming from
our statistical analysis from these studies, it won't enter into the stream of
things until the next fiscal year, at least two years hence. And who knows
what is going to be the issue at that point in time. So what I am saying is
that for statistics to be used, particularly those statistics which are the
aim of special studies, there must be some synchronization of the generation
of statistics with the budgeting process, in order to make those statistics
meaningful in terms of developing a key policy which governs the activities of
an organization.

The fourth item about the policy making process, which is relevant
to keep in mind when you talk about statistics, is the existence of bureau-
cratic and client vested interests and, the development of certain rules of
p-blic administration.

If anybody comes up to me and he says "I am not being bureaucratic,"
and then he gives an argument, I know he is being iust that. He wants to
protect this particular personnel and budgets and manpower and what have you.
It means extra money for the manpower program. The manpower programs are a
development over the last seven years. So the budget is a chronic link in
this gambit of manpower programs. As a full member myself, I am trying to
learn one abbreviation a day, and by the end of the year I would have learned
it all. I an seeking to be the head of the class, but I am rapidly falliug
behind. The/a is NYC in school, out of school, summer, new careers, operation
main stream, Jol. ,3orps, VF, ad infinitum. And the important thing to under-
stand about that is that behind every one of those programs lurks a vested
interest. For example, we tried to change something about the NYCF school
program. We immediately ended the tuition payment, but fifty mayors have
established NYC at the schools as their summer program, which is a basic ele-
ment in its program to deal with certain city population. We are talking from
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a national level and we are saying "No, we have to change .L _-iorities,"
and that means you have to shove around your funds. If you try to.do that,
you alwa-is run afoul of the conflicts which arise from the establishment of
vested interests with respect to any program.

All I am saying is that when you want to change policy, and you want to
use your statistics, let's use them. Let's use cost benefit ratios, and high
valuation, also, because the theory is that they miglit be relating them against
a whole host of external considerations, which, in the short run, at least,
might be clearly determined. Now, if you really want to get good statistics
showing the effects of different programs, you should be able to expLriment,
contrasting to the whole range of variables. We can do that quietly with
social policies, and try to develop certain deeper resident techniques, rec-
reation analysis, which purport to extend a contribution of different varia-
bles to certain types of behavior or performance. In most instances, they are
very unsatisfactory, because the data are unsatisfactory and because you have
to use proxy variables rather than direct variables. So I guess what I am
saying is one of the deficiencies or characteristics of policy formulation,
particularly as it relates to the use of statistics, is the inability to get
collection data which can be generated in most instances primarily through
experimental projects.

I would say, therefore it was their program in Jersey, and it is now
at the-end-of the first year, and our friends at Princeton are busily analyzing
their data. Meanwhile, at Washington, they are analyzing the welfare system
end relating it to negative narrow context concepts.

And the output from this so-called experiment, as far as I can see, has
had no directly contingent effect upon the process of policy formulation.

Now, given this characteristic of policy formulation, so far as this
question of the types of statistics that we, as policy makers need, I would
quickly say, there are three forms. 'One type is what,I call adversary sta-
tistics, those statistics which you must use for defensive and offensive pur-
poses to defend ideological considerations or to defend bureaucratic consid-

erations. For example, there is the correct base data, generated by SECUS,
which, in a data system is actually invaluable, not in an academic sense but
in a strategic sense, because it permitted us to say our programs are better
than your programs. And I think you fellows who are concerned with statistics
have to keep in mind that part of the statistics fall into a channel which is
to be used by' policy makers in defining their policy, and in some instances
attacking the policies which already exist.

The second type is what I would call policy planning statistiCs and these
policy planning statistics are statistics that are by andllarge discreet. This
type is continuous and grows out of special projects which reflect hypotheses
that certain issues are important for purposes of new policy direction. For
example, we want to do something about urban, inter-rural manpower impacts.
We have to have statistics that show how people live in rural areas, what the
pattern of employment is, and whatever a large distribution is. I don't think
we should have this on a continuing basis, but I think we need it as far as
planning is concerned with respect to the particular policy options. Now,
this constitutes your bank of statistics. And sOmebody once said--I guess it
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was Cindy Ann--you know, there is nothing that can stand in the way of an idea.

I think the time is coming when you can say the same thing about statistics.

But you have to be prepared to recognize that there is also nothing new about
resuscitating the statistics, or the time will never come in terms of c.,evelop-

ing particular programs.

The ,:hird type of statistics which it seems to me are important to men-

tion is what I would call superordinate statistics--that is a five dollar word,
and I haven't finished, I still have a few left--I distinguish them to subor-

dinate statistics. Superordinate statistics generally are continuous as a

series, and are self-comparative among themselves every time, having such va-

lidity and such acceptance and such general significance that they dominate

policy. And of course, in that area we have CPI, employment and unemployment

statistics, and manpower statistics, things of that nature, so when Harold
Goldstein gets up End gives us the unemployment rating for next month, the
stock brokers pause, the ticker tape quiets, and all you can hear is the in-
halement of 50 cent cigars, because when Harold says unemployment next month
or this month or last rivInth is 4%, whereas it was 3.7% before, that statistic
has such validity that it superordinates policy or policy formulation.

Ult4mately what we hope for is a set of superordinate statisticsthat

is, stE -ics of broad validity and continuity such as they had in college.

I think we are making progress in that direction. I think a couple of

series like urban empl-yment and the job vacancy series prohaLly are poten-

tials in that direction. It is very interesting to note with respect to the
job vacancy series that it has generally been opposed precisely because people

have been concerned it may have that influence, and might dilute the effect

of superordinate statistics, particularly those concerned with employment.

Ultimately the process of policy making is going to be a messy process,

concerned with those facts that I indicated, and in this way the process of

statistical analysiF3 will be equally messy. But I would like to say that it

is clear to me that (1) atatistics do play a vital role in the process of

policy formation, and (2) the use of statistics or any particular statistics

outside of superordinate statistics is largely a random and fortuitous occur-

rence, which means that the strategy of statistical administration must aim

towards the development of superordinate statistics and development of a

reserve capacity with respect to data which can be used at a particular point

in time.

So I guess I would say that statistics on the manpower area are the life

blood of policy making.

And if you talk about the life blood of an individual policy, you are

talking about different types. And similarly in statistics, you need a range

o2 the different types of categories I have indicated to be infused into tne

process at the appropriate period of time.

MR. COHEN: Thank yc:u very much, Dr. Weber.
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MR. KEIM: Ladies and gentlemen, this is Part II of the Program on
Research in needs for a Comprehensive Manpower Program.

Our Chairman today is well known to all of us because he regularly
attends these sessions. We appreeLate very much the participLtion of
Dr. Karel Ficek.

RESEARCH NEEDS FOR A COMPREHENSIVE MANPOWER PROGRAM - PART II

Chairman: Karel F. Ficek, Director
Research and Statistics Office

Division of Employment
New York State Department of Labor

We shall begin with Mr. F. E. Upex, Canadian Department of Manpower and
Immigration, who like most of us is relatively a long time bureaucrat having
joined Public Service in 1932. But unlike most of us, I don't think he is an
economist.

He has had administrative experience so that what he is now doing and
what he will tell us about has special re±evance, since the techniques which
he is now using and developing are being performed in a realist c rate of
reference in the light of his prior administrative experience.

Use of Cost-Benefit Models as Program Monitors

F. E. Upex, Senior Cost-Benefit Analyst
Planning and Evaluation Branch

Canada Department of Manpower and Immigration

Thank you very much, Mr. Ficek. I am representing our Assistant Deputy
Minister, Mr. Dymond who unfortunately couldn't attend this meeting and I am
here in his plr.le.

The role of benefit/cost analysis in policy formulation occurs in the
context of governmental participation in a market economy. As a first
approximation, it mignt be said that governments are charged with providing
the public ,./11h levels and kinds of services that private enterprises will
not offer, by curbing the abuses or olscriminatory practices of private com-
petition or managing the economy to meet goals of full employment, economic
growth, and price stability.

Governments have come to exert broad mark, power in response to the
dictates and int-,-ests of the public. Historically, governments displaced
private enterprise first with respect to defense and law and order, then in
transportation, working conditions and labor relations, public health and
safety, and finally in areas involving the quality of life, education, medical
care, recreation and conservation.
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In all of these fields, the resource allocation decisions made by govern-

m_Ats Fenetrate deeply into the pattern of choices open to men and women

throug'Iout our economy.

This, in turn, places a responsibility on administrators and policy
makers for weighing the costs and benefits of government programs and parts

of programs and for recommending one direction rather than another.

Benefit/cost analysis has emerged as a most significant and useful tool

to analyze alternative courses of action and alternative resource uses in

making decisions about government programs. Although it is a relatively new

instrument, particularly in human resource development, its origins are old

and it draws on positive and normative elements from welfare, public finance,

and resource allocation economics. The technique recognizes the many-sided
effects of government activities and takes into account returns, not simply

to the investor, but to all the participants in the productive process.

Moreover, benefit/cost analysis lends itself to predictive uses. That

is, it will tell us the results of ail-ernative allocations of resources with-

in programs and to a lesser extent, between programs. This latter character-
istic is particularly important when large public resourcer are involved and

where programs once established are difficult to drastically change or elimi-

nate.

This brings me to the application of benefit/cost analysis in human

resources developla,mt. The increased emphasis on human resource development

in the last decarlEr, or so has focused attention on private and public rates of

return on investment in education and on the contribution of investments in

the other areas of human resource development to prodactivit and economic

growth.

It would be inaccurate for me to suggest that policy makers and adminis-

trators have welcomed benefit/cost analysis with open arms. To some extent,

the treasuries of governments have pushed in Z".his direction. Some program

administrators have feared that too narrow an economic interpretation of the

comparative benefits and costs of programs, which have important social and

human values, might undermine and distort both the objectives of programs and

endanger their case for expanding them.

Ma% manpower and employment service activities in Europe and in North

Amedca were developed and administered by departments with strong social

commitments and orientations. In fact, in Europe those agencies which are
responsible for manpower programs are often a part o5: a ministry primarily

concerned with the administration of social security legislation. Thus, the

problems with which such departments of governmeat traditionally deal lle

outside the main stream of the market place or have to do with the redist:

bution of income. Such areas do not lend themselves easir: to profit and

loss calculations, optimization, or marginal analysis. The rigor and

quantitative bias of benefit/cost studies have led to uneasiness aLong pro-

gram administrators, and such concerns are often expressed in terms of tha
pitfalls and shortcomings which apply to this type of analysis.
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I shall leave to other parts of this Conference the technical complica-
ions, the difficulties of measuring qualitative and non-economio attributes,
he choice of interest rates, the "spill-overs", the problems of sub-
ptimizing, and the selection of satisfactory trade-off points. It is impor-
ant for all of us to be aware of the limitation of this kind of quantitative
nalysis. These analyses assume that non-economic variables are exogenous to
he analysis and proceed on the assumption that such variables remain
nchanged while the economic parameters and variables within the model change.
his, of course, imposes constraints upon the use of these models in a deci-
ion-making context. There are probably feedback relationships between these
ocial and economic variables in any situation or program. It is important
a making assumptions that we do not assume away an integral part of the
roblem, that we arrive at facile conclusions, or that we parade over-simpli-
ied quantitative measures and ratios in contexts in wh aningful ocial
ad human values are equally or more important.

Such criticisms probably apply wherever economic analysis is carrietl out
t or near the frontiers. Welfare economists have heard and echoed them for
aars. To be fair when we look back at the development of benefit/(-ost
tudies, very substantial advances have been made in techniques and in the
aasurement of characteristics which once were thought to be outside he
amain of economic analysis. Nevertheless, early studies skimmed the easiest
tems, and as we move into areas that lend themselves less easily to quanti-
ative structuring and interpretation, the going will be more difficult. For
Kemple, despite considerable methodological problems, the techniques used for
le analysis of education and adult training are fairly well defined.

I think it is i-aportaicz, and I stress this point strongly, that I do not
ansider benefit/cost ratios alone as providing sufficient justification for
loosing between programs or even for substantial alterations in existing
rograms.

The technique is not one which will allow you to conclude that because
lere is a higher benefit/cost ratio in adult training as compared to a
ability program or an immigration program or an Employment Service activity,
let one c.hould put more resources into one program than into another or that
le shoulu entirely scrap programs with negative benefit/cost ratios.

Except at the margins of resource use, programs are not substitutable
ar each other as they often serve different publics and in some instances,
arve different functions in the economic process and in their social role.

Benefit/cost studies measure what can be measured, but this is all they
). Thy are certainly to be preferred over speculation or political or
lministrative intuition, but they are only part of a larger context.

If the se2.ial_ benefits of a program -qnd very high, fk,/ can well off-
at lor or negatt7e ratios for the econom. ,:asures of !1:=! ,enefits of a

:ogram.

Such considerations are of paramount importance when governments allo-
: a resources to improve the quality of life, or raise the productive
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capacity of manpower. Here government programs fill gaps not reached by pri-

vate enterprise or by the unaided actions of individuals.

In the development of human resources, the net benefits may be high, but

they are frequently so diffused that many single individuals cannot capture

enough of them, or have a sufficiently long-term persepetive, to justify the

additional investment even when high and quick returns can be captured.

My point here is thc since the responsibilities of government extend to

ensuring that all citizens, however vulnerable, have reasonable access to

jobs, income, education and health; benefit/cost analyses that focus solely

on economic returns almost inevitably favor private rather than public activ-

ities. This is why in government programs, benefit/cost findings constitute

only one test of the program's worth to be balanced against the broader

humanitarian and social consideration.

Despite these caveats, most benefit/cost studies about government pro-

grams in the human resource dcieloprrimt field have turned up highly favorable

results. Our own benefit/cost model of the adult training program, which is

carefully developed and based on quite accurate data, bas indicated a pre-

liminary overall ratio for the program which shows that for every dollar of

public funds invested, $2.50 is added to real gross domestic product.

Admittedly, some benefit/cost investigations have been pretty spurious,

but on the whole, there seems to be ample evidence that the purely econ9mic

returns from prograims which are directed to increasing the quality and pro-

ductivity of manpower resources are indeed high.

Partly because of th-ise happy results (at least for administrators and

policy makers) and partly because properly-qualified benefit/cost studies fit

in well with the newer governmental program planning and budgeting techniques,

much of the original appreheusion over the too narrow and literal application

of the technique to decision-making has abated.

Once the objectives c" individual programs are clearly set forth and the

benefits and costs carefaly defined and measured, it is fairly easy to

determine whether an additional dollar will produce a greater benefit if uced

for one activity as compared with ano-.her. Since no one denies that a dollar

should, other things being equal, go qhere it will bring the greatest return,

it seems self-evident that a rational allocation of funds rquires benefit/

cost analysis.

However, I hope I have made it clear that other Lhings are never equal.

Not all our values are economic, even if one adopts a purist approach. Funds

will and should be channelled into programs that in the technical jargon are

assoctated with "merit wants." Even here, benefit/cost analysis still pin-

points and identifies how much economic sacrifice the serving of such "merit

wants" e;itails.

Modifying the real costs in relation to the alternatives foregone, pro-

vides treasuries and policy mal-ers with a relatively precise instrument on the
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economic side to weigh against the non-economic considerationE. From this

balance, it can rben be determined whether to encourage or curb investment in

one direction or another.

The proponents of benefit/cost analysis have claimed that one of its

principal uses is to compare the allocation of resources between programs.

Although analyses of programs using comparable techniques and methods may

suggest alternative resource uses among programs, this approach must be

treated with a great deal of caution. Quite apart from the impossibility of
analyzing all programs simultaneously in a time sense, real functional differ-

ences exist between programs. Only rarely are the objectives and clientele

served by one program truly substitutable for another.

Once launched, programs tend to have an organic lite of their own,

although time and circumstances render some of them obsolete. New programs

can replace old ones, but usuall; the process requires that most of the

clientele served by the original program will be no worse off than before.

Hence, where a program shows higher marginal benefit/cost ratios than a simi-

lar program at every level of service, there are limits on the choices govern-

ment can make simply because the group served by one program does not coincide

with the groups served by the other. This becomes an income distribution
question on which benefit/cost analysis has little to say. Among programs

therefore, benefit/cost analysis can give only a directional guide at the

margin and even then, there must be a reasf-nabie consistency in the assump-

tions and techniques used to compare one progr.1.1 with another.

Let me be more specific. Even between our own studies of two relatively

complementary Manpower Programs--the Adult Occupational Training Program and

the Manpower Mobility Program--there are different assumptions. The Training

Program study, for instance, focuses on the future earnings of only the

worker since the Program's objective is to deepen the individual's skills.

The Mobility study, on the other hand, takes account of all tha actual or

imputed earnings of every family member who ismoved to the new community.

The Training study posits future earnings in keeping with a permanent escala-

tion of skills, the Mobility study assumes no change of skills. Both sets of

assumptions are arbitrary--designed to make the models more manageable. The

Training model, like other training studies, makes little provision for the

real economic question--what would have happeaed in its absence? Would some

of the workers have raised their skills through other means? The Mobility

model, on the other hand, does assume that workers migrate voluntarily and

lowers the benefits attributable to the program accordingly. Most of these

differences in assumptions deal with the workers' future paths of action.

suppose with sufficiently comolex models, some of the differences could be

reconciled.

THr instaace, as followup information flows in over a long enough period

we cou,d attich probability estimates to the alternative paths. But ALMA

would remain that escapes quantification or which--because the programs serve

difforent sets of -Aients--remains analytically non-comparable.

An additional factor is tht some programs are functionally interrelated

with eacL
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For example, in reaching the objectiva of employing surplus manpower in

a depressed area, it is often necessary t) both move and train the workers

involved.

In practice, we have not been able to use benefit/cost ratios to compare

programs except in the most general terms. Each program has its own set of

internal and external benefits and cost and each 1-13s its own model built to

fit its particular circumstances.

The assumptions ,:iet underlie each model will likely differ to some

extent and the measurement problems, the selection of the appropriate proxies,

the state of the statistical system in relation to the program, and so forth

vary wie.ly.

As a generalization, therefore, benefit/cost models are much more useful

for altering r otherwise improving the effectiveness of a sinr-le program than

they are for making comparisons between programs.

Benefit/cost analysis imposes a very valuable discipline OD the thought

and decision-rraking processes of administrators and policy makers. It

requires a clear articulation of objectives and a precise method to deterhIne

exactly how these objectives are being met.

For example, when one faces the administrators of a program with the task

of making explicit their objectives for purposes of quantification, one dis-

covers they have never really thought seriously about this question.

Means and ends are often intermingled in their minds and decisions have

often evolved about a program 5n patchwork quilt fashion without any real

reQard for the balance and proportioning of the parts in relation to an

objective.

Policy makers are forced to think in a disciplined way about the rele-

vancy and implications of individual sub-activities within their programs.

To be effective, a benefit/cost model must provide an accure mirror

of a program including its institutional structure, the clients it serves,

and the financial and economic costs of it. When in use, it can be a valuable

technique by which planners can gauge the net economic impact of implementing

one or other suggestion or of expanding or contracting certain sub-activities

within a program.

Essentially, this kind of managerial approach means that benefit/cost

models must providu continuing incremental data on each program. kmong other

thjngs, they will combine the steady flow or information on the character-

istics of workers with a priori or a poster4.ori probability estimates of each

worker's likelihood of success in the program and the expected net benefits

generated as a result of his participatic in the program.

The benefit/cost analyses from the model of our Occupational -raining for

Adults Program can be carried out not just for the pl.ogram in general, buZ for
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the apprenticeship portion of the program, the general educational upgrading
portion, the specific skills training portion, and the training within
industry portion of the program.

It is possible to make benefit/cost analyses of rhe different course
groups within, for example, the skill training program.

For example, carpentry courses -Jaye a higher benefit/cost ratio th,
barbering courses and so une could adjust the purchase of courses accordingly.

One can even theoretically get down to the level at which the benefiLs
and costs cf different barbering court ,. are compared so as to cut out the
barbering classes which were least eff. -nt economically.

fae same kind of analysis can be used to determine the kinds of candi-
dates on which program investments can most profitably be made. We can, for
instance, determine whether workers in certain courses will use this training,
whethr they increase their income over time as a result, or are less liL-ly
to be unenployed.

Even with fewer than three years' experience in administering them, we
have already considerably altered the selection criteria for some of our pro-
grams, tt bring them into line with individual net benefit estimates.

Recently, for instance, we tilted our Mobility Program in favor of older
married workers with large families because they are least likely to move on
their own and most likely to settle successfully afterwards. W, 'Lave

cautioned our counsellors against unreservedly authorizing relL, :ions to

certain labor markets which our analysis reveaLed as high turnwer area,. We
have ,ascontinued training courses where workers seemed to hb.ve made little
use uf the skills afterwards.

In fact, the applications of what might be called micro benefit/cost
analysis based on continuing program benefits and cost data, as these examples
show, are almost infin:te.

This drnamic approach allows benefit/cost analysis to be used both as a
tool of economic analysis and as a technique that makes a major contribution
to decision-making for program administrators. It transforms the model from
a static "one-shot" exercise using partial equilibrium parameters to a dynamic
technique which yields a steady flow off net benefit estimates associated with
differr t types of program candidates, destination areas, training courses,
and similar sub-activities.

The information &ese models produce should through time indicate tho
varying levels of expenditure that are 'ppropriate in manpower prcvams in
different periods of the busir2ss cycle. But they cast little light on the

investment/savings versus consumptio choice which is crucial to the short-run,
unemployment-inflation problem. Other measuring instruments are necessary.

Tn -onclusion, the value of 'penefit/cost analycis in the manpower field,
as I se t, is primarily a rigorous anaiyical aid to managerial decision-
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making, with perhaps some clues as to the appropriate distributAou of

resources between programs It has substantial limitations particularly,

with respect to the collective or social responsibilities of government, as a

basis for the substantial revision of human resource development programs.

In total, hoTTever, in my Department of Government, we have definitely

found benefit/cost analysis to Je the most singularly useful analytical device

yet devised to allocate our -.resources and to gauge the impact of our programs

for the population whom we have the responsibility to serve.

MR. FICEK: Now we have heard from an analyst of manpower programs and

the tools which are used up in the North. It did remind me again of something

wl,ich appears in one of the dialogues of Plato where he quotes Socrates, who

says, "The unexamined mind is not worth living." Listening to Mr. Upex, I

sai3 to myself that, turning to his analysis, the unexamined manpower program

is not worth funding.

We shall hear now from a purveyor of intelligence fr_m the South.

Mr. Howard B. Stambler is one of us. He is Chief of the Division of Employ-

ment and Unemployment Analysis in tho Bureau of Labor Sthtistics. He is

going way back to 1956. We all know him, if not personally, then through the

products of his office because here are tb fundamentals of the work in which

we are engaged.

New Directioas in Area Manpower StE,tistics

Howard Stazabler, Chief

Division of Employment and Unemployment Analysis

Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.S. Department of Labor

The Bureau of Labor Statistics may have discovered a new law to rank

with Greshan's and Parkinson's laws. According to this new law, the more

statistics collected and published for Cle Manion as a whole, the greater the

demand for aata below die national level. The demand for sub-national

statistics--that is, regional, State, metropolitan area, central city, anc:

slum data--has increased fantastically over the past few years.

In the past 4 years, in particular, geographic differences in employment

and unemployment have taken on added importance as the Nation moved closer

toward full employment. For, not every city, area, or State has shared

evall:- in the prosperit: of the 1960's, and the recent r6io.ctions in unem-

ployment have not been spread uniformly throughout the NPtion. More facts

are needed to deal with the diversity of contrasting employment problems that

confront pe.,:sons in different areas--whrther in New York City or Houston, in

Florida or Michigan, in the central city or in the surburbs. Clearl_y, local

are3 manpower problems ran be me,,,tred only with detailed aLea statistics.

The Bureau of Labor 'Latistics has now begun t provide more and _ore of

these statistics.
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One of the earliest and most important recognitions of the importance of
area data was made by the President's Commi.ttee to Appraise Em7loyment and
Unemployment Statistics (better known as the Gordon Committee). In their
report to the'President on September 27, 1962, they stated that ...."State
and local labor force statistics are neither as accurate nor as complete as
those on a national level....Thare is probably no element in our system of
labor force reports which is more in need of improvement." Their concern
started the statistical wheels turning in earnest.

The need for area information arises for many reasons and reflects a
wide variety of uses and users. One important use of area data is to provide
an additional dimension for analyzing national developments. For f,;-.3mple, a
sharp increase in the national unemployment rate for women right hce a com-
pletely different meaning and require totaJly different ac_iori if it is known
to have occurred in farm areas comparee witn nonfam areas, or in central
cities compared with their surburban rings.

Local area data can also contribute to local governmelit policy making.
Statistics are needed to permit decision makers to develop programs precisely
pinpointed to the specifiL problems of their areas. A few of the many pro-
grams that need are.-1 information relate to education, manpower training, area
redevelopment, anti-poverty, urban renewal, and many others. Administrative
uses o area data are in fields such as job evaluation, counseling, and other
programs of the State and local employment services. Decisions by unions and
individuals also require the kind of local economic and social insights pro-
vided by labor force statistics.

Still another use is by the business community--for locl industrial
programs and business planning. Employers use area labor-markel- data in many
ways, such as for the selection of plant locations or for the establishment
of sales and marketing goals. Of even more importance, employers need such
data to determine the demand and available supply of labor and its character-
istics in areas where they might be considering expanding or moving.

In recognizing and trying to fill these obvious needs for current area
data, the Bureau of Labor Statistics has recently begun several new systema-
tic programs of collection and/or analysis of data for specific geographj-
areas. The Bureau's ne;:, programs of course began within a framework of many
years of experience with both national labor force and employment statistics
from the household survey, and national establishment payroll dpta from the
establishment survey.

One only has to look at the Monthly Labor Review or Employment and
EaraL___g_Lns_ and Monthly Report on the Labor Force or at the plethora of recent
press releases to see the:. we have beuun i fill the area gap with a ven-
;eance. In general, these rec.2nt efforts have occurred on three fronts--the
launching of a job vacancy statistics program, the publication c: Tomorrow's
Ilan___Ror Needs, and last, but certainly not least, the analysis and publica-
tion of labor forcr data f,,r- regions, States, large SMSA's, and combinations
of areas. I should like to mention each of these new data programs briefly.
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In January of this year, the Department of :abor began the regular

monthly collection of information from a ,:ample of employers on job openings

in 50 metropolitan areas. The new program will be administered by the Lepart-
ment's Manpower kdministration and the U. S. Training and Emplyment Service

(USTES), through the State employment service agencies. Technical guidance

will be provided by the B7,reau of Labor St_tistics. The program follows the

pattern established by the employment statistics program; it is a cooperative

BLS-Manpower Administration-State program, with the States preparing area

estimates. To secure economic and analytical advantages, the collection was

merged with the existing cooperative Federal-State labor turnover program.

The new program will provide esticates of total job openings by industry

manufacturing and mining in about 50 areas and for all nonagricultural

i_dustries in about half of these areas. Estimates of total openings will be

supplemented by quarterly e7timates of job openings by occupation in 17 of

these areas. Publication of the results is not expected until at least 12

months of experience with the data co7.1ection and evaluation havc been

secured. For those of you who are interested, this new program is being dis-

cussed in detail at several co_ the other sessions.

Another long awaited and welcome addition to the area manpower data is

the Bureau's new publication Tancrrow's Manpower Needs. This series of

reports provides an indirect input to that arsenal in that it does not

actually contain new area manpower statistics, but instead provides detailed

directions as to how reliable occupational requirements information can be

developed at the local level. It assists States and areas in making more

adequate manpower projections by providing them with a more consistent frame-

work of nation-wide economic, technological, and social developments.

The third new program provides for analysis and publication of labor

force estimates collected through household surveys, for a wide variety of

geographic areas. The new data are drawn flJm two major sources--the Current

Population Survey (or CPS) and the Urban Employment Survey (UES).

The first major source of new area labor force data, the Urban Employ-

ment Survey, is a comprehensive data collection program in slum areas estab-

lished in 1968 by the Department of Labor ard directed by the Bureau of Labor

Statistics. This survey was developed specifically to measure and examine in

depth the employment situation, barriers to employment, and attitudes and

motivations of slum area residen.s. With the financing and cooperation of

the Manpower Administration, it is being conducted by the Bureau of the Cen-

sus in the Concentrated Employment Program areas of Atlanta, Chicago, Detroit,

Houston, Los An,7eles ard New York City.

The UES cu, approximately 3,600 households a year in each of the six

UES slum areas and in the rest of Atlanta and Detroit. The first results of

t:ie survey were released on February 20, 1969, and covered basic labor force

inforz)ation for the six poverty areas combined. As the WES sample in each

area accumulated to a satisfactory degree of statistica3 reliability, data

for inti ,3dua..L areas will be published. The full amount of detailed informa-

Co- for each area--which will include data oil jobseeking methods, work
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history, job mobility, migration patterns, job skills, transportation
patterns, and attitudes toward work--will become available late this fall.

The second new source of area data is, strangely enough, the 20-year-old
Current Population Survey, conducted monthly by the Bureau of the Census for
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Because of its importance, I should like to
dwell on this aspect of the BLS area program at this time.

The CPS is a sample survey of the noninstitutional population 16 years

of age and over conducted through personal interviews in approximately 50,000

households each month. This is the same survey which provides the comprehen-
sive and official national statistics on the labor force, employment, and
unemployment (including such characteristics as age, sex, color, marital
status, occupation and hours of work, etc.). Although it is intended as a
national survey, its sample frame also permits development of area data,
though not of the same degree of reliability as the national estimates. In

recent years, improvements in sampling methods, weighting procedures, computer
processing and expansion of the CPS sample from 35,000 to 50,000 households
have permitted the development and publication of estimates for many geo-
graphic areas--area data hitherto deemed too unreliable to publish.

The new area labor force data from the CPS are of two types:
(1) Aggregations of data for groups of areas, such as all SMSA's, combined
poverty neighborhoods of the 100 largest metropolitan areas, or all farm

areas; and (2) Data for individual areas, such as regions, States, SMSA's,
cer-ral cities, or surburban rings: Data are annual averages.

First, we are publishing data on all SMSA's combined, defined as of 1960.

The SMSA totals are further sub-divided into SMSA's of 250,000 inhabitants or
more--the 100 largest--and those remaining SMSA's whose inhabitant9 are under

250,000.

Second, we are publishing data on poverty neighborhoods of the 100
largest SMSA's. This special breakdown of the 100 largest SMSA's delineates
their poverty tracts.

Many of you have undoubtedly seen our quarterly press release describing
the situation in these areas. The urban poverty neighborhood classification
waz rieveloped by the Bureau of the Census based on a ranking of census tracts
according to 1960 data on income, education, skills, housing, and proportion
of broken families. These poverty neighborhood data are contrasted with the
remaining four-fifths of the census tracts of these SMSA's. Recent findings

have shown, for example, that the poverty neighborhood unemployment rate, at
6.0 percent in 1968, was about twice the other urban neighborhood rate. The

data add a number of new dimensions to our understanding of the plight of the

Negro worker.

The third and last aggregate category is nonmetropolitan areas. This

category is very much like several-of these indicated above--a residual of

the U. S. totals minus the metropolitan areas. It is also further classified

into two sub-groups: Farm areas and nonfarm nonmetropolitan.areas, which we

are calling small cities and towns.
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A few statistics here will give you some of the flavor of these new data.

The overall unemployment rare in 1968 was 3.6 percent. Oddly enough, this

same rate prevailed in all SMSA's, in SMSA's with populations over 250,000,

and in nonmetropolitan areas, and was only one-tenth higher in smaller SMSA's.

We also want to see how many persons by various characteristics are employed
and unemployed in these areas and we want to know more about their unemploy-

ment rates: How do Negroes fare compared with whites? What about teenagers?

It was interesting to us to learn, for example, that the 2.1 to 1

national nonwhite-to-white jobless rate ratio does not hold consistently

throughout these areas. It was also 2.1 to 1 in the 100 largest SMSA's, but

it was 2.5 to 1 in the smaller SMSA's, 2.2 to 1 in all nonmetropolitan areas,

and 2.4 to 1 in farm areas. In contrast, the ratio was only 1.5 to 1 in the

urban poverty areas, where white workers also experience an unusually high

level of joblessness.

Labor force data for specific localities are available for a number of

individual areas--4 major census regions and 9 sub-regions; the 10 largest

States; and the 20 largest metropolitan statistical areas, 14 of their cen-

tral cities and suburban rings. In the near future we anticipate an expansion

of our area tabulations to include broad occupational data. This will permit

a limited assessment of the skill spectrum in States and areas.

First, we have published data for the four major census regions and the

nine sub-regions. The four major regions are the Northeast, North Central,

South, End West.

Second, data have been published for the 10 largest States. The States

included, in order of population size, are California, New York, Pennsylvania,

Illinois, Texas, Ohio, Michigan, New Jersey, Florida, and Massachusetts.

Third, data are available for the 20 largest SMSA's and 14 central

cities and suburban rings. We have released data for the 20 most populous

netropolitan areas and for all but six of their central cities and surburhs

in both 1967 and 1968. To cover oid ground, the 14 areas for which we have

published both central city and SMSA data are: Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland,

Dallas, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles-Long Beach, Milwaukee, Minneapolis-

St. Paul, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco-Oakland, St. Louis, and

Washington. The other six areas are Boston, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Newark,

Paterson-Clifton-Passaic, and Pittsburgh.

It would be virtually impossible to give you even a capsulized view of

these data and still do them justice. I have therefore brought with me two

"demi-charts," which try to show simply the various geographic gronpings that

I have discussed up to now. I hope I have enough copies, because I feel cer-

tain that you will find this method of relating all of the areas to one

another of interest.

My listing of unemployment rates for these areas undoubtedly strikes

some of you as strangely familiar, and others as downright repetitious. Many

of you may actually prepare unemployment estimates for some of the areas

listed, estimates which differ from those the BLS is publishing. Thus, it



may seem that BLS is publishing what might at first appear as a "competing"
set of data to the estimates prepared by employment security commissions in
every State. Of course, this is not so. Before publishing these data, the
BLS gave the matter much thought and discussed it at length with the Census
Bureau, the Bureau of the Budget, our regional offices, and with the then-
Bureau of Employment Security. Only then was it decided to publish them.

But let me explain more explicitly why these estimates are not competing.

First, outside of the new BLS estimates, current measurements of the
labor force in State or local areas, by age, color, and sex, 3imp1y do not
exist. Such data are available only once every 10 years fron the Decennial
population census; little or no area labor force information is available
between decennial censuses. This alone makes publication of these new data
useful to many people.

Furthermore, data below the national level should be fully comparable to
those data already available, in definitions, concepts, coverage, and so
forth. The BLS area data are fully consistent with the national data in all
respects.

Perhaps even more important, these BLS estimates differ in several
respects from the data published by the State agencies.

As many of you know, the BLS and State estimates differ because of dif-
ferences in definition and coverage, sources of information, methods of
collection, and estimating procedures. Sampling variability and response
errors are additional reasons for differences.

The State and area estimates developed by State agencies are an integral
part of many government programs, such as the Public Works and Economic
Development Act of 1965 and the Defense Manpower Policy No. 4 (revised), both
of which provide special preferences for areas having persistent unemployment.
Without the monthly State employment service estimates to provide the founda-
tion, these and other programs would be inoperable. However, the BLS figures
go far beyond simply a restatement of the same figures but gathered in a
different way. They provide the information by age, color, sex, occupation,
and many of the economic and demographic characteristics that are essential
to an intelligent and accurate analysis of local labor market conditions.
In most cases, this is the first time since the 1960 Der,=,rtnial Census that
such information is available. Furthermore, the prese-At U.S. Training and
Employment Service in the late 1950's developed the standardized methods used
to make the State estimates by utilizing inputs based heavily on the labor
market relationships of that period. In the last decade, many of these
relationships have changed radically, such as the proportion of all unemployed
workers covered by unemployment insurance and che labor force participation
of women. Thus, current and up-to-date unemployment estimates from other
sources can provide yardsticks for comparative purposes. The BLS estimates
not only provide additional hitherto unavailable information that adds another
dimension to the data already available, but also provide information that can
be useful in evaluating State estimates. In essence, the alm of the BLS in
publishing these estimates was to increase our knowledge of the employment
problems in States and areas.
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In conclusion, I don't want to leave you with the impression that the

BLS feels that its new area data program is the answer to all our needs.
Development of the new area data described above represents only the first

step on a long and costly road. Although the new data enhance our under-
standing of complexities of the geographic job market, they are far from suf-

ficient to provide all the hard facts needed by Congress, government offi-

cials and policy mak(!rs, program administrators, business executives, and the

general public. The current program of area labor force data does have

several shortcomings. These include the facts that there are too few indi-
vidual areas covered; that the survey samples are generally too small to

develop completely reliable detailed data; that there are too little data on

some significant labor force items, and that there is not enough experience
with these new data to understand them the way we should like to. The 1970

Census, of course, will provide much new additional data and will furnish a

valuable benchmark for future sample surveys, but as in past decades, Census

data will be insufficient by the time they are published, at least for evalu-

ation of current developments. As a result, the need will still remain to
expand and revise the area data published by the BLS.

Despite the shortcomings of the Bureau's new area manpower data, their

publication seems to have created interest and to have been of value to users.

If the past is any guide to the future, the years ahead will see the Bureau

of Labor Statistics expand and refine its area manpower statistics. Thus it

will help to throw more light on the Nation's social and economic problems.

Although more and better data by themselves may not solve the Nation's prob-

lems or win the battle against poverty and unemployment, they can go a long

way toward identifying where the problems are and, armed with these data,

enable policy makers to effect their resolution.

Harold Wool, Director for Procurement Policy and
General Research

.Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Manpower and Reserve Affairs

U.S. Department of Defense

Mr. Chairman, this is an historical occasion. I believe this is the

first time that a representative of the Department of Defense, albeit former

alumni of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, has been a purveyor of intellectual

discourse at this haven of sophistory, and I am delighted at the opportunity,

of course.

In a sense, I don't feel simply like a visitor from the south or a

visitor from another agency. I feel like a visitor from another planet,
because the bank of labor force problems which I had been associated with in

the last several years seemed to be sort of remote from the practical and

very serious problems that all of you have been engaged in within the context

of the civilian labor market, the very real problems of our employment and

all the rest of these problems.
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We, in a sense, are talking about, what might be referred to as the other
labor force, which is much in the same way as certain others referred to the
"other America" a few years ago. This other labor force we are all aware of
in the context of the current problems and in the conduct of the social sci-
ence projects and particularly manpower projects.

Until very recently, this was a no-man's land. The typical labor force
market economist was not of any interest and everyone hoped he would go away.
That was based on many facts.

First of all, the term labor force to a force whose objective seems to be
destructive rather than constructive might be a bit academic to begin with.

Second, the knowledge of our labor force, of its internal structure, of
the processes and dimensions, was really very difficult to come by.

There were the usual variety of problems of security access to some
extent. These have largely evaporated in recent years. In a sense there was
created a curtain, an iron curtain of knowledge or meaning as to the relevance
of this other labor fovce, of the problems of a civil labor market.

This has changed for many reasons. In the past half year or so we have
all become particularl7 aware of this in the context of the large expansion
of military manpower needs during the Vietnam war. This, in part, establishes
the cycle of questioning as to the policies and ground rules for selection of
manpower, including the very terms of a system of construction, which has
been the basis of our military manpower policies for the last couple of years.

Second, some of se on the civilian side of the river understand that
a pool of potentially levant data for some of the problems that prevail in
this country is of pr importance.

In this country -lere is a tremendously decentralized educational market
seeking a standard m( sure of educational achievement.

We have a college force, of course. With one exception, there has not
been a single measure which could be used to get at the extent of effective
mental ability or intellectual ability for a cross-section of the population.
This exception is a qualification test, which is administered to nearly
2-million young wen who reach military service or draft age.

This, in effect, has been for the past couple of years, and is the only
thing resembling a standard test of our full dimension of manpower quality.
It deals with the young men who have reached draft age, and with questions on
arithmetic, and tool recognition, and on something called "Special SPA
relationship."

This device evolved over several decades of research as a useable
screening tool to predict which men could successfully complete the fairly
elementary demands of military training ...Ind which men could not.
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In examining labor data, I was struck by the fact that back in the early
1960s, one third of our young men were rejected for service. At least half
were rejected because of their failure on this particular test, and the other
half--one out of three--mainly because of physical reasons. This fact sud-
denly very dramatically illustrated some of the problems of deprivation of
youth of our country, because this test did not measure native intelligence.

Now, this, in turn, led to the development of a very interesting report.
Some of my colleagues in the Labor Department and I did the major share. It

was useful as so-called propaganda, which, in turn, helped to initiate the
poverty program. It was one link which developed between the beginning of
selection of men for the military service and the beginning of rejection of
men for civilian employment.

Subsequencly, imo artiriac,rly around 19O3 Lo i964, uegi
to study ways to cope with the problems of youth, particularly employment,
and to redesign programs.

One of the areas which came under very close consideration was the role
of the military services as a training institution, not merely in the art of .

warfare but in the development of vocational skills and personal disciplines,
to help young men who had been rejected not only for military service but in
subsequent civilian work.

At the same time it was an occasion for a rather significant report on
our mental qualification standards, which were too high. I refer to
Mr. Upex's paper on cost/benefit analysis.

Back in World War II, when our needs for manpower were great, only about
5% of all men examined for service had been rejected for mental or educational
reasons.

During the Korean war about 10% were rejected. Our standards had
increased.

By the early 1960s, nearly 20% were being rejected.

This made good sense to raise standards to a point where it is easier to
train people. You are likely to have fewer trouble makers, and you are likely
to come up with men, perhaps, that you could give broader occupational train-
ing.

Through the 1950s our selection standards were vadually and systemat-
ically increased. Then the issue arose as to whether that kind of cost bene-
fit analysis was relevant. Could the governrent through one of its agencies,
the military, select manpower for service in the narrow context only that it
was convenient to the military training?

There were other contexts. A somewhat broader one would be the long
range of military service itself, not meaning defense. The higher the stand-
ards, the higher the quality of men to come in, and the fewer men likely to
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get in the service, particularly if their duties are not comparable with their
abilities. In fact, as the standards are raised, our service rates decline.

So one option was to look at the direction of standards in terms of
increment force of military and to weigh these costs against possible benefits
not merely to the military themselves but possibly to society in potential
spill-over to occupational training and other kinds of training for those
young men who had been "deprived" of the opportunity to serve.

Now, I have used the term "deprived" deliberately because at the level
we are talking about, certainly during peace time and even war time, large
numbers of recruits had been turned down. They sought opportunities for
training and geographical mobility to get away from unsatisfactory environ-
ment, as sufficiently desirable to offset some of the obvious disadvantages of
military service. These were one of the kinds of considerations which entered
into a decision to embark on what Secretary McNamara has labeled Project
100,000.

In this project the Department of Defense took a step below, in the
Federal name. We were large, but didn't have to compete for manpower. It
had the draft and there was a large and adequate supply of qualified men above
its minimum range of available men to be drafted.

In spite of that, and in spite of
funds were systematically allotted, so
rather than the 20% rate we had in the
few years, men who would not have been
fied for service.

the available source, large military
that now we had a minimum 10% rate
past. Under this program, within a
qualified will be available and quali-

When you weigh this policy against the advisability and concern that some
of us have, we must consider this policy not in military criteria, but in the
war against poverty, our social objectives.

Irrespective of any other objective, our training methods were set. As

to the men themselves, they could be sent where they were needed, but they
wouldn't compare in performance with the other men, in the duties that they
were assigned to.

In spite of everything, the latter objections have not been fully con-
firmed. The military service reports that over 90% of the men have success-
fully completed at least two years of service. The report is confirmed, but
we stood impartially greater than in that higher standard.

We learned a loZ of use from this experience. We began to learn particu-
larly about what many of us have talked about, their apparent social bias.

Among Negroes who were accepted under the so-called lower standards as
among the white, who successfully entered the service, the failure rate of
blacks was half that of the whites. This held true in the army, navy, and
air force. It held true when we qualified the men, not only on a test per-
formance but by educational limitations. One objective was potential study,
and it emphasized the urgeycy of looking hard at some of the basic selection
tests.
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We now have intensive research in close to 20 different types of inf r-
mation relating to testing procedures, which have been systematically triad
out. This is being officially done in the Navy. We hope to extend this
research to other employment, civil, private, military.

I would like to emphasize the micro-cost analysis point, the mechanics
in such, and the fact that the young men are coming from deprived families.
Thelx future earnings are affected after they leave military service. We are
talking about 80% of the skills in military service. In terms of population,
they have some parallel with civilian life. With all its drawbacks, the
military service does have personal disciplines which are important in helping
the civilian adjust to military service. Many of these young men have come
from unstructured environments and would be helped in the long run--more
than the individual who is not exposed to the service.

Other premises have still not been proven. We have ..., staggering need for
increased information in this area. We are initiating research from a long
range standpoint. This has been illustrated by our policy decisions which
have been based upon cost, and we hope this data will be relevant. It would
have been ideal if we could have systematically studied our experiences for
five or ten years, to establish the wisdom of this policy. These are among
the facts that you have to look at in cost/benefit analysis.

MR. FICEK: I will call first on a man from the west, Mr. Sherrill W.
Neville, who is chief of the resea.:ch and analysis office of the Utah
Department of Employment Security. He has been doing this kind of work for
Utah since 1942 and in the interim, as time permitted, has engaged in other
related projects. He has been brilliantly successful through his repeated
membership on the benefit analYsis committee of the Interstate "Ionference of
employment security agency.

Sherrill W. Neville, Cilief
Research and Analysis

Utah Department of Employment Security

Thank you, Mr. Ficek. What is a small town statistician like me doing
up here in the big time? I have attended conferences like this for 30 years
but this is the first time I have been a speaker on national topics.

My only claim for being on this program is that I am a manpower expert
for State and local data for the State of Utah. I have been preparing labor
force estimates county by county. We have not published them because we don't
make them on a formal basis. Now, I am going to make them available. They
show a side by side, city by city comparison with the ten.cities that the BLS
publishes.

We need to study some specifics. You will notice the BLS figure is
higher in California, Pennsylvania, Texas, Ohio, and Florida. The BLS figure
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is lower in New York, Michigan, Massachusetts, and New Jersey. Illinois is

in both higher and lower for the two years.

I also would like to call your attention to the odd behaviour of the

different directions of the year to year changes. In Texas, Michigan, and

New Jersey, one year they are higher and the next year lower; one year

depending on which series you look at, the changes are up and the next year

down. One would expect that the directions at least would be the same.

Now, as a judge, as a critic, I would like to point out tl--_at

Mr. Stambler's explanation just wouldn't hold water when you get into the real

specifics of the prevalent base for employment security estimates. The

community probloa on the employment base is very small. The employment base

is such a small proportion of the total labor force that if you compute the

employment rate for the United States by substituting the establishment data

on jobs for the household data on persons, for the unduplicated account, that

is, you come up with 3.4% instead of 3.6% for 1968.

Because the work force base is higher than the labor force base, one

would expect that the BTY rate would be lower.

As a judge, I am going to vote for the BLS. We have heard _t is reliable,

it is accurate, and I think there is room for estimates in back of the p1_c-

ture.

I would like to ask why these things are different. I would like to

suggest that we get a cooperative household program on the same basis as CPS

to really do the job right.

Mr. George Schult4,might be interested in this proposal because he is

preparing a manpower report for President Nixon. I don't know whether it is

a good idea to present a table on one page of the manpower report showing one

set of figures, and then another page showing another set of figures, regard-

less of footnotes.

I would like to take exception to the statement Mr. Stambler made about

the annual census of 1970, in solving some of our problems about your data.

I don't know if he had it in the report he read, but he made a terrible mis-

take in letting us read his report before he gave it.

Mr. Stambler is going to have a rude awakening when he discovers the

conflict that there will be from the 1970 census data and the averages he

has been reporting.

For about 40 years, I have been working on census figures in the popula-

tion and answering questions on labor force figures. I well remember the WPA

figures. They had to prepare a table,.based on the census population figures,

which showed WPA workers. It was about one third of all the ones that were

enrolled.

They did this by adjustment, which could be made for 1940. In 1950 and

1960 we had some criticism from people who really gave us a bad time in
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employment security because we were on record with some amount of State
labor force estimates.

Now, I would like to make some other comments. I feel some viewpoints

need airing at this conference. Two major areas should be mentioned. First,

we have to do something. This nation must afford more resources to improve
the quality of the basic data.

And, second, we need an increase in the Federal and State association.
About 20 years ago I had a very good friend in Arizona, who described the
long term trend of centralization in this country.

Perhaps now we are on the way, at the point of decentralizing this long
term trend and there is going to be some sort of decentralization.

The past 25 years, especially the last five years, have been discouraging
in this respect. The HUD, university and contractors researchers bother our
staff to get data. Our staff really couldn't spend that time and improve the
data that these sophisticated researchers needed. The estimates--specifically
the population estimates by State--are basic. On this, if the labor force is
the superordinate of the population basis, it is super-duper-ordinate.

The State has no recourse for error by thl census in a fair estivate to
the state. At one point the census said there was one million, and a year
later the Census Bureau said we have only 999,000. My data within the County
Business Pattern is published by the Bureau of Census. I want you to know
that in Yale County it prevails, so I believe even to Cory's book on some of
the County Business Pattern data.

We need to do a better job in our Federal-State cooperation with our
competing documents which are Employment and Earnings by State and Area,
issued by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the State and county employ-
ment data which are available from the State UI agencies. Improved coordi-

nation would accomplish a lot.

I would like to suggest we pour some resources into putting State and
area occupational employment estimates on the DOT and the SIC. We can say
that it is very useful to people who are dealing with data on classes of
workers, where you have establishment data, and your self-employed, and
government sources.

I would like to suggest that within the framework of the Office of
Business Economics in the Department of Commerce we produce a cooperatilie
county or even area personal income series.

Now, in conclusion, let me tell you ir the small cities the need for
research continues. There is a computer which now works about half the time,
which will match jobs and workers strictly on a regional basis. These will
be broken down with the help of the Director of Human Resources Institute.
They were proposing an experimental Utah manpower model which will relate
major labor market information to the computer, by 1980. For anyone who will
need it, there will be computer outputs to private industry, employment and
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Unemployment data by industry, by occupation, even by county. Related to the

computer c.ystem will be welfare statistics, which will also be integrated to

our Federal and State statistics, and region, and household. There will be

many more characteristics.

Now, it sounds like I am dreaming, t I really am sincere on some of

these things. But it is like a jigsaw puzzle that we have in this very small

State. The pieces are there. We do have the third generation computer. We

do have the demographic and population capability. We do have an occupational

industrymatrixbased on SIC and with DOT. We have had the cities JOLT program

and on the A side, and we have had the proposal to break down our Ul program,

which will be for non-agricultural employees and other groups, if we can find

a miracle that will let us put it on the computer properly. Hopefully some

resources can be discovered to surport the statistics that this country needs.

The time we are now spending
the gaps that now exist will have

All this will soon come true
cooperation as a reality and pour
our basic building plugs.

to improve the statistical quality and fill

been well spent.

if we promote the full State and,Federal
in resources to Improve the equalities of

MR. FICEK: You have heard about the glowing future that is to come to

Utah because of the existence of the r.omputer, and circulating information--

providing you can accomplish the miracle, the miracle of coding.

Let me tell you what our computers have to do, because of our standard

industrial classification program. It is a small code. Now, when Fred

developed his standard industrial classification code he used a final extender.

Now, you are from the third generation and you will still have to waste

time in the future to get coding, translating this, and it will be until it is

made completely fine, until you can get some success out of it.

At this point we shall hear from a Midwest representative, Mr. Dwight D.

Kelley, who is Chief of Research and Scatistics Section, Indiana Employment

Security Division.

He has traveled in this climate since 1948, Like Mr. Sherrill Neville,

he has been extremely productive and helpful through his membership on the

committees of the interstate conference on employment security, in this speci-

fic instance, the research and reporting committee. As you listen to him you

will agree with the old saying that the best is the test in the middle west.
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Dwight D. Kelley, Chief
Research and Statistics Section

Indiana Employment Security Division

Thank you. Being the last participant on the last panel on the fourth
day of the conference, I think the greatest contribution I can make would be
to try to be brief. This I will try to do.

I was quite interested in Dr. Wool's comments, because they were dif-
ferent and I had some contact with a few of the activities he mentioned. I

was a farm hand in a CCC camp immediately after getting out of school. I was
the officer in charge of classification for 2-1/2 years, in a classification
center in the World War II.

I have decided to confine my comments to one topic which is more specifi-
cally related to Howard Stambler's remarks. My comments resemble Fomething
Sherrill just said.

There is a need for more study and local data, and Mr. StamLier recog-
nized that the program proposed by BLS does not go far enough to answer this
question.

Proposals for a comprehensive manpower program are made more and more in
light of the needs of national and local offices than in light of the needs
of State and local communities.

For example, we are talking about 20 metropolitan areas in connection
with eventually increasing this to 50 metropolitan areas. If we confine our
data to 20 areas, in Indiana we are excluded from getting proper data.

If we extend ic to 50 areas, we bring in one major area, Indianapolis.
If we extend this coverage to 100 metropolitan areas, we would 7-rhaps
include not only Indianapolis, but Gary, Indiana.

This approach might be quite adequate to evaluate at the national level
a comprehensive manpower program, to determine whether conditions do vary in
large areas and small areas, and so on.

But it is not the true kind of information that we need about a man-
power comprehensive program on the State or local level. We need, for
example, not only information about Indianapolis but about Gary, Indiana. We
need information about the other seven metropolitan areas. Furthermore, we
need information about those smaller urban areas, such as Kokomo, Indiana,
which most of you probably never heard of, and even smaller Vincennes.

We really need a comprehensive system for city and local information
starting at the lowest possible level, and preferably covering 100% of the
areas.
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Nevertheless, we should approach the problem in this way. We would

perhaps have less complete data and detail it on its charecteristics, and on

inferences. We should have some data for the smallest practical unit, whether

county or some other unit, and then aggregate it. We are trying this in

Indiana and.a few other States.

We are looking for a simple kind of data, county or State, whatever is

practicable. If you divide the State into 14 economic regions, these regions

are all complete, and this covers the whole State. We are working on that

data, but we will develop it through the 14 regions. The data for the 14

regions hopefully can be added up to a total.

This would be useful as one method to provide information to all tha

school people. School people want information not only of the State, but for

the largest area, and the cmallest cities. They even want information by

school district, within the cities, if possil)le. We think this is impossible,

so we are hoping to substitute some economically reasonable type of data.

I would like to comment on what Sherrill has said.

We in the State employment seCurity agency are frustrated because we are

unable to meet many needs of agencies engaged in manpower programs.

We have funds available to gather and process basic data; plenty of funds

available to us on planning; and at least substantial funds through other

sources, agencies, on the city or local levels, particularly in local communi-

ties. They have asked for information on basic employment from data centers,

data banks, by people from the metropoiitan planning calumission, by the State

Department of Commerce, that is the groundwork to some Federal program for

developing a data bank for industrial development, by health agencies planning

a model data bank of some sort, that will have data on toys, as well as steno-

graphic data, and health data.

Yet we have no real supplementation to provi,?, ti Dasic needs that come

into these questions. It seems Sherrill suggested uii. of these things in the

recruiting of basic data, starting with the local, county or small county

basis and hopefully developing something that is comprehensive for the State.

It might be money well spent, or better spent, even if you funnel this

money here and here and here, and into areas that are related to manpower, and

really using manpower data that will help us in preparing the really basic

data and not coordinated at all in the determination and concepts and in areas

so far out that there is not much hope in adding together the various findings

on these analysis programs.

MR. FICEK: Well, we have now heard from our five artists, and we shall

continue with the usual format of this meeting. We should adjourn at this

hour, but, we started late. I do not wish to deprive any of the participants,

both from this side and that side, of the opportunity to join in this

symposium.
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At this point I would like to get a statement from the sophists on my
right, who have been severely criticized, from those on the left, whether
they can say anything in explanation of their crime.

MR. STAMBLER: I would like to say very quickly, one thing from this
side. I concur completely with the recognition that these numbers are dif-
ferent from BLS figures. I agree completely that additional data are urgently
needed.

I would just like to make one point on what Mr. Kelley said. BLS in a
sense does recognize the need for data, because the only data available are
from 10 states, or 20 areas.

Even the population of this nation, which was based on the current popu-
lation survey, was available through the Census Bureau only by invoking a
system whereby we could provide this kind of information.

So we had the opportunity and the funds, particularly, to go beyond this.
We would have done it. To do what was suggested, is my responsibility,
whether you start from the top and work down or you start from the bottom and
work up.

Nevertheless, as Mr. Neville said, we du have the same information now.
That will help provide the educational systems in the various areas. As data
comes out of the computers, I think basically that will also help.

MR. FICEK: Any other comments?

MR. NEVILLE: I have a tabulation produced on information obtained for
work force figures. And that is compared to the work force figures that are
in the research estimates for 1968. I have not passed it out, but it is here,
if anyone wants to look at it afterwards.

MRS. HELEN ENGEL: We ha% nt of Health, Education and Welfare.
My question is in connection wiL" statement that social outcomes of cross-
picked employees, may be more significant than the dollar. My agency has a

unique problem. We have to develop a cost benefit analysis on employees,
the impact of training programs on essentially employable people. We do not
have too much difficulty there.

But under our legislative policy, I would like to see us develop a cost
benefit analysis of employees to measure outputs to objectives such as
strengthening female life, or the promotion of the advancement of children--
in other words, the social benefit that will follow from certain inputs of
money and services where the social outcomes will show up over a long period

of time. I would also like to try to break it down into the objective con-
cepts, into components for which we can apply dollar values or values scales.

How far have we gone in measuring the impacts and the outcomes of such
approaches, as contrasted throughout the country? To what extent can you
differentiate between dollar impact, which is fairly easy to read out, and to
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what extent is there a cost benefit, and the social direction which takes
much money in orde7 to develop.

MR. UPEX: I can only say this problem causes us very much concern. I
can't make a statement here epitomizing the objective function, which, to my
mind, is variable and has conceivable conceptions which are undefinable.

The period of time which you suggest, the long generation affects of the
program, for example, is something which can't be defined at the present time.
The diligent approach to the problem is that the cost analysis we are leading
to is the main tool of examination, and must always be looked at in the true
context that the wider step reflects the speed making process.

In short, we don't have the answer.

MR. SCHLANG: (Manpower Control) I was debating whether I should say
anything or not. I probably made the vzong decision.

I have not had any real facts to make the right decision. As Weber said
at lunch, somutimes you have to make a decision on no facts.

I would like to go over the record briefly and describe some of these
problems thc.,: we now have and how we attempted to resolve some of the problems
that we haw, had in the past.

Noi: long ago the unemployment estimate of USES ranged from 2% to town and
local chambers of commerce to as high as 20%. It came from the United Auto-
mobile workLfs and many other places.

Faced with this kind of problem and no available data at any time and
with pressure to develop the then Bureau of Employment security suggested we
take in 50, try to develoP the system of so-called 76 departments, which esti-
mated employment in a somewhat uniform manner. This was across the nation.
If you look at this figurs, except for two or three States, and assume certain
margins of error, wh(A it is put together if you add the figures, you come up
with about the same thing.

I too fully recognize the need for more information on the characteris-
tics of employment in individual areas. Who the employed are is far more
significen't than the unemployment rate of ours, which has the characteristic
of being self-serving.

One of the big problems in the so-called methods for estimating is the
work force. That is on a different machine. Conceivably, the rate of work
force concept means the data are complete no matter where those employed work,
so long as they are at work and no matter where they live, so long as they
work in the metropolitan area on the employment side. They live in the par-
ticular metropolitan area and are counted and reported as employed. This
tends to distort the unemployment rate.

,
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If you want to have a household survey for all the years, as we did yea-rs
ago in the metropolitan areas, the cost figure ran into something like $100-
million, if not more. It was a prohibitive figure. I think that it wouldn't
be desirable.

One other reason this came about, is the different feeling today about
methods. During the last several years, more information has been available
including these estim_ites that Dr. Stevens Russel developed of a survey by
census.

We are revising the methods and taking into account new developments which
have occurred during the 1960's in the relationship between the true employee
and the other employee, the changes in the definition of the new ones.

We are also trying to provide some kind of guide for State agencies to
adjust work forces and to illustrate the work force concept so that the rate
would be comparable. This does not mean at all that the essence of the employ-
ment based on the establishment of the work force has changed in any way.
Thus, we alc- talking about only one figure which concerns itself with the work
force, and these are the wage earners. Some way we should get additional
funds to do more household security research.

But at the same time no such 1 _aey is necessary to go to 230 metropolitan
areas. Mr. Weber has indicated how desirable it would be to go to 3,000. The
total cost of such a program would far exceed the money which has been allotted
to the whole anti-poverty program.

You have to be in a position in your own administrative agency; you have
to figure out how best to go at it.

These data will be useful, and I should try to resolve somehow, you know,
this situation. It has been said, in New Jersey, "why don't we restore this
data to the State Agency staff." We will try to do that in the future.
Unfortunately we have only the data that was going to come out.

We have discussed this continuously and we are going to try to do some-
thing about it.
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MR. PEARCE; The next speaker, as you know, was scheduled to appear before
us Tuesday, noon, but because of an important press conference, his appearance

had to be postponed until tonight.

This gentleman is a lawyer who you are all familiar with, especially if
you are from New York City. He is a graduate of Cornell University and Cornell

Law School. T first met him 27 years ago. He was the newly designated chairman

of the neu created regional war labor board covering New York and New Jersey.

He went from the war labor board to the national war labor board, where he

served as executive secretary, and subsequently returned to New York State as
director of Labor Relations in the City of New York and then on to the law firm
bearing his name, where he became the foremost labor mediator, labor negotiator,

factfinder, and arbitrator.

Anyone who has read the New York Times over the years knows something
about the range of his activities and his extraordinary achievements in this

area. Suffice it to say, that whenever he steps into a critical labor dispute,
where the public is concernad, they are conditioned to expect an early

settlement.

Probably he is best known for his work in the New York City Transit, news-

paper industries, and the railroad and maritime industries. But more recently

he has been involved with the men in many of the construction trades.

Our speaker has devoted a great deal of attention to the question of auto-

mation and has also established the American Association of Automation, and has
been a factfinder in this complex field.

Also his activities have evidenced a profound concern with the problems of
civil rights and fair employment practices. As you know, he has served for
several years as president of the New York Jrban League.

It certainly is a great personal pleasure and certainly a privilege to
present Mr. Theodore Kheel.

Theodore W. Kheel
Labor Mediator

Thank you, Mr. Pearce. Honored guests and ladiee and gentlewien.

Like yourself, I don!t know what I am going to talk about, but 37 hope it

will be of some interest to you. I have been suggesting ways in whicil campus
disputes might be resolved, but my children assure me that there.il absolutely

no validity to.what I have proposed and ther are probably right.

I was interested in hearing Al say that those decisions that he ade as

wage stabilization director during the war labor board were based on fragmen-

tary data and inconstant conclusions. I must confess I suspected it rt_ght

along.
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I must pay my respects to you ladies and gentlemen because I have poached
on your wisdom all of these years. Without the facts we are lost.

Unless we know what we are talking about, we may be able to talk more
freely and without inhibition, but it doesn't lead anywhere.

My initiation into the war labor board caused me to meet William H. Davis,
who had a wonderful saying: "you can't argue about the fact, you can only be
ignorant of it." And in so many areas of our life, nc.. only labor management
relations, we are ignorant of the facts, we are derelict in framing the issues.

I have had, perhaps, a measure of success in mediation, and I will confess
all. It is a very simple business. The mediator does not come up with any
great solutions. He is not any kind of a Solomon who is able to consult with
"Barzardes" and come forth with the answer. The process of mediation in its
final analysis is one of getting people to know what the facts are, to know
what the problems are, and to know Lhe people with whom they are dealing.

The great poet Robert Burns spoke of the gift to see ourselves as others
see us. The most important function of a mediator in my judgment is to get
people to see others as they see themselves. And without the facts that can't
be done.

Now, when we talk about the facts we really don't know precisely what we
are talking about, at least in the field of labor relations. I served on a
number of factfinding boards under the Railway Labor Act and under the Taylor
law in New York, and in various ad hoc proceedings where a board of "distin-
guished" people were appointed to find the facts and to make reeowwendat_ms.
So often, if not ,nost 7) eiPontial aspect of those proceedings is
"- recommendation, 30my waking L-he proposal that hopefully will resolve

controversy. They are called factfinding proceedings and I think that
ought to be corrected, because the factfinding in that respect is incidental
to the recommendations.

Under the Railway Labor Act, tic2=--e proceedings are most notorious. My
own personal experience has been e_at in such factfinding proceedings the

parties are given 30 days to preselt the facts before the board that the presi-
dent has appointed. In those 30 dayE, they undertake to hide the facts, and
then the board that has been appointed is given 30 more days to find them, and
if you are looking, you may find tmez. If you are not, they are forever lost.

Whether you find the facts or 7ou don't in those 30 days that you are
given, the only thing that is ever :Oluded to or pointed to is the end, where
it says "And we, therefore, recomm4 a 25 cents increase.". When the reporters
get hold of it, they likewise go t..z. the end of the report.and ay "The fact
finding board recommend3 the 25 ce:ILs increase,"'and from there on the issue
is whether the 25 cents is enough:7:o settle the dispute or whatever it happens
to be.

I don't consider that type of factfinding proceedings to be properly
illustrative of.what is being.acccrvlished and what can be accomplished by you
ladies and genflemen.in the field of labor statistics and labor analysis.
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I think factfinding must be divorced from recommending. It must be pure and
simple and not pointed towards the recommendation.

In my personal experience, one of the best uses of factfinding in this
pure sense is in the 1964 longshore controversy which grew out of one in 1962.
The Department of Labo-r was appoThted to find the facts regarding the size of
the gangs that loadee and unloaded ships in New York City, and the study was
conducted in the Department of Labor and the results were properly compiled
and presented in a very persuasive manner to the parties, without recommendations,
without prior release to the newspapers. I continue to be amazed, alno:gh at
this late stage of my life I don't know why I should be, on how persuasive the
facts can be.

If you attach them to the recommendation, particularly one that is geared
towards the solution, the facts become suspect and they are generally overlooked.
Having a job is the most important thing to a man in his economic life in our
society. If you don't have a job you are a castoff . You don't have self-
respect. Our society is geared towards jobs. We have lots of problems as we
know. We have labor relations problems, which are manageable, although they
break out here and there, especially during the periods of inflation and in
connection with public employment where special problems exist.

But they are more particularly in rer, of great cone connec-
tion with what can be described as the 1:01.1.J Puerto Rican revoluL:ion, be-
cause we are all subscribing to the principle oi ecial opportunity, which is a
-ery easy thing to say. We don't know as yet, what Its full implications are
or hpw properly to achieve it.

We have lots of problems that are projected to us through the media of
communications between groups of people and necessarily and unfortunately they
must be projected in terms of generalities.

Another thing that has impressed this upon me in connection with the prob-
lem of conflict or dispute resolution is the extent to which we get hung up on
generalizations.

We oversymbolize serious problems and then having made them into symbols,
we cover up so many portions, so many pieces, that have not been or could be
subject to resolution.

We have community disputes over civilian review boards, over integration
and desegregation, over local control and black power, on the campus, among
students, faculty members, and university officials.

There are, of course, scme very fundamental problems that are posed, and
fundamental problems can't be resolved merely through the process of mediation
and negotiations.

But there are so many aspects of problems that appear to be fundamental,
that are susceptible of at least being narrowed, if not totally resolved by
analyzing the problem and getting facts that are involved.
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In the area of automation which Al mentioned, we know that employment will
undergo tremendous changes because of technological advances.

We know the potential for good that can come from these changes, because
it means that more things and better things can be produced with less time and

less effort. We know also that these changes seriously discommode individuals,
and it is the sum total of the individuals who make our society.

There is a tendency to say, to plead, that this change or that change will
have this effect or that benefit, and for those who are immediately affected it
is of some little comfort to know that everyone would be better off.

The longshore negotiations I told you about has resulted in an industry
that is, at least on the surfac.e, having one of the most constructive patterns
of labor management relations that will lead to improvements in the waterfront
and the City of New York and probably elsewhere throughout the nation.

They are fundamental and far reaching improvements to be achieved by peo-
ple who are very ordinary people and have no claim to superior knowledge or

ability. They are aided and abetted by knowledge of the facts and what they

mean.

I am involved at the moment in an effort, in New York City, to find the
facts, facts that must be helpful in persuading people of the concern. These
facts must be obvious, since they underly many of the problems in the building

trades, including those having to do with minority group employees. We are in

a building boom in New York City. There is a tremendous shortage of labor on
the average; in some crafts no workers are available; such is the shortage.

In other crafts the shortages are so severe that the projects that are on
the boards are being held up. It would appear from all the information we have
that the boom in building is likely to continue for many years, but, of course,
there is no guarantee.

The various unions that make up the building trades in New York City on the
average don't have the individual journeymen to meet the current needs of the
building industry, and they are be4r0-, asked to take in more members. And in_
the process necessarily, they will Lake in more members from the minority groups
into their apprenticeship system. They are reluctant to do so, and their reluc-
tance is not, I am absolutely convinced, anti-black or anti-Puerto Rican. It is
anti-anybody that threatens their job security. They are in a sense like the
fellow who said "I hate everybody regardless of race, creed, or color."

And the question they asked, which is a perfectly legitimate question, and
that is, "you tell us that there are more jobs than can be filled now, therefore
our ranks should be expanded, but will you also tell us that next year or a
year after there will be the same numbers of jobs?"

Andy William guaranteed it. And I am led to believe that after I have gone
through this whole syndrome of problems in connection with the introduction of
automation, be it in the printing industry, newspaper industry, I am convinced
that the solution to che introduction of change in employment is the guaranteed
annual wage or some variant of it, guarantee of security of those people who
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are threatened. When people are threatened, they respond, they become hostile,
and the way to deal with the problem is to remove their insecurity.

It is not easy in the building trades. Indeed, it is not easy anywhere,
because there is a fear on behalf of the employer, understandably, if he makes
a guarantee, he may not be able to honor it because business conditions may not
be sufficient to enable him to.

But there are variations. We have done something fantastic in this country
with supplementary unemployment benefits with their relationship to employment
compensation, with the development of funds that protect people against uncer-
tainty, insecurity, and these are growing in numbers. But we are coming into
a field where we have to know the facts. And if we don't know the facts, we
are whistling in che dark We get emotional. We get irrational. We fight
each other.

I am particularly concerned at this moment, about the continuing division
of the black communities in the labor movement.

There.is a blanket of hostility that is expressed, and it is felt, and
perhaps understandably so, between members of the black community and the
labor unions, and perhaps it is reciprocal, which is, I must say, unfortunate,
because we have two things to consider. One is the problem of individuals who
act improperly and discriminatorily. Such persons should be opposed and should b(
attacked.

But we have the concept also that is divorced from individuals, and that
is the concept of organization and collective bargaining and trade unionism.

In the final analysis, the black community has more to gain from trade
unionism perhaps than the white community, in the sense that there will be a
larger percent of working people in Ole black community than the white commu-
nity because of income distribution and accumulated wealth.

When the milenium arrives, there will be Xpercent of all blacks who are
jobholders and something less than X percent of all whites who are jobholders.
The experience of the last 100 years has demonstrated beyond question that
workmen are better off if they belong to a trade union than if they engage in
individual bargaining with their employer.

The concept of the trade union and the concept of collective bargaining
is in jeopardy because the black community feels--with some justification--that

he trade unions have mistreated them and that there is discrimination. And the
building trades, of course, is notably guilty in this respect. Other trade
unions are guilty too of gross discrimination and they must be routed out and
their actions reversed.

But it is also true; as you tell us,.with industry generally, that it
falls into two categories; the category where the-employer does the hiring,
and the category where the hiring is on a referral basis, where the union is
involved, and at the point of employment, there is still distrimination, and
there is still discrimination 1n-those industries where-the employer is the
agent of employment.,
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Where there is a referral, the complaint should be zeroed in on the em-

ployer and union to the extent that there is joint operation of thf, referral

system.

On the promotion system, after the employee has passed, and, from what I

am told, again, by the information which you have gathered, discrimination is

more serious, more pernicious after employment, after the initial hiring. We

have made progress here on initial hiring. We have not made any significant

progress on job advancement.

But here we have a dual problem, and in certain situations, notably in the

South, there are seniority lines that move in isolated directions that are

discriminatory. There is a system of seniority itself which presents a very

difficult and ironic problem, and it is worth mentioning hcre.

The first rzile against discrimination that the working people devise,

which still has i7alidity, is seniority, because the most objective way to

measure people Is by tneir age. Everybody gets 1 day older every 24 hours and

at exactly the same rate, and nobody has any advantage in getting oldcr. I

heard about this man who was honored when he was 90 or 91 at a luncheon at the

Savoy Hotel in London, where many complimentary things were said about him. He

got up to respond, and he said there are some advantages in getting old, and he

paused to reflect, and then said, "But I can't think what they are."

The fact is that everybody gets old at the same rate, regardless of race,

creed or color. That is also true, when there has been a history of discrimi-

nation. There are going to be more white employees than black employees, and

if unfortunately a layoff takes Place, the younger men are going to go first,

and they are going to be black.

At this moment we are walking on eggs, because we have a roaring inferno

going and something has to be done about it. And I don't know what is to be

done about it. Perhaps you do know. But if it means killing our economy, and

it seems to be something :)f that sort, then there must be layoffs, and layoffs

will 11._t the black community the hardest.

Maybe 20 or 25 years from now it won't be done, because there will be more

blacks percentagewise than whites in the labor movement, but,today it will mean

blacks will be laid off. We have enough problems without that. You economists,

you experts, have to figure out some way, notwithstanding the inflation, that

we can maintain, for all the problems it creates, the current rate of employ-

ment. We just have to do it.

I am carrying coals to Newcastle in this respect, that without the facts

we arr- dead, and we do not rely enough on the information that Herb Bienstock,

Al Pearce, New York City and New York State, and you ladies and gentlemen,

throughout the country, are supplying on our employment, all its related as-

pects, and information that does not have to be directed towards the conclusion,

because the ficts will point to the conclusion.

If I can get_the information in a labor dispute and ask the right questions,

I don't have to have any ingenuity in proposing a solution. I will reach a

solution. Of course, there has to be a commitment to a solution. If we feel
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that what we have is so beyond repair that it can be cured only by being re-
placed, we have a different situation.

But to the extent that we believe, and I do believe that we have the
capacity to adjust, not as readily as we should, but we have the awareness, we
live in an age today where everybody is aware. It isn't just an age of giants
and midgets, and "what's new at the movies?" It is a matter of tremendous
concern, and we are worried. Although the circumstances that worry us are
numerous, the fact that we are worried is a good sign. The fact that we are
concerned is a good sign.

We have to guard against fighting with and against each other over gener-
alities, over symbols, over cliches. We have to find out the specifics of the
problem. Just having us with you in the right place is not enough, if in your
mind you don't have the facts on which you can base the conclusion, on which
you can reach the decision.

And so I am honored and pleased that
cause this gives me an opportunity to pay
men who made what I have been able to do,
conflicts possible.

you have asked me to come here, be-
my respects to you ladies and gentle-
whatever it is, in the resolution of

MR. PEARCE: Well, we are certainly honored to have had you as a guest
and to have heard you. To some extent we share with you what we have been
doing, and to some extent you challenge us to do what we have not been doing
as well as we might.

The one thing above all that I take from your comments is the importance
that we statisticians get away from geneializations, away frOm cliches,' and
getting down to the specifics, breaking down the overall problem into its
components in which there are many manifestations through our conference,
one being getting away from national averages, and national generalizations,
down to the situations which each community faces, and certainly even at
that level there is no limit to the specifications that we are capable of
making, but which we too will make.

Our speaker doesn't specially want questions that any of you feel com-
pelled to ask, but he will answer any that you do ask. Are there any questions?
If not, let's join in a welcome to our guest.
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MR. KEIM: At the opening of each conference, I provide brief summary

remarks about the agenda on the program to be conducted during the week.

When we come to the Friday session, I refer to it as the piece de resistance

of the conference.

During the week, however, as several of you have said, "I thought you

indicated that the piece de resistance would come on Friday." So they said

we think what happened here today is it. Each session was a piece de

resistance unto itself.

We will note in our program for the Friday morning session a discussion

of some basic economic problems in our time by top experts in the areas

selected. Certainly that opinion is important today in meeting the inflatim

problem.

I will just say a few uprds about our chairman, who will then take over

and conduct the session. Dr. Maurice Mann was appointed assistant director

of the Bureau of the Budget March 1st of this year, primarily responsible

in the general area of economic affairs. Dr. Mann assists the Director of

the Budget in activities involving the cabinet committee on economic policy;

the policy advisor reports to the president on matters of domestic and

intern4tional economic affairs. Dr. Mann also advises the director on a

wide range of financial and economic matters as well as the Federal Govern-

ment's Statistical Programs. Before joining the Nixon Administration,

Dr. Mann had been with the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland since 1960,

as Vice-President and General Economist. He was Senior Officer in charge

of the Bank's Research Department. He was also an Associate Economist of

the Federal Open Market Committee.

While in Cleveland, Dr. Mann was actively involved in a number of public

and civic organizations. Dr. Mann was born in Peabody, Massachusetts. He

received a BA Degree from Northeastern University, Boston, in 1951. He then

received a Phd. Degree from Syracuse University in 1955 in economics. From

1955 to 1958 he was Assistant Professor of Economics at Northwestern

University.

We are very privileged indeed to have as our Chairman this morning

Dr. Maurice Mann. I am grateful to him; and, in your behalf, I want to

tell him that we really feel privileged to have him here.
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MEETING THE INFLATION PROBLEM

Chairman: Maurice Mann, Assistant Director
U.S. Bureau of the Budget

If you think that the biographical sketch that Walter read was good, you
ought to see the one I wrote.

Geof Moore has already told you something about what is going on in
Federal statistics. But important things have happened in the past couple
of months in Washington as far as we are concerned in the Federal statistical
area.

First, we have changed the name of the Office of Statistical Standards
to Office of Statistical Policy. It better describes our added duties and
responsibilities. But hopefully that is a new policy.

Second, Ray Bowman is retiring, and in fact, he is taking cn a new as-
signment with a Japanese Company. Ray Bowman was one of the true friends we
had in Washington and we are grateful to him for his accomplishments. We have
been able to find a successor right in government.

He has become the Special Assistant to the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget. Julius Shiskin,, whom many of you know has been appointed Acting

Assistant Director of the Office of Statistical Policy.

We are looking forward to many things, looking for a new life, looking for
tremendous contributions for there are some of us around Washington who feel
that the statistical program has fallen far behind the way it should be.

I might say what the format this morning is. I am going to state what I
think is the Administration's decision regarding how we are going to meet in-
flation. Following that, I am going to ask each of the panelists to say what-
ever he would like to say. I should note before introducing them that the
panel represents a cross-section of interests, but one of the panelists has
been identified as having a business point of view. I myself am more or less
quite sympathetic with that point of view.

Anyway that particular individual represented here is the Senior Vice-
President and Chief Economist of the National Industrial Conference Board.
You all know Jim Cooper, who is Vice-President and Director of Economic Re-
search of the Irving Trust Company. He represents the banking group. And
they too have a point of view.

On my far left is Professor Sol Barkin, University of Massachusetts,
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who will represent the economists' point of view--independent, progressive,
objective--well, that is my point of view. He is likely also to admit to

identifying with the union's point of view.

The remarks that I am using are the same remarks I used a week ago in

San Francisco. They were cleared for official use. Despite what the New York

Times and the Wall Street Journal said this morning things have not changed

considerably. Unlike the Federal Reserve, which moves from hour to hour, our

viewpoint is that fiscal policy should move more slowly.

It would be like carrying coals to Newcastle to inform this sroup that

the major economic events in the United Sts7.tes during the firs ivalf of 1969

11,-ve been sharply rising prices and sharply rising interest rzes. But I am

cing it anyway, since in recent months price increases have accelerated anc!

i-7terest rates have mo2ed to historical highs.

Our current econc.Jic predicament is the direct result of previous mis-

.:alculations in managing the Nation's economic affairs. These miscalcu-

ations, which clearly were matters of judzment, set off a train of events

iaat culminated in a pervasive inflationar7 psychology, which will be diffi-

cult to shake off, and which has allowed prices to get out of control and

make runaway inflat:on a distinct possibility.

The major domestic responsibility facing the Nixon Administration, there-

fore, is to bring the economy back to a more stabile condition. This objec-

tive can be accomplished--through both word and deed--by convincing the public

--businessmen, consumers, bankers, investors, and others--that inflation can-

not and will not be tolerated. In short, our primary domestic job is to

return the country to a balanced and sustainable track of economic growth.

This job will obviously take time and serious effort, but the burdens involved

are temporary and relatively small to bear compared with the long-term costs

of not doing so.

As I have indicated, our current situation is an outgrowth of past

decisions. But let us make no mistake--the future will be the outgrowth of

what is done now. We should keep the recent pagt in mind not only to under-

stand the present, but to use this experience to avoid making decisions today

that would adversely affect the future.

Consequently, we need to examine carefully our policy choices and select

-that strategy which will best accomplish our objectives.

The economic environment of the past 4 years reflects the interaction of

a number of factors. These include escalation of the Vietnam war, rapid

increase in Federal spending, intermittently excessive business investment

spending, and other extraordinary demands on the econOmyis resources, and a

more often than not inappropriate mix of monetary and fiscal policy.

For the first time in 4 years, since the turn of this year, we have a

monetary policy and fiscal policy building'up at the same time. The monetary
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policy began to become increasingly restrictive late in December and has
moved more restrictively in 1969. However, in spite of the double-barrel
approach of the monetary and fiscal policy both prices and interest rates
have continued to Lse, as lagged responses to the policy actions taken, or
not taken, earlier, as well as to the anticipation that policymakers did not
mean business about curbing inflation. It takes time for monetary policy and
fiscal policy to take hold. Therefore, we should not be surprised at the
difficulties we -ow having in bringing inflation under control.

An extended nar: perioc, such as we ha-ve had in the recent past,
engenders expectati-ms flu- -her inflation. It elJo provides an incentive
for all of us not tr- po,:pon-a. buying for consumpti_n or investment purposes.
That is to say, exp:,:.LL=L_ons f still higher price.73 and interest rates, as
well as the actual 1--2.E -f inflation, help neutralfze the 1-nfluence of re-
straining forces at in tiLa economy, so that we need precious time to
break inflation.

The Administran_or, recog-a_zes this case. Even when economic policy is
applied appropriately, it :72.as been in recent months, we watch anxiously
for initial signs that licy Ls working. Many economic growth factors show
some evidence of slc:=,, in ca broad but not as yet fully conclusive sense.
For example, in money- terms, :the rate of growth of the economy has declined
in each quarter since mid-year, 1968,--third quarter of 1968, fourth quarter
of 1968 and first quarter of 1969. I feel reasonably sure that the second
quarter 1969 will show a similar decrease.

In addition, from the data available in each of these four quarters, the
rate of growth of real output has shown successively smaller increases. I
also feel reasonably sure that we will have one more quarter with an increase
similar to the second. Based on the data that we have, the increase in real
output in the first quarter of this year was the smallest in two years.

On a more current basis, a number of major statistical series also indi-
cate a modest economic growth slowdown and signs of moderately reduced
pressure. For example, the recent lack of steam in personal income,
nonfarm employment, housing starts, and retail sales, among others, may be
more than just straws in the wind, even though at this juncture they are by no
means definitive. If these developments are reliable indications of near-turn
events, then we are making progress toward bringing about the reduced economic
growth that is essential to checking the inflation gripping the economy.

In slowing the growth of the economy, it is hoped that the slackening
will be reasonably weLl balanced. We seek a balanced and gradual slowdown to
avoid a repeat of the sltuation in 1966 when a single sector, housing, experi-
enced a disproportionate burden of economic restraint. All sectors should
share in reduced growth to a reasonable extent. I will return to this matter
later in my remarks.

The reason we need a rairly lengthy period o25 reduced growth is t_le evi-
dence which indica7es that price behavior tends t lag other economic iadi-
cators by a number ol glarters. For example, in .7.)revious periods when a
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slowdown occurred in economic activity, prices of investment goods were

either one or two quarters behind the overall change of pace. In another ex-

ample, changes in prices on non-durable goods tend to lag a slackening of

other economic activity by three or f- quarters. These examples indicate

that throughout much of the economy, supply factors, wages, and material

costs keep pressure on prices for soma time after demand pressuTes ease, and

that such factors can be relaxed only If demand pressures are not allowed to

be rejuvenated too quickly. This is -r economic restraint cannot be success-

ful if it is applied only intermittent:7; we should not now be repeating past

mistakes.

We need to achieve a further and gradual slowing of the rate of economic

expansion in tha months ahead to bring inflation under control. In this re-

spect, it is imperative that the President's tax program be adopted quickly.

A Congressional failure to act favorably and quickly on the tax program means

either more inflation or too heavy reliance on monetary restraint, or some of

both; the most recent increase in the prime rata indicates the kinds of

financial developments that could be expected, if the fiscal indecision of

1967 is repeated in 1969. On the other hand, the more quickly the surcharge

is passed and inflation is brought under control, the more likely monetary

policy will be able to back away from its present restrictive posture.

In the period ahead, we should have an appropriate mix of monetary and

fiscal policy. An appropriate mix makes more likely a balanced and reason-

ably even slowing of growth rates across the major economic sectors. Ex-

cessive reliance on dionetary policy, which falls disproportionately on se-

lected major economic sectors, would not be desirable.

The credit conditions and financial dislocations experienced in 1966

attest the disadvantages of over-emphasis on monetary policy. With the

concerted efforts of monetary and fiscal policy just beginning to take hold,

it would be unfortunate and unwise if fiscal policy went off the track. The

President's tax program, in conjunction with spending reductions already pro-

grammed for fiscal year 1970, would allow us to maintain, on average, the

fiscal position reached in the first quarter of this year. This implies no

additional fiscal restraint, but it will allow us to keep what we have--and

what we need.

In fiscal year 1970 if the surcharge is not extended, we would lose an

estimated $7.6 billion in receipts and end up with another budget deficit.

This would be inappropriate in view of inflation. It would also be inappro-

priate in Chat it would shift Che Federal Government from being a net supplier

to a net demander of funds during the full fiscal year, and would place an

additional burden on the Nation's financial markets. In addition, because of

the large part that psychology and expectations play in economic affairs and

economic decisions, it is extremely important that the continuity of the sur-

charge not be broken. Failure to act would redound adversely on the Govern-

ment's credibility with the American people--as well as abroad--as to whether

we intend to meet our economic responsibilities and challenges.

A high level of financial credibility is crucial in the period ahead.
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In coming years, the nation will be facing a whole nev set of problems and
challenges. In that enuironment, we will be constantl reevaluating our
priorities and reallocating resources. To have health- economic :,,rcwth at a

reasonable and sustainable, noninflationary rate, and o protect tbe.dollar
at home and abroad, we must maintain prudent and respalsible economic pol-
icies. We took the appropriate first step in the recent coordination of
fiscal and monetary policy; and the second step was t:a $4 billion reduction
of expenditures in the 1970 budget; the third step shc-ild be the passage of
the President's tax program, including continuation of the surcharge. In
only this way, can we have a well balanced mix of mone::ary and fiscal policy.

Martin R. Gainsbrugh, Senior Vice President
and Chief Economist

National Industrial Conference Board

What can you say after a talk like that? Let's be honest with ourselves.
Aren't we all for inflation control? Of course, you will find some problems
involved in solving this basic problem and some people are going to get hurt
in the process. The policies are not the best in the world. Our problems
do not all stem from the past adminstration. So I take exception from the
very start of the opening thesis that all our problems stem from miscalcu-
lations of the previous administration. Let me assure you that the con-
ference board is really non-partisan. I demonstrated it right now.

Who would have believed, speaking as a business economist, that shortly
after its entrance the so-called business administration would be sponsoring
the repeal of the 7 percent investment incentive. This administrationand it
has been demonstrated again this morningis deeply concerned about inflation.

Let us put this problem in perspective. There are four causes of in-
flation. Let us keep all four in mind as we review our progress 4,.jainst
inflation.

First, fiscal cost: When you have budget deficits you are compounding
the problem of inflation. And I will abide by what our previous speaker
said, that a large Federal deficit is inflationary.

When you begin to shift from the new economics o the old economics or
a blend of old and new and recognize that there are times when budget deficits
are undesirable, you are moving toward correction of inflation. You are be-
ginning to see the shift that is taking place from the new economics to the
old, a shift from destructive budget deficits.

The column labeled "Commercial Economic Budget Surplus and Deficit"
shows the deficits that are now being replaced. At least we hope that the
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unbalanced budget, that type of econor- s that was desirable in the first

half perhaps of the 1960s is now being ,ft behind. I do think that is

making some progress there. Wit_ z:he of Congress we should continue to

do so.

It is amazing to me how often ilhe 1-2mgress will stand for economies and

then as the year runs its course cortin ,e to increase its expenditures so

that even this year's surplus is begintv,ng to vanish. There are some neat

tricks hidden in the budget for the nex.',- fiscai year. They are being looked

at very carefully before we conclude we have a desirable surplus

in the next fiscal year. Fiscal pclicir Ls one source of inflation.

The second source of inflation is tae monetary source--go easy in ex-

tension of credit. The money supply pec,ple had their bit; the money supply

people take the increase out of the groF's national product. In 1968 the

gross national product went up 9 percea-. The money supply was advancing

to the 12 percent rate.

The administration is looking at t last budget now. Our chairman was

saying what the chairman of the Federal Aeseive Board actually said. As a

matter of record, in 1969 for the first time since the onset of the Vietnam

war, was the Federal Reserve policy working in any way with the fiscal policy

of the Treasury. Just ponder the significance of that. The fiscal policy

was working with restraint of inflation, and the Federal Reserve policy, as

late as the end of 1968, was so concerned about the possibility of an over-

reaction that it was almost negating the fiscal policy of the administration.

Look at the figures for money supply or the so-called magic ratios. You see

the figures 44.8 compared with 44.3, with money supply rising faster than the

GNP rate at the end of 1968.

Then, finally, the Federal Reserve "got religion". I hope it stays con-

verted. No increase for the money supply at all. look at the figures, the

first column, total money supply fot April, and again for May. Less than it

was in December.

So, again the second source of inflation we are dealing with is mone-

tary inflation, some derived in good part from the first source--budget de-

ficit.

The third source of inflation is the unit labor costs. Note unit labor

costs in manufacturing. These are your statistics. They are not ours. They

show the tremendous pressure that is being excercis4 -1-1 prices as a result

of wage increases. One wants wage Jncreases as thc of goods goes up.

You want your wages increased as the cost of living goes up. You also want

some part of the improvement in the national productivity each year.

How do we prevent that from exerting pressure on pricesT What has the pre-

sent administration done about this?

They hope that the restraints being excercised on the fiscal and the

monetary fronts, can and will later-Degin to restrain the third cause of
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inflation, th ,z. wage-cost push inflation, which I will concede stems in part,
but not entirely, from the fact that we have been slow to apply the necessary
monetary and credit principles.

And the last and fourth source of inflation is the handling of the in-
flationary expectations.

When prices go up or 1-1/2 percent a year, it is not labor costs. The
emphasis I have been placing on labor is the figure 70. If you are not fam-
iliar with it, let me stop for just a moment to develop that. Keep the fi-
gure 70 in mind as it relates to any rate. As prices advance 1 percent a
year, it takes 70 years for them to triple. Changes in buying and spending
habits, may be offset by quality improvement. When prices go up 2 percent
a year, it takes 35 years for them to triple. Your dollar would be cut in
half. This could turn out to be very dangerous, but it still wouldn't change
either our spending or saving habits.

When rates go up 4 percent or 5 percent a year, it takes only 14 years
for your savings to be cut in half. People begin to change their savings
and buying habits. This starts to affect business decision making. It
starts to affect borrowing, apart from insurance companies, at 5 percent,
investment at 8 percent and 8-1/2 percent. These things start the ball roll-
ing and affect business and consumer judgment in society. These changes have
begun to erode the inflationary expectations. If you want the Administration
to look at the equities, you continue to wait and see what happened to them
during the last month or month and a half. We lost 10, 15, 20 percent of
that in these equities. It becomes apparent that we may be close to the
crest, perhaps, in the inflationary prices.

So we have begun to make some gains even in the fourth area. I am more
concerned about what lies beyond this crest, and the possibility that in
early 1970 and in late 1969, as in the start of 1969, emphasis will still beon inflation.

Those are the four main sources of inflation. Then the fifth is war.
Let's not forget that our inflation is stemMing from war. As in the past,
inflation goes back to that. Look at the history of war. In World War I
inflation .:a_me along with it, and the price correction followed.
World War II had inflation. Then came the Korean war and more inflation.
fact, we had less inflation in this war then we had in the past. We sup-
pressed inflation in the Korean war. We had control during the Korean war.
Within the first weeks of the Korean war we suppressed inflation.

I think it means less of a problem pricewise at the end of the Vietnam
war than in some of the other wars. I believe that the end of the Vietnam
war will see an end to this inflation. Some of you know in the 1970 models
before us there is a definite picture of business conditions. Western Elec-
tric presents this idea of precise secular inflation, and this contract was
widespread. Many public corporations were affected.

Interest rates are going to stay where they are, they are not going to
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go up from 8 percent or 8-1/2 percent. In the economic model for 1970, and

in any other economic model being built for 1970, all the price factors in-

corporated around the 2, 2-1/2 percent price increase factor rather than 4/5,

5-1/2 percent price factor.

I hope, as a business economist, I have made my position clear. We are

not on the threshold of a recession. We are not out of the waters of infla-

tionary problems. You take the GNP figure, 930, and I think our Chairman

will agree that our second quarter figures will fall in the range of 915,

920, perhaps closer to 915, than 920, and business economists are saying per-

haps it will be 945, 950 by the year end.

The rate of credit for the year is around 7 percent. Demand for credit

is strong. Demand will continue to remain strong. Demand for capital in-

vestment is moderate. Our figures were dmgn in the first quarter. Manu-

facturing corporations will be down again in the second quarter. Restraints

are beginning to fight, and we are not getting impossible unemployment. We

are not putting our foot down on the bridge. Overnight, we are not going to

see the end of inflation through lower price factors, implicit price indexes,

4.4 percent in the first quarter is still around 4 percent for the second

quarter. It may be as low as 3-3/4 by the year end.

It will take time, patience, and perseverance. You heard this from the

Administration. You heard it from business economists. We are not going to

solve inflation overnight. I am, first of all, asking that 1970 run its

course. We will have this inheritance with us for a considerable length of

time. We are pursuing the right policies basically. The one caveat, I think,

is how to deal with wage costs, price push, and on through collective bar-

gaining, and without resorting to controls. Clearly enough, the Administra-

tion has been derelict. It has not come up with a constructive appraisal

dealing with this and I regret that they had disavowed the guidelines. They

have disavowed the so-called job technique. Much is to be said for the

democratic process. They develop the facts related to the whole general area

of wage pressures and prices and have the public become increasingly aware,

as in the case of the construction industry where you have sharp increases,

that they are observing the areas of productivity, and such wage increase are

adverse to the public.

James C. Cooper, Vice President and
Director of Economic Research

Irving Trust Company

Before I start, let me clarify one thing. When I got on this panel, I

pointed out that I may not be taking the point of view that people would ex-

pect from a Wall Street banker.

Let me put into perspective, the point of view I will take, to give you
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just a little bit of my own personal philosophy. Otherwise you will find my
point of view misrepresenting what you consider personal philosophy. I

generally tend to be a liberal democrat and to watch Congress.

In this framework, one of the first economic priorities that I set in
my own mind is the maintaining of rapid rates of growth and minimum levels of

unemployment. The policies I am incorporating in this analysis I am going to
read to you very quickly. If you do not keep them in mind you are going to
think I am a Wall Street banker that is coming up with his own unjustified
philosophy of plans, budgets, surveys, and what have you.

The older conservatives, who had tended to be anti-Keynesian in the next
five years, are probably going to be turning out to be the strongest Keyne-
sian economists around, because the results of the so-called Keynesian anal-
ysis fit into their preconceived notion of what is good or bad rather than
what is derived just from economic analysis.

Let me forecast the growth potential to 1974 for the United States to
set the stage for the inflationary problem we are currently facing. We should
focus on this problem. I fear that everyone is going to think of the next 6
or 18 months and we are not going to cure inflation.

By 1974 the gross national product of the United States could amount to
$1440-billion 1968 dollars. If inflation is under control, and the rate of
grwth is not more than 2-1/2 percent a year, it would amount to about $1,330
billion 1974 dollars, if the economy's full potential is obtained.
If this growth materializes, real output will rise at an annual rate of 5.07
percent a year during 1970 through 1974, about the same as the 5.10 percent
annual rate between 1963 and 1968.

Notice everything is conditional on this point, because the only way
that we are going to attain that role and keep our real growth from dropping
down to 4-1/2 percent is to have some rather dramatic changes in the U.S. econ-
omy. Sizeable declines in the unemploym,ent rate contributed heavily to the
growth of the past five years. A continued stimulus from this factor cannot
be expected in the coming five years. This is very important. A sharp de-
cline in the unemployment rate has been a basic factor in the economic growth
in the past five years. A more rapid increase in productivity then has been
experienced in most recent years will be needed if we keep the growth rate
above 5 percent. This is the entire key on the productivity side.

Gains in productivity required to maintain the growth in real output
above 5 percent per annum cannot be realized without sizeable additions of
new plant and equipment. The ease with which businesses finance their cap-
ital expenditures, in turn, will reflect the fiscal monetary policy mix.
Heavy reliance on monetary restraint to keep inflation in check would hold
down plant and equipment spending by raising the cost and limiting the avail-
ability of investment funds.

Increased dependence on fiscal restraint, on the other hand, can help
reduce inflationary tendencies without exerting as much upward pressure on
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finance, A failure to move toward greater fiscal restraint coupled with mone-

tary ease could result in economic growth falling somewhat below its potential.

The growth potential of the economy is determined by two factors: how

many hours are worked and how much is produced per hour. We expect the econ-

omy's growth potential to change little in the coming five years, relative

to the past five years; a decline in the rate of growth of hours worked will

be offset by an increase in productivity. We hope that this will occur. When

I wrote this forecast about three months ago I expected it because I had great

hopes in the current administration. Today it is a hope. It is not an !x-

pectation.

According to our estimates, the rate of growth of hours worked will de-

cline from 2.0 percent in the past 5 years to 1.4 percent in the coming 5

years. This represents the net effect of a number of influences, some of which

will slow growth while others will accelerate it.

The factors tending to slow the growth in the number of hours worked include

a slight decline in the participation rate, a shorter average workweek,

and a slight increase in the unemployment rate.

The participation rate for the total labor force has been pushed up in

recent years by the Vietnam war effort. The estimates we have come up with

show a very modest decline if the Vietnam war effort ceased or eased off at

the end of this year. We had this estimate at the beginning of the year when

the total number of troops actually began to decline.

The average number of hours worked each year is also apt to decline, not

because the work week is shorter but primarily because the trend is towards

longer vacations. By .1974 the total decline probably will amount to about 1

week in the average work year; the growth in man-hours worked will be reduced

about 2 percent.

During the past 5 years, growth was stimulated by sharp decline in the

unemployment rate from 5.7 percent in 1963 to 3.6 percent in 1968. Continued

stimulation to the growth of economy from this source cannot be expected over

the coming 5 years, since the unemployment rate is more likely to rise than

to continue to fall. From the 3.6 percent average in the 1968 unemployment

rate we are talking about, we have estimated it would average 3.75 between now

and 1974. So we are getting a very negative stimulation here.

These factors, the participation rate, the workweek, and the unemploy-

ment rate probably will be major deterrents to growth. They will be offset

partly by stimulative factors, a more rapid rate of srowth to the population

of working age, and a decline in the size of the Armed Forces. This is the

only offset we see to these factors and it is not because of a lack of jobs.

The growth in the population of working age is being buoyed by a large

increase in the number of teenagers coming into the labor force. This fa-.

vorable demographic relationship should increase the growth in the population
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of working age to an anaual rate of 1.7 percent from a growth of 1.6 percent
per annum in the past 5 years.

Well, what does this leave us with? We have to push the rate of growth
of productivity to 3.6 percent, maintain the 5.07 percent rate of growth for

the economy. How are you going to do it? Let's look at the composition of

demand. As long as there is inflation, it flows into two categories. Look

at your demand side and your supply side, because I cannot handle as many
variables as you do. So I tend to simplify it. On your demand side, it is

a question of the composition of demand. A large growth in demand is coming

in the 20 to 35 year age brackets between now and 1974. These age groups are

the spenders and they don't save.
At the same time they are going to need housing. Our estimates for housing
demands in real dollars is just about doubling the dollar expenditures between
now and 1974. This is a whopping growth in demand. So here is your big stim-

ulation of demand. Because of the composition, consumer expenditures also
constitute a iarge part of the rate of growth of the economy between now and
1974.

At the same time, how are you going to employ these workers and get in-
creased productivity? To employ these additional workers, we need more cap-
ital. To get increased productivity, you have capital financing or capital.
Demands are tremendous for fixed investment together with growing consumer
expenditure, unless we completely revise our tax systems. Business spending

tends to be growing, and housing spending seems to be growing.

Where are you going to get the savings to provide the long term funds for
fixed investments or large growth in population? The only way to avoid excess
problems in the economy and avoid continued inflationary pressures is to force

savings. Probably the only way to force savings is by government surplus. It

is not a question of balanced budget. How much the rates of unemployment are
the result of the stop-and-go dollar to try to stop inflation we do not know.
So the big question to be--how much is the government going to be willing to

cut back its expenditures.

I have a total here for the model to work. Government expenditures, in-
cluding state and local, are running about 23 percent of the total output.

They are going to have to decline to about 21.4 percent. If you assume that
state and local spending are going to continue to rise, some rather dramatic
cut-backs must be made in Federal Government spending.

It is simple economics now. I didn't think 3 years ago I would be stand-
before any group and arguing for government surplus as the only insurance of
holding inflation to very low levels. But if we must make this hard choice,
what is going to happen?
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Sol Barkin
Professor of Economics

University of Massachusetts

I will have little difficulty with the position that I will take, as

Martin gave me my take-off point in his final remarks. We agree that the

central issue is the use of discretionary economic power, the ability to ma-

nipulate, control and extract special benefits from the economy. This power

can be lodged among many different groups including business, banks, trade

unions and others. Their scope and impact differ, but the nature of the

leverage is the same. It is economic power in the interest of a specific grow).

In view of the fact that two of us are taking similar positions, I can-

not make my customary claim for equal time. As end-man I shall stress ideas

which will be new in this review.

First I wish to align myself with the two speakers against the chair-

man. Dr. Mann delivered his speech a week ago, and, of course, events have

progressed beyond that point. Congress in the meantime has changed our mone-

tary and fiscal policies.

I wish, therefore, to say that I am on Martin's side.

MR. GAINSBRUGH: Welcome to the club.

MR. BARKIN: Look at what is happening. We tried to curb inflation by control-

ling the volume of money and raising interest rates. But it has not worked.

The banks have run around these controls. They know our financial system and

have devised methods of circumventing the controls. They went abroad to get

funds and therefore continue to feed the economy and make tremendous profit and

reinforce inflationary pressures. Of course, it is in their interest to make

money. It is customary for men in this economy of ours to try to avoid con-

trols. The use of such ingenuity is part and parcel of our system. But what

is not commonly realized is that the bureaucrat and the theorist do not take

these realities into account. The economist thinks in terms of simple or even

complex relationships of the past. He is not party to the new inventions,

therefore, he misses the signals which distort the operation of the economy.

The bureaucrat is similarly handicapped; he can only deal with issues with which

there has been experience. Both miss the core of the problem of control in a

dynamic society. Human initiative diverts us from past patterns and introduces

new ones. The result is the frustration of controls. That does not mean that

I am against controls. On the contrary. I believe in them, but I do also in-

sist that we have to make the major economic interests responsible for devising

and implementing them in accordance with the national purpose. We have done

just that in many periods and European countries are effectively following this

pattern on a routine basis.

The important conclusion we must draw is that the problem is the brutal

and ingenious use of economic power. There are very few saints; they will not

be found in the banking community. They are not to be found in the industrial

community. They are not in the trade union community. And lately we have
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learned the old lesson, that they are not in the Government.

MR. COOPER: Nor on the campus.
MR. BARKIN: Only the college professor who buries himself in his laboratory
is completely exempt.

Mr. Cooper introduced a most welcome clarification. He has stated
that Keynesianism is a tool which is as useful to conservative as to radical
objectives. Keynesianism did not prescribe full or high employment. It over-
looked the intricacies of economic behavior in our society. It focused on a
few critical global relationships. It submerged sectoral and microeconomic
analysis. It was concerned with the possibility of manipulating the level of
economic activity. But it did not define precise national economic goals and
these could be conservative as well as radical.

It is important to realize that we have neglected many important prob-
lems of economics which had formerly attracted much attention in our concen-
tration on Keynesianism and macroeconomics tools. We overlooked the internal
obstacles and restraints upon growth and economic stability.

An awakening is occurring. People are again beginning to recognize
these institutional restraints and the rigidities. They are perceiving the
influence of economic power. The Council of Economic Advisers cooperated
with the President's Committee on Economic Stability to identify and report
on these distortions in our economy. In their report issued at the beginning
of the year, it concentrated on many areas where such discretionary power ex-
ists and offered mild suggestions on how to deal with them. They know that it
is not enough to rely on macroeconomic tools; you had to resort to selective
and specific direct techniques for abating, countervailing, or destroying
economic power. It was a strong prescription which had been sounded recur-
rently in our country, but the battle is a continuing one and we lose sight of
it from time to time. Unfortunately, we tend to concentrate on the superficial
evidences of power rather than reach into the central complexes which dominate
our economy and society and prevent the easy and effective operation of macro-
economic instruments for achieving our national economic and social objects.

Since the power structure distorts price behavior on the market, it is
necessary to resuscitate those fields of economics which provide us with an
understanding of this problem and suggest the tools for dealing with the issues.
They point out ways of dealing with the disaggregated components of the econo-
my. We will then be better able to deal with the problems of exploitation,
scarcities, rigidities, and immobilities. We shall not have to resort to re-
ducing the ]evels of economic activity but concern ourselves with stimulating
growth and full employment.

These ideas are not new; they were at the very core of the subject of
economics when I entered upon its study. They are the issues with which many
younger faculty members and students are now concerned. But they are lost in
the current jargon and slogans. Many do not see how similar their protest is
with that of the twenties and thirties. We then fought equilibrium economics
as being inadequate and unrealistic, offering institutionalism as an alterna-
tive. Others underscored the importance of Marxism. The important fact is
that we recognize that institutional power structures are interfering and pre-
venting the realization of an economic equilibrium. Macroeconomic tools in the
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American economic environment will be insilfficient to correct the situation.
They must be joined by efforts at dealing with the power structures and cen-

ters. Some must be destroyed and others balanced and in still other cases we
must substitute public or private power.

Mr. Cooper introduced a second important concept; namely that of time.

He spoke of short, medium and long-term. These time divisions indicate that
in dealing with problems, we have to have short, medium and long-term solu-

tions. We cannot rely on measures addressed to one time dimensions for reme-

dying fundamental difficulties. We have neglected the long-term solutions for

they require reform and combat with entrenched interests. You cannot get a

economic power unless you seek reforms and change. You cannot control cost

inflation obtained through economic power except through medium and long-term

change.

We have submitted to extortions, disorganization, _:Lgidities, immobil-

ities because our perspective has been short-term. We were mislead by tempo-

rary affluence, forgetting that the basic difficulties wo-l_d continue to hurt

us. We neglected the cancers of power. We avoided the in-dation of struc-

tural reforms. Restraints have short-term ends; control h,.:E a medium-term ob-

jective; reform has a long-term goal.

The market place is the place where people apply power and control.

They induce or exploit or create scarcities to get tactical and price advan-

tages. Higher prices do not necessarily bring forth a higher volume of supply.

The manipulators see to that. They get higher and higher prices and see to it

that they maintain their control over supply. But who gets hurt? People with

power? Not people with money. It is the poor, the weary, and the defenseless

who are hurt. The banker is able to manipulate and squeeze out of many of the

close spots.

The real trouble at the present time is that we are not trying to deal

with the problems of high prices effected through economic powers. We are not

talking about price margins, guidelines, scarcities. We need guidelines and

we have to install them tomorrow morning.

MR. GAINSBRUGH. As you get older, you get wiser.

MR. BARKIN. You see Martin and I are on the same team. This is news; it is a

little difficult to comprehend this great change, but it has occurred. It is

a welcome change.

One important aspect of inflation which is generally neglected is the

amount of social unrest it generates. Twenty or chirty years ago, we would

be concerned solely with injury. But at the present time, it is no longer

true. As for example, let us take the issue of State employees' salaries.

Rising inflation devalues my income. I am disgruntled. State employees go

to the State Legislature and ask for an increase. The Govr_rnor says "I haven't

the money': the legislature replies that "it doesn't want to increase taxes."

The final result is at best a niggardly increase. The salaries of public em-

ployees fall behind the levels of private employees. The untest creates the

mood for a union. Then follow protests and picket lines before the State

Capital. They may or may not succeed. But if they acquire power they will

succeed; those without power will be hurt. The country is increasingly divi-

ded between those with power and those without it. Inflation and current be-
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havior creates a deeper division in our country between people with power and
those without it. The latter will in time respond to the demagogues. We know
what happened in the thirties when the latter took over. Unless we deal with
power groups now, the powerless will respond to these demagogues.

I would now like to talk about goals. We have been concentrating on

stabilization. Read and reread the 1969 President's Economic report. The
present Economic Council should read it. Herbert Stein in his book says that
the Kennedy and Johnson Councils made few new discoveries. We all agree with
that but the fact is that they made the ideas living instruments for attaining
specific economic and social goals which the previous administrations had sub-
merged and forgotten.

We again place a high i7zriority on full employment. The black people
forced the issue tc the force. All of the trade union slogans and writings
did not make this __,-5sue no. 1. It was the riots in the, urban communities
which brought this zcuntry to its senses and awakened Lt to tac commitments in
the Employment Act m7 1946. The unrest among the Black people made our ocil
goal a high prior-it-T. Stabilzation has become a leve7-_ge for promoting thLs

goal.

The issue ar stabilization is no longer a theoretical problem. It is

a practical one joimi-ed with that of full employment. European countries have
kept both goals tc; tlie fore; now we shall have to do the same. People have
been discussing tte so-called Phillips curve. They have been trying to define

the tie between unemployment and price rises. Hopefully, that will be forgot-

ten in our anxiety to solve the problems of social upheaval on the campus and
in the Black community and in the ghetto. We dismiss the challenge not because
the relationship may not be a real one, but because we are learning that the
highest priorities are to be found in other areas. We are learning that the
best answer to stabilization is not higher unemployment but reform which in-
cludes improvements of the lot of the slum dweller; eradication of discrimi-
nation; and reforms in our economy which will remove or countervail the might
of the powerful.

We came here today to tell you that not only must you hal,c social goals
but also know how to deal with the problems. Manpower specialists have a con-
sequential role to play. They can become as important as monetary and fiscal
specialists. Manpower economics is a crucial field in the solution of our

economic difficulties.

In 1961, we saw the inauguration of the field of manpower economics in
this country. From 1954 to 1961 a number of us fought for area redevelopment
legislation. We were clobbered by economists and the Eisenhower Council of
Economic Advisors. Finally with the support of the Kennedy Administration we
got the laws adopted. With it came the new era of manpower concern. We have
broadened our interests in subsequent years. But manpower economics and pol-
icy are still in their infancy.

We did not invent this field. The initiators were the Swedes. They
converted older policies respecting the labor market into tools for the main-
tenance of full employment and stability. The ideas have become international
ones. We endorsed the ILO convention of "full, productive, amd freely chosen
employment" but we have not implemented the instrument.
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One basic need to stress in the future is that all economic policies
should be reviewed by manpower economists in the light of our manpower goaLs.

You say to monetary policy people; "You can't run mor,etary policy unless you

talk with me, Mr., Manpower." You protest that no monetary policy should be
pursued which conflicts with manpower goals. What right have you to adopt

programs which precipitate unemployment and aggravate the distress in the high

unemployment areas?

You have to eesign monetary policies no fit the manpower goals; and also

fiscal policies which suit the manpower scher:e. Simply becalse the National
City Bank deals with monetary problems is no reason for proposing policies

which please it. We have national economic and social goals and all policies

should promote them.

I conclude by saying taat we should stop talking about slowing down the

economy. Let's talk about maintaining and shifting our e::onomic activities.

Let us talk about constraints, controls, and reforms. We are using only 82

pero.ent of our economic capacity; the economy is slow enough; we should expand.

Who can argue that we are overextended when we have so many unemployed Lnd

others who are not in the labor fcrce whom we can recruit. _,et's get at the

areas where there are constraints; where excessive discretionary power exists,

where there are rigidities immoAlity, and distortion. The rigid, immobile,
and manipulated market res7.s on power and poor organization. Let us reform

them. Our fight against inflation, therefore, must include constraint, cont-

rol, and reform.

MR. GAINSBRUGH: In connection with the control of inflation there is the
question of whether increasing prices or increasing wages are essential com-
ponents, to providing low or increasing rates of unemployment. This expresses

graphically what is known as the Philips Curve.

Irving Trust probably does not concern itself much about this, but the
Hanover Bank does. Very recently, the Wall Street Digest, as you know, has

made a big deal out of it.

MR. COOPER: In its simplicity, we just can't accept it.
still useful and we have used it.

MR. GA1NSBRUGH: I won't settle for that. Now, Sol took

will take mine, by way of ,supplementation, again, because dol
tically dealing with the same situation.

The concept is

his time, and I
and I are prac-

The Philips Curve has had widespread application but it does not neces-
sarily follow this is going to be the pattern in the future as it has been in

the past.

Sol was saying that the old and new economics are going to be combined. The

Philips Curve, with some of the other devices in the new economics, and the

recognition that inflation is a problem of society that ariseE vAer certain

conditions, are part of the old economics.

What is beginning to happen is --the restructuring of our f,-n:.1;i.ety to see

-what we will have in the future; what our unemployment beneftr4 wL11 be;
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places where manpower programs will be .9.ffectIve, which will show improve2-ent

from here on, mhere we will have full employr-F:mt in our Americ:an society. We

conceive of the implication of full empLoymen-, below the 4, 4-1/2 percent

level.

How do you reconcile these terms? Recanciliat±on comes now through xe-

constructing and further improving our societ7.

One of th.,), Challenges you have is to say "What can be done tO remo7e the

the impact of alanpower at 4-1/2 percent, 4 percent? Shall we avoid hiç ±.. costs

that would flaw from putting people to work, when you wet down to the he of

the manpower pol"?

There are other things that we, as the -ociety, must do. Sol spoke about

monopolistic p-wers in various sectors of 0,- society. We are beginninc to

reconstruct cr society so we get intensifIcion of recuperation, partz.cu-

laxly in tnoE15_ areas where recuperation is Ec:aght at the moment.

Weakness:es in collective bar2aining FIL71 to be- improved for maximum

results as they relate to the inflationary pressures that exist on the 4-1/2

and 4 percent levels of full employment.

We all have seen the customary weakness in collective bargaining in con-

struction, The question is what we can do structurally about full employment.

We are all in favor of not working on Sunday; we want to have full employment.

We want everyone who wants a job to have a job and to be able to find one in

our society. But we don't want to put the price on it of a runaway inflation.

Structural changes will help us. The magic word is the reconstructing of

our society. We have been doing this ever since our society was founded, and

I have great hopes we will do even a better job in the 1970's. The 1960's

demonstrated our capacity to do this. Now, how can we harvest our economy
to resolve many of these social problems that have confronted us?

MR. BARKIN: All of you know the NICB in the early days had a plan of action.

The NICB opened its forum to trade unionists to present their case either

for providing entertainment to the auditors or intellectual stimulation.

We lack such forums today. It.is evident that the students on the

campus have no euch forums. They feel frustrated; nobody is willing to listen

to them. They respond to every slogan which would provide an outlet, because

there are few chances for a constructive dialogue.

The NICB could provide a constructive course toward creating a real

balance in our society by ppening its forum to the students and the young

faculty members who have a story to deliver.

MR. GAINSBRUGH: You are getting.more improvement than you make out. How-

ever you face it, you are going to.get into troUble with this Philips Curve.

This is the problem of structural changes in the economy. In this concept,

there is nothing wrong with the Philips Curve. In other wards, the post-war
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eco:aomy lives and we are lelarning about cons-:ants, constant money changes,

full employment changes, anc inflation in .)1.1r. lives. But let's not overreact:.

A VOICE: We have had an interesting : hours of rhetoric. This questia7

is addressed to the panea. Can you come u77_. with any period during wartime

when we have not had any in-Elation or anv io f peacetime when we have :-ic77.

had either a price decline Jr relative sta.btlizatiom?

MR. GAINSBRUGH: I am afraid to sEy r.LE.= inflation has usually occurred

the same time as war. I hz.le seen situaticrI5 in this country, when we have

not been at war, and we have had price infLa=ion.

A VOICE: Name it.

MR. GAINSBRUGH: In th 1920s, in tne 1350s.

A VOICE: 1956 and 1957 were after 7_71._ .7.orean war.

MR. GAINSBRUGH: Yes, but we are talk._:_g about post-war.

A VOICE: We immobilized our fleet an- .what not, but it was on a war

basis.

MR. GAINSBRUGH: We have war almost all the tine.

MR. BARKIN: I would not run away from the fact that the Vietnam war has

been proceeding. Martin has made this point earlier. We have been the victim

of the Vietnam war. But I don't believe that when we get out of this war, that

all of our problems will have been resolved. We must recognize that our with-

drawal does not mean that we will eliminate our military expenditures for in

fact we are a military power.

MR. BIENSTOCK: Jeff, you might want to revise this chart, and use tbe

prices of budget or the CPI. If you examine the use of wholesale prices over

the period used, you will see they go up and down. They go up during war

periods and then go back to normal thereafter.

The same price index over the last 15 years has been cropped up at the

rate of 1 to 1 1/2%. This is the secular trend of prices. It is a little bit

unwarranted to say prices go up during war and then go back down. Prices of

goods don't go down, or hold stable following the end of the war. The upward

sweep of services and service trades is secular and normal.

MR. BARKIN: The answer to Mr. Bienstock is that war and inflation have

been associated. This war is being financed without extra levies. If we con-

tinue the war and enjoy a balanced budget, it will be unusual and exceptional.

It will be the first time we have had this type of combination.

MR. GAINSBRUGH: It also means that we are going to have to exercise very

sharp control over Federal expenditures. It may occur more than ever with the

military.

MR. BARKIN: Yes,
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MR. GAINSBRUGH: In all fairness I should say that we have a fairly tight

budget. The year coming up, fiscal 1970, is still Presjdent Johnson's budget.

The first Nixon budget will not be until fiscal 1971. If the Vietnam war were

to continue anything like the present level at cost, and if every defense ship-

ment were to continue at anything like the present level, there would be tre-

mendous pressure to seek new approaches, to stretch our resources, to establish

new directions, to increase income to match the budget. I think you are all

aware of the reasons.

Let me talk for a moment about the growth dividend. The best trends we

have are our growth dividends. Fiscal 1972 and 1973 will come out with some-

thing like 15 billion dollars. For the fiscal year 1973, the best estimates we

have of the growth dividend, and the revenue there, with an expanding economy

come out about 14 billion or 15 billion dollars.

If this is the case, then even fiscal 1971, we have at least half of this

would-be dividend. All I am saying is that the economy provides a full 12, 13,

14 billion dollars in fiscal 1971. We already have on the books training pro-

grams that would eat up at least half of it.

MR. COOPER: Wouldn't you grant though if we can do something about this

80 billion dollars of defense, this would offset sustantially some of the

rise that is occurring elsewhere in the eoonomy?

MR. GAINSBRUGH: Of course.

MR. COOPER: How long do we have to carry the burden of $80 billion for

defense?

MR. GAINSBRUGH: We are having some success. We played a 15-tle part in

getting the mole cancelled. We are taking an awful hard look at the military

budget, and the time will come when the Defense Department will be treated like

anY other department.

In the Congressional Record Mr. Meyer read the memorandum by the President

that all agencies will be treated alike, subject to some public shifting; that

the Secretary of Defense would have the same right of appeal as every other

Secretary. This was not always the case in our recent times.

A VOICE: I would like to ask whether or not pension benefits instead of

real wages are significant, or can they make a real oontribution to us?

MR. COOPER: I wish I could give you a very simple yes or no. But no

economist ever has a yea or no answer. This works out pretty much like the

escalator clauses that we started some years ago and which to some extent are

being revised today.

If you look at pension benefits and real wages, and hold inflation to

under 2 percent you have a chance for the working sector of the economy to

make use of this alternative.
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MR. PIERCE: The construction wage is one of the pressIlre 1,41t0 in this

cost push pattern that you are talking about. Does Mr. GainstavAll Fve rlY

suggestions as to how this problem might be met.

MR, GAINSBRUGH: There are va-Aous techniques being rliae oonnee-
tion under the framework that I have described earlier.

Free collective bargaining is the best solution we have forlItyq Cp wag de-
termination in this country. If that be the frame, however, 5r04 tTA4t to have
equal power in the collective bargaining process. The basiQ ved.hhe of col-.

lective bargaining in construction is the attitude management hg,S. Vhat could'

-be done to help management in construction meet the power cA 141/01.3 One

device to deal with labor is the assambly of management 04 Ø,l. rattier
than on a local basis.

Another currencly under way is to organize those who ji. "Otruction
material, and those who buy from the construction industry to 1A(1, ecouotd-c
and other support to the various local construction firms that Ao faced with
pressures from organized labor. These are just two exampleS ot khe ipe of
thinking that is going on. The basic purpose is to restore OA bciWe% balance
under collective bargaining. If this does not work, we will, fim grat;er

pressures from Washington than have thus fa-: been forthcomiN. prss--

sures might include subpoenas or invitations to appear befok'a JpA5
Economic Committee and other Congressional Committees.

Where wage bargaining has been sharply out of line wiA 111.0 TfAti-orial pat-
tern, there has been a greater degree of interest in WashiAt04,

The Council of Economic Advisors in its last report si-ligleJ t tlia con-
struction industry, perhaps more than any other, for intenAva A4,Minavion.

MR. BARKIN: This point is extremely important. Port011etei-, wa ere be-
ginning to get everyone thinking about it. The Cabinet CoOkitt"(S report to
which I referred devoted an entire chapter to the construeon Apstry.
Martin focused on the collective bargaining problem. But Olarq plelly other

problems. The issue must be dealt with as a conglomerAtio0 of Arl.ale i.ssoes.

shall recite my own experience during the period of kbe ;IVO-Lep. I was
labor adviser on e.1 construction industry. The major queOki°4 ttAn .,70.s how

to get construction going. The question was how to reduce kba Gk)ot of con-
struction. The building unions sought shorter hours end 111-%11s \VAO. United
States had just established a forty-hour uniform work 'week tor 010 1..adustrY-
Industry was against it.

The building trade-unions at that time pointed to a meior Opece of dif-
ficulty in home construction and supported moves for the rebiacAlet of the
multiple mortgage to the single long-term mortgage whi:h 4N,oped As part
of the home loan system. This single mortgage system Made .tlos0-14,e the home-
owners' period we enjoyed during the last thirty years.

Mr. Levitt who succeeded in reducing prices for some J-qrg wAstroction
projects could only cibble on the problems of this indUstrY.

There is no industry which is more crucial to the futoke of .0kis country
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and the well-being of the people. We have not yet addressed ourselves to sol-

ving this challenge. The Douglas Committee recently reported ou the influence

of building codes and other issues. But we need a group with a greater deter-

mination and Congressional pOwers to force the disclosure of the abuses in all

phases and the collusion between real estate, banking, building materials, con-
truction, employer, unions, and politicians at all levels. This is a crusade

which requires attention. The critics and analysts have avoided the challenge.

One problem in the construction industry, seasonal irregularities in

building, has been neglected in this country because people feared the issue

and neither the industry nor the unions would tackle it. In Europe most

countries have major reform programs underway. We are wasting our resources

and subjecting workers to seasonal unemployment, for we don't have the will

and the tools to deal with this matter. During my service with the OECD I

tried to stimulate interest in the subject in the United States. One result

was that the U.S. Department of Labor prepared an account of the state of

affairs in this country. Secretary of Labor Wirtz proposed a seasonal stabil-

ization plan for one New Jersey buildings trades craft but nothing came of

this effort. The Departments of Labor and Commerce subsequently prepared a

joint released report at the end of 1969. Presidents have issued executive

orders but little appears to ha..re been accomplished because it requires de-

termination, and effective reform and the vested interests are lukewarm about

it.

We face a similar major problem in the field of the medical service.

Piecemeal improvements are interesting but hardly adequate for giving us the

changes needed for good medical services or at least the quality and abundance

of services equal to those provided in northern Europe. It needs the whole-

sale destruction of monopolies and power and the total reform of the system.

The issues are not new. The problem is not lack of incentives. The

challenge is the stranglehold private interests have in thcse industties in

face of public needs. How do we break it? How do we get the construction

and medical industries to work with the government, the President, and Con-

gress to create viable and lower cost and more effective industries? Which

public groups can be coralled to fight the entrenched powers? Reform is the

key to long-term fight against inflation.
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